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Sprcrer, Issun INrnoDUCrroN

'ATAMAI-LOTO, MOE FAKA'OFO'OFA-,AONGA:
TONGAN TA-VA TIME-SPACE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND-HEART AND

BEAUTY-UTILITY

Pd'utu-'O -Vava'u-Lahi
Adriana Mahanga Lear
University of Wollongong

Kolokesa Uafa Mdhina-Tirai
Lagi-Maama Academy 6 Consultancy

Sione Lavenita Vaka
Auckland University of Technology

Maui-TdV6-He-Ak6
Tevita O. Ka'ili

Br igh am Young Univ er sit y H aw ai' i

This collection of critical essays seeks to explore as a text some key aspects of
Tongan concepts and practices ofthe sino body,'atamai mind, and loto heart, on
the one hand, and faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts,
on the other hand, in the broader context of Indigenous Tongan Ta-Va Time-
Space Philosophy of Reality. These physical-bodily, psychological-emotional,
and social-cultural, and artistic and literary aspects will be reflected upon at
the fakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae separation,
of ontology (i.e., ways of being) and epistemology (i.e., ways of knowing) and

I
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of beauty/quality (i.e., what is of knowledge) and utility/functionality (i.e., what

does ofknowledge). As inseparable but indispensable temporal-spatial, formal-
substantial, and functional-practical entities, ontology and beauty/quality are

considered to be taking the lead over epistemology and utility/functionality, in
that logical order of precedence.

Talakamata Introduction

Trus cor,lpcrloN oF oRIGINAL ESSAYS critically focuses on the specific

Indigenous Tongan Td-Vi philosophy of mind and heart, i'e', psychology and

psychiatry, as well as beauty/quality and utility/functionality of art and liter-
ature, derived from the general Indigenous Tongan (and Moanan Oceanian)

Ta-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality. The general Indigenous Tongan T6-Vd

Time-Space Philosophy of Reality is based in td and va, translated as time and

space, and dwells at the fakafelavai intersection, i'e., fakahoko connection and

fakamavae separation,' of epistemology (or "ways of knowingi') and ontology
(or "ways of being"). By mediating both epistemology and ontology, it calls into
question the classical dispute between "reality as we know it" and "reality as it
isj'in which the fundamental issue is not "how we know what we knowl"'when
we know what we knowl"'where we know what we knowl'or "why we know
what we know" but rather "what we really knowi'The former four issues are the

broader earmarks of German Idealism and French Rationalism as mind-de-

pendent philosophies, and the latter issue is the particular hallmark of Tongan

(and Moanan Oceanian) Tdvdism and Sydney Realism as reality-based philos-

ophies. The same applies to the specific Indigenous Tongan T6-Vd philosophy

of 'atamai mind and loto heart, i.e., psychology and psychiatry, as well as art

and literature by way of beauty and utility, which take into account the gamut

of reality in both their parttaltty and thelr totality.r Because it is reality basetl,

the Indigenous Tongan T6-V6 Time-Space Philosophy of Reality embraces both

time and space as ontological entities that are considered the common vaka

mediums, vessels, or vehicles of the existences of all things. As epistemological

identities, td time and vd space are socially organized in different ways across cul-

tures (and languages), and knowledge is knowledge of time and space. Ta Time

and vd space-like fuo form and uho content, in which td time and fuo form

are verbs and definers ofvd space and uho content that are, in turn, nouns and

composers of ta time and fuo form-are indivisible but unavoidable ontologi-

cal and epistemological entities on both abstract and concrete levels. All things

stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise to felekeu/fepaki conflict and

maau/fenapasi order, variously manifested by way of fakamivae separation and

fakahoko connection, i.e., fakafelavai intersection; mata eye and ava hole, i'e',

mata-ava eye-hole; and inseparable albeit indispensable hoa pairs/binaries, i.e.,
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hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar and hoatatau/hoamilie
equal/same/similar pairs/binaries. It is therefore in the variations of distinc-
tions and relations, viz., exchange relations, mata-ava eye-hole, and hoa pairs/
binaries, that ivi energy as me'a matter is dense and intense in reality. These

material-physical, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural tendencies are
mediated through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony in
the production of malie/fakabfobfa beauty and utility, transforming them from
a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a situation of maau/fenapasi order. Both
felekeuifepaki conflict and maau/fenipasi order are of the same logical order,
in which order is a form of conflict defined as when two or more equal and
opposite energies, forces, or tendencies meet at a common point that is defined
by a state ofnoa 0, or zero point.

The classical dispute between the "ways of knowing of realityi'involving
the hows, whens, wheres, and whys, and the "ways of being of realityi' i.e.,
"reality in and of itseh;'in which the former cannot be done in isolation from
the latter, is the ultimate measure of the knowledge of reality. Both the Tongan
(and Moanan Oceanian) "ways of knowing/feeling of mind and heartl' i.e.,
psychology and psychiatry, as well as beauty and utility3 of art and literature,
is based on the "ways of working of reality." From a tlvdist philosophical view,
'ilo knowledge is'ilo knowledge of te time and vd space, and of iai reality. The
acquisition of ilo knowledge is done in the material-physical, intellectual-
emotional, and social-cultural process of ako education as a philosophy. It is
defined as a td-vd time-space, fuo-uho form-content (and ngdue-'aonga prac-
tical-functional) transformation of the fakakaukau thinking in the 'uto brain
and ongo feeling in the fatu/mafu heart (in plural and circular ways) from
vale ignorance, to'ilo knowledge, to poto skill. In this, knowledge production
precedes knowledge application, and the former is critical-classical and the
latter is practical-technical, in that logical order ofprecedence.'That is, ako
education is primarily concerned with things as they really or objectively are,
in reality, as opposed to their imagining as we prefer them to be, ideally or
subjectively.

However, as a specific Indigenous Tongan T6-Va Time-Space Philosophy
of Reality, both beauty and utility of art and literature embrace ta time and
v6 space by way of fuo form and uho content within and across the spectrum
of reality, be it faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimemea'a fine arts.
By embracing both ta time and va space, on the abstract level, and fuo form
and uho content, on the concrete level, both art and literature are therefore
four-dimensional rather than three-dimensional-that is, ta'etd timeless and
ta'efuo formless-when in reality they are temporal-spatial and formal-sub-
stantial (and ngaue-'aonga practical-functional) in modus operandi. All forms
of art and literature are subject to td time and fuo form as verbs (or action led)

J
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and definers of vd space and uho content' which are nouns (or object based)

and composers of ta time and fuo form, all as inseparable hoa pairs/binaries
(see essay 2). Ta-va Time-space and fuo-uho form-content relate to "what art

and literature arei' i.e., art and literary work, whereas ngdue-'aonga practical-

ity-functionality is linked to both "what art and literature are fori'i.e', art and

literaly use, aud "wltal art and literature are by means oti'i.e., art and litcrary
history, logically in that order of precedence. The former is concerned with
beauty/quality and the latter two are concerned with the utility/functionality of
art and literature. Thus, art and literature deal by way of ilo knowledge with'ilo
knowledge of ta time and vd space, in which reality is orderly in arrangement

because of beauty/quality succeeded by utility/functionality.
Tongan ako educations and'aati art (and litilesd literature) were synonymous

in ancient/old Tonga in that they were special ways of life closely aligned with
each other by way of ha'a professional classes across the three main genres: hah

faiva professional performance arts or artists, ha'a tufunga professional mate-

rial arts or artists, and ha'a nimamea'a professional fine arts or artists' This

ancient axis, viz., hah professional-led ako education, was slowly but purposely

changed by missionaries, proceeding contact with Europe through colonial-

ism and imperialism as political and economic agendas, into'apiako school-

based education that is conducted by means of subjects mainly across the social

and physical sciences and mathematics. The general thrust of this shift is duly
reflected in the states of both ako education and'aati art (and litilesa litera-

ture), as well as in the negligence and exclusion of both 'atamai mind and loto/
fatu/mafu heart-i.e., Tongan psychology and psychiatry and the imposition of
Western ways of seeing things on Tongan art and literature in terms of beauty/

quality and utility/functionality-especially in academia and the school curric-
ulum. As a critical response, we set out in this collection to counter this adverse

trend, reflecttng on Tongan ways of knowing altd doing Tlltgal'ataruai tttitlcl

and loto/fatu/mafu heart or psychology and psychiatry on the one hand and

Tongan'aati and litilesa literature on the other hand by way of beauty/quality

and utility/functionality in mediation with other ways of knowing, seeing, and

doing things, especially of the West.

The collection is made up of seven essays on Tongan'atamai mind and loto/
fatu/mafu heart or psychology and psychiatry followed by beauty/quality and

utility/functionality of art and literature, which are critically examined in tivaist
philosophical ways:

l. "Sino,'Ilo, Moe Ongo: Body, Knowing, and Feeling'by P6'utu-'O-Vava'u-

Lahi, Adriana Mahanga Lear; Kolokesa Uafa MAhina-Tuai; Sione Lavenita

Vaka; Maui-TdVd-He-Ak6, Tevita O. Ka'ili; and Hrlfanga-He-Ako-Moe-

Lotu,'Okusitino Mlhina
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2. "Tongan Hoa: Inseparable Yet Indispensable Pairs/Binaries" by the same
authors

3. "Sio FakaTonga'ae Aati FakaTonga: Tongan Views of Tongan Arts" by
Pd'utu-'O-Vava'u-Lahi, Adriana Mdhanga Lear; Manuesina'Ofakihautolo
Mdhina; Kolokesa Uafa Mihina-Tuai; and Hrlfanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,
'Okusitino Mahina

4. "Loto, Tu'a, Moe Fale: Inside, Outside, and Housd'by Thvakefai'ana, Srimisi
Fetokai Potauaine; Bruce Sione To'a Moa; Sione Lavenita Vaka; and HUfan-
ga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina

5. "Vaka, Fale, Moe Kava: Boat, House, and Kava - Mana Structures, Mana
Spaces"by the same authors

6. "Siuelibe Pasifiki: fewel of the Pacific - A Sung Poetry of Praise and Rivalry''
by Pd'utu-'O-Vava'u-Lahi, Adriana Mdhanga Lear; Sione Lavenita Vaka;
Maui-TdVd-He-Ak6, Tevita O. Ka'ili; and Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,
Okusitino Mihina

7. "Tuaikaepau:'Slow-but-Sure' - A Sung and Danced Poetry of Tragedy" by
the same authors

8. "Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i: The Search for a King - A Sung and Danced Poetry
of Tragedy''by the same authors

9. "Faiva Lova'a'alo: Performance Art of Rowing" by Pd'utu-'O-Vava'u-Lahi,
Adriana Mdhanga Lear; Maui-TdV6-He-Ak6, Tdvita O. Ka'ili; and Hufanga-
He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mdhina

In essay l, "Sino,'Ilo, Moe Ongo: Body, Knowing, and Feelingi'the authors
deal with Tongan'atamai mind and lotoifatu/mafu heart, or Tongan psychol-
ogy and psychiatry, as well as their bearings on both the beauty/quality and
the utility/functionality of Tongan'aati art (and litilesa literature), informed by
the Indigenous Tongan Ta-Va Philosophy of Reality. Specifically, they enquire
into'ilo knowing in the'uto brain and ongo feeling in the loto/fatu/mafu heart,
all situated in the sino body. These fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko con-
necting and fakamavae separating) psychological-emotional, physical-bodily,
and social-cultural entities, identities, or tendencies are organic yet mediated in
both their individuality and their totality as a modus operandi for a common
purpose. The'ilo knowledge as'ilo knowledge of reality, i.e., tl-v6 time-space,
is channeled through the five ongo'anga, senses-viz., sio sight, ongo hearing,
ala touch, nanamu smell, and'ahi'ahi taste-to both the'atamai mind and loto/
fatu/mafu heart as "knower" and'Teeleri'where they are both "knowrf'and "felt."
Both'ilo knowing and ongo feeling by way of Tongan mind and heart, i.e., psy-
chology and psychiatry, are largely neglected in academia. Yet they are consid-
ered real states of affairs as opposed to seeing the latter as an obstacle to the
former, as in science. This is most evident in their treatment in Tongan'aati

5
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art and litilesa literature by way of beauty/quality and utility/functionality-
especially Tongan mythology, poetry, and oratory,6 where they are highly devel-

oped, as well as music (and dance)-all with utilitarian affects and effects of
some therapeutic, hypnotic, or psychoanalpic significance. Several examples of
sung and danced poetry across the genres are critically examined for both their

..1.. tf ! ! - -- -l:L- - - :-- rl- ^:,- Ll, ^,.^^ ^--L: ^ L-*-^a:^
Deauty/quallty ano Inerr ullrlly/Iullclronalrry, as rrl ulcll ulcraPsutrL' lryPlulrL,

or psychoanalytic affects and effects (see essays 2,3,and6-9).
This is followed by essay 2, "Tongan Hoa: Inseparable Yet Indispensable

Pairs/Binariesi'which informs the Indigenous Tongan T6-Vd Philosophy of
Reality and its derivative, Indigenous Tongan Td-Va Time-Space Philosophy of
'atamai mind and loto/mafu/fatu heart psychology and psychiatry, of beauty/

quality and utility/functionality of 'aati art and litilesa literature. The authors

explore the tdvdist philosophical underpinnings of hoa pairs/binaries, i.e., hoa-

tatau/hoamdlie equalisame/similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/

different/dissimilar pairs/binaries. Based on the general tdvaist philosophical

tenet that all things in reality stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise

to conflict and order, it follows that as a corollary, everywhere in reality is an

indivisible but inevitable hoa pairs/binaries and there is nothing beyond pairs/

binaries of hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/similar/same and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki

opposite/different/dissimilar entities, identities, or tendencies' The authors

draw on a multiplicity of hoa pairs/binaries from across the spectrum of reality
on the ontological level, as well as tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony

in the production of mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty and their collective outcomes,

viz., mdfana warmth and vela fieriness in the exhibition of tauelangi climatic
elation on the epistemological level. As far as'atamai mind and loto/mafuifatu
heart psychology and psychiatry by way of beauty/quality and utility/function-
ality of education and'aati art and litilesa literature are concerned, these equal

and opposite hoa pairs/binaries are ordedy in affangement and mediated in the

investigative, transformative, and communicative process in the name of both

knowledge and beauty (and utility) (see essays 1 and 3-8).
In essay 3, "Sio FakaTonga'ae Aati FakaTonga: Tongan Views of Tongan

Artsi'the authors set out to critically examine the imposition of Western ways of
knowing and doing arts on Tongan ways of knowing and doing arts in terms of
beauty/quality and utility/functionality. By way of response, the authors argue

for a shift in this problematic axis from a condition of imposition by means

of domination to a situation of mediation as a form of liberation' in which a

unified front is provided for different ways of knowing reality to battle it out

in the creative process, specifically in terms of the beauty/quality and utility/
functionality of 'aati art and litilesd literature. In doing so, they situate by means

of critiquing their subject matter of investigation as a text in several contexts'

such as in both the distinctionality and the relationality of the metaphorical
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and historical dimensions of the kuohili/that which is passed, kuongamu'a/age
in the front past; lotolotonga/that which is now, kuongaloto/age in the mid-
dle present; and kaha'u/that which is yet to come, kuongamui/age in the back
future. Metaphorically yet historically, the past, which has stood the test of
time-space, is placed in the front of people as guidance. Contemporaneously,
the future, which is yet to happen, is situated in their back, guided by refined
knowledge and experiences. Both the illusive past and the elusive future are

constantly negotiated in the everchanging, conflicting present (see essays 1,2,
and 4-8).

In "Loto, Tu'a, Moe Fale: Inside, Outside, and Housel' essay 4, the authors
critique the fale house in terms of both tu'a outside and loto inside as artistic
elements with architectural (and engineering) merits, with a focus on tufunga
langafale material art of house-building. All three are arbitrated in both their
diversity and their unity in the production of beauty, quality upon which their
collective utility/functionality is dependent in terms of social use. The authors
put their topic of exploration as a text in the context of ta time and vd space and
in the context of fuo form and uho content as four-dimensional rather than
three-dimensional.T The authors argue that the fale house is associated with the
fefine woman and rooted in fa'e mother and f6'ele birth as variations of kelekele
earth. This is seen in the fonua placenta/people/environment/burial place,s

temporally and formally defined by a "person" and spatially and substantially
composed of a'placei'An example is the three fonua generated by the plural
and cyclical movement of the valevale fetus and fonua/taungafanau mother's
womb/placenta through the fonua/kakai people and htakai environment to the
mate dead and fonualoto/fa'itoka/mala'e burial place. By way of association, fale
house can be considered a vaka fakafobhifo downside-up boat and a vaka boat
can be considered a fale fakafobhake upside-down house. The kava,e a lasting
social institution of immense beauty/quality and utility/functionality named
after Kava, daughter of Fevanga and Fefafa, is said to have been created at the
mata-ava eye-hole or meeting point of the fale house and vaka boat. All three
can be, by closer association, considered fefine female (see essays 2,3, and 5).

The authors in essay 5,"Vaka, Fale, Moe Kava: Boat, House, and Kava - Mana
Structures, Mana Spacesl'set out to critically examine their proximity as a text in
Tongan oral history in the broader context ofthe movernent ofpeople through
navigation in the earliest settlement of Tonga. In doing so, the authors provide
hindsights, insights, and foresights into the dynamics of the connection or sep-

aration, i.e., intersection of the vaka boat, fale house, and kava. By dealing with
their engineering, architectural, and ceremonial significance, we tend to appre-
ciate them as material and performance arts, viz., tufunga fo'uvaka boat-build-
ing, tufunga langafale house-building, and faiva taumafa kava kava-making and
kava-drinkingro ceremony, in terms of beauty/quality and by way of application/

7
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utility/functionality (see essays 5 and 8). The kava as a lasting social institution
at the intersection (i.e., connection and separation) of the vaka boat as a fale

fakafobhake downside-up house and, by the same token, fale house as a vaka

fakafobhifo upside-down boat is underpinned by intersecting (or connecting

and separating) hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, and sociodynamic tendencies.
'l'hese are beautifuiiy anci usefuiiy <iefineci as artworks by way of their internaii
intrinsic and external/extrinsic qualities. In utilitarian terms, vaka boat and fale

house protect people from the elements, notably matangi winds, peau waves'

la'a sun, and'uha rain, as in kava, which as a social and cultural institution of
immense psychological and emotional and political and economic significance,

gives them a sense of solidarity over adversity.

In essay 6, "Siueli be Pasifiki: Jewel of the Pacific - A Sung Poetry of Praise

and Rivalryi'the authors focus on the unique sense of originality and creativity

endowed by Queen Sdlote as one of Tonga's best contemporary poets. In tavdist

philosophical ways, as especially witnessed in her dealing with several genres,

notably faiva ta'anga viki-mo-sani poetry of praise and faiva fetau poetry of
rivalry as an inseparable yet indispensable hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/same/

similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar pair/binary.

Queen Silote puts her subject matter of investigation within the three types

of heliaki involving "metaphorically/symbolically saying one thing yet teallyl

historically meaning anotherl' viz., heliaki fakafetongiaki qualitative epiphoric

heliaki, heliaki fakafekauaki associative metaphoric heliaki, and heliaki fakaf-

efonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki. She praises the best of qualities and

utilities of Fiji, Sdmoa, Tahiti, and Hawai'i, yet at the end of the piece she ele-

vates above all the unrivaled beauty and utility of Tonga as the siueli be Pasifiki
jewel of the Pacific (see kupu, veesi, verse 4, kohi, laini, line 8). On her guidance,

the poetry was matched with the accompanying hiva/fasi music, composed by
the notable Lavaka Ketu, the lead singer and instrumentalist of the renowned

royal vocal-instrumental Fuiva-b-Fangatapu/Fuivaofangatapu group who per-

formed the work (see essays 1,5, and 6).

Essay 7, "Tuaikaepau: 'Slow-but-Sure' - A Sung and Danced Poetry of
Tragedyi' examines a hiva haka ta'anga lakalaka composed by Queen S6'lote

and put to both hiva/fasi music and haka dance by Noble Ve'ehala (Leilua) and

Malukava (Tevita Kavaefiafi). The piece involves a retelling of the tragic story

of the shipwreck of the Tongan vessel Tuaikaepau on Minerva Reef on her voy-

age to Aotearoa New Zealand in l962,which is only partially retold in history
books, Iet alone oral history. The retelling ofthis tragic history through poetry
as a special language within a language is done in different ways and means'

all of which are subject to the element of human selectivity at the intersection
(or connection and separation) of objectivity and subjectMty. Queen Sdlote, by
retelling the same tragic history, makes excellent use of heliaki as an artistic and
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literary device by mediating "what is said" versus "what is meantl'which engages

the movement between the metaphorical and the historical languages by way of
translation. She uses in both affective and effective ways the three types ofheliaki
by way of exchange, association, and reconstitution of events, occurrences, or
states of affairs of toutaivaka navigational or faifolau voyaging significance,
generally comprising celestial and terrestrial objects such as matangi winds,lr
peau waves,l2 lah sun, and mdhina moon, as well as their collective but creative
instinct for survival through self-rescue. By portraying the navigators as both
villains and heroes, Queen Sdlote nevertheless celebrates their extreme ordeal
when they emerged triumphantly from the encompassing tragedy as a heroic
feat and in the spirit of immense courage (see essays l, 5, and 7).

In essay 8,"Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i: The Search for a King - A Sung and Danced
Poetry of Tragedyi'the authors delve into the possible controversies surround-
ing Tdufa'dhau as Tu'i Ha'apai and later Tu'i Vava'u, who followed his confidani
and relative 'Ulukalala II first as Tu'i Vava'u and second as T\r'i Ha'apai and,
more so, became the incumbent of the new and fourth Tu'i Tupou kingship as

George (Siaosi) Tdufahhau Tupou I. In both instances, this was a movement of
things, occurrences, or states of affairs from a relatively unknown pre-Velata
Tdufa'ahau to a highly respected post-Velata Taufa'dhau. Both poets, Kaliopasi
Fe'iloakitau Kaho and Queen S6lote, were actively yet creatively engaged in
retelling history as works of 'aati art and litilesa literature in poetry by way of
heliaki, involving "symbolically saying one thing but really meaning another"
and in which both the poetical and the historical languages are mediated in
the productive process. As a form of translation, the metaphorically "said' and
the historically "meant" are deciphered in both their unity and their diversity
for better critical appreciation of history and poetry not only as t)?es of disci-
plinary practice but also as forms of social activity. Both poets make affective
and effective use of the three types of heliaki, viz., heliaki fakafetongiaki qualita-
tive epiphoric heliaki, heliaki fakafekauaki associative metaphoric heliaki, and
heliaki fakafefonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki. From a tdvaist philosoph-
ical perspective, errors in thinking and feeling are a problem of mind and heart,
not of reality. There is one thing we know for certain: Taufahhau, formerly a

Tu'i Ha'apai-Tu i Vava'u, became Tu'i Tupou, thus pointing to the inevitable his-
torical fact that the history ofkingship goes beyond the Tu'i Kanokupolu at the
mercy of the eternal plural, complex, and cycle of ta time and vi space.

In the last essay, "Faiva Lova'a'alo: Performance Art of Rowingi'the authors
critique the faiva'a'alo performance art of rowing as a specific text, especially
'alop6pao/'a'alop6pao canoe rowing, in the wider context of the fakahoko con-
nection and fakamdvae separation (or fakafelavai intersection) of peau waves

and matangi winds. The same is witnessed in the closely related performance
arts such as faiva toutaivaka navigation, faiva toutaiika fishing, faiva fanifo

9
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surfing, faiva lovavaka boat racing, faiva kakau swimming, and faiva uku div-

ing, all conducted amid such helix-like, vortex-type, spiral-led entities. These

points offakahoko connection, and fakamlvae separation (or fakafelavai inter-

section), are defined by mata eyes and its hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/same/sim-

ilar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar pair/binary, ava

holes, inseparably but indispensably defined by mata-ava eye-holes. The han-

dling of mata-ava eye-holes, by rowers, including navigators, fishermen, surf-

ers, boat racers, swimmers, and divers, as performance artists requires a sense

of mastery of their cyclicality, plurality, and multiplexity. This is specifically

because it is in the mata-ava eye-holes, that ivi energy as me'a matter is most

dense and intense. This is most evident in the movement of ivi energy as me'a

matter by means of both matangi winds and peau waves in the case of peau

kula red waves (variously known as tidal and seismic sea waves and tsunamis),

which are also characterized as both peau ta'ane female waves and peau tangata

male waves, which are, because of their sheer power and force, known as peau

tamate killer waves.

NOTES

1. Where fakahoko connection and fakamivae separation are an inseparable yet indispens-

able hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/same/similar and hoakehekeheihoatamaki opposite/different/

dissimilar pair/binary,like mata eye and ava hole in mata-ava eye-hole.

2. That is, both particularity and generality as an inseparable yet indispensable hoa pair/

binary of hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/same/similar hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/

dissimilar.

1, or qrrality, i.e., heauty, and functionality, i.e., utility, of art and literature.

4. As opposed to the foregrounding of practical-vocational training over critical-classical

education, as in the privileging of art use and art history over artwork, like putting the cart

before the horse, heliaki metaphorically speaking.

5. Ako education, like art (and literature), is concerned with "what education isi"'what edu-

cation is forl'and "what education is by means ofi'with the former one dealing with knowl-
edge production and the latter two dealing with knowledge application.

6. All as a special language within a language, which involves heliaki, i.e., metaphorically

saying one thing but historically meaning another (see essays l,3,and 5-7),requiring transla-

tion from a metaphorical language to a historical language, as in siueli be Pasifiki jewel of the

Pacific for Tonga and peau kula for killer waves.

7. To see realiry i.e., ti-vd time-space/fuo-uho form-content, as three-dimensional is to treat

it as both ta'eta timeless and ta'efuo formless, leaving vi space and uho content undefined.
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8. This variously exists throughout Moana Oceania as hanua, honua, vanua, fonua, fanua,
fenua, and whenua; herein, places are temporally defined by people, which are, in turn, spa-
tially composed.

9. By way of comparison, it can be said that sacred kava is the holy sakalameniti sacrament
of fonua culture and, by the same token, the holy sacrament is the kava of Christianity. That
is, the tala be fonua tradition of Tonga is rooted in the tala be kava tradition of kava, and
similarly, the tala be lotu tradition of Christianity is grounded in the tala be'akaufakalava (or
kolosi) cross. Both institutions were commonly originated in feilaulau sacrifice of Kava as the
only daughter of Fevanga and Fefafa and of Christ as the Son of God the Father. It follows
that the former revolves around kona bitterness and melie sweetness, in which the best and
permanence in all human endeavors are acquired through kona bitterness and succeeded by
melie sweetness. The latter centers on mo'ui life and mate death, in which the former is gained
through the latter.

l0.As a performance art, the making and drinking of kava is specifically called faiva milolua,
i.e., vilolua/viloua, which literally means "double twisting and turning." The actual perfor-
mance is carried out as hoa pairs/binaries ranging from making through serving to drinking.

I l. Or avangi wind, i.e., hole of the wind.

12. Or ngalu wave, a term reserved for the fbnifo performance art of surfing.
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This essay critically exarnines the intersection of sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo

feeling. The latter two are considered indivisible tendencies situated in the former,

which is, in turn, taken merely as a vaka/hala medium/vessel/vehicle' The authors

address examples from Tongan faiva performance arts of ta'anga poetry, hiva/

fasi music, and lea oratory, in which this topic is highly developed and refined, in

contrast to academia, where it is largely, if not, entirely unexplored. By drawing on

the Indigenous Tongan Ti-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality' the critique is
placed in the Indigenous Tongan thinking and practice of'atamai mind and mafu/

fatu heart. By nature, we both "know" with the mind and'feel" with the heart
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things'but there" in reality, This involves their mediation through sustained tatau
symmetry and potupotutatau harmony to produce malie/fakabfobfa beauty/
quality and'aonga utility/functionaliry transforming them from a condition of
felekeu/fepaki chaos to a state of maau/fendpasi order.

13

Ttrkupn Dedication

This original essay is duly dedicated to the lasting minds and hearts of master
poets and orators of Tonga, both old and new, which are in the elusive, already-
taken-place, refined past in front of us as guidance with their enduring mem-
ories or souls lingering into the illusive, yet-to-take-place, imagined future at
the back of us guided by past experiences. Both take place in the everchanging,
conflicting present, where they are with permanency temporally and spatially
(formally and substantially, as well as functionally and practically) mediated
through sustained symmetry, harmony, and beauty in the social-environmental
exchange process in both time and space.

The philosophical dispute between ontology or ways of being and
epistemology or ways of knowing is over "reality as it is" and "real-
ity as we know it"; the dispute is therefore not about "how we know
what we knowi"'nor when we know what we knowi'nor "where we
know what we knowj'nor "why we know what we knowj'but rather
"what we really knowl'While both the ontological and epistemolog-
ical questions are in and or of themselves by their very own nature
inseparable yet indispensable, the former philosophically precedes the
latter in reality as in nature, mind, and society, in that logical order of
precedence.

The past, present, and future are organised in Tonga in historical and
metaphorical ways; they are historically called kuohili, that-which-
has-passed, lotolotonga, that-which-is-now and kaha'u, "that-which-
is-yet-to-come'l and metaphorically kuongamu'a, age-in-the-front,
kuongaloto, age-in-the-middle, and kuongamui, age-in-the-back,
respectively; the elusive, already-taken-place past is placed in the front
as guidance and the illusive, yet-to-take-place future is situated in the
back, guided by past experiences, both in the ever-changing present,
constantly mediated in the social-environmental process in both time
and space.

-Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality
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Tt"rrS snrnr ORIGINAL ESSAY ATTBMPTS TO CRITICALLY EXAMINE Tongan sino

body,'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling, both specifically and generally in the

context of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in the 'uto brain and ongo

feeling, and loto desire, in the fatu/matu heart (see Heiu i999b: 37-46; i999c:

47-55; Mdhinal999v276-87:2002: 303-308) The critical examination of both

specific and general sets of fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting

and fakamdvae separating) physical-material, psychological-emotional, and

social-cultural entities is made strictly in the context of the Indigenous Tongan

Td-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality (see Ka'ili' Mdhina, and Addo 2017:

l-17; Mlhina 2010:168-202;2017a105-32). Our aims and objectives are, from

a Tongan tavaist point of view, to gain critical and practical comprehension and

appreciation of their modus operandi in reality as in nature, mind, and society.

The novelty of the two topics in their specificity and their generaliry is pre-

mised in the fact that although they are of immense significance' both are largely

unexplored in academia whilc highly developed in Tongan ta'anga poetry, and

oratory, which includes faiva lea speech-giving, tufunga lea speech-making, and

faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings (see Helu 2005,2012; Kaeppler 2007i Kaho

1988; Mdhina 2011a; Moyle 1987). Their investigation in this essay in terms of

conception and action stands to make original and substantial contributions to

knowledge, in creative and innovative ways of some intellectual and practical

nature,
This 'briginali' joint essay revolves merely around the 'digging uy'' and 'dis-

covering" (as opposed to "making" and'treating") the refined'ilo knowledge

(and poto skills) and ongo feelings, fakamaka fossilized in the makatu'u bedrock

of fonua/kalatua culture and tala/lea language, as vaka/hala mediums/vessels/

vehicles, making up the fabric of society and history (see Potauaine 2010; also

see Mdhina 2011b,2013). By'briginali'reference is made not to the fa'u creating'

but rather, the ma'u discovering of ilo knowledge and ongo feeling-which are
.ilo known by'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking on the one hand, and ongo

felt by the ongo feeling, fatu/mafu heart, and loto desire, on the other hand. Such

respective'ilo knowledge and ongo feeling, in both the'uto brain and the fatu/

mafu heart, are dialectically constituted in fonu/kalatua culture and historically

transmitted in tala/lea language. In both cases, fonua/kalatua culture and tala/

lea language, function merely as human vaka/hala receptacles, for the compo-

sition and transmission of ilo knowledge and ongo feeling, in t6-vd time-space.

By way of demonstration, a selection of examples is drawn from across the

two genres of ta'anga poetry and oratory-namely, tufunga lea speech-making

and iaiva lea speech-givingr-for further tlviist philosophical reflection. This

includes some relevant examples from the performance art of faiva lea heliaki
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proverbial sayings (see Mdhina 2004c; Mdhina and Mdhina-Tuai2007;Rimoldi
2004; Thumoepeau 201 la:720-25), as well as faiva talanoa story-telling, which
includes faiva fakaoli comedy, faiva fakamamahi tragedy, faiva fananga legends,
and faiva misi dreams (see Mahina 2005c:37-54;20lIa: 140-66). The com-
mon bearings upon one another of sino body,'ilo knowledge, and poto skills-
in the context of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the 'uto brain and
ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, and in the context of faiva
tahnga poetry and faiva lea speech-giving (and tufunga lea speech-making)/
oratory-will undoubtedly contribute to a systematic and pragmatic under-
standing of Tongan physiology, psychology, and psychiatry, on the one hand,
and Tongan poetry and oratory, on the other hand, both as legitimate subjects
of study with applied importance. By focusing on their intersecting (or con-
necting and separating) modus operandi by means of both "process" and 'but-
comel'we are bound to gain some critical and practical knowledge and feelings
of immense beauty and utility, both of which are affectively and effectively ther-
apeutic, hypnotic, and/or psychoanalytic, as well as physiotherapeutic, psycho-
therapeutic, and sociotherapeutic in modus operandi (see Bott 1972; M?thina
2003:136-47; 2005; also see Poltorak 2011 217-34).The analyses ofseven hiva
kakala love songs including, hiva viki and fetau praise, and hiva faifolau voyag-
ing, as part of this essay are aided by an accompanpng playlist of recordings,
which is accessible online (https://soundcloud.com/ta-va-philosophy/sets/
sino-ilo-and-ongo/s-xGG5m5grrvA).

Sino,'Ilo, moe Ongo: Body, Knowing, and Feeling

Both the divergence and the convergence ofTongan views and praxis ofphys-
iology, psychology, and psychiatry, on the general level, and Tongan ideas and
practices of anatomy, neurology, and cardiology, on the specific level, revolve
around both the unity and the diversity of sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo
feeling, in the broader context of the individuality and the totality of the'uto
brain,'atamai mind, and fakakaukau thinking, on the one hand, and the fatu/
mafu heart, ongo feeling, and loto desire, on the other hand. S1'rnbolically, the
sino body is likened to a fale house and vaka boat, which are langa built2 upon
fatle birth for various uses by people during mo'ui life, and then holo fall apart
and popo rot down3 through motuh old age, through puke/mahaki sickness/
illness, and upon mate deatha (see Potauaine 2010; also see Mdhina 2011b,2013;
Holakeituai 2019'Fifita2016; cf.M6hina, Potauaine, and Moa 2016). The body
is too considered a vaka vessel, in which the'uto brain and fatu/mafu heart, on
the one hand, and'atamai mind, fakakaukau thinking, ongo feeling, and loto
desire, on the other hand, are all contained as intersecting (or connecting and
separating) physical-material, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural
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entities, identities, or tendencies. Besides the physiological, psychological, and

psychiatric entities, on the one side, and the anatomical, neurological, and car-

diological identities, on the other side, although unified yet diversified in their

mode of operation, they are too contained in the sino body, as both a fale house

and a vaka boat, which are regarded as vaka/hala mediums/vessels/vehicles.

As another point of interest, the thinking and practice of tire siiio 'uody as

a fale house and/or vaka boat for the constitution, transportation, and com-

munication of the'uto brain and fatu/mafu heart, can be readily understood

in the wider context of the intersection (or connection and separation) of the

fale house and vaka boat. Kava drinking was created as a social institution of

huge ceremonial, political, and economic significance, as well as investigative,

transformative, and communicative, significance. In this case, both the fale

house and the vaka boat (like the sino body) as vaka/hala mediums/vessels/

vehicles, for the constitution, transportation, and communication of the 'uto

brain and the fatu/mafu heart are a fale house and a vaka boat for the contain-

ment, movement, and development of people (see Mdhina, Potauaine, and Moa

2016). Both the actual fale house and the actual vaka boat-like the ceremonial

fale house and vaka boats-protect people from harsh elements, especially the

wind, rain, sea, and dangers of life, including death. From both architectural

and engineering points of view, it can be said that the vaka is a fale fakafobhake

downside-up house, and the fale is a vaka fakafobhifo upside-down boat, with

the kava drinking he-vaha'a in-between, arranged and aligned along both cul-

ture and structure (see Mdhina 201lb,2013; see also Fififa 2016; Holakeituai

2019; Potauaine 2010).6 By the way, the fale house, vaka boat, and kava drink-

ing are themselves material and performance arts created for both utility and

beauty, where the latter Precedes the former in that logical order of precedence

(see Feldman 1980: 101-103; 1981; also see Dudding 2010; Mdhina 2011b)'

By specilically placing sino body,'ilo knowledge, and ongo feellng, in the

wider context of htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the 'uto brain, and

in the wider context of ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, it
reveals a lot about their common dynamics and mechanics as fakafelavai inter-

secting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamavae separating), physical-material,

psychological-emotional, and social-cultural entities. In Tongan philosophical

ionception and action, it is in the nature of the'uto brain and the fatu/mafu

heart,iespectively, to'ilo know through'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking

and to ongo feel in terms of ongo feeling and loto desire, the qualities (and

quantities) of things, events, or states of affairs in'iai reality,T as in nature, mind,

and society. This is reflected in the Tongan philosophy of ako education, defined

as a plural, holistic, and circular transformation of 'atamai mind and fakakau-

kau ihinking, on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire, on the other

hand, in temporal-spatial (and formal-substantial and functional-practical)
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ways from vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge to poto skill, in that logical order of
precedences (see Mahina 2008a:67-96; 2008b: 88-91)., This unified movement
of a diversity yet unity of intersecting (or connecting and separating) entities,
identities, or tendencies from vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge to poto skill, col-
lectively affects ongo feeling and loto desire, in that they are both felt by means
of'bbjective" references and desired by way of "subjectivd' preferencesr' (see
Mahina 2008at 67 -96; 2008b: S8-91).

Moreover, the word'atamai is made up of 'ata image and mai in the direc-
tion, in this case,'bf the knowerl'The term fakakaukau means "relatingi'in this
case, the images as the "knowni'all as real impressions and relations that are,
in turn, presented through the mental processes as "knowledge" (see Anderson
1962, 2007; Mdhina 2008a). 'Ata also denotes shadows, as in shadows that
are cast by objects or living organisms that are blocking light, such as the sun,
moon, fire, or electric light. similarly, 'atamai is a reference to the images or
shadows that are presented through the mental processes as knowledge to the
knower. Altogether, the 'ata shadows and the actual objects/organisms form
a hoa pair/binary. The term ongo means sound, hearing, and feeling, and the
word loto refers to inside, desire, and heartrr (see Apenitesi A-H: Appendices
A-D)' Both the mental and the emotional processes are, by their nature, ones
of complexity, plurality, and circularity that commonly influence one another
in equal and unequal ways. By extension, ongo feeling and loto desire, are not
considered unnecessary and subjective obstacles but rather real and objective
articles that are in eternal contact with both htamai mind and fakakaukau
thinking, as convergent yet divergent mental, emotional, and social entities,
identities, or tendencies which are in a constant state of flux (see Anderson
1962,2007; cf. Mdhina 2002,2008a). The things, events, or states of affairs in
reality as in nature, mind, and society not only are'ilo known and fakakaukau
related, by the'uto brain through'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, but
also are ongo felt and loto desired, by the fatu/mafu heart through ongo feeling
and loto desire (see Helu 1999b, 1999c).t

The so-called five senses are collectively known in Tongan as ongo,anga
feelers, literally meaning "place of feeling"': of the gamut of rearity as nature,
mind, and society. However, the senses can also be regarded as'ilo'anga know-
ers, that is,'place of knowing,"ra because of their individuality and totality, on
the one hand, and their indivisibility and indispensability, on the other hand,
as intersecting (or connecting and separating) physical-material, psychologi-
cal-emotional, and social-cultural identities in reality. The so-called five senses
are named in Tongan as ala, fanongo, ifo, nanamu, and sio, and are translated
into English as touch, hearing, taste, smell, and sight, respectively. The senses-
namely,'ilo'anga knowers and ongo'anga feelers-are collectively considered
matapa, doorways, for the multidirectional, multidimensional movement of ilo
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knowing and bngo feeling between the sino bodily (or loto internality) and the

'iai reality (or tu a externality), where the mental and emotional processes of ilo

knowingand ongo feeling, respectively, are fakakaukau related and loto desired

througtr fakakaukau thinking and loto desiring, as actual objective references

and subjective preferences in both the'uto brain and the fatu/mafu heart, as

physicol or bodily entities (eee Anderson 1962,2007; Mnhina 2008a)'- 
Now that the'ilo'anga knowers have been restored and positioned in their

rightful place and role alongside the ongo'anga feelers, both as inseparable and

indispensable hoa pairs/binaries, several related questions arise for further

reflection. The questions posed are as follows: Are there senses besides the

normally accepted ones, namely, ala touch, fanongo hearing' ifo taste, nanamu

smell, and siJ sight, through the nima hands, telinga ears, 'elelo tongue, ihu

nose, and mata eyes? If yes, why, but if not, why not? Should the 'uto brain and

the fatu/mafu heart, respectively, through'ilo knowing and ongo feeling' also

be regarded as two more'ilo'anga knowers and ongo'anga feelers? There is one

thing we really know (and strongly feel): It is in the nature of both the'uto brain

andihe fatu/mafu heart as internal bodily entities to'ilo know and ongo feel,

the qualities (and quantities) of things, occurrences' or states of affairs in reality

as in nature, mind, and society. By the same token, the so-called five senses are

by nature to 'ala touch, fanongo hear,'ifo taste, nanamu smell, and sio see, one

and the same reality, which is presented to both the'uto brain and the fatu/

mafu heart,by way of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, on the one hand,

and ongo feeling and loto desire, on the other hand (see Mahina 2002:303-308;

2008a:67-96).
The story of the Boat That Went to Pulotu points to several clans in Pulotu

who were trained to be experts in using their senses. They were known as

Ha.a Matakikila (Clan with Piercing Eyes), Ha'a Fakanamunamu (Clan with

the Kcen Scent), and IIa'a Tclingaongo (Clon rvith Sharp Ears). These clans

were called upon by Hikule'o, the chiefess of Pulotu, to search for the uninvited

deities-Faifaimalie, Haveatoke, Fakafu'umaka, Hd'elefeke, and Lohi-who
came from Maama Earthworld, and hid themselves in Pulotu Ancestral world
(Tongan knowledge, as cited in Gifford 1924:155-164).

It appears that in terms of the processing of information or real entities

relating to both objective and subjective realitiesrs through sensation, recep-

tion, and realization, it all begins with the so-named five matapd doorways, on

the tua-he-sino outside of the body, which are presented to the two'ilo'anga

knowers-namely, atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain, on

the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, on the

other hand-on the'loto-he-sino inside of the body, By sensation' reference is

made to the manner in which the real entities and tendencies in nature, mind'

and society are ala touched, fanongo heard, ifo tasted, nanamu smelled, and sio
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seen, respectively, by the nima hands, telinga ears,'elelo tongue, ihu nose, and
mata eyes. By realization, we refer to the mode in which the same real identi-
ties and tendencies in nature, mind, and society are'ilo known by'atamai mind
and fakakaukau thinking through the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo
felt, by the ongo feeling and loto desire, in terms of the fatu/mafu heart on the
other hand (see Anderson 1962,2007; Mdhina 2017b). With the sino body, in
the loto center or intermediary, this plural movement between the objective and
the subjective realities is a plural movement between the tu'a external, and the
loto internal worlds over the sino body, in the loto middle or midpoint.r6 This
involves circular movement of qualities (and quantities) of things and events
over the sino body, as the axis, center or midpoint, that is both multidirectional
and multidimensional in nature (cf. Potauaine 2010).

There exists a discrepancy in treating both htamai mind and fakakaukau
thinking in the'uto brain, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu
heart as'ilo'anga knowers,rT when the latter is better positioned as ongo'anga
feelers,r8 especially when it involves both ongo feeling and loto desiring, as sub-
jective strivings. It is more appropriate for the former-that is,'atamai mind,
fakakaukau thinking, and'uto brain-individually yet collectively relating to
the'ilo'i knower,'ilo knowledge, and'iloa known, to be positioned as'ilo'anga
knowers and considered objective strivings even though they are situated on
the loto-he-sino inside the body. It may mean that as matapl doorways, ala
touch, fanongo hearing, ifo taste, nanamu smell, and sio sight merely channel
their sensations of the qualities (quantities) of actual things in nature, mind,
and society from the objective, external, to the subjective, internal, to be, respec-
tively,'ilo known and ongo felt, by the'uto brain and fatu/mafu heart, as parts
of the sino body, through'ilo knowing and ongo feeling. A possible way out of
this impasse would be to consider'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, on
the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire, on the other hand, as the two
senses, namely,'ilo'anga knowers and ongo'anga feelers, and the sensation in
terms of ala touch, fanongo hearing, ifo taste, nanamu smell, and sio sight as

merely matap6 doorways.
The'uto brain and the fatu/mafu heart, as anatomical, neurological, and car-

diological entities, lie in proximity as sino body parts by way of both fa'unga
structure and anga nature. The'uto brain as a sino body part and the coconut
"appld' as a coconut part are collectively named'uto in Tongan. The Tongan
view of the 'uto brain, is derived from the fua fruits of niu coconut trees, which
largely resemble the 'ulungaanga features of the human 'ulu head-with both
commonly made up of "fibrous" matter.re The growth of the'uto coconut apple
as a seedling begins in the so-called ngutu functional pore2O of the loto inner
hard shell of a germinated coconut fruit by feeding on the coconut flesh, which
pushes the huli shoot up and the aka roots down. However,the Tongan word for
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the heart as a sino body part is fatu/mafu, which is like the'uto, a fibrous mass.2l

The word fatu/mafu is underlined by a plurality of fakafelavai intersecting (or

fakahoko connecting and fakamivae separating) fibers. As for both the'uto
brain and the fatu/mafu heart, as sino body parts, these tube-like, vortex-type

fibers are themselves called kalava22 and made up of both the arteries and the

veins, the intersection of which engages in the emissions of iio icieas anci ongo

feelings, respectively (cf. Mdhina 20I7b; Mdhina, Dudding, and M6hina-Tuai

20 1 0; Mihina and Mahina- Tuai 20 12; Mdhina-Tuai 20 I 0; Potaua ine 20 17 ).

It thus becomes clearer that the sources of ilo'anga knowers, by way of 'ata-

mai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in the'uto brain, on the one hand, and

the sources of ongo'anga feelers by means of ongo feeling and loto desire in the

fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand, are themselves the "senses" merely as mat-

apd doorways, namely, ala touch, fanongo hearing' ifo taste, nanamu smell, and

sio sight, through the nima hands, telinga ears, ala touch, ihu nose, and mata

eys as sino body parts. This means that the so-called senses are simply matapd

doorways that send the qualities (and quantities) of things, events, or states of

affairs in the tu'a external world in terms of sensation to the loto internal world

by means of reception. In the loto internal world are both the'ilo'anga as the

knowing, knower entity (that is,'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in the

'uto brain) and the ongo'anga as the feeling, feeler identity (that is, ongo feeling

and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart). By means of sensation and reception,

these real things, occurrences, or states of affairs are ilo known by'atamai mind

and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain, on the one hand, and are ongo felt by

ongo feeling and loto desire, in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand.

Koe Tfikunga be'Aati: The State of the Art

Metaphorically speaking, by koe t0kunga be'aati the state of the art, reference

is made to the dialectical changing or transforming corpus of Tongan history

of ideas, with respect to both the specificity and the generality of the common

subject matter under investigation. We particularly refer to the Tongan con-

cepts and practices of physiology, psychology, and psychiatry generally and

anatomy, neurology, and cardiology specifically in relative comparison with

Tongan poetry and oratory, including the Tongan performance arts of faiva lea

speech-giving, faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings, faiva fakaoli comedy, faiva

fakamamahi tragedy, and faiva misi dreams (Botl1972; Mahina 2005c:31-54;

201la; Poltorak 2011). Evidently, the former, in connection with the sino body,

'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling-in the broader context of 'atamai mind and

fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain, on the one hand, and ongo feeling and

loto desire, in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand-are sparsely treated in

scholarship. But in comparison, the faiva performance arts of Tongan ta'anga
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poetry and faiva lea speech-giving/oratory (and tufunga lea material art of
speech-making), including faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings, are fairly exten-
sively treated in both academic and public contexts. Apart from the scholarly
works on Tongan faiva performance arts in academia, they are, in the public
domain, highly developed, thought-out, and practiced in the case of Tongan
ta'anga poetry and faiva lea speech-giving/oratory, faiva lea heliaki proverbial
sayings/oratory, which are based on refined'ilo knowledge (and poto skills)
composed in fonua/kalatua culture as a human vaka/hala receptacle and com-
municated in tala/lea language (see Gifford 1929; Helu 1999a; Mihina 1986,
1992;Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006; cf. Pond 20llb), as a social vaka/hala
vehicle (see Apenitesi A-H: Appendices A-D). In this respect, both poets and
orators, including master artists in related genres, can be regarded as physiol-
ogists, psychologists, and psychiatrists, as well as anatomists, neurologists, and
cardiologists, in their own right.

The sparsity in the scholarly treatment of the subjects of Tongan physiology,
psychology, and psychiatry generally and anatomy, neurology, and cardiology
specifically in the fields of Tongan htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in
the'uto brain, on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/
mafu heart, on the other hand, largely include in varying degrees specific but
limited works (Bennardo 2016; BotI 1972,1981; Feldman 1980, 1981; Haubfa
1995; Helu 1999b,1999c; Kavaliku 1961,1977; Lear 2018; Mdhina 1999b,2002;
Malungahu 2019; Poltorak 2004, 2011,2019; Taumoepeau 201la,201lb; Vaka
2014). These scholars have relatively positioned their specific works in two dis-
tinct but related contexts-namely, "process" and'butcome" on the one hand,
and'quality" and "utility" on the other hand. In reality as in nature, mind, and
society, both process and quality take precedence over both outcome and utility.
The latter (the epistemological questions) are considered from a tdvdist (and
realist) philosophical perspective to be secondary to the former (the ontolog-
ical questions) (see Helu 1999c, 19999; Mahina 1997; also see Anderson 1962,
2007).'z1 In various degrees, some scholars tended to privilege outcome and util-
ity over both process and quality, which were, in turn, favored by both others
over both outcome and utility. However, process and quality, and outcome and
utility, are indivisible yet indispensable hoa pairs/binaries in realiry as in nature,
mind, and society, with the former taking the lead over the lattet in that logical
order ofprecedence (see Mdhina 2008a:67-96).

By extension, the same is projected to both Tongan faitob medicine and
healing.2a As far as Tongan medicine and healing are concerned, discussions
seem to largely focus on both outcome and utility over both process and qual-
ity (see Helu 1999b, 1999c; Mdhina2002:303-308)-as opposed to their treat-
ment in the West, where the emphasis appears to be on both process and quality
over both outcome and utility (see Poltorak 2004,2019;Yaka2}l4;Malungahu
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2019). In fact, it warrants that in both their partiality and totality, attention be

paid to process and outcome, on the one hand, and quality and utiliry on the

other hand. Thus, the former is made to take the lead over the latter, in that

logical order of precedence. Both Tongan medicine and healing2s are variously

concerned with physiotherapy (i.e., the physical-bodily), psychotherapy (i.e.'

the psychoiogicai-emotionai), anci sociotherapy (i.e., the sociai-cuiturai)'2u

These are defined by the distinct yet related phases tofotob, faitob, and tukutob,

respectively translated as marking the "beginning" through the 'performing' to

the "ending" of healing a process and an outcome (as well as quality and utility).
Defects by way of puke sickness, and/or mahaki illness, are really defects in,

on, and/or of the sino body-htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking (or the

'uto brain), on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire (or the fatu/mafu

heart), on the other hand-all taking place in society, where they influence and

are influenced by one another as plural and complex fakafelavai intersecting
(or fakahoko connecting and fakamlvae separating) entities (see M6hina 2002:

303-308; also see Helu 1999b 37-46; Malungahu 2019;Vaka 2014)' Faitob heal-

ing actively engages in the fakatatau mediation of the physical-bodily, psycho-

logical-emotional, and social-cultural tendencies and is transformed from a
condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a state of maau/fendpasi order. Depending

on their fakatatau mediation, these may result in either being sai good27 or kovi

bad.
The problematic relationships between the two states of affairs-namely,

process and outcome, on the one hand, and quality and utility, on the other

hand-are generally conspicuous in the documentary film The Healer and The

Psychiatrist by Mike Poltorak (2019), in which Tongan and Western ways of
both'ilo knowing and ongo feeling through doing faitob medicine and healing,

are juxtaposed as hoa pairs/binaries. As such, we witness in this documentary

film difl'erent levels of lakatatau mediation, within and across the Tongan and

Western ways of ilo knowing, ongo feeling, and doing faitob medicine and

healing. The former is generally based on both process and quality in opposi-

tion to the latter, which is mainly grounded in both outcome and utility. Both

are fakamdvae separated, rather than being fakahoko connected as hoa pairs/

binaries of distinct yet related states of affairs. The other level of fakatatau

mediation necessarily requires thorough investigation, transformation, and

communication in the relationships between the tufunga faitob healer and

the kau puke/mahaki patients on the one hand, and the psychiatrist and their

kau puke/mahaki patients on the other hand, through the healer, healing and

patient, and the psychiatrist, healing and patient, respectively' From a Tongan

tdvdist philosophical view, faitob healing marked by tofotob beginning and

tukutob ending, is a tufunga faitob material art of healing,28 in which fakatatau

mediation, actively but reflectively engages in the collective investigation
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and communication of fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and
fakamdvae separating) physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-
cultural entities, and involves their transformation from a condition of felekeu/
fepaki chaos to a state of maau/fenapasi order (see Bott 1972; MFthina 2003:
136-47).

Of huge interest are the essays of 'L Futa Helu, namely, "Thinking of a psy-
chotic" (1999b: 37-46), "Thinking in Tongan society'' (1999e: 68-83), and
"Towards a theory of awareness" (1999f: 100-103), and those of 'Okusitino
Mdhina (HUfanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu), such as "Food me'akai, and body sino
in traditional Tongan society: Their theoretical and practical implications for
health policy'' (1999c:276-87),"Atamai, fakakaukau, and vale: 'Mindi'think-
ingi and 'mental illness"' (200L 302-308), and "Psychoanalysis and Tongan
poetry: Reflection of'the song of flowers"'(2003b: 736-47),which were reflected
upon from realist and tivaist perspectives, respectively. Given the close affinity
between realism and tavaism, Helu and Mahina commonly focused on process
and outcome, on the one hand, and quality and utility, on the other hand, cri-
tiquing them by way of distinction and relation. Helu (1999b: 37-46; l999dt
56-60; 1999f: 100-103) critically examined psychosis and awareness as forms
of fakakaukau thinking as a process of some utilitarian significance. Mdhina
(1999b: 276-87;also see 2002:303-308) had a critical glance into thebiochem-
ical, molecular-biological fakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko connection
and fakamdvae separation) over me'akai food and sino body, as well as those
of 'atamai mind, fakakaukau thinking, and vale mental illness, including the
investigative, transformative, and communicative relationships between psy-
choanalysis and Tongan ta'anga poetry (Mahina 2003: 136-47), both aesthet-
ically and pragmatically.

The great works of Epeli Haubfa are of parallel interest, as in "Kisses in the
Nederends" (1995), which is a work of fiction in the performance arts of both
faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy. Not only was Haubfa a
recognized anthropologist, theorist, and art and literary critic, he was also a
notable novelist, poet, comedian, and tragedian, all of which are borne in his
renowned scholarly writings (see Haubfa 1975,1993,2000, 2005), and creative
artistic and literary works (see Haubfa 1993,1995) across the fields. In "Kisses
in the Nederends" (1995), Haubfa advances what we call an'brganic view" of
society, based on the sino body in which he argues a truly convincing case for
the interdependency of the sino body parts. As such, they function together by
way of their different sensibilities, abilities, and capacities in both their taha
he kehekehe unity in diversity, and kehekehe he taha diversity in unity, for the
overall betterment of the sino body as a whole2e (see Potauaine and Mdhina
2011; cf. Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2012t 37 -55). Herein, the 'ulu head and 'usi
arse are equally indispensable and interdependent as body parts in their various
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functions, as are the governor and the garbage collector in society. Haubfa

infuses both comic and tragic elements in this book, like most of his works,

giving his creative and innovative subject matter of investigation the affects

and effects of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa

beauty on the one hand, and mifana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi cli-

matic eiation on the other hanci. The same is true of Haubfat oiirer work of
fiction, "Tales of the Tikongs" (1983),30 an artistic and literary critique of eco-

nomic development as an imposing rather than mediating capitalist ideology.

Like "Kisses in the Nederends" (1995), it is imbued with elements of both faiva

fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy'

Unlike the specific scholarly treatment of the Tongan sino body,'ilo know-

ing (or knowledge), and ongo feeling-in the general context of the Tongan

'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain on the one hand, and

ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other hand, which

are by their nature restrictive-the intellectual and cultural treatment of the

Tongan faiva performance arts, notably faiva ta'anga poetry (and faiva hiva/fasi

music), and faiva lea speech-giving/oratory, inclusive of fajva lea heliaki prover-

bial sayings are, in both academic and public terms in varying degrees, exten-

sive in character. They include the works of Helu (1999c,1999i,2005), Kaeppler

(1993,2007), Lear (2018), Mdhina (2005a, 2005c,2007), Moyle (1987), Pond

(1995), Taumoepeau (201lb: 132-39), and Wood-Ellem (200a)' Like the aca-

demic treatment of the Tongan sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling in
their wider context, Tongan faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva

lea speech-giving/oratory (and faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings) are treated

mainly in terms of their function, rather than their distinction (i.e.,"what art is"

or art work) and function (i.e., "what art is for" or art use) in which the former

precedes the latter, in that logical order of precedence (Anderson, Cullum, and

Lycos 1982). It is in primarily treating the work of art that art use (as well as art

history) can be made meaningful as indivisible but indispensable hoa pairs/

binaries (Ka'ili 2017a: 62-71;Lear 2018)' There have to be faiva ta'anga poetry,

faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva lea speech-giving/oratory (and faiva lea heliaki

proverbial sayings), as works of art and literature before they can be used for

human purposes.3r

However, the intellectual and social treatment of Tongan performance arts,

as in poetry, music, and oratory, tends to vary in terms of their commonali-

ties and differences. The academic specifically focuses on the arts as a product,

whereas the public as poets, musicologists, and orators strictly engage in their

production as a creative process. In the case offaiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/

fasi music, and faiva lea speech-giving/oratory (and tufunga lea speech-mak-

ing), the poets, musicians/composers, and orators bring into a common crit-

ical focus several diverse but unified elements-namely,'atamai mind and
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fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling and
loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand. They transform them
as fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamavae separating)
tendencies through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and
mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty, from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a state of
maau/fenlpasi order (see Ka'ili 2005: 83-114i2009;2017d; M6hina 200! 136-
47;2005b:168-83). Both the affects and the effects are ones of mdfana warmth,
vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic elation. The same diversified yet unified
tendencies constitute the academic focus of the intellectual process, especially
the manner in which the poets, musicians/composers, and orators delve with
form, depth,lengh, and breadth into their subject matters of exploration in the
creative process. Both the intellectual and the social focuses are concerned with
the investigation, transformation, and communication of their topics, affect-
ing and effecting their differing roles through'ilo knowing and ongo feeling by
combining malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and'aonga/ng6ue utility/function-
ality in academic and aesthetic contexts (see Mahina 2004a).

Filosofi T4-V6 be'Iai: Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

As a general time-space philosophy of reality, tdvdism32 is based on Tongan
philosophical concepts and practices t6 and vd, which are variously known
across some parts of Moana Oceania as ka and wd, both meaning time and
space33 (see Ka'ili 2005,2009,2017b,2017d;Mahina 2004b,2008a,2010,2017a;
Mdhina, Dudding, and Mahina-Tuai 2010). T6vdism, like realism as a general
philosophy of reality, is fundamentally concerned with existence (see Anderson
1962,2007; Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982). That is, tdvaism, like realism,
is a general philosophy of existence. Both tavaism and realism lie in proximity
as brands of philosophy of reality, where ti time and va space, are considered
the common vaka/hala medium/vessel/vehicle in which all things exist. Both
Tivlism and realism take a view that all things exist independently on their
own terms in reality as in nature, mind, and society-as opposed to their being
mind dependent, the hallmark of idealism. Both tavaism and realism are fun-
damentally concerned not with the hows, wheres, whens, and whys but rather
the whats of knowledge (knowing and feeling) of the common existence of all
things in reality as in nature, mind, and society (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo
2017: l-7; Mahina 2008a:67-96). There are different cultures (and histories
and languages) but only one world, the single reality in which all things exist,
which is epistemologically organized within and across cultures, in both ta time
and va space as ontological entities, as in the case of the sino body,htamai mind,
and ongo feeling, and faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva lea
oratory.
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Because of this philosophical fact, both tdvdism and realism argue a case

that'ilo knowledge (and ongo feeling) is'ilo knowledge (and ongo feeling) of
ti time and vi space, the common vaka/hala medium/vessel/vehicle of exis-

tence (Anderson 1962,2007; Mdhina 2008a: 67-96)-that is"ilo knowledge
(and ongo feeling) of reality, temporality-spatiality, or four-sided dimen-
sionality. It follows that ti time and va space, on the abstract level, like fuo

form and uho content, on the concrete level, are indivisible in reality as in
nature, mind, and society, which points to all things being four-dimensional,
not three-dimensional. It also follows that in terms of "ways of being" and
"ways of knowingi'ontological questions are primary over epistemological

questions (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo 2017 l-I7, among others)' To treat

things, namely, space, as having only three dimensions is to treat them as

"timeless" and/or "formlessl'But things are in reality not timeless or form-
less; from the most minute to the immensely giant of things. How can they
ever be arranged only by way of mdblunga/loloto height/depth,loloa length,

and maokupu/fdlahi breadth/width, as spatial entities away from the identi-
ties of ta tirrre and fuo form as their "definers" on both the abstract and the

concrete levels, in which both va space and uho content are "composers" of
td time and fuo form?3n

Unequivocally, this is seen in philosophy generally and the treatment of aca-

demic subjects specifically within and across the spectrum of reality, in which
things are both'ilo known by the brain and ongo felt by the fatu/mafu heart as

body parts-by means of both 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking and ongo

feeling and loto desire, respectively-as physical-bodily, psychological-emo-

tional, and social-cultural entities. Notably, this is the case in the separation of
ta time and vd space, on the abstract level and the fuo form and uho content of
things on the concrete level. As a form of separatism, not to mention evolution-

ism as a form of both idealism and rationalism, it defies the fabric of existence,

where both ta time and vd space on the one hand, and fuo form and uho content

on the other hand, are inseparable albeit indispensable hoa pairs/binaries in'iai
reality as in nature, mind, and society. In some ways, ta dme (and fuo form)' is

forcibly separated from va space (and uho content), which is, in turn, severed

from td time (and fuo form), except where both are in terms of their indivis-
ibility and indispensability intersecting (or connecting and separating) hoa

pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar energies,

forces, or tendencies treated as coexistence, the purview of both tdvlism and

realism (see Anderson 1962,2007; Ka'ili, Mahina, and Addo 2017t l-17).
There are many general and specific ontological and epistemological tenets

of the Filosofi T6-Vd be'Iai Time-Space Philosophy of Reality, which include

the following (see Ka'ili 2005,2009,2017b Mahina 2004b,2008a, 201'0,2017a;

Mdhina, Dudding, and Mdhina-Tuai 2010):
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. Ta and vi time and space as ontological entities are the common vaka/
hala35 vessel/medium/vehicle in which all things exist in reality as in
nature, mind, and society.

. Td and vd time and space as epistemological entities are socially orga-
nized in different ways within and across cultures and languages.

. Ta and vd time and space are the abstract dimensions of fuo and uho
form and content which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations of t6
and vd time and space.

. As a corollary, ta and vd time and space, like fuo and uho form and
content, are organized in plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic, holis-
tic, and circular ways.36

, Td and va time and space,like fuo and uho form and content, are insep-
arable yet indispensable as both ontological and epistemological identi-
ties in one level of reality as in nature, mind, and society.

' Td and va time and space,like fuo and uho form and content, that is,'iai
reality, on both abstract and concrete levels, are four-dimensional, not
three-dimensional.
Reality or temporality-spatiality is four-dimensional rather than three-di-
mensional. Ta time has one dimension and vl space has three dimensions.
Ta and vd time and space, like fuo and uho, form and content, are con-
sidered me'a matter. Me'a matter is considered ivi energy organized into
me'a kula red matter and me'a'uli black matter and/or by extension ivi
kula red energy and ivi'uli black energy (Potauaine and Mahina 20l l;
also see Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka' jli 2012: 37 -55).
Ta time is definer of va space, and va space is composer of ta time on
the abstract level. Fuo form is definer of uho form, and uho content is
composer offuo form on the concrete level (see Anderson 1962,2007;
Mdhina 2017a:133-53; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).
As a corollary, ti time is verb or action led and v6 space is noun or object
based on the abstract level. Fuo form is a verb and uho content is a noun
on the concrete level (see Ka'ili2}l7a:62-78).
'Ilo knowing/knowledge and ongo feeling are'ilo knowing/knowledge
and ongo feeling of te time and vi space, on the abstract level, and fuo
form and uho content, on the concrete level.
'Ilo knowing/knowledge and ongo feeling-as'ilo knowing/knowledge
and ongo feeling of ta time and v6 space and of fuo form and uho con-
tent-are dialectically composed in fonua/kalatua culture, as a human
receptacle, and communicated in tala/lea language, as a social vehicle, in
both ta time and vd space (see Mahina 2008a:67-96).
Errors in fakakaukau thinking and loto desire are a problem of 'atamai
mind and ongo feeling. They are not a problem of iai reality, but the

27
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separation of mind from reality, temporality-spatiality, or four-sided

dimensionality. .

. All things in reality as in nature, mind, and society stand in eternal rela-

tions of exchange, giving rise to maau/fendpasi order and/or felekeu/

fepaki chaos.

' As a coroiiary, aii things in reaiity as in nature, mind, and sr-rcieiy exist

in hoa-pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar and opposite I diffetentl
dissimilar forces, energies, or tendencies-as in td time and vd space'

fuo form and uho content,'ilo knowing/knowledge and ongo feeling,

tu'a outside/external and loto inside/internal, and fendpasi/maau order

and felekeu/fepaki chaos, amid many others.

' As a corollary, both maau/fendpasi order and felekeu/fepaki chaos are of
the same logical status in that maau/fenapasi order is a form of felekeu/

fepaki chaos.

' As a corollary, maau/fenapasi order occurs when two or more equal and

opposite forces, energies, or tendencies meet, i'e', intersect (or connect

and separate) at a common point-that is, mata eye and/or ava hole

(Mahina 2017b: 133-53).
. As a corollary, a mata eye/point and/or ava hole/point is defined by

equal and opposite fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting

and fakamavae separating), forces, energies, or tendencies in the form of
mata eyelpoint and/or ava hole/point (see Potauaine and Mdhina 2011)'

. As a corollary, a mata eye/point and/or ava hole/point is defined by the

fakafelavai intersection (i.e., fakahoko connection and fakamdvae sep-

aration) of two or more kohi lines, a kohi line by a collection of mata

eyes/points and/or ava holes/points, and va space, as a summation of
kohi lines (Mihina 20I7bt 133-53).

. As a corollary, everywhere in realrty as in nature, mind, and society ls

fakafelavai intersection, that is, mata-ava eyelpoint-hole/point. There

is nothing beyond fakahoko connection, i'e', mata eyes/points and

fakamdvae separation, i.e., ava holes/points (Potauaine 2010; see also

Potauaine and Mahina 201l; Mdhina 20l7bt 133-53)'
. As a corollary, the mata eyelpoint and/or ava hole/point, defined by

fakafelavai intersection (i.e., fakahoko connection and fakam6vae sep-

aration) is where ivi energy, as me'a matter, is most dense and intense.

Both general and specific ontological and epistemological tenets of tavaism

(in parallel to realism) confirm the manner in which all things in their diversity

in reality as in nature, mind, and society interlock and hang together in both

perpetuity and unity. It all begins with the "ways of being" of reality, which are,

in turn, acted upon by people in terms of their "ways of knowing ' (and "ways of
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feeling") of one and the same existence in the wider context of te time and vd
space' on the abstract level, and fuo form and uho content, on the concrete level,
as intersecting (or connecting and separating) hoa pairs/binaries (see Anderson
1962,2007; Ka'ili, Mahina, and Addo 2017 M?thina 2008a). These equal/same/
similar and opposite/different/dissimilar hoa pairs/binaries are-in the same
context as both disciplinary practices and human activities-fakatatau medi-
ated through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and m6lie/
fakabfobfa beauty/quality of art, as internal qualities. The'aonga utility/func-
tionality of art as an external attribute is made useful for human purposes (see

Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Mdhina 2005b: 168-33). On both general
and specific levels, however, these tdvdist ontological and epistemological tenets
are manifest in the beauty/quality and utility/functionality associated with the
performance arts for fakatatau mediation-by means of physiotherapy, psycho-
therapy, and sociotherapy of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto
brain, on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart,
on the other hand-as hoa pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar and opposite/
different/dissimilar entities. Both their intrinsic and extrinsic qualities, notably,
poetry and oratory, are on their own aesthetic and pragmatic in character and
therapeutic, hypnotic, or psychoanalytic in effects in general on the physical,
psychological, and emotional levels and specifically on the anatomical, neuro-
logical, and cardiological levels (see Bott 1972;Mirhina 2003; see also Dudding
2010; Feldman 1980, 1981).

Ta'anga, Hiva, moe Haka: Poetry, Music, and Dance

Tongan arts are generally divided into three main genres, namely faiva perfor-
mance' tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts.37 Faiva performance arts are
tefito-he-loto-sino body-centered, and tufunga material arts and nimamea'a
fine arts are tefito-he-tu'a-sino non-body-centered. Both faiva performance
arts and tufunga material arts are largely led by tangata men, and nimamea'a
fine arts are mainly led by fefine women.3s rhe performance arts of faiva ta'anga
poetry,3e faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva haka dance are distinct yet closely
related. Faiva ta'anga poetry is composed and then put to both faiva hiva/fasi
music and faiva haka dance in that logical order ofprecedence (see Ferris-Leary
2014; Helu 2012;Kaeppler 1993; Lear 2018; Mahina 201la; Moyle 1987; pond
1995). The respective performance arts of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva music,
and faiva haka dance are principally concerned with the fakatatau mediation
of 'uhinga meanings,ao hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes, and haka motions through
sustained potupotutatau harmony to produce malie/fakabfobfa beauty.ar The
master artists of these three arts are collectively called punakea2 of two types:
punake kakato full punake and punake kapo partial punake.a3 The respective
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master artists of each of the three arts are individually named pulotu,aa as in
pulotu fa'u poet for faiva tahnga poetry, pulotu hiva/fasi musician/composer

ior faiva hiva/fasi music, and pulotu haka dancer/choreographer for faiva haka

dance.

Despite the close affinity of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and
i r -..-,,,^)L1^- -:,^^ L^l-- ^---^L:^f f^^,,^
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here is faiva tahnga poetry and faiva hiva/fasi music. The main concerns of the

three arts are respectively lea language/words, ongo sounds, and haka motions,

and by extension, 'uhinga meanings, hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes, and haka

movements. These are based "inside" and/or'bnside" the body, where poetry,

music, and dance, are, respectively, lau spoken, hiva sung (or ifi blown and/or

td beaten), and haka danced by relevant sino bodily parts. The lau recitingas of

faiva ta'anga poetry, and hiva singing of faiva hiva music, are highly comparable

to the extent that they can be both considered forms of hiva vocal music, mainly

differentiated by their varying arrangements of sound in terms of frequency'

intensity, and rhythm.
On the ontological level, faiva ta'anga poetry and faiva hiva vocal music,

can only be "known'and "felt" as words, which are, respectively, lau spoken and

hiva sung by the sino body. on the epistemological level, their human'uhinga

meanings are associated with knowledge composed in fonua/kalatua culture

and communicated in tala/lea language. When faiva ta'anga poetry is composed

and then put to both hiva/fasi music and haka dance, the latter two become

vaka vehicles for the communication and reception of human'uhinga meanings

in the associated faiva ta'anga poetry.a6 The human'uhinga meanings in faiva

ta'anga poetry are known and felt in faiva hiva/fasi music at the level of sensibil-

ity by way of ongo feeling, ongo hearing, and ongo sound. This is facilitated by

a sustained musical production of intersection and mediation according to the

poem's thematic and discursive content, whlch ls expressed in terrns of tensiou

and release and conflict and resolution, and its unification of the performers

and spectators inside the time-space of the music, which is separate from the

real passage of time-space outside.

The tefito-he-loto-sino body-centric and tefito-he-tu'a-sino non-body-cen-

tric distinction within and across the three arts is of immense interest, espe-

cially when the faiva performance arts are based in or inside and/or on or

onside of the sino bodfT and both material and fine arts are conducted outside

of the body.as Although all three arts are in relative positions to the body, their

role in the creative process (and outcome) is more pronounced in faiva per-

formance arts, than in tufunga material arts and nimamea'a fine arts. By way

of both "process" and'butcome"-involving the production of tatau symmetry'

potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality on the one hand,

and mafana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation on the other
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hand,ae i.e., utility/functionality-this is most evident in the tefito-he-loto-
sino body-centrism underlining faiva performance arts, as in the case of faiva
ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva haka dance. These aesthetic and
pragmatic qualities and sensibilities variously affect the sino body as fakafela-
vai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamavae separating) physical-
material, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural tendencies in both their
individuality and their totality (seeA.N.M. Mahina 2004).50

Sets of artistic (and literary) devices correspond to the spectrum of faiva
performance arts, tufunga material arts, and nimameah fine arts, which
are deployed in the fakatatau mediation of the fakafelavai intersections (or
fakahoko connections and fakamivae separations) of subject matters in the
creative process. This involves their production through sustained tatau sym-
metry, potupotutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty. The outcome is
succeeded by their use for the fulfillment of both the wants of people and the
needs of society. In the case of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and
faiva haka dance, their respective devices are called heliaki metaphor/symbol/
allegory (see Mdhina 2009: 505-11),sr tu'akauta, and hola, kaiha'asi, or haka-
funga-haka, respectively meaning "putting one meaning on another,"'putting
one beat between beatsi's2 and "putting one motion between motions." In
short, these involve the insertion of extra'uhinga meanings between'uhinga
meanings, ta beats between ti beats, and haka motions between haka motions.
Of special interest is the word tu'akautd,s3 which quite simply means "putting
an extra beat outside two beats between themi'as well as the terms hola, kai-
ha'asi, or haka-funga-haka, which mean "escape," "stealj' or 'bne motion on
another."sa

As a poetic device, the word heliaki can be generally defined as "symboli-
cally saying" one thing but "really meaning'another,ss as in the fakafelavai inter-
section (or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae separation), of la? sun as a
heliaki metaphor/symbol/allegory for the actual occurrences of tu'i monarch
and mafai power, in both faiva ta'anga poetry and faiva lea speech-giving (and
tufunga lea speech-making)/oratory.s6 There are three types of heliaki: namely,
heliaki fakafekauaki associative-metaphoric heliaki,heliaki fakafetongiaki qual-
itative-epiphoric heliaki (Mahina 2009: 505-11; also see Mlhina 2004c; Mdhina
and Mahina-'luai 2007), and heliaki fakafefonuaaki constitutive-metonymic
heliakisT (T. O. Ka'ili, pers. comm.,2012). The first, namely, heliaki fakafekauaki
associative-metaphoric heliaki, involves the exchange of events of social, his-
torical, cultural, political, and economic significance, for example, Angah6 and
Makamaile as respective heliaki for Niuafobu and Kolofobu$ (kohi lines, g and
22 in'Apasia and Malu'ia Obeisance and Reverence). As for the second, heliaki
fakafetongiaki qualitative-epiphoric heliaki, uses langakali flower and mate
death, for bfa love (see Kavaliku 196l, I977t 49-67;kohi lines I and2 in Kakala
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b Tonga Tonga's Sweet-Scented Flowers). The third, heliaki fakafefonuaaki con-

stitutive-metonymic heliaki deploys leb voiceisound, as a constitutive heliaki

for beauty (kupu verse 1, kohi line I in Fafangu Siliva Silver Bell, and kupu verse

1, kohi line 2 in Maisoa mei Saione Major, A Sound from Zion) (Cf. Mataele

2010; also see Apenitesi K: Appendix F)'
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are primarily with "what art is" or "work of artl'and secondarily with "what art

does" or "use of art" and "what art means is" or "history of art," in that logical

order of precedence. Although the former are primarily concerned with the

production of the internal qualities of art, namely, tatau symmetry' potupotu-

iatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality as a "processi'the latter

two are concerned with the external qualities of art involving the creation of the

energy-like tendencies of mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, tauElangi climatic ela-

tion as an'butcomei'all taking place as divergent yet convergent entities by way

offakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae seParation)

(cf. Potauaine and Mahina 2011; also see Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2012: 37-55).

In Tongan tdvaist philosophical thinking and practice, however, the respective

intrinsic and extrinsic qualities of beauty and utility of art are made to coexist

in the creative (and transformative and communicative) process' as in the case

of the respective faiva performance arts, tufunga material arts, and nimamea'a

fine arts of faiva hiva/fasi music, tufunga langafale house-building, and nima-

mea'a lalanga mat-weaving, which are composed, built, and woven with beauty

primarily for human use. Moreover, when it comes to the actual creative (and

iransformative and communicative) process, the axis between them changes,

with beauty/quality taking the lead over utility/functionality, in view of the

more fakabfobfa (or mdlie) beautiful, the more'aonga useful, and by the same

token the more useful, the more beautiful.

By way of both process ald uutcone, both nilie/fakabfobfa bcauty/quol

ity and'aonga/ngdue utility/functionality, as respective "loto internal" and "tu'a

externaf' artistic qualities, equally affect the sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo

feeling as real entities, specifically in the wider context of the actual identities

of ,atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the 'uto brain, on the one hand,

and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand, all

as fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamlvae seParating)

tendencies. Mdlie/fakabfobfa beautyiquality is a function of both tatau sym-

metry and potupotutatau harmony. In turn,'aonga/ngaue utility/functionality
as in the case of mlfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation, is

a function of mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality (see Mdhina-Tuai 2010: 26-29).

As temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and functional-practical states of
affairs of some physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cul-

tural importance, they collectively but specifically behave as forms of Tongan
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physiotherapy, psychotherapy, and sociotherapy, which because of their investi-
gative, transformative, and communicative character are therapeutic, h1rynotic,
or psychoanalytic in nature. In general, however, the impact by way of process
and outcome linked to "beauty/quality''and "utility/functionality''as intrinsic
and extrinsic qualities, respectively, applies to physiology, psychology, and psy-
chiatry on one level and anatomy, neurology, and cardiology on another.

The impact of the respective loto inside/onside/internal and tu'a outside/
external qualities by means of process and outcome on the one hand, and
beauty/quality and utility/functionality on the other hand, is also evident in
more generalized social and ceremonial contexts of immense aesthetic and
pragmatic significance-such as faikava kava-drinking on the one hand, and
tauhivi keeping sociospatial relations, and its inseparable although indispens-
able hoa pair/binary of faifatongia performing socioeconomic obligations, on
the other hand. In this generalized social and ceremonial context, we witness
several faiva performance arts in collective progress-namely, faiva talanoa sto-
rytelling, faiva misi dreaming, faiva hiva singing, and faiva haka dancing, in the
middle of faikava kava-drinking-as a multiplicity of faiva performance arts.
The performance art of faiva talanoa storytelling, is constitutive of such genres
as faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy, as well as the recounting
of oral history as imaginative stories of both fact and fiction (see Haubfa 1983,
1993; see also Poltorak 2011). Of special interest are both faiva fakaoli comedy
and faiva fakamamahi tragedy. The former is concerned with the mediation
of ngalipoto normality and ngalivale absurdity with kata laughter, as the out-
come. The latter has to do with the mediation of anga'itangata sociality and
anga'imanu animality, the outcome of which is fakama shame. Both kata laugh-
ter and fakama shame as equal but opposite hoa pairs/binaries, are a recogni-
tion and a celebration of the realization of the commission of an error byway of
both'ilo knowing and ongo feeling (see Mahina 2005c:31-54;20lla:140-66).

In Tonga, there are general impressions of both process (i.e., qualities of
art) and outcome (i.e., utilities of art) of all faiva performance, tufunga mate-
rial, and nimameda fine arts, as mdlie/faka'ofobfa beautiful and'aonga/nglue
useful, in association with the respective loto inside/intrinsic and tu'a out-
side/extrinsic qualities within and across the gamut of all faiva performance,
tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts. Such general impressions recognize
both their specific and their general bearings on what people ilo know, faka-
kaukau think, ongo feel, and loto desire-that is, fai do, such as the inherent
tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality,
and their collective outcomes or'aonga/ng6ue utility/functionality in bringing
them together in the noble spirit of "unity in diversity and, in turn, diversity in
unity, including both their medicinal and healing power" as common forms of
physiotherapy, psychotherapy, and sociotherapy with therapeutic, hlrynotic or
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psychoanalltic effects (see Bott 1972;M?thina 2003: 136-37; also see Mdhina

2005c:31-54;20Ila: 140-66). This is often seen in grand social ouau ceremo-

nies and katoanga celebrations of national significance, where such specific

faiva performance arts of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva

haka dance are carried out in the broader context ofthe faiva performance arts
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socioeconomic obligations as inseparable yet indispensable hoa pairs/binaries.

The respective faifatongia socioeconomic obligations, of people are both stan-

dardized and revised in keeping their vi sociospatial relations, through sus-

tained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and milie/fakabfobfa beauty/

quality. The same is true of faikava kava drinking. People are commonly albeit

differently engaged in creative, transformative, and communicative ways, not

only through kava-drinking as a narcotic beverage but also through faiva tala-

noa storytelling, especially in the form of misi dreaming, hiva singing, and

haka dancing, as an'bpiatel'functioning as a t)?e of collective yet individual

faitob healing of the sino body,'atamai mind, and loto heart-as well as the

society, history, and culture in which they exist, operate, and live (i.e., utility/
functionality).

Ngaahi Hiva Kakalase Love Songs6o

Liliulea'lngilisi'e Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and

MeIe Ha'amoa Alatini Englkh kanslation by Hufanga-He-Ako- Moe-

Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and MeIe Ha'amo a Alatini

The performance arts of faiva ta'anga poetry include ta'anga hiva fetau

poetry of rivalry, ta'anga hiva kakala poetry of "sweet-scented flowersi' ta'anga

hiva fakaoli poett'y of funny things/comedy, ta'urga fakaruartuhi pr:retry of sad

things/tragedy, ta'anga hiva tengihia poetry of mourning (of death), and ta'anga

hiva viki poetry of praise.6t The faiva ta'anga hiva kakala is variously known

as ta'anga hiva bfa poetry of love, hiva tango Poetry of courting,62 or ta'anga

hiva'eva poetry of wooing63 (see Kavaliku 1961,1977;Feldman 1980: 101-103;

1981: 143-50). The word tango, which is the old word for'eva, both meaning

courting, is used in a legend about one of the famous love stories in old Tonga

involving the courting of Hina by Sinilau, as witnessed in her fakatangi chant,6a

to her parents Puko and Puko asking for permission:'E Puko mo Puko, Dear

Puko and Puko / Koe fononga bku'i lalo, There is a visitor at home / Ko Sinilau

mo'ene tango / Sinilau who is courting me / Pe teu'alu au kema o, Let me go

with him. There are also ta'anga hiva lakalaka poetry of lakalaka, ta'anga hiva

ma'ulu'ulu poetry of ma'ulu'ulu, and ta'anga hiva taublunga poetry of taubl-

unga, amid others.
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The former types are subject matters examined within and across the spec-
trum of reality as in nature, mind, and society generally. The latter kinds are
informed by faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva haka dance,
specifically. The latter kinds of faiva ta'anga poetry point to the closer rela-
tionships among the three, where faiva ta'anga poetry is composed and put to
both faiva hiva/fasi music and faiva haka dance. Herein, the respective vaka/
hala mediums/vessels/vehicles of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and
faiva haka dance are concerned, respectively, with'uhinga human meanings,
hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes, and haka movements as fakafelavai intersecting (or
fakahoko connecting and fakamdvae separating), semantic, sonic, and kinetic
tendencies. These are fakatatau mediated within and across through sustained
tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/qual-
ity, transforming them as temporal-spatial and formal-substantial (as well
as functional-practical) identities from a situation of felekeu/fepaki chaos to
a condition of maau/fenapasi order. The'uhinga human meanings are con-
cerned with faiva ta'anga poetry, which is a form of tala/lea language. The ongo
physical sounds and the haka bodily motions are associated with faiva hiva/
fasi music and faiva haka dance, respectively. Faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/
fasi music, and faiva haka dance are commonly concerned with the intensifi-
cation of time and reconstitution of space, involving the respective fakatatau
mediation of fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamdvae
separating) uhinga human meanings, hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes, and haka
movements through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and
mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. Whereas the former can be understood on the
level of 'uhinga human meanings, the latter two can be appreciated on the levels
of hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes and haka movements, respectively. In that respect,
both the affects and the effects are therapeutic, hypnotic, and psychoanalytic in
modus operandi (i.e., utilitarian/functional).

The poetry of ta'anga hiva kakala "sweet-scented flowersl' is used as a heliaki
metaphor/symbol for both bfa love and hoihoifua beauty, hence ta'anga hiva
bfa poetry of love. These are linked to the performance arts of faiva tango
courting and/or faiva'eva wooing. The performance art of faiva tango courting
and/or faiva'eva wooing is principally concerned with bfa love informed by
both loto inside/internal and tu'a outside/external hoihoifua beauty. It engages
in their fakatatau mediation as fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connect-
ing and fakamdvae separating) physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and
social-cultural entities, transforming them as inseparable but indispensable
hoa pairs/binaries through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony,
and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, from a situation of felekeu/fepaki chaos
to a state of maau/fenapasi order (see Kavaliku 7961,1977).Besides hoihoifua
beauty for women, talavou beauty is for men, both meaning physical-bodily,
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psychological-emotional, and social-cultural beauty that is loto inside/inter-

nal and tu'a outsideiexternal. However, both the mdlie aesthetically pleasing

and fakabfobfa lovingly pleasing sensibilities are applied in the performance,

material, and fine arts, with malie largely used for faiva performance arts, and

fakabfobfa for tufunga material arts and nimamea'a fine arts.
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across the total gamut of reality as in nature, mind/heart, and society as hoa pair-

ings/binaries of fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamivae

separating) entities (see Kavaliku 196l;1977:49-67).Apart frombfalove in the

union of two people who are deeply in love, there are other varieties of bfa love

that too go in hoa pairs/binaries, such as in the mutual bfa love between a fa'€

mother and her tama child-namely, fa'e bfa loving mother and tama bfa loving

child-and the bfa love between people through tauhivd keeping their sociospa-

tial relations and faifatongia performing their socioeconomic obligations (see

Ka'ili 2005: 83-1 14, 2009;2017at 62-71;2017b). Following, bfa love can be gen-

erally defined as mutually sgnbiotic, inclusive, multiple movements of things

between people, particularly from "self" toward the'btherl'who equally enacts

and transacts things relativelyfrom self in the direction of the other (see Kavaliku

196l;1977: 49-67). The orientation of self toward others is called siokitua, and

to be self-centered is known as siokita selfish. In hiva kakala love songs especially,

bfa love, is metaphorically made to equal mate death; where a poet wants to mate

die, he/she is really in bfa love. This is a case of bfa mobni factual/true love and

mate fakapunake metaphorical/ceremonial death (see Kavaliku 1961, 1977; cf.

Kaho 1988), creatively arbitrated through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotu-

tatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality in the productive process.

By dealing with the subject matter of bfa love, poets of hiva kakala love songs

juggle apluralityoffakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting andfakamn-

vae sepafatlng) tendencies-narnely,'ataurai urild and fakakaukau thinking in

the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/

mafu heart on the other hand-by means of various relevant performance arts,

notably, faiva fakaoli comedy, faiva fakamamahi tragedy, faiva fananga myths,

and faiva misi dreams. In varying degrees,poets have at their disposal the use of

such performance arts as faiva faifolau voyaging, faiva heulupe pigeon snaring,

faiva lafo lafo-disc throwing, faiva lea speech giving/oratory, and faiva lea heliaki

proverbial sayings, as well as such material arts as tufunga lea speech-making

(see Mihina 2004c;2}llar 140-66; Mdhina and Mahina-Tuai 2007), tufunga

fo'uvaka boatbuilding, and tufunga langafale house-building (see all five hiva

kakala love songs 1-5). Quite apart from faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakam-

amahi tragedy, reflected upon earlier, there exists great interest in faiva fananga

myths (see Helu 1999h, 1999i; Mdhina 1990, 1993,1999a; Mdhina and Alatini
2007) andfaiva misi dreams in the context of hlpnotism. As both a process and
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an outcome, hypnotism is considered to be a form of psychoanalysis, aestheti-
cally and pragmatically ( see Bott 197 2; Mdhina 2005 c: 3 I - 5 4; 20 I I a: L 40 - 66).

As such, hypnotism generally begins with a fananga myth and ends with a
misi dream. In the words of the eminent psychologist Carl Jung, fananga myth
is a misi fakatokolahi public dream, and misi dream is a fananga fakatoko-
taha private myth, thereby enacting a plural, holistic, and circular movement
of things between the two worlds of 'pure" possibilities, having no cause and
effect and no logical consequence (see Mahina 2005c:31-54; cf. Haubfa 1983).
On another level, misi dreams chiefly involve a multidirectional, multidimen-
sional movement of real things between the'ilo'anga knowers and ongo'anga
feelers, or "waking" and "sleeping" selves. The external senses, merely as matapa
doorways in the conscious waking world are closed on the tu'a outside world.
The loto inside/internal,"knowing, knower" and "feeling, feeler" entities of hta-
mai mind and fakakaukau thinking on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto
desire on the other hand, in the subconscious mohe sleeping world are opened
for both the'uto brain and the fatu/mafu heart as sino body parts to actively
engage in conversation (see Bott 1972; Mdhina 2003:136-47 2005at 136-47).
This entails a'dialogue" between 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking on the
one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire on the other hand, where the physi-
cal-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural identities are perma-
nently fakatatau negotiated through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau
harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry as a movement from a condi-
tion of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a situation of maau/fendpasi order.

However, fananga myth takes place in the conscious world of 'a'a waking, in
contrast to misi dream as its hoa paftlbinary,taking place in the subconscious
world of mohe sleeping. The exception is in the world of fananga myths, where
actual things are transcended metaphorically from the world of the "real" to
the world of the "idealj'variously informed by hopeful and wishful thinking.
There is then a recognized closeness among the three performance arts of faiva
fananga myths, faiva misi dream, and faiva ta'anga poetry, that is most evident
in the bfa love songs that will be critically examined here. They strictly employ
the artistic and literary device of heliaki metaphor/symbol, defined as "really
saying" one thing but "metaphorically meaning'another (see Ferris- Leary 2014;
Kaeppler 2007;Lear 2018; Mdhina 2009:505-ll; 2011a; Moyle 1987; among
others). This affords us the formulation of a general t6vaist philosophy of the
study of myths, dreams, and poetry. Accordingly, such a general tavaist philoso-
phy involves critically making a sharp distinction between the precedence and
the transcendence in fananga myths, the conscious and the subconscious in
misi dreams, and the actual and the metaphorical in faiva ta'anga poetry (see

Mihina 2005c: 3l-54;20lla: 140-66). The same general tdv6ist philosophy is
extended to the study of oral history, in which myths are largely featured and as
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"metaphorical and historical languages" are sharply differentiated in the event

by means of translation.
inevitably, there is a requirement for a liliulea translation of the follow-

ing five Tongan hiva kakala love songs (see Ngaahi Hiva Kakala, Love Songs,

I -5), including the two songs of hiva viki and fetau praise and rivalry, and hiva

faifoiau voyaging (see Apeniiesi'i: Appendix E), iiiio Engiisii. This in-u-olves

the changing of the axis from a condition of fakapulou imposition to a state

fakatatau mediation, although there is no perfection but only approximation

in the translation process. From a tavflist philosophical view, all cultures and

languages, like tl time and va space, are socially organized in different ways

in td time and vd space, where'ilo knowledge of one and the same reality is

dialectically composed in fonua/kalatua culture as a human receptacle and his-

torically communicated in tala/lea language as a social vehicle. By the same

token,'ilo knowledge, fonua/kalatua culture, and tala/lea language, like t6 time

and vd space, are inseparable yet indispensable in reality as in nature, mind, and

society. It simply means that translation is not confined to tala/lea language, but

rather extends to fonua/kalatua culture and, more importantly,'ilo knowledge'

Respectively composed and communicated therein in their individuality and

totality. A general tavdist philosophy of liliulea translation can thus be formu-

lated that is concerned with the mediation of the intersecting (or connecting

and separating) temporal-formal, spatial-substantial, and functional-practical

tendencies within and across'ilo knowledges, fonua/kalatua cultures, and tala/

lea languages through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and

malie/fakabfo'ofa beauty, as a motion from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos

to a state of maau/fen6pasi order.

The following tdviist analyses of seven hiva kakala love songs, hiva viki mo

fetau praise and rivalry songs, and hiva faifolau voyaging songs apply to their

specilic pertbrmances by Afokoula of Atertisl Unlvefslty and the Fofo'anga

Saute Southside Branch. Recordings of these performances are accessible to

readers as a Soundcloud playlist, accessible through https://soundcloud.com/

ta-va-philosophy/sets/sino-ilo-and-ongo/s-xGG5m5grrvA'

'Apasia mo Mdlu'ia Obeisance and Reverence

Fakafatu/Fakofu'ub Kuini Salote Poetry Composedby Queen Salote

Fakahiva/Fakafasi mo Fakasino/Fakahaka'e ViIi Pusiaki Music and

Dance ComPosed by Vili Pusiaki

This multiple kupu verse, 42-kohi line, ta'anga hiva kakala love song by

Queen Sdlote (see Hixon 2000; Wood-Ellem 1999,2004; also see Mdhina

1gg2) portrays an ideal maiden fit for a royal union, using physical-bodily,
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psychological-emotional, and social-cultural prescriptions. Throughout the
ta'anga poem, the lupe pigeon and kie fine mat are employed as fitting heliaki
symbolic metaphors for the maiden of noble birth and the imagined union,
respectively. Queen Salote begins with a salutation in obeisance to and in rever-
ence ofthe chiefly clans and high chiefs in presence (kohi lines 1-4). She con-
tinues by pa)'lng homage to the kie fine mat, asking that she take refuge in the
lah sun, for permission to indulge in her speech (kohi lines 5-8). Queen Sdlote,
by way of landscape movement, starts recounting the maiden's royal genealo-
gies (kohi lines 9-14), reiterating her befitting qualifications awaiting her equal
for the grand occasion (kohi lines I 5- I 8 and 29-40). A couple of pigeon-snar-
ing mounds are found, one at the village of Kanokuolu in Hihifo and the other
at the village of Kolofobu in Nuku'alofa in the vicinity of Sia-ko-Veiongo in
the village of Kolomotuh, where the pigeon could hover and alight (kohi lines
19-22). By perching on the latter the pigeon snarer by succeeding busily pro-
ceeds with business. The pigeon snarer, snared pigeon, and pigeon snaring are
connected yet separated entities (and activities) commonly enter a union in
great celebration (kohi lines 23-40). The ta'anga hiva kakala love song ends in
a high note of immense jubilation (kohi lines 4I-42), and we rcalize that this
ideal maiden is Queen Salote.

Vili Pusiaki cleverly employs several Tongan and European music devices
to produce tatau s)rynmetry, potpotutatau harmony, and m6lie beauty/quality
as internal qualities, which give rise to mafana warmth, vela fire, and tauelangi
climatic elation, as external qualities (i.e., utility/functionality). The music cor-
responding to kohi lines l-4 is repeated in kohi lines 5-8. The following kohi
lines 9-10 expand on this material, and then are repeated in kohi lines I l-12
and 13-14. In kohi line 15, the ki key is lowered from the European F# major
to F major.6s This is accompanied by a decrease in tempo and fakahoko con-
nected/legato notes. By contrast, kohi lines l7-18 feature an increase in tempo
and fakamdvae separated/staccato notes. In kohi line 19, a melodic ascendance
of half tones66 (viz., F-F#-G) in the fasi leading vocal part marks a building
toward climax as there is another kt key change (D major), and influx of quicker
rhythms. Responsory and fakaheh€67 are used throughout the piece, in similar
yet contrasting ways; in kohi lines 19-22 they reach their respective rates of
intensity.As the music continues to build,there is an unexpected change in kohi
line 23; the expected point of climatic resolution in the following line is pro-
longed over a long, five-line phrase, thereby allowing the intensity to build to an
even higher level. Then, when the climax is finally reached in kohi lines 28-29,
it is sustained until kohi line 35. This simple yet complex interplay is facilitated
by the repetition of earlier music material and preestablished musical points of
resolution. The original ki key (F# major) returns in kohi line 36, which starts in
a leb si'i soft sound/volume, thereby allowing a build in material over six kohi
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lines (repeated), toward the final and ultimate climax in kohi lines 41-42, sung

by all voices in a leb lahi loud sound/volume'

l.'Oku te hiva ni moe'aPasia

Ta'ahine bku te malu'ia
rz^^(,,L:68 l.^^ -^^^I^i L.(-lwt uur ^v! u5o4r[ rrs o

Moe hou'eikibku me'a

5.'Ihe teu keu tapafua
'Isa'ae kie faihingoa
Kou6e h[fanga au he la'a7n

Ke fakangofua mo faka'ata

Ne7' ldlanga'ihe funga AngahdT2

10. Fakabsi kihe Futu-Ko-VunaTl
'O7n folahi'ihe LangitubuaTs

LaumataT6'ae Kauhala'uta77

Nat tuku kihe kau FalefaT8

He fua'a Sioeli PangiaTe

15. Ko si'i kie8o ni te'eki folahi
Kei lepatali faki b tatali
Ha siamelie8r keu heu ai

Si'a fo'i kula82 ke teunga'aki
'Oku ou'ilo he siamelie

20.'Oku tu u'ihe Matahangales3
'Oku kapapuna ai e lupe*o

'O tu'ula'ihe Makamailess

Afe mai lupe he ko au €

'O tu'ula he'eku bfa loto
2l.Peakuu tob urai ho sino
'O sila'i hoku loto'i loto
'Ou86 fakama'u ki hoku selo87

Ko sibto hevani8s'i lalose

Manuma'aeo be funga Vailahie'

30. Na'e puna fakatuPutuPulangi

Koe fai si'ene siutakai
He vaha'ab langiez mo mamani
Koe kumi ha mo'ungae3 bku'asi
Kene puna atu b tu'ula ai

35. Pea lea e fetu'u'esiafi
Ko si'ene tala mo fakapoto
Ne tuuhifo b fakaongo

Pea talamai keu fakafanongo

1. I sing with obeisance

Oh gracious maiden I'm in reverence
flf +ha rhieflrr drnc

And the high chiefs in attendance

5. As I'm prepared to speak

Alas dearest chiefly fine mat
I take refuge in the sun

To allow and grant me pass

It was woven at beloved Angahd

l0.And completed at Futu-Ko-Vuna
Then unroll at the Langitubua
The Laumata of Kauhala'uta
Presented to the Falefa

The treasure of Sioeli Pangia

15. This fine mat is yet to be rolled out

In safe storage and in waiting
For a good mound for snaring

A fine bead for decoration
I do know ofa good mound
20. That stands at the Matahangale

There the pigeon is hovering
Alighting at Makamaile
Turn dear pigeon I'm here

Alight on my inner love

25.I bring forth your body in whole
And seal it in my heart of hearts

And fix it unto my self
You're my heaven down under
White bird of beautiful Vailahi
30. It flew high over and above the sky

Encircling and frenzied in outer space

Between the sky above and earth below
In search of a mountain Peak
Upon which to hover and then alight

35. And so speaks the shooting star

To announce and tell with wisdom

Standing fast and sounding aloud
Telling me to listen in earnest
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Kakalab Tonga: Tonga's Sweet-Scented Flowers

Fakafatu/Fakafa'u, Fakasino/Fakahaka, and Fakasino/Fakahaka'e
Sioape Alo Kaho Poetry, Music, and Dance by Sioape AIo Kaho

This 4-kohi line 2-kupu verse and 4-kohi line tau chorus is a ta'anga hiva
haka kakala sung and danced poetry composed by master poet Sioape Alo
Kaho for Queen Takip6, as her parting gift of a lovely garland made from
carefully selected sweet-scented flowers of Tonga to her husband and lover
King Tupou II upon his untimely passing (see Kaho 1988; cf. Velt 2000). This
most beautiful composition justly reminds us of the in-depth Tongan concept
and praxis of fonua, defined by a plural, holistic, and cyclical human-envi-
ronment movement of people as an eternal process and exchange from fa'ele
birth through mo'ui life to mate death and temporally and spatially marked by
the taungafanau mother's placenta and valevale fetus as the first fonua, kakai
people and htakai environment in the second fonua, and mate death and the
kau mate dead as the third fonua.

In kupu verse 1, the poet talks about some of the selected kingly flowers of
Tonga for gifting (kohi lines 1-4), In kupu verse 2, she talks about the degree
of immeasurability and incomprehensibility of undying love that weakens the
stricken body and mind, prolonged by the slowness of death (kohi lines l-4).
Despite it all, in the tau chorus, the sufferer of bfa love, chooses to love King
Tupou II beyond death, even though death would be better than such misery
(kupu lines l-4). The kupu verses are accompanied by the same musical mate-
rial, which features only slight changes in the tau chorus. This not only orga-
nizes the composition into a unified form but also helps to communicate the
poet's unrelenting suffering, which even in her defiance is inescapable.

Si'i lupe ni si'ene olo
40.'O tu'ula he Sia-Ko-Veiongoea
Leveleva e malanga kae tau
Tofae5 koe kau foki au

1. Kakalae6 b Tonga teu luva atu

Kulukona langakali heilala ngangatueT

Motelolo moe pua teu toe batu
Ko sib kakalab ka ke folaues

2.'Ikai'aupito teu'ilo'e au

Beloved pigeon flatters its wings
40. Perching on Sia-Ko-Veiongo
I've spoken my verse, let it be
Remain as you are, for I must return

L Sweet-scented flowers of Tonga I
yield to you
Fragrant kulukona, langakali, and
heilala
And motelolo and pua too, I shall add
As your sweet-smelling garland for
voyaging
2. Very little do I really know
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'Oku langa pehc'ae bfa manatu

Vaivai'ae sino moe'atamai
Koe mate tene lava ke toe tatali
Tau: Teu bfa atu teu bfa pE

Teu bfa ke a'u kihe mate
'E lelei'ek-u mate'ak-u he lose

He'ete mo'ui mamahi pehe

That memories of love do so ache

Weakening both body and mind
That even death can wait
Chorus: I love you aye I really do
I love you'til death do us part
D;nng for the rose, a greater good

Than living a life of misery

Angi 6 Matangi Fakasaute: BlowYe the SoutherlyWind

Fakafatu/ Fakafa'u and Fakahiva/ Fakafasi'ehe Punake Ta'e' iloa Poetry

and Music Composedby an Anonymous Poet

This 4-kohi line, 2-kupu verse, and 4-kohi line tau chorus ta'anga hiva kakala

love song, was composed and put to both music and dance by an anonymous

master poet. Again, we witness a situation in which the poet brings the diverse

physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural elements as a

multiplicity of intersecting (or connecting and separating) hoa pairs/binaries

into a unified whole. The poet uses the lovely, cool-blowing matangi tonga

south wind and beautiful kakala sweet-scented flowers as healiaki sym-

bolic metaphors for their jealously guarded inner bfa love for their beloved

sweetheart.
As subject matter of artistic and literary exploration, he/she in kupu verse

1 talks about how his/her mind was thrown into disarray by the fragrant

flowers, brought by the wind blowing from the south (kohi lines l-4,). In

kupu verse 2, the poet freely counts the fragrant flowers as divine blessings,

treating them as his/her beloved garland of blood-red, sweet-scented papai,

pandanus fruits, which exhibits aa a lightning thunder, the equal in stattts

and rank of a BA degree holder (kohi lines 1-4). In the tau chorus, he/she

treats himself/herself being encircled by bfa love (see Kavaliku 1967,1977),

symbolized by sweet-smelling flowers from among which he/she picks and

chooses his/her most beloved kakala flower, to proudly wear on his/her lei-

surely walk along the royal tomb Paepae-b-Tele'a at Lapaha in Mu'a (kohi

Iines 1-4).
By starting with the repetition of words by the lowest voice as a form of

lalau/laulauee and ending with two higher, descending hiva/fasi/nota tones/

notes in kohi lines 1-3, and one long hivaifasi/nota tone/note in kohi line 4,

these two music devices form a hoa pair/binary that unifies the kupu verses in
perfect balance. Furthermore, the latter device cleverly corresponds with the

poetic syllables'e" and "i" in kupu verses 1 and 2, respectively. Though the lalau/

laulau spoken/chanted recitation continues,by contrast,the tau chorus is slower
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in tempo and louder in leb sound/volume. The slower pace is reinforced by
the slight lengthening of note values, cleverly employed by the composer for
a greater depth of both'ilo knowing and ongo feeling. In a similar way to the
kupu verses, the emotive feature of the tau chorus is found in the pitch and
timbre of the higher hiva/fasi/nota tones/notes. Finally, by moving from sii soft
to lahi loud in the closing tau chorus, the performers cleverly bring the piece to
a climatic end.

1.Angi € matangi mei he fakasauteroo
'O falala he'atamai ni pea u valer0t
Fisi e talia moto be siale
Fiusa'ati ko sibto napa'alilo €

2. Neu lau'e au ko siobto hevaniro2
Ho sino na ko sibto tuingapapai
Ne fatulisi pe au fua takai
BA p€ koe'i hota kuonga ni
Thu: Toli mo fili siho mamana

'Ihe siakale be bfa
Fisi e fiula moe langakali
A'eva he Paepae-o-Tele'a'03

1. As southerly wind blows
On my mind and confusing me
Blossoming buds of talia and siale
And fiusa'ati my guarded inner love
2. I count my heavenly blessings
Your lovely body as my papai garland
A lightening thundet I do measure
BA is your equal in this age

Chorus: Pick and choose your
favorite
In the gracious circle of love
Buds of fiula and langakali flowers
And take a stroll at Paepae-o-Tele'a

Fafangu Siliva Silver Bell

Fakafatu/Fakafu'ub Kuini Salote Poetry Composed by Queen Salote
Fakahiva/Fakafasi mo Fakasino/Fakahaka'e Lavaka Kefu Music and

Dance Composedby Lavaka Kefu

This 4-kohi line, 3-kupu verse, and 4-kohi line tau chorus ta'anga hiva
kakala love song by Queen Salote depicts bfa love as a noble human sentiment,
affectively yet effectively using the most beautiful sweet-singing fuiva bird as

a heliaki metaphor/symbol for her bfa'anga lover of whom she is an adorer. In
kupu verse 1, she begins with the voice of the fuiva bird's singing. It takes off
into outer space, eerily but romantically lit by the sliver moonlight as it echoes
like the sound of a bell ringing (kohi lines 1-4). It, in kupu verse 2, becomes
apparent that it is surely her beloved fuiva that whistles in the front yard of her
house, where it joyfully plays in the garden of roses, budding as her jealously
guarded bfa love (kohi lines 1-4) (see Kavaliku 1961,1977). In kupu verse 3,
she admires how the fuiva flew with perfect proportion, hitting a golden chord
and upon ascending giving half a note of the minor key as a delicious food
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for both'atamai mind and fatu/mafu heart (kohi lines 1-4). In the tau chorus,

the poet politely urges the fuiva to speak to her and let her hear so that she

unveils the door of feelings, locked by a clever poet only and opened from

inside the heart (kohi lines 1-4). Things build up in kupu verses 1-3 by means

offakatatau mediation offakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and

fakamdvae separating) physical-bo<iiiy, psychoiogicai-emotionai, and sociai-

cultural hoa pairs/binaries of equal and opposite tendencies, in the productive

process. The tau chorus peaks, culminating in being therapeutic, hypnotic, and

psychoanalytic in both affects and effects'

The hiva/fasi music begins in a slow tempo and leb si'i soft sound/vol-

ume. The notes are long and fakahoko connected/legato. The fasi melody of

each kupu verse based on an arch-shaped melodic kupesi motif,r04 expands

to include two additional higher notes in kohi line 3, thereby producing

a moment of tension that is resolved again in kohi line 4. In kupu verse 2,

the immediate repetition of music material from kupu verse 1 is masked by

fakaheh€ in the higher voice parts (kohi lines 2 and 3). The tau chorus fea-

tures different tempo, rhlthmic, and structural arrangements of the same

melodic and chordal material, thereby creating similar yet contrasting senti-

ments associated with the poem's theme of bfa love. The faster tempo of the

tau chorus is coupled with quicker rhythms and shorter line phrases, a ongo

lahi louder sound/volume, and lalau/laulau and fakamdlie spoken/chanted

recitationro5 in the lower voice part, all heightening the peak of therapeutic,

hypnotic, or psychoanalytic affects and effects.

1. Uisa koe leb bku hiva
Si'ene mahiki b tckina
'O'ata koe fuifui mdhina
'O'eko'ihe fafangu siliva'06

2. Td koe fuiva pele!

'Oku mapu hoku matafale
'O va'inga'ihe ngoue lose

Na'e moto'ihe bfa mamae

3. Ne haohaoa si'ene puna

Mlnoa he afo koula
'O'aut6'ihe nota vaeua

Mainasi ko sitne mafua
Tau: Pe'i ke lea mu'a kau fanongoroT

Ke tatala'ae mataPd ongo

Loka'i'eha punake poto

Fakaava pe mei he loto

l. Alas it's sweet singing voice

As it rises above and airborne
Flying in a moonlit night
And echoes out as a silver bell
2. Oh it's the beloved fuiva bird!
It whistles just outside my house

Playfully in the rose garden

Budding as my guarded love

3.It flew with style and grace

Tethered to the golden chord
Alighting on half a note
A minor sound, a delicious taste

Chorus: Speak and let me hear

And unveil the door to your feelings

Locked by the ingenious Poet
To be opened only from inside the heart
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Maisoa mei Saione Major A Sound from Zion

Fakafatu/Fakafa'u mo Fakahiva/Fakafasi b Siosaia Mataele Poetry and
Musictqs Composed by Siosaia Mataele

This 6-kohi line,3-kupu verse, and 4-kohi line tau chorus ta'anga hiva kakala
love song by Siosaia Mataele paints the image ofbfa love as a unique human phe-
nomenon by critically using a plurality of objects and occurrences as affective
and effective local,biblical, and foreign heliaki symbolic metaphors and thereby
consolidating new forms of heliaki metaphors/symbols for bfa love in the cre-
ative process (see Mataele 2010; cf.Velt 2000). This includes birds and musical
instruments of extreme tonal and functional malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality.
Such objects and events are counterpoised, fakafelavai intersecting them as
physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural hoa pairs/bina-
ries of equal and opposite binaries, which are fakatatau mediated through sus-
tained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie fakabfobfa beauty/
quality. These have affective and effective outcomes (or utility/functionality) of
some therapeutic, hypnotic, and psychoanalytic nature.

In kupu verse 1, Siosaia Mataele hears the sounds of the string and wood-
wind instruments where Miriam-as a biblical symbol of immense bfa love and
hoihoifua beauty (see Kavaliku 1961,7977)-danced to faiva ta'anga poetry and
faiva hiva/fasi music (kohi lines l-6). This continues, in kupu verse 2, when
these sounds remind him of his beloved's voice as a garden of roses, a divine
inspiration right from the heart ofthe distant fetu'u star Kolob above, right next
to the throne of 'Otua God,roe the mnlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality of which
affects both his fatu/mafu heart and'atamai mind (kohi lines 1-6). The same
process and outcome are, in kupu/veesi verse 3, transcended to the loto/fatu/
mafu heart and'atamai mind, injuring sweet singing tavake, fuiva, and lupe
birds, turning light of day to dark of night, and blackening both wisdom and
knowledge (kohi lines l-6). By way of both process and outcome, i.e., beauty/
quality and utility/functionality, these peak, in the tau chorus, in godly Zion as a
religious symbol, where bfa love is revered and deeply felt in both'atamai mind
and loto/fatu/mafu heart, like an active volcano erupting vibrantly, violently,
and thereby quietening the earthly desires (kohi lines l-4).

The accompanying musical kupu verses are made up of two identical 3-line
phrases. However, the repetition of music material is masked by subtle rhph-
mic features (see kupu verse 1, kohi line 2; kupu verse 2, kohi line l; and kupu
verse 3, kohi lines 2, 4, and 6), which are "known' and "felt" inside yet outside,
between, the beats, as extenuated by the accented offbeats in the guitar accom-
paniment.rr0 The tau chorus, which is shorter in length, features an interplay
between the higher and the lower voice parts, i.e., kohi lines I -4 are sung by the
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high, low high, and all voices consecutively. Both the receptory experience and

the active advancement of mlfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic

elation (i.e., outcome as utility/functionality) by the performers can be heard

in the act of fakamdlie accompanying vocal/verbal utterances in the first tau

chorus through kupu verse 3 to the end'

l Si'ete fie fanongoa
Leb be piano pele

Vaiolini moe ngaahi ha'ape

Kitd moe'ukulele
Fuluta be ngaahi saamer"

Kalaneti be hula h Meliame"2
2. Leb sibto bfa'anga

Hange ha ngoue kakala

Palataisirt3 luva mei loto Kolaparra

Ongo kae mdlie'ia
Loto pea moe'atamai
Lomekina ai si'i holi'a mamani
3. Hiva sii tavaketoto
Mapu'ae fuiva'ihe pd
Olo'ae lupe bka tataki'aho
Te'ia ai sibku loto
Hoko'ae maama koe po

KaupO'uli € maama e Poto moe'ilo
Tau: Maisoarrs mei Saioner16

Malu'ia'ae loto ni
Neu ongona'ene tupulaki
Kae nonga'a si'ete holt

1. How I'm so moved to hear

Voice of the most favored piano

Of the violins and harps
Of the guitars and'ukulele
The flutes of the psalms

And clarinets for Miriam's hula
2. Voice of my beloved sweetheart

Like a garden of fragrant flowers
Paradise, a gift right from Kolob
Hearing it, how lovely and sweet

To both the heart and mind
As it suppresses earthly desires

3. The bloodred-feathered tavake sings

And the fuiva sweetly whistles at night
The pigeon's cries at dawn of day

Striking my injured heart
The light of day now dark of night
Shining out wisdom and knowledge
Chorus: Major, a sound from Zion
Mine heart is in reverence

I felt its vibrant, violent growth
Pacifying rny ilsatiable year litrgs

Faiva Lea Speech-Giving"7

Liliulea'Ingilki'e Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and

MeIe Ha'amoaAlatini
English Trqnslation by Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina,

and Mele Ha'amo a Alatini

The Tongan art of lea speech, that is of both lea language and words, is

divided into the material and performance arts of tufunga lea speech-making

and faiva lea speech-giving, that is, oratory, which are comrnonly uttered but

usually less understood in various social contexts (see Mihina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili

2006; also see Hartung 201l; Taliai 1989; Thumoepeau 2011a). The two material
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and performance arts can be better comprehended at the respective tefito-he-
tu'a-sino non-body-centric and tefito-he-loto-sino body-centric distinctions
between tufunga and faiva-hence, tufunga lea and faiva lea as material and
performance arts, respectively. That is, tufunga lea speech-making is created
by the body tu'a outside, external, of the sino body. Faiva lea speech-giving is
produced by the body loto onside and/or inside, internal, of the sino body. Both
artforms happen either individually or simultaneously. That is, a speech is either
made and then given at a different time-space or both made and given at the
same time-space.

Apart from the sensibility and originality of the creations of the master artists
or orators of both tufunga lea speech-making and faiva lea speech-giving, that
is, oratory, they draw from the philosophic, aesthetic, and pragmatic richness of
fonua/kalatua culture (and histdlia history) and tala/lea language generally-as
in the broader spectrum of other performance, material, and fine arts, such as

fananga mythology, tufunga lea speech-making, and faiva lea speech-giving/
oratory-and faiva misi dreams, specifically (see the following excerpts l-7)-
as in faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings (see examples 1-7 in this essay). The
excerpts (1-7) that follow demonstrate both the affective and the effective use
of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain on the one hand, and
ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other hand, which are
duly mediated or negotiated in the productive process.

These excerpts (l-7) are removed as a matter of convenience from the vari-
ous contexts of which they are a part.In their individuality and totality, they can
be readily understood; however, in their individuality they can at least provide
a window into the form, depth, length, and breadth of Tongan thinking and
practice. In excerpt l, the expression points to the love between the fat mother
and her tama child-termed fa'e bfa loving mother and tama bfa loving child,
respectively-who are bound together as a union of fakafelavai intersecting (or
fakahoko connecting and fakamdvae separating), physical-bodily, psycholog-
ical-emotional, and social-cultural entities. As an idiom, excerpt 2 expresses
the impact of things and events on the mind and heart of people, giving them
both happiness and warmth. Like excerpt l, excerpt 3 accounts for the multiple
binding but loving relationships between fae mother and tama child through
her uho umbilical cord, taungafanau womb, and fatu/mafu heart, as the abode
of ongo feeling and loto desire.

Moreover, excerpts 4, 5, and 6 portray the unity and disunity of both'atamai
mind and fatu/mafu heart by way of ilo knowing and fakakaukau thinking on
the one hand, ongo feeling and loto desire on the other hand. These are consid-
ered distinct but related states of affairs, which are combined in mode of oper-
ation and fakatatau mediated, through the mtlie/fakabfobfa beauty of tala/lea
language. Excerpt 7 deals with people who are deeply in bfa love (see Kavaliku
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1962,1977). They are physically and bodily, psychologically and emotionally,

and socially and culturally united as "two in onei"bne in twol'lr8 as fakafela-

vai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamdvae separating), insepa-

rable yet indispensable hoa pairs/binaries of hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/similar/

same, and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki different/opposite/dissimilar functioning

together in terms of their similarities and differences for their common good.

L Koe'ena tama tu'u he fa'€,

Koe fa'€'vale"ia tama pE,

Koe fai'angabe tu€ moe pue,

2. Koe ha nai'ae tatau be fiefia,
'Oku mapunopuna he htamai?

Koe ha'ap€'ae taau be mafana,
'Oku ma'uno'uno he loto
3.'Oku ongo he koe uho,
'Oku langa he koe manava,
'Oku uhu he koe fatu/mafu,
4.'Oku ta'e'aonga'ae mohe,

Ka bku lea p€'ae ngdue

5.'Oku kai p€'ae lea,

Pea lea pe he ngdue
6. Koe lea bku ifo,
Koe leabku vovo
7. Ko au koe ko koe au,

Ne ha'i pea fakam6'u,
Ko hono veteki bku tapu

1. The child that stands on the mother,

The mother that spoils the child,
A cause to hooray and celebrate

2. What equal is there of the happiness,

That erupts in the mind?
What match is there of the warmth,
That kindles in the heart?

3. It feels because it's the cord,

It aches because it's the womb,
It stings because it's the heart
4. It's wasteful a habit, to sleep,

But only toil, a life that speaks

5. One eats words (or speech and

language),
And only work that speaks

6. Words that are delicious,
Words that arc tastcful
7. I'm yours and you're mine
Tightly tied and tightened
To untie is dearly forbidden

Faiva Lea Heliaki Proverbial Sayings

Liliulea'Ingilisi'e Hufanga-He-Ako- Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and

Mele Ha'amoa Alatini English Translation by Hnfanga-He-Ako-Moe-

Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and Mele Ha'amo a Alatini

The English term proverb is variously Tonganized as poloveape and

paloveape with both used to mean heliaki, defined as "metaphorically speaking

one thing but really meaning anotherl' as in the following lea heliaki prover-

bial sayings, 1-7 (see Mdhina 2004c; Mdhina and Mihina-Tuai2007; see also

Rimoldi 2004; Taumoepeau 201la; 201lb: 132-39). Besides being proverbial

sayings, l-7 arc a select few taken from the huge corpus of Tongan lea heliaki

proverbs for their specific bearings on the subject matter under exploration,
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namely, sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling, situated in both the'uto brain
and the fatu/mafu heart. Lea language, lea heliaki proverbs, and maau/ta'anga
poems/poetry, as related performance arts can be regarded as a form of hiva
vocal music, which are lau spoken, laulau recited, and hiva sung, respectively.
That is, all faiva performance arts of lea language, lea heliaki proverbs, and
maau/ta'anga poems/poetry, in various affective and effective ways use ongo/
leb sound, as a common vaka/hala medium/vessel/vehicle. In all, lea heliaki
proverbs are single-line poems/poetry, and, in turn, poems/poetry are a collec-
tion of lea heliaki proverbs as multipleJine poems/poetry. The creation of lea
heliaki proverbs is individualized and thus becomes collectivized over td time
and va space. They are, in turn, largely but variously used in faiva lea speech-giv-
ing/oratory (and tufunga lea speech-making), and faiva maau/ta'anga poetry, by
both orators and poets (see both love songs 1-5 and excerpts l-7).

Proverb 1 depicts the importance of social duty over physical injuryin mo'ui
life and even more so in mate death. The diversity yet unity of fakafelavai inter-
secting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamavae separating), physical-bodily,
psychological-emotional, and social-cultural tendencies is unified in the social
process, which is fakatatau mediated through tatau symmetry, potupotutatau
harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, transforming them from a sit-
uation of chaos to a condition of order. Like proverb l, proverb 2 points to the
manner in which sino body and fatu/mafu heart-in terms of 'atamai mind and
fakakaukau thinking, in the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling and
loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other hand-variously respond, by
their nature, to faitob healing of both types of lavea injury. Proverb 3, like prov-
erbs 1 and 2, refers, by means of hui needle, to the level of plurality and com-
plexity involving the distinction and relation between the tu'a outside/ external,
and the loto inside/internal, which are'asi seen and puli hidden over the sino
body-fakatatau negotiated as hoa pairs/binaries of fakafelavai intersecting
entities moving together in unity of htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in
the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu
heart on the other hand.

Similarly, proverb 4, like proverbs l-3, deals with the "deceiving" (or "con-
cealing" and "complicating") nature of the fatu/mafu heart through feeling
and desire in the wider context of externality versus internality. The former
is sio "seeni'on the tu'a outside/external, and the latter is ongo "felt," on the
loto inside/internal. Like proverbs l-4, proverb 5 focuses on the fatu/mafu
heart. The mo'unga mountain is used as a heliaki symbol, for Tonga's loto/
fatu/mafu heart (or ongo feeling and loto desire), acquired either by means of
cooperation and mutual respect as a symbolic mountain, which results in loto
lelei good heart or by means of division/disrespect as a symbolic mountain
or obstacle, which gives rise to loto kovi bad heart. Proverb 6, like proverb
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7, reflects on the union between men and women by way of blood and title,

mediated as intersecting physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and

social-cultural hoa pairs/binaries, through sustained tatau symmetry, potu-

potutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. Like excerpt 7, the

proverb is chiefly concerned with lovers who are united through love. "Two
k-.^*. nna" hnrh mefqnhnricrllrr qnd fartrrellv in hoth sino bodv and loto/vrrvr vvlrl --1 ---- '-e--"'J ' t

fatu/mafu heart, underlined by fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connect-

ing and fakamdvae separating), physical-bodily, psychological-emotional,

and social-cultural hoa pairings/binaries as inseparable but indispensable

pairings/binaries of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar
entities (see excerpt 7).

l.'Oua'e lau kafo kae lau lava

2.'Oku laka ange ke lavea'ae sino

He lavea'ae loto
3.'Oku'ikai ha hui kape loto

4. Koe me'a kaka ka koe loto
(Koe me'a puli ka koe loto
Koe me'a faingata'aka koe loto)
5. Tonga mo'unga kihe loto
6.'Oku fakahokohoko toto h fafine

Kae fakahokohoko hingoa'a tangata

7.'Oku tatau'ae ua koe taha Pe
('Oku hoko'ae ua koe taha pe)

1. Mind not injurybut rather mind
drty
2. The injury of the body is better
Than the injury of the heart/feeling"e
3. There's no needle for poking out
onet heart/feelingr20
4. The heart is by nature deceiving
(The heart is by nature concealing

The heart is by nature complicating)
5. Tonga's mountain is the heart
6.Women connect the blood
And men connect the titles
7.Two are equal to one

(The two becomes one)

Tolongoto Conclueion

We have reflected from a Tongan tdvdist philosophical perspective (see Ka'ili,

M6hina, and Addo 2017t l-I7) upon both the individuality and the totality
of our collective specific and general subject matters of critical investigation,

namely, Tongan sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling, through 'atamai

mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain on the one hand, and Tongan

ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other hand (see

Mdhina 1999b: 276-87; 2002: 303-308; also see Helu 1999b: 37-46; 1999e:

68-33). These constitute the Tongan philosophical concepts and practices

of physiology, psychology, and psychiatry on the general level and anat-

omy, neurology, and cardiology on the specific level. These topics are largely

neglected in academia, which led us to critically look into Tongan ta'anga

poetry and hiva/fasi music, as well as related arts such as tufunga and faiva lea
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speech-making and speech-giving, and lea heliaki proverbial sayings belong-
ing to oratory, all of which are highly developed and refined in Tonga gener-
ally and among poets, musicians/composers, and orators specifically. Herein,
by focusing on selected works, especially hiva kakala love songs (see Mahina
2005a:136-47), related excerpts from tufunga and faiva lea speech-making
and speech-giving, and lea heliaki proverbial sayings and related arts, we crit-
ically examined their affective and effective use of both specific and general
topics in the creative process. In doing so, we revealed that in both their indi-
viduality and their totality, these physical-bodily, psychological-emotional,
and social-cultural entities and their creative treatment in Tongan art and
literature are indivisibly diversified yet unified in both process and outcome
by way of fakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae
separation) (see Mdhina and Mahina-Tuai 2012; also see Mahina-Tuai 2017:
245-66; Potauaine 20172 154-79).

One of the tdvdist philosophical tenets says claims that respective errors in
both fakakaukau thinking and loto desire are a problem of both'atamai mind
and ongo feeling and not of iai reality. These are multiplied by defects through
ta'etatau asymmetry and ta'epotupotutatau disharmony,r2l in both'atamai mind
and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling
and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other hand. These defects are man-
ifested in terms of puke sickness and mahaki illness, induced internally and
externally, as in the case of physical, mental, and emotional sickness, and drug
abuse, as well as the adverse impact of faster, imbalanced rates of social change,
mainlybrought about by capitalist democracy (see Helu 1999b 37-46r Mahina
2008a: 67-96). Of great interest are the words puke and mahaki, which both
mean "possess" and "empty''respectively, that is, "possessed" by puke sickness in
place of sai wellness, and emptied of sai wellness in place of mahaki illness (see

Mdhina 1999b:276-87). This gives rise to the development and refinement of
the Tongan philosophical concepts and practices ofphysiotherapy, psychother-
apy,'22 and sociotherapy as collective forms of faitob healing, which collectively
involve'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, as well as ongo feeling and loto
desire. Generally, this is most evident in faikava kava-drinking social gather-
ings, where such faiva performance arts as kai feasting, hiva singing, and haka
dancing are collectively performed, and their tatau symmetry, potupotutatau
harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality of art (and literature) tend to
faitob heal'23 the sino body,'atamai mind, and ongo feeling (see Feldman 1980:
101-103; l98l: 143-50).

Besides the faiva performance arts of kai feasting, hiva singing, and haka
dancing, other faiva performance arts take place in the social gathering of
faikava kava drinking such as faiva talanoa storytelling,'2a both factual and
fictional, which includes faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy,
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tufunga lea and faiva lea speech-making and speech-giving, faiva lea heliaki pro-

verbial sayings, faiva'eva courting,faiva fananga myths,r2s and faiva misi dreams

(see Mdhina 2004c;2005d:31-54; Thumoepeau 201lb: 132-39). This includes

retelling of oral history, in which the elusive already-taken-place kuohili/kuon-

gamu'a past and the illusive yet-to-take-place kaha'u/kuongamui future,r26 are

rnncrenrlv frkefeninasi mediated throush sustained tatau svmmetry, potupo-
^-^_'_ -__-'f,

tutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality in the everchanging,

conflicting lotolotonga/kuongaloto present (see Ka'ili, M6hina, and Addo 2017:

l-I7).By way of both "process" and'butcome" (i.e., mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/

quality and'aonga/ng6ue utility/functionality), their tatau symmetry' potupotu-

tatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty on the one hand, and the mafana

warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation, on the other hand, are not

only investigative, transformative, and communicative in nature but also thera-

peutic, hlpnotic, and psychoanalytic in character (see Bott 1972;MFthina2003:

136-47). As a social gathering, faikava kava drinking is a faiva performance art,

i.e., faiva faikava by means of the kava beverage as a narcotic, the investigative,

transformative, and communicative modus operandi is therapeutic, hlpnotic,

and psychoanalytic in its mode of operation (see Feldman 1980: 101-103; 1981:

143-50). In all, the faikava kava drinking, as well as the multiplicity of faiva

performance arts taking place in it, tend to faitob heal the sino body,'atamai

mind, and ongo feeling.
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Apenitesi'A-L Appendices A-G

Liliulea'Ingilisi b Hnfanga-He-Ako- Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina, and
MeIe Ha'amoa Alatini: English Translation by Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-
Lotu,'Okusitino Mahin a, an d Mele Ha'amo a Alatini

The word'atamai has two parts, namely,'ata and mai, which mean, respec-
tively, "imagd'and "in the direction ofl'The "image" in reality, the'iloa known,
is presented "in the direction of, in this case, the'ilo'i knower as'ilo knowl-
edge. Like'atamai mind, the term fakakaukau thinking, is made up of two parts,
namely, faka and kaukau, which, as a suffix, mean "in the style of" and "relat-
ing" respectively. In this case, fakakaukau thinking, involves the ongoing act of
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stylistically fakakaukau relating the images, independently presented to'atamai

mind as 'ilo knowledge. Both cases, that is,'atamai mind and fakakaukau think-
ing, confirm both the tavaist and the realist philosophical fact of the indepen-

dent existence of things in reality as in nature, mind, and society (see Apenitesi

A moe'E: Appendices A and B).
r . -rrr-, (-1-,-^ ^: ,^-:-^ I ^-l f^I-^'lhe WOfdS OngO leeffng ano IOIO Oeslre, UIIIIK€ atalrlal llllllLr 4llLl ra(d-

kaukau thinking, have multiple meanings. The former, ongo' means feeling,

hearing and sound, and the latter, loto, means desire, inside and heart (see

Apenitesi F-'i: Appendices C-E). Although both'atamai mind and fakakau-

kau thinking are concerned with how things are both'ilo known and fakakau-

kau related by way of both distinction and relation in the brain, both the ongo

feeling and loto desiring are connected with the manner in which these things

are ongo felt and loto desired, by means of"reference" and "preference" in the

fatu/mafu heart. Both'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, located in the
.uto brain, and ongo feeling and loto desire, situated in the fatu/mafu heart,

are inseparable in reality. By extension, they cannot be examined in isolation

from one another, as inseparable yet indispensable fakafelavai intersecting

(or fakahoko connecting and fakamlvae separating) hoa as indivisible yet

unavoidable pairings/binaries of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/

dissimilar identities.

'Apenitesi'A: Appendix A-'Atamai: Mind

htamai 'a

'atamai'6h
'atamai'alu
'atamai faihala
htamai fakalielia
'atamai faitotonu
'atamai fakapotopoto
htamai fakavalevale
'atamai feinga
'atamai fiepoto
'atamai fifili
'atamai hanganoa
'atamai haua
'atamai havala
'atamai'ia
'atamai kaka
'atamai kovi
'atamai koloa'ia

conscious, knowing mind
waking, alerting mind
wandering, wanderer mind
wrongdoing, guilty mind
evrl, dirty mind
honest mind
wise, clever mind
unwise, foolish-like mind
hard-trying mind
wanting-to-be-wise mind
inquiring mind
unattended mind
wandering, wanderer mind
unsettling, all-over-the-place mind
mindful
deceitful, crooked mind
bad mind
rich mind
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big mind
good mind
longmind
deep mind
enlightened mind
open mind
understanding mind
shifting mind
strong mind
shallowmind
emptymind
high mind
sharp mind
poor mind
sharp, flowering mind
dead mind
sharp mind
composed mind
all-over-the-place mind
sleeping, sleepy mind
living mind
lonelymind
forgetful, drowning mindr2T

zero mind
peaceful mind
short mind
nonwanderer mind
loving mind
money-centered mind
blunt mind
business mind
dark, ignorant mind
narrow mind
small mind
attentive mind
right, correct mind
slowmind
lonelymind
sharp, smart mind
dirtymind
critical mind
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'atamai lahi
'atamai lelei
'atamai loloa
'atamai loloto
'atamai maama
'atamai mafoa
'atamai rnahino
'atamai malele
'atamai m6lohi
'atamai mamaha
'atamai mangoa
'atamai mablunga
'atamai mdsila
'atamai masiva
'atamai matala
'atamai mate
'atamai matuitui
'atamai ma'u
'atamai mofele
'atamai mohe
'atamai mo'ui
'atamai mrinoa
'atamai ngalongalo
'atamai noa
'atamai nonga
'atamai nounou
htamai nofo
'atamai bfa
'atamai pa'anga
'atamai peku
'atamai pisinisi
htamai pouli
'atamai pukupuku
'atamai si'i
'atamai tokanga
'atamai tonu
'atamai tuai
'atamai tuenoa
'atamai tutui
'atamai'uli
'atamai vavanga
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'atamai vale
'atamai vave

htamaivivili
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ignorant, unwise mind
quick, smart mind
inquiring, thinking mind

Apenitesi'E: Appendix B-Fakakaukau: Thinking

fakakaukau fakaako

fakakaukau fakafananga

fakakaukau fakafefine
fakakaukau fakafika
fakakaukau fakafilosofi a

fakakaukau fakafinemdtu a

fakakaukau faka'ikondmika
fakakaukau fakakauleka

fakakaukau fakakota
fakakaukau fakalotu
fakakaukau fakamatu'a

fakakaukau fakamotua
fakakaukau fakatamaiki
fakakaukau fakatangata

fakakaukau fakaTonga

fakakaukau fakapoto
fakakaukau fakapotopoto
fakakaukau fakapolitikale
fakakaukau fakavale

fakakaukau fakavalevale

fakakaukau fobu
fakakaukau fungani
fakakaukau loloto
fakakaukau fihi
fakakaukau fonu
fakakaukau mohu
fakakaukau mahino
fakakaukau masani

fakakaukau mdsila

fakakaukau mdlohi
fakakaukau md'uhinga
fakakaukau matala

fakakaukau matuitui
fakakaukau motu'a
fakakaukau mobni

educational thinking
mythological thinking
woman thinking
mathematical thinking
philosophical thinking
old-woman thinking
economic thinking
childish thinking
childish thinking
religious thinking
old-man thinking
old, experienced thinking
childish thinking
man thinking
Tongan thinking
wise, clever thinking
wise, clever thinking
p'ulitical thinking
unwise, unclever thinking
unwise, unclever thinking
new thinking
best thinking
deep thinking
complex thinking
rich thinking
rich thinking
clear, articulate thinking
best thinking
sharp, smart thinking
strong, solid thinking
important thinking
flowering thinking
sharper, smarter thinking
old, experienced thinking
true thinking



fakakaukau muli
fakakaukau nounou
fakakaukau kakn
fakakaukau kovi
fakakaukau lelei
fakakaukau loi
fakakaukau loloa
fakakaukau loto
fakakaukau poto
fakakaukau pukupuku
fakakaukau tolonga
fakakaukau tu'uloa
fakakaukau tu'utai
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foreign thinking
short, narrow thinking
crooked thinking
bad thinking
good thinking
false thinking
long thinking
inside thinking
wise thinking
short, narrow thinking
lasting, enduring thinking
lasting, enduring thinking
best thinking

conscious feeling
achieved feeling
different- side feeling
same-side feeling
funny feeling
difficult feeling
difficult feeling
shame feeling
divided, separatist feeling
parting, farewell feeling
sex feeling
eating-enough feeling
defeated feeling
different feeling
wrong feeling
guilty feeling
safe feeling
bad feeling
big feeling
belonging feeling
speaking feeling
good feeling
shame feeling
clean feeling
full-stomach feeling
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Apenitesi F: Appendix C-Ongo: Feeling, Hearing, and Sound

ongo h
ongo a'u
ongo fa'ahikehe
ongo fahhitatau
ongo faikehe
ongo faingatah
ongo faingatah'ia
ongo fakamd
ongo fakamavahevahe
ongo fakamavae
ongo fie'uli
ongo fiu
ongo fo'i
ongo kehe
ongo hala
ongo halaia
ongo hao
ongo kovi
ongo lahi
ongo lata
ongo lea

ongo lelei
ongo md
ongo mah
ongo mlkona



ongo malie
ongo malohi
ongo mamahi
ongo manatu
ongo mate
onoo maveuveu-__o- ---_ -- -

ongo mohe
ongo moveu
onSo moveuveu
ongo fakamoveuveu
ongo fakapikopiko
ongo fakananivi
ongo noa
ongo nonga
ongo bfa
ongo puke

ongo sii
ongo ta'elata
ongo ta'ebfa
ongo tangi
ongo tatau
ongo t6vaivaia
ongo tonu
ongo tonuhia
ongo tuli
ongo'uli
ongo vaetu'ua
ongo vaeua
ongo vaivai
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loto'apasia
loto'ata'atd
loto fakamdld
loto fakahikihiki
loto fakavikiviki
loto feinga
loto felekeu
loto fiefia
loto fihi
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beautiful feeling
strong feeling
sad feeling
memory feeling
dead feeling
divisive feeling
sleep, sleepy feeling
divisive feeling
divisive feeling
dMsive feeling
lazy feeling
lovely feeling
zero, absent feeling
peaceful feeling
love, loving feeling
sick, sickly feeling
small feeling
homesick feeling
unlove, unloving feeling
cry, crying feeling
equal feeling
weak feeling
right, correct feeling
nonguilty, rightful feeling
deat'ening feeling
dirty feeling
divided feeling
divided feeling
weak feeling

'Apenitesi H: Appendix D-Loto: Desire, Inside, and Heart

respectful desire
spacious desire

thanKul desire

uplifting desire
praising desire
trying desire

chaotic desire
joyful desire
entangled desire
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ferocious desire
defeated desire
easily defeated desire
returning desire
binding desire
binding desire
sweet, harmonious desire
bitter, disharmonious desire
bitter, harmonious desire
unsettling, unsettled desire
wearied desire
worrying desire
generous desire
thanKul desire
angry desire

drifting desire
differing desire
bad desire
big, unwavering desire
injured desire
jumping desire
good desire
angry desire
apologetic desire
wise desire
clean desire
ordered desire
heavy desire
broken desire
stoned, stony, desire (ongo, feeling; fatu, mafu,
heart)
reverend desire
high desire
low desire
impoverished desire
controlled desire
strong desire
saddened desire
divided, branching-out desire
envious desire
peaceful desire
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loto fieta'a
loto fo'i
loto fo'ingofua
loto foki
loto ha'isia
loto ha'iha'isia
loto hangamdlie
loto hangatamaki
loto hangatdmakia
loto havala
loto hela'ia
loto hohah
loto homo
loto hounga
loto'ita
loto kdvea

loto kehekehe

loto kovi
loto lahi
loto lavea

loto lelea
loto lelei
loto lili
loto pango
loto poto
loto ma'a
loto maau
hoto mafasia
loto mafesifesi
loto maka

loto malu ia
hoto mablunga
loto mablalo
loto masiva
loto ma'u
loto malohi
loto mamahi
loto mangamanga
loto meheka
loto melino
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worrying desire

confused desire

divided, spread-out desire

forgetful, drowning desirer2s

peaceful, settled desire

wearied desire

exacted desire
wise desire
marveled desire

uneducated desire

unthanKul desire
unappreciated desire

disrespectful desire

uncompromised desire

antiparting desire

antiparting desire

unpeaceful desire

unaccepted desire

unknowing desire

unthinking desire
unheeded desire

unwise desire
unsatisfied desire

unsatisfied desire
unifying, uniting desire

unbelieving desire
murderous desire
angry desire
equal desire
independent desire

hating desire
angry desire
angry desire
generous desire

brave, warrior desire

two-sided desire

divided desire
ignorant desire
willing desire
praising desire
praising desire

loto mo'ua
loto mo'utafu'ua
loto movetevete
loto ngalongalo
loto nonga
loto ongosia
loto pau

loto poto
loto pdngia
loto ta'eako
loto ta'efakamalo
loto tathounga
loto ta'efaka'apa'apa

loto ta'efieauna
loto ta'efiemavae
loto ta'efiemamotu
loto ta'efiemanonga
loto ta'efiet6
Loto ta'e'ilo
loto ta'efakakaukau
loto ta'eongo
loto ta'epoto
loto ta'etoli'a
loto ta'etopono
loto taha
loto tdla'a
loto t6rnate
loto tangia
loto tatau
loto tau'at6ina
loto taufehi'a
loto tekelili
loto teketekelili
loto td
loto to'a
loto ua
loto va'ava'a

loto vale

loto vekeveke

Ioto viki
loto vikiviki
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'Apenitesi'i: Appendix E-Faiva Lea moe Faiva Lea Heliaki: Speech-Giving
and Proverbial Sayings

This is an addendum to the sections on the performance arts of faiva lea
speech-giving (and tufunga lea speech-making) (see excerpts l-7) and faiva lea
heliaki proverbial sayings (see speech-giving excerpts 1-7). It includes a mix-
ture of both (faiva lea speech-giving excerpts and faiva lea heliaki proverbial
sayings" with a bearing on the specific subject matter under reflection, namely,
sino body,'ilo knowing, and ongo feeling, in the general context of the wider
relationships between htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in the'uto brain,
on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire, in the fatu/mafu heart, on the
other hand. Both artforms make affective and effective use of the artistic and lit-
erary device of heliaki, defined as "metaphorically saying' one thing and "really
meaning" another. The term heliaki,r2e which involves the insertion of one
meaning between two meanings, is Tonganized as poloveape and paloveape,
both meaning proverb.

l. A e kui,'alu e pipiki, l. The blind sees, the crippled walks,
Kai e hukai, lea C noa, The fast eats, the mute speaks,
Pea ongo € tuli And the deafhears.

A person who is actually blind, crippled, fast, mute, or deaf yet acts as if other-
wise able to see, walk, eat, speak, or hear.

2. Aho bku ongo he koe toto,
Aho bku ob he koe loto,
Aho bku uhu he koe kupu,
Aho bku langa he koe manava

A day that feels because it's the blood,
A day that hurts because it's the heart,
A day that stings because it's the part
A day that aches because it's the womb

See excerpt 2 in the speech-giving section.

3.'Ilo'ehe a'u'eku lea 3. The experienced knows my speaking

(The experienced knows my language, The experienced knows my words)
A person who is equal to the task, as in the case of one who readily understands
difficult things people say.

4.'Ilo'ehe poto'ae mobni be fika 4. The skilled knows the equatiorfs answer

See the speech-giving excerpt and/or proverb 2.
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5. Kaiaki'ae'ilo kae'ikai koe ifo 5. Eat with knowledge but not with the

delicious/ taste

A person who does things not by understanding but by believing, as in eating

not by knowledge but by the taste.

6. Longo moe loto 6' Silence within the heart

A person who is revengeful keeps one's feelings to oneself.

7.Loto ne kafo he mausa € kakala 7. Sweet-scented flower-injuring heart

A person who is both stricken-minded and brokenhearted by a sweetheart.

8. Loto lavea mo mafesifesi 8' Injured and broken heart

See the speech-giving excerpt and/or proverb 7.

9. Mata kae'ikai mamata,

Nima kae'ikai ala,

Ngutu kae'ikai lea,

Telinga kae'ikai fanongo,

9. Eyes but cannot see,

Hands but cannot touch
Mouth but cannot spea(
Ears but cannot hear

A lazy person who refuses to put onet talents to worthwhile use'

10.'Ofa loto moe manatu ongo 10. Internalized love and felt memory

A person who treastrres real love and lasting memories inside one's heart.

I 1. 'Ofa u uu u moe manatu uhuuhu I I . Biting love and aching memory

See the speech-giving excerpt and/or proverb 9.

12.'Oku hoko toto kae'ikai koe fau 12, Connected by blood'30 but not by
fiber

A person who recognizes real connections through blood.

13. Ongo he koe toto 13. It feels because it's blood

See the speech-giving excerpt and/or proverb 11.
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14. Sai ange ongoongo he avangongo 14. Dignity is better than poverty

A person who values one's social obligations over one's material conditions.
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15. Taha he kehekehe, 15. One in many,
Kehekehe he taha Many in one

See excerpt 6 in the faiva lea and proverb 7 in the faiva lea heliaki section.

16. Taha kae afe 16. One in a thousand

A multitalented person who is worth a thousand because of one's capacities,
capabilities, and abilities.

Apenitesi K: Appendix F-HivaViki moe Fetau: Praise and Rivalry Song

'Utufdmesi Siliva:'3r Cliff of Silver FoamyWaves

Fakafatu/ Fakofo'u b La'akulu, Faifekau Dr. Huluhulu Mo'ungaloa Poetry
Composed by La'akulu, Rev. Dr. Huluhulu Mo'ungaloa

Fakahiva/Fakafasi mo Fakahaka/Fakasino 'e Nasio Latu Music and
Dance Composedby Nasio Latu

This 6-kohi line 4-kupu verse ta'anga hiva viki praise and fetau rivalry
song is by the punake kakato master poet Lahkulu Rev. Dr. Huluholo
Mo'ungaloa.r32 He creatively depicts the viki praise and fetau rivalry between
two aristocratic women named Tupou Moheofo and Tupou Ahome'e. They
were connected with the chiefly villages of Kolovai and Houma, respectively,
on the main island of Tongatapu.'a' The two, who were comparably beauti-
ful and closely related by blood, were among those vying for the crown at
this national Fe'auhi Fili Talavou, Miss Beauty Contest. La'akulu, Rev. Dr.
Mo'ungaloa was himself from the village of Kolovai. Faka'ofobfa beauty was
a key focus, which meant the elements of ta'anga hiva haka kakala sung and
danced poetry were integrated as a part of this great work. The poet also aptly
yet subtly made affective and effective use of several related performance
arts, notably, faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy. Like the
love song Maisoa mei Saione Major A Sound from Zion, by Siosaia Mataele
(see Ngaahi Hiva Kakala Love Songs; also see Mataele 2010), this hiva viki
praise and fetau rivalry song'Utufomesi Siliva Cliff of Silver Foamy Waves,
actively engages in development and refinement of new forms of heliaki
metaphors/symbolsr3a across the three types, namely, heliaki fakafekauaki
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associative-metaphoric, heliaki fakafetongiaki qualitative-epiphoric (Mdhina

20091 505-11), and heliaki fakafonuaki constitutive-metonymic (T. O. Ka'ili'
pers. comm.,2012). The intersecting (or connecting and separating) local

and foreign elements are negotiated through tatau symmetry, potupotutatau
harmony, and mdlie beauty, transforming them into a hybridity and hierar-
chy of effective symbols.

The poet uses a host of heliaki metaphors/symbols in his depiction of this

grand social event in both foreign and local contexts and at the interface of
both technology and sociology. He arbitrates the rivalry between the two most

beautiful contestants through praise, both comically and yet tragically. In kupu

verse I the poet talks about the mobilization of Tonga for this grand occasion

through the local radio, a technological feature of the atomic age (kohi lines

I -4). He continues in kupu verse 2 to talk about the organization of all of Tonga

around this national event. All contestants were equally tuned in, and the peo-

ple of Kolovai were overly hyped up for the occasion (kohi lines 1-4). In kupu

verses 3 and 4 the poet takes over as a prophetic fortune teller and seer of the

future, principally in terms of the fall of events in the present and future with
the use of technology by means of both seeing and dreaming (kupu verse 3,

kohi line 1 and kupu verse 4, kohi line 1). In waking, he sees on television the

event progressing in Fabnelua, where the lovely Tupou Moheofo is competing

at her best in an outfit with pearls and bloodred feathers oftavake birds (kupu

verse 3, kohi lines 2-4).Bfi in sleeping, he sees in his dreams how the women

of elegance and grace in Babylon gracefully carried the one and only unique

flowef, plucked all the way from Kolovai (kupu velsc 4, kuhi lines 2-4)' That

single flower was Tupou Moheofo.
The accompanying hiva/fasi music is set to a quick tempo. Rhythmic mate-

rial is predominantly consistent of alternating long and short note patterns,'35

However, there are seemingly sporadic instances where, as a measure of
tuhkauta, further subdivisions ofthe existing intersections (or connections and

separations) between musical notes advance the achievement of tatau symme-

try, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie beauty. The kupu verses feature a simple

binary structure, which is expanded in the tau chorus; by extending the tau

chorus by two kohi lines, a sense of climax is achieved by way of unresolve in
kohi line 4, thereby facilitating a more fulfilling resolution (kohi line 6).

In general, Tongan poets of recent time-space and of the five love songs

(see Ngaahi Hiva Kakala, Love Songs)-notab1y, Queen Sdlote (see Hixon
2000; Wood-Ellem 1999, 2004), Sioape Alo Kaho (see Kaho 1988), Siosaia

Mataele (see Mataele 2010), and the unknown poet-intermingle both
foreign and local symbols in their artistic and literary activities. However,

La'akulu, Rev. Dr. Huluholo Mo'ungaloa, at least in'Utufomesi Siliva Cliff of
Silver Foamy Waves (see Maisoa mei Saione Major, A Sound from Zion, in
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Ngaahi Hiva Kakala, Love Songs), takes the lead in consolidating new forms
of heliaki metaphors/symbols. Novelty of both hybridity and hierarchy of
metaphors under cross-fertilization gives Tongan art and literature both
renewed vitality and originality. These poets handle with artistry, mastery,
and sophistry their varied subject matters of aesthetic and pragmatic investi-
gation by bringing both the tu'a outside/external and the loto inside/onside/
internal worlds over the sino self to a common critical focus. Where the two
worlds commonly meet, especially in their plurality, they affect each other
and the things presented through the sino body from the tu'a outside/exter-
nal to the loto inside/onside/internal. The'ilo known in the'atamai mind and
ongo felt in the fatu/mafu heart happen to be this common critical focus.
They are, by way of both their individuality and their totality, objectively and
subjectively evaluated in the investigative process. The five hiva kakala love
songs are mainly localized and regionalized. In contrast, the hiva viki and
fetau praise and rivalry song, is largely regionalized and nationalized. The
one by La'akulu, Rev. Dr. Huluholo is about a grand national event mobilized
on a large scale of some regional significance. In this respect, he deals with a

unified movement of collection of sino bodies,'atamai minds, and loto/fatu/
mafu hearts on the local, regional, and national levels. In both their individ-
uality and their totality, they are arbitrated through tatau symmetry, potupo-
tutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality as both process and
outcome.

l. Ne mana fatulisi'a Tonga kotoa l. Tonga was struck by lightning
thunderr36

Broadcast from the gold minaretr3T
The evolution of the atomic ager38

A tournament in the swiftest javelin'3e
2. The known kakala are gatheredrao
Along also come the named fine
kier4r

Noisily excited are the hanging batsta2

Showered by the silver foamy wavesra3

3. On television via the satellite'44
Seeing Fabnelua and a lafo gametas

Your lovely costume made of pearlsln6

And headband of tavake feathersraT

4. Alas I had a vision in my sleepr'8
And saw a flower garden carried to
Babylon'ae

Therein, is the one-and-only flowerrso

Polotikaasi mei he minaleti koula
Koe'evolusio € Atomi Kuonga
Koe tunameni e siavelini he oma
2. Piutau e ngaahi kakala'iloa
Holo moe'efinanga kie hingoa

Kae falanaki he Taungapeka
He vuna €'utufdmesi siliva
3. Neu televisone he satelaite
Ki Fdbnelua moe tongitupe
A sib kofu kapikapi mata'itofe
Mo ho tekiteki si lave'itavake
4.'Isa neu visone he'eku mohe
Sio he ngoue fataki ki Papilone

Matala'i'akau bku taha p€
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Ne pakii'ehe Fala-b-Setane

Thu/Kdlesi: Funga Mahofi teu mate valelau

Hob uini kae poini'a Pouvalu

'Oku lekooti kihe pd'angangalu

Uisa kuo aketku manatu
Koe huli p€ be vao Tamanu

Sib mau liku ko Valefanau
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Plucked by women of
Fala-b-S€tane'sr
Chorus: Funga Mahofdrs2 I die

hallucinating!
Of your winning but Pouvalurs3 is

scoring
Though recorded til the end of
time-spacersa

And alas! My memory is truly jogged

It is a shoot of the woods of
Tamanut5s

Abounding in our liku of Valefanaur56

Apenitesi L: Appendix G-Hiva Me?tu'upaki/Hiva Faifolau: Me'etu'upaki
Song/VoyagingrsT Song

Lulu mo Latfr: Lulu and Ldt[

Fakafatu/ F akafa'u, F akahiv a/ F akafasi, mo F akahaka/ F akasin o bhe P unake

Tab'iloa Poetry, Music, and Dance Composed by an Anonymous Poet

These two 4-kohi line and 7-kohi line kupu verses are excerpts taken trom a

25-kupu verse ta'anga hiva faifolau voyaging song, called me'etu upaki, standing

dance with p'aki pacldles which is both hiva sung and mc'c danccd while tu'u

standing and, at the same time-space, using paki paddles' The voyagers and

navigators sung and danced their prayers through poetry to the Gods of the

wind and sea, Lulu and Lat[, when they sought their divine providence and

guidance and the protection and intervention of favorable conditions for a safe

voyage. As a ta'anga hiva haka sung and danced poetry me'etu'upaki was the

prayer of the ancient mariners to the Gods of navigation, Lulu and Ldtri, as they

sailed from the northwest Moana Oceania through Kiribati,'Uvea and Futuna,

T\rvalu, S6moa, and Fiji all the way to Tonga. Upon arrival, as part of their reli-

gious rites, in addition to hiva singing, haka dancing, and kai feasting, a kava

beverage was prepared and drunk in celebration of a safe voyage. The sung and

danced poetry of me'etuupaki talks about both celestial and terrestrial naviga-

tional objects, as well as paddling techniques, wind and sea conditions, seabirds

and marine mammals, ports of call, and many more. The me'etu'upaki is thus

connected with faiva faifolau voyaging and navigation, not only as a Tongan

(and Moanan Oceanian) way of life but also as a form of performance art. Many

of the words are unintelligible to most all living Tongans. They are thought to be
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proto-Pulotu or Moanan Oceanian (i.e., proto-Polynesian, Malayo-Polynesian,
or Austronesian) in origin.

For the religious significance of kava, our attention is directed at the vaka
boat, kava drinking, and fale house, where the kava was created at the intersec-
tion (or connection and separation) of the vaka boat and the fale house with
the vaka boat as a fale fakafobhake downside-up house and fale house as a
vaka fakafobhifo upside-down boat (see Fifita 2014 Mdhina 20l lb; Potauaine
2010; see essay 7 this volume). The kava bowl, which is rounded, is modeled on
the Tongan fale habta (or Samoan fale maota), as opposed to the kava circle,
which is fashioned along the form of Tongan fale fakaManuka (or Samoan fale
fakaManu'a). We are equally interested in the wind conditions and directions,
as in'Ko Latu! Latu €!, Pe'i tonga mu'a kae tokelau, Dear L6t[! Oh Lato!, Blow
from south to north, a wind change (kupu/veesi verse,2, kohi lines 1-2). This
indicates the hihifo-hahake west-east axis of the general seaspace movement
of the kau toutai and kau kaivai, navigators and voyagers, across the toke-
lau-tonga north-south axis as a seascape crossing. This also brings us to the
Tongan philosophical sense of location and direction. Earth is divided into
four locations and directions, namely, hahake east, hihifo west, tokelau/blunga
north/up-above, and tonga/lalo south/down-below the path along which the
sun lah vilotakai rotates around the maama earth. In doing so, it rises in the
east up to the north "abovd'and sets in the west down to the south "belowi'
marking both'aho day and po night respectively, when faiva faifolau voyaging
and navigation was best executed as both a disciplinary practice-artform-
and a form of social activity. Similarly, the m6hina moon is, like the lah sun,
thought to vilotakai rotate around the maama earth on a monthly rate. Hence,
mdhina is the common name for moon and month. On that common basis,
the lah sun is'aho day driven, whereas the moon is p6 night, led as they both
rotate in relative locations and directions to the maama earth (see Velt 1990,
also see Pond 201 la).

Like 'Utufomesi Siliva Cliff of Silver Foamy Waves (see Apenitesi K:
Appendix F), Lulu mo Latu Lulu and Latu deals with its subject matter by way
of location and direction on a large scale. Both punake kakato master poets
deal with their varied topics of artistic and literary production in different
ways. They commonly negotiate them as infinite intersecting (or connecting
and separating) physical-material, psychological-emotional, and social-cul-
tural entities, transforming them from a situation of chaos to a state of order.
On the general level, such a negotiation is concerned with the aerodynamic,
hydrodynamic, and socioecodynamic relationships among the wind matangi,
sea tahi, and kakai people over their landscape and seascape movement in td
time and vi space. This, in both ta time and vd space, is done in the wider
relationships between the celestial and terrestrial objects of navigational
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significance, including both flora and fauna, in connection with the social

organization ofpeople over the productive and reproductive spheres. On the

specific level, these aerodynamic, hydrodynamic, and socioecodynamic rela-

tionships are borne in the intersection (or connection and separation) ofthe
vaka boat, kava drinking, and fale house as artforms associated with a mix-

ture of material, performance, and fine arts, as well as various others, such as

sika'ulutoa javelin throwing, lovavaka boat racing, lova'a'alo canoe rowing,

and fanifo surfing.
Lulu mo Ldtu makes clever use of two to three pitches in varied melodic

and rhythmic patterns, which are overlaid with key, tempo, and volume

changes by the performers. There is a slight acceleration from mdmdlie slow

to vave fast tempo in the repetition of kupu verse 1, and then again in kupu

verse 2. The latter accompanies the emergence of quicker rhythms in varied

patterns. The repetition of kupu verse 2 features a raising of the ki key from

mablalo low to mablunga high and volume from le'osi'i soft to leblahi loud.

This production of pattern, on the one hand, and arrangement of variables

towards climax, on the other hand, are associated with the production of
tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony and m6lie beauty as internal/pro-

cess-driven aesthetic qualities, and mafana warmth, vela fire, and tau€langi

climatic elation as external/outcome-based aesthetic qualities (see Lear 2018;

also see Helu 1999).

1. Ko Lulu e! Ko Lulu e!

ff-ilI;;:Tf:ll;';
T[ uu!

2. Ko Lat[! Letu a!

Pe'i tonga mu'a kae tokelau
'I a!'I a!

Pale ki pa lapui le vd

Kae liua manu o le vd

Kae tdkoi si'ene nga'uta
'i at'i at

1. There's Lulu! There's Lulu!
Oh dear Lulu! Appease be the deadly sea

So deadly! The stormy, wavy sea is fierce

Let there be calm!
2. Dcar Lato! Oh Lotu!

From south to north a wind changerss

Oh yes! Oh yes!

Safe voyage, sacred be the seaspace

Let the sea birds guide us to land

So playful they do encircle

Oh yes, they do! Oh yes, they do!

NOTES

1. When is oratory a case of faiva lea speech-giving and when is it a case of tufunga lea

speech-making? The former involves fai the giving or performing of a lea speech by the sino

body loto onside (or inside) the sino body. The latter involves ngaohi making or creating of

a lea speech by the sino body tu a outside of the sino body. In both cases, the sino body is the

artist.
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2. Besides using langa to mean build-for example, a fale house in tufunga langafale the
material art of house-building-it is used to mean labor pains in fb'ele birth-giving and heart-
ache in bfa love. Both are associated with the fa'€ mother, the latter as in the idiomatic expres-
sion langa'ae fatu/mafu he bfa, the heart aches in love.

3. Or veteki, veuki, or holoki, taken apart.

4. See Potauaine (20f0), who advances an idea that the fale house is a fefine woman informed
by its various cognates, namely, fat mother and fa'ele birth-giving all derived from kelekele
earth, which is also considered fefine feminine in essence (see essay 4).

5. The vaka boat and fale house are used as a heliaki metaphor/symbol for when people
are puke/mahamahaki sickly through old age and sickness/illness, such as in the idiomatic
expressions vaka popo rotting-off boat and fale holo falling-apart house.

6. See Mihina (201 1b), who observes the fakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko connection
and fakamdvae separation) of the fale house, kava drinking, and vaka boat, as such respective
plurality and unity of aerodynamic, socioecodynamic, and socioecodynamic tendencies. Also
see, for example, Holakeituai (20f 9), Mahina, Potauaine, and Moa, and potauaine (2010).

7. From a tivdist philosophical thinking and practice, by using'iai reality, reference is rnade
to td and v6, time and space, which is four-dimensional rather than three-dimensional. Com-
pare this with the realist philosophy of existence (also see, for example, the tenets of taveism
as a philosophy of reality).

8. This, by way of both distinction and application, points not only to the inseparability of
'ilo knowledge and poto skill, but also to the precedence ofthe former over the latter. This
can be compared with classical and critical taking the lead over technical and vocational in
terms of education.

9. The definition was extended beyond'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto
brain to include ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart.

10. By the objective-subjective distinction, we take it to mean the hoa pairs/binaries of tu'a-
loto outside-inside/external-internal distinction over the sino body as the loto center of the
exchange. Philosophically, all things in reality, including sino body,'atamai mind, and feeling
as social entities are, because of their existence, real occurrences that have their own indepen-
dent characters, all taking place in t5-vi time-space.

I l. This constitutes a tivdist philosophy of both mind and heart as it parallels a realist phi-
losophy ofthe same.

12' Like the inseparability of ta and va, time and space, fuo and uho, form and content, are
inseparable on both abstract and concrete levels. These physical-bodily, psychological-emo-
tional' and social-cultural entities are inseparable in reality as in nature, mind, and sociery
which, by extension, are commonly examined in both their particularity and generality.

13. Or the entity that ongo feels. As such, it functions merely as a vaka/hala medium/vessel/
vehicle.
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14. Or the entity that'ilo knows and by nature acts simply as a vaka/hala medium/vessel/

vehicle.

15. By this, reference is made to the'qualities" (and'quantities") ofthings, events' or states of

affairs in reality as in nature, mind, and society that take place independently of both atamai

mind and ongo feeling as advanced by tivdism and realism as compatible brands of philos-
^..L-,uPtry.

16. This is closely aligned to both the distinction and the application of the Tongan faiva

performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts over the sino body by means of tu'a

externality and loto internality (see this essay).

17. Or receptors.

18. Or sensors.

19. As fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakam6vae separating) entities.

20. The three plugged and functional pores ofthe coconut seed are considered the mata eyes

and ngutu mouth of the niu coconut inner seed.

21. As fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakamivae separating) entities.

22. The word kalava, like the term lalava, means fakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko con-

nection and fakamavae separation). The old word for sex as a form ofphysical, psychological'

and social union is lala, which is reserved only for animals, notably, kuli dogs.

23.That is, the hows, whens, wheres, and whys versus the whats of knowledge and feeling

(see, for example, this essay),

24. That is, tofotob, faitob, and tukutob, marking the beginning, doing, and ending of faitob,

healing (see, for example, this essay)'

25. Both medicine and healing are called faitob, defined as a "processl'with tolotob as the

beginning and tukutob as the ending.

26. We added the third variable, namely, sociotherapy or social-cultural, to physiotherapy or

physical-bodily and psychotherapy or psychological-emotional, thereby making the equa-

iion whole. The parts make up the whole and the whole is made up of the parts in both their

individuality and their totality as indivisible entities.

27. Or lelei, which also means good.

28. As a form of tufunga material art, like nimamea'a fine arts, the healer heals the healed

outside the healer, both as a body and as a material artist.

29. The word mata'usi arse is divided into two Pafts, mata and'usi (a variation of uu) bite,

which simply means the matau'u, literally meaning the "eye that bites" or the "biting eye."

Both matalsi "arseeye" and ava'usi arsehole mean mata eye and ava hole as two sides of the
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same thing-'usi arse which, because of its kula redness, is a mata kula red eye and/or ava
kula red hole.

30. Like "Kisses in the Nederends" (1995), "Tales of the Tikongs" (1983) is a work of fiction
in both faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy. The Tongan and Samoan words
for defecate and feces are siko and tiko, respectively. The inhabitants of the fictional island
of Tiko are Tikongs-by extension, the shitty people of the island of shit. Genealogically, the
Tikongs of the island of Tiko are of both Samoan and Tongan descent. However, the clever
but heliaki metaphysical use of Tiko and Tikongs by the comedian and tragedian Haubfa is
a mixture of comedy and tragedy. The author affectively and effectively deploys performance
art genres as a critique of the funny and the sad sides of economic development imposed on
Tiko and the Tikongs.

31. Not only were arts, namely, faiva performance, tufunga material and nimamea'a fine arts,
made to be beautiful, they were made to be also useful-that is, the more beautiful, the more
useful and by the same token, the more useful, the more beautiful.

32. Both tdvlism and realism align as brands of philosophy of reality, where t6 time and v6
space are considered the common vaka or hala, that is, medium, vessel, or vehicle in which
all things exist.

33. These are found among the so-called Malayo-Polynesian, now Austronesian, languages
as tarag and wan, in the case of the Indigenous populations of Taiwan.

34. Hence, their indivisibility and indispensability in'iai reality is as in nature, mind, and
society.

35. Or hala, which means path, road, or way, as in the heliaki proverb: Tevolo hala he sikotd,
The devil (that is, fahhikehe, defined as "being of a different sidel'which is that of dearh and
the dead) manifests itself by the path, road, or way of a kingfisher. Both vaka and hala also
mean receptacle, vessel, or vehicle.

36. As opposed to their singular, technoteleological, analytical, atomistic, and linear arrange-
ments in the West.

37. The terms faiva, tufunga, and nimameab-which, respectively, mean "do time in spacei'
"beat the surface," and "fine handl' depicting the nima hands as a time marker of things (that
is, vd space)-are constitutive of both te time and vd space.

38. This can be understood in the broader context of Tongan philosophy of ako education
defined as a dialectical temporal-spatial, formal-substantial (and functional-practical) trans-
formation of 'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the 'uto brain, on the one hand, and
ongo feeling and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other hand, from vale ignorance
to'ilo knowledge to poto skill in that logical order of precedence. Ako education and'aati
art were intimately aligned to each other. Ako education was conducted along the three arts,
carried out under the ha'a faiva tufunga and nimamea'a as professional classes-at least before
contact with Europe, when both were displaced by Western ako education based in'apiako
schools and sapuseki subjects.
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39. The word ta'anga means'tuttingi'as in ta, ta'anga'akau, meaning tree-cutting' meta-

phorically used as a heliaki for ta'anga Poetry as the "beating of languagei'

40. These human meanings are about'ilo knowledge (and poto skill) dialectically consti-

tuted in fonua/kalatua culture and historically transmitted in tala/lea language.

41. The term maiie is appiie<i more io faiva performance arls and ilie wor,i fakabfc,bfa is

linked to both tufunga material arts and nimamea'a fine arts.

42. The term punake master poet of poetry, music and dance, evokes an imagery of classi-

cism, that is, the best and permanence in all human endeavors across t)?es of disciplinary

practices and forms of social activities, which are defined by the rarity of both confinement

and refinement, especially within and across the three performance arts (see Anderson 1962;

Helu 1999g; Mahina 1997,2008a).

43. The punake kakato is considered more experienced, knowledgeable, and skillful than the

punake kapo, who is regarded as less experienced, knowledgeable, and skillful.

44, In all probability, the naming of the individual artists pulotu was linked to Pulotu as the

ancestral homeland and afterworld of Moana Oceania people from which people physically

ventured afar in mo'ui life and to which they, in turn, spiritually returned in mate death.

Like the punake,the pulotu are characterized by a rarity ofboth confinement and refinement

when associated with poets, musicians/composers, and choreographers.

45. The performance arts of faiva maau poems and faiva ta'anga poetry are usually referred

to as faiva lau performance arts of reciting, that is, lea speaking with lau as a variation of lea.

Both faiva maau poems and faiva ta'anga are concerned with ongo sounds that are patterned

into symbols and then given'uhinga meanings. The word maau means order, orderly, and

defined-like faiva ta'anga poetry-as a special lea language involving the intensification of

ta time and fuo form and the reconstitution ofvd space and uho content on both abstract and

concrete levels. However, the term ta'anga means "cutting" ("beating" oI "striking"), as in ta

ta'anga'akau tree-cutting used as a heliaki symbol/metaphor.

46. This may mean that faiva hiva/fasi music and faiva haka dance are themselves devoid of

human 'uhinga meanings (see Mahina 2009: 505-11; see also Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos

1982).

47 .That is, performed by the performance artists inside and/or onside of the body as artists

(or creators).

48. That is, by the tufunga material and nimamea'a fine artists outside of the body as artists

or creators.

49. Both taken from a tavaist philosophical perspective as me'a matter' and me'a matter as

ivi energy, i.e., fiery-type mass and tendencies, which are variously transformed by means of

ti time and vi space on the abstract level and fuo form and uho content on the concrete level.

50. From a tdvdist philosophical perspective, the konga parts make up the kotoa whole and

the kotoa whole is made up of the konga parts as indivisible yet indispensable intersecting

or connecting and separating hoa pairs/binaries of equals and opposites-as are all things in
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reality as in nature, mind, and society. This points to the indivisibility but indispensability of
ta-va time-space on the abstract level and fuo-uho form-content on the concrete level.

51. Both the words heliaki metaphors/symbols faka'esia metaphors/symbols are used as an
artistic (and literary) device, with the former in faiva ta'anga poetry and the latter in faiva lea
speech-giving (and tufunga lea speech-making) inclusive offaiva lea heliaki proverbial say-
ings oratory. The term faka'esia, which is often used in the material art of toolmaking, as in the
making of the handle of a knife or'esia'ihele, also known as fakavakahele-literally meaning
"medium of a knife," that is, the vehicle through which the handle of a knife blade is covered.
The word'esia'ihele or fakavakahele is, like heliaki, a metaphor/symbol for wrapping up an
idea in oratory (or words and language), involving the respective material and performance
arts oftufunga lea speech-making and faiva lea speech-giving oratory.

52. Where the term "beat" refers to the "beating" or "marking" (that is,'tutting") of sound as

an expression of ta time.

53. There are different forms of tu'akautd musical device, such as, fakahche in Tongan vocal
music; fakatahala (fakatohala, fakatahele, and fakatohele) in Tongan instrumental music, as in
faiva tdnafa skin-made drumming.

54. This was popularized by the master poet Tatuila Pusiaki, son of the master poet Vili
Pusiaki, who put most of the lakalaka poetry of Queen Sdlote to both music and dance (see

Mahina 1992Wood-Ellem2004; also see Kaeppler 1993; among others).

55. This engages in the insertion of a meaning between two meanings, as in the case of a

tone/note between two tones/notes in music and a movement between two movements in
dance.

56. As well as talatupu'a mythology and fananga legend.

57. This tlpe of heliaki metaphor/symbol was introduced by Maui-T6Va-He-Ak6, Tevita O.
Ka'ili (pers. comm., 2012).

58. Kolofobu is village of the Tau Tahi Sea Warriors and royal residence of the newly created
and fourth dynasty Tu i Tupou, situated in Nuku'alofa, on the main island of Tonga'eiki, Ton-
gatapu, or Tongalahi.

59, Also known as hiva bfa love songs, hiva tango courting songs, or hiva'eva wooing songs.

60. Also as sung and danced poetry.

61. These songs involve ta'anga poetry which is composed and then put to both hiva music
and haka dance so they can be aptly called faiva ta'anga hiva haka sung and danced poetry. For
convenience, they can be generally named tahnga hiva sung poetry.

62. Old form of 'eva courting.

63. New form oftango courting.
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64. The term fakatangi literally means "in the style of cryingi'which is used in faiva fananga

legend-telling as a synopsis of the main events, sung, in the ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe,

literally "sound, tone, or tune of a different, order, or beingi' i.e., sound of death and of the

dead.

65. The European music terms, major and minor, are translated into Tongan as maina/minoa

^^'t *^i"^^ /cic^^ .^"raati'rahr

66. From a Tongan music perspective, the European half tone can be seen as a form of

tu'akaut6 musical device, whereby the interval or space va between two tones ta is cut into two

symmetrical halves (see Lear 2018; Potauaine 2017)'

67. As a form of tdakautd musical device extra musical notes are sung outside yet inside,

between, two designated musical notes.

68. Short for koe'uhinga.

69. Short for bku ou and kuo u.

70. Symbol for a male monarch as opposed to the mihina moon for a tu i fefine female

monarch.

71. Short for na'e.

72. Symbol for the island of Niuafobu.

73. Symbol for Tu'i Tonga.

74. Short for'oku.

75. Symbol for the Tu i Tonga; The word langitubua literally means'tecond-tiered skyi'i.e.'

"second-tiered royal tomb"; langi is used as a name of Tu'i Tonga royal tombs, namely, btu

longi. The Langi S$' is the abode of the gods Tangaloa, where Tangaloa 'F,itumatupuh hap-

pened to be the father of the first Tu i TongaAho'eitu, whose mother was'Ilaheva,later named

Va'epopua, an earth woman of noble birth'

76. Short for Laumata-'O-Fainga'a, one of the fine mats gifted by the Samoan royalty to

Fasiapule on behalf of the Tu'i Tonga. The other was Hau-'O-Momo. This was associated with

Tu'i Tonga Lafa, nicknamed Tu itatui, eleventh Tu i Tonga, son of Momo, tenth Tu'i Tonga.

Fasi'apule was the half-brother of Tu itatui'

77. Which literally means "upper roadsidel'the location of the royal residence, Olotele, at

Lapaha in Mu a; symbol for the Tu i Tonga; cf. Kauhalalalo, literally meaning "lower roadsidel'

as the royal residence, Fonuamotu, Fonuatanu, of Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, which was situated on

the seaside.

78. The collective name of Tu'i Tonga's retainels and attendants made up metaphorically of

the older Langi Sky or historically of samoan brothers of Aho'eitu, the first Tu'i Tonga,
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79. Name of direct descendant of the Tu'i Tonga line who could have ascended to the title
had it continued.

80. A fine mat used in royal marriage as a symbol of the first love.

#.*.-. 
of a good pigeon-snaring mound; a symbol for courting especially of women by

82. Reddish or brownish beads made into a necklace from seeds ofplants.

83. symbol for the samoan-led Tu'i Kanokupolu and the village of Kanokupolu at Muifonua
in Hihifo.

84. Symbol for women, especially those of noble birth.

85. Symbol for Kolofobu, Nuku'alofa, as the stronghold ofthe Tau Tahi Sea Warriors and one
of the four palaces of Tu i Tupou situated in Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi.

86. Short ofbku ou; cf. kou as also contractions ofkuo u andbku ou,

87. Tonganized of the English word self, which also means sino body.

88. Tonganized of the English term heaven; it also means langi, translated as sky, the abode
ofthe btua, gods.

89. In place of maama, that is, earth, as a clever variation in heliaki metaphor/symbol; cf.
kohi lines 28 and,32.

90. Symbol for women of noble birth; manuma'a is variously known as manuekiaki,
manuhina, manusina, and manutea, all meaning white bird.

91. Symbol for Niuafobu.

92. Cf. hevani heaven.

93. Symbol for high chiefs.

94. See kohi line 33, where the "ideal" mo'unga mountain is now Sia-Ko-Veiongo, liter-
ally meaning "Mound of veiongoi' with veiongo as a variation of vaiongo, literally meaning
tound-making spring;" symbol for Tu i Kanokupolu, which is situated at the village of Kolo-
motuh, literally meaning old village, the royal residence of Mumui as the eighteenth and last
Tu'i Kanokupolu, following the newly created fourth kingly line, Tu'i Tupou (now renumbered
1-6) of the Tau Tahi Sea Warriors together with the creation of the village of Kolofobu, liter-
ally meaning "new village," newly divided by Hala Vahahkolo, literally meaning, road between
two villages. Both villages were hitherto collectively known by the old name Nukuhlofa.

95. Samoan word for farewell.

96. There are two meanings of kakala, namely, sweet-smelling flowers,leaves, and tree barks
and kupesi-designed fl owers.
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g7. Sweet-smell is finely assorted in varfng degrees, such as 'alaha,'a'ala, manongi, ngan-

gatu, tangitangi, taufa, and tautaufa.

98. The word folau is used as a heliaki metaphor/symbol for passing from life to death' which

involves, in the case of Tonga, voyaging from Maama to Pulotu, the ancestral homeland and

afterworld of Moana oceania. From a Tongan perspective, the symbolic names of Fiji, Tonga,

and Samoa are Pulotu, Maama, and Langi, respectively, representing the past, present, and

future. Although Pulotu is taken as the abode of goddess Hikuleb, Maama and Langi are the

domains of the Maui and Tangaloa gods, respectively.

99.As a form of tuakauta musica device extra words or sounds (e.g., mdlie,'aaa, and'ioo) are

uttered outside yet inside, between, designated words or sounds.

100. The word fakasaute is Tonganized of northerly, known in Tongan as fakaTonga, both

meaning southerly.

101. The meanings of vale include ignorance, fool, foolish, confuse, all of which Point to a

situation in which both btamai mind and loto/fatu/mafu heart lose touch with reality, as in a

person who is deeply in bfa love, equated with mate death.

102. The Tonganized word hevani means heaven, the equivalent of langi, both meaning

heaven and/or sky, the abode of Tangaloa gods.

103. As a great architectural and engineering feat, Paepae-b-Tele'a is one of the most beauti-

ful langi royal tombs of the Tu i Tonga. The word langi is a reference to the abode ofthe Tan-

galoa gods, where one was Tangaloa 'Eitum6tupu'a, the father of the first Tu'i Tonga, Aho'eitu.

104. See Lcar (2018) for au invcstigation into Tongon motif oo o muoic concept and practice

based on the aesthetic operation of kupesi designs/motifs in tufunga material arts and nima-

meh fine arts.Also see Ka'ili's (2017d) use of kupesi designs/motifs in the study of tauhi vd as

a faiva performance aI1.

105. As a form oftu'akauta, sung words ofthe poetry ale lePeated by way of recitation, inside

yet outside, between designated sung words'

106. The fafangu siliva, Tonganization of silver bell, is a heliaki for the silverlike, romantically

led reflection of a moonlit night, when lovers are actively absorbed in the sweet sound of love

in all its multifaceted physical, psychological, and emotional dimensions.

107. The word fanongo is an elongation of ongo, both meaning hearing, as in this, the ongo

or sound as an entity given in nature'

108. Hiva kakala love songs are comprised of Tongan and European music concepts and

practices (see Lear 2018; Moyle 1987).

109. The distant fetu u star, Kolub, and the throne of'Otua God are a hoa pair/binary that are

paradoxically but historically far yet near in terms of the emission of maama light and'ofa love

on the people of the maama earth.
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110. Maisoa mei Saione Majoa A Sound from Zion, is composed using the European music
time signature of 4l4,meaningthere are four crotchet beats per measure.

I I f . A biblical heliaki metaphor/symbol for the ngaahi same or psalms as a beautiful yet use-
ful form of poetry, music, and dance performed by the skillful musicians and danced by the
beloved and lovely Miriam (kupu verse 1, kohi lines l-6) as a source of both earthly beauty
and heavenly energy. Both tend to heal the body, mind, and heart.

112. A biblical symbol for human mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty and divine ivi energy. Both are

therapeutic, hlpnotic, or psychoanalpic in affect and effect.

I 13. The word palataisi is a Tonganization of the English term paradise. As a biblical heliaki
metaphor/symbol it evokes the most beautiful nirvana-like, orgasmic effect of love, as in the
earthly but divine conditions of both knowing and feeling of tau€langi which are associated
with good poetry, music, and dance as a form of uplifting, climatic elation.

1 14. A biblical heliaki metaphor/symbol this distant star, next the throne of god, is far yet
near, depicting the love of god from a heavenly distance but felt in its earthly presence.

115. In old Tonga, hiva/fasi music was predominantly, if not entirely, ongo, afo, or fasi
fakafa'ahikehe (i.e., sound, tone, or tune of a different side, order, or being), as opposed to
ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahitatau, fakafa'ahitaha (i.e., sound, tone, or tune of the same side,
order, or being). The former has to do with death and the dead. The latter has to do with life
and the living. The ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe or sound, tone, or tune of a different side,
order, or being is said to be based on the Tongan fangufangu nose flute. As approximate trans-
lations, ongo, afo or fasi fakafa'ahikehe and ongo, afo or fasi fakafa'ahitatau have been com-
monly associated with minor sound, tone or tune and major sound, tone or tune, respectively.

116. The words maisoa and Saione as Tonganization of the English terms major and Zion
are used as biblical heliaki metaphors/symbols (tau/kolesi chorus, kohi/laini line 1) (also see

footnote 72). Also see paradise and Kolob (kupu/veesi verse 2, kohi/laini line 3), on the one
hand, and maisoa major and Saione Zion (tau/k6lesi chorus, kohi/laini line 1), on the other
hand, as parallel hoa pairings/binaries.

ll7. In Tonga, the art of oratory is divided into the respective material and performance
arts of tufunga lea speech-making and faiva lea speech-giving. The former is created tu'a out-
side, external of the sino body, i.e., tefito-he-tu'a-sino, that is, non-body,centric. The latter is
created loto inside, internal, and/or onside of the sino body, that is, tefito-he-loto-sino, i.e.,

body-centric.

I 18. That is, kehe he taha diversity in unity, taha he kehe unity in diversity or lahi he taha
many in one, taha he lahi one in many as converses, i.e,, hoa pairings/binaries of each other.

1 19. Or desire loto and heart loto.

120. Or desire loto and heart loto.

l2l. Or potupotukehekehe.
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122.The computer as a work of art is considered a form of psychotherapy, that is, computer

psychotherapy.

123. The act ofthe removal ofpuke sickness and mahaki illness in place ofsai wellness.

124. As a performance art, faiva talanoa is concerned with the fakatatau mediation of dif-

ferences in the creation of commonalities, transforming them from a condition of vale igno-

rance to a situation of ilo knowledge defined by a state of noa, numerically symbolized by 0'

acquired when two or more tendencies meet at a common point.

125. Or talatupua.

126. Metaphorically, the past, present, and future are, respectively, called kuongamu'a age in
the front, kuongaloto age in the middle, and kuongamui age in the back. They are historically

named kuohili that which has passed, lotolotonga that which is now, and kaha'u that which

is yet come. One can say that in both metaphorical and historical ways, Tongans are ta-va

time-space travelers, forward into the past and backward into the future, both taking place

in the present.

127. Tongan for both Alzheimer and dementia, that is,'atamai ngalongalo fnrgetfirl mind as

mental conditions associated with forgetfulness; cf. loto ngalongalo, translated into English as

forgetful desire, which is also Tongan for both Alzheimer and dementia as emotional condi-

tions associated with forgetfulness.

128. Tongan for both Alzheimer and dementia, that is, loto ngalongalo forgetful desire as

emotional conditions associated with forgetfulness; cf.'atamai ngalongalo, translated into

English as forgetful mind, which is also Tongan for Alzheimer and dementia are mental con-

ditions associated with forgetfulness.

129. As forms of heliaki metaphor/symbol, the terms faka'imisi image-making and faka'esia

handle-making, as in the case of a hele knife are, respectively, used in faiva ta'anga poetry and

faiva lea speech-giving (and tufunga lea speech-making) oratory'

130. In Tongan thinking concept and praxis, the toto blood is the carrier ofphysical-bodily,
psychological-emotional, and social-cultural information, which is the equivalent of DNA

in scientific terms.

131. The title 'utufomesi Siliva is approximately translated into Silver Foamy waves, where

the English word silver, translated into Tongan as siliva, is used as heliaki metaphor/symbol

for white, translated as hina, hinehina, tea, and tetea, all merely as vafiations. By extension, the

title can be variously translated either as either 'Ututahi Siliva,'Utupeau Siliva, and'Utungalu

Siliva or'Ututahi Fisihina,'Utupeau Fisihina, and'Utungalu Fisihina.

132. La'akulu, Rev. Dr. Mo'ungaloa was a former president of the Siasi Uesiliana Tau'atdina

'o Tonga.

133. Also known as Tonga'eiki and Tongalahi. The names Tonga'eiki' Tongatapu, and Tonga-

lahi are linked to the main island of Tonga for its godly'eiki and tapu connections through the

first Tu i Tonga,Aho'eitu to his Langi or Sky father Tangaloa.
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134. An artistic and literary tool used in faiva performance arts of faiva ta'anga poetry which
actively engages the fakatatau mediation of the fakafelavai intersection (or fakahoko connec-
tion and fakamivae separation) of uhinga human meanings through sustained tatau symmetry
and potupotutatau harmony to produce mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. Quite simply, heliaki
means "symbolically saying one thing but really meaning another" (Mahina 2009: 505- l1).

135. Commonly referred to as'dotted rhphms'in European music, from a Tongan musical
perspective these multiplications and subdivisions of existing intersections between beats
occur by way of tu akautd as an artistic device. Here, the second note value is cut into two
symmetrical parts, with one part added to the first note value; the first note is thereby length-
ened by half of its original value. The result is a twing'feel.

136. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the mobilization of the whole of Tonga. There are two
types of mana, physical mana and social mana. The latter is used as a heliaki metaphor/sym-
bol for the former. Both types of mana are about physical power and social power. Social
power is characterized by status, dignity, and privilege through control over both material
and human resources. As hoa pairing/binary, natural events, mana thunder and'uhila light-
ning take place together chronologically. The latter precedes the former, as in the commonly
uttered expressions, tapa e'uhila lightning flash and pd e mana thunder striking respectively.
The word mana fatulisi lightning thunder is when both'uhila, lightning and mana thunder
happen concurrently and are associated with physical power.

137. Heliaki metaphor/syrnbol for the local Tongan radio A3Z, formerly ZCO.

138. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for technological revolution, as in the case of its evolution in
the atomic age, now followed by both the space and information (information technology) ages.

139. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the performance art of sharp-ended, toa-made javelin
throwing. Faiva sika'ulutoa, made of toa, ironwood.

140. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for both hoihoifua beauty and'eiki chiefliness.

141. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the kie as specific object of wealth and of both hoihoifua
beauty and'eiki chiefliness.

142. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the village of Kolovai.

143. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the beauty of Kolovai.

144. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for a great vision.

145. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the Miss Beauty Pageant as a national event of immense
social significance.

146. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the extreme beauty of her dancing costume, the making
and wearing of which are material and performance arts of tufunga teuteu dress-making and
faiva teuteu dress-wearing respectively.

147. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for great beauty.
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148. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for misi dream.

149. A biblical heliaki metaphor/symbol for the'alaha, ngangatu, manongi, feluteni, ngatu-

vai, tangitangi, sweet-smelling, flowers as an object of great fakabfobfa beauty and ofbfa love

(see Kavaliku 1961, 1977).

150. Heliaki metaphor/symboi for both rarity anci uniqueness.

151. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the village of Kolovai; Fala-b-Setane simplymeans mat of
Satan, referring to the long stretch of sandy beach along the lagoon. For religious, moralistic

reasons, it has been changed to Fala-b-Ata, that is, mat of Ata.

152. Heliaki metaphorisymbol name, like Fala-b-Setane, for the village of Kolovai, also

known as Funga-Mahufd,, both meaning "beach full of pandanus plants." The other name is

Mapu-'a-Vaea, named after the of mapu whistle of the pupu'apuhi blowholes with Vaea as the

noble and estate holder of the village of Houma.

153. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for the village of Kolovai; cf' Taungapeka, Fala-b-S€tane.

154. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for historicity and logicality of past events, occurrences, of
states of affairs.

155. Heliaki metaphor/symbol for a pool of beautiful genes of which the beauty contestant

is a descendant.

156. Heliaki metaphor/symbol of a cliff as a beautiful landmark, for the village of Kolovai,

157. Or navigation faifolau.

158. In kupu/veesi verse 2, kohi/laini lines 1-2, the mariners, by seeking the divine guidance

of the Gods of the wind and sea, Lulu and Ldtu, asked for favorable sea conditions, coupled

with a change of the wind direction from south to north in their seascape movement from

west to ea$t in the gleat moAna ocean. The word great, as in great ocean, is variously known

across the Moana Oceania for example, Fiji, Tonga, Sdmoa, and Hawai'i as levu,lahi' tele' and

nui, respectively. In Aotearoa, for example, the moana is named Moana Nui-'a-kiwa' that is,

Great expanse of Ocean, which possibly means a huge space or exPanse of moana ocean.
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

afo
'aho

aka

ako
ako, faiva
ala
'aonga

hpasia
'ata

htamai
'atamai ngalongalo
ava
'avanga

'elelo

ava'usi

fa'€ bfa
Ia ele

fahhitatau, fakafa'ahitatau
fa'ahikehe, fakafa'ahikehe

faikava
faiva, ha'a
faitob

harmony, simultaneous pitch
duy
root
educate, education; school, schooling
education performance art of
touch, sense of
use, useful
obeisance

image, mirror, shadow, photo
mind
forgetful mind; Alzheimer, dementia
hole; see mata, eye, as hoa, pair/binary
form of mental illness, psychosis, place of
opening
tongue; see sense of taste, ifo
arse, arsehole, literally "eye of the arse, anus";
see mata'usi, "arseeye"

loving mother
birth-giving
side of the same order, i.e., of life and the living
side of a different order, i.e., of death and the
dead; see Pulotu
common kava drinking ceremony
performance artists, professional class of
process of healing
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faiva
faka'apa'apa

faka'esia

fakafasi
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performance art
respect
artistic and literary device for oratory; see

heliaki
composer of music, instrumental music or
..'ocal music with instrr:menta,l a ecompan i m ent

composer of music, vocal music
composer of poetry
composer of poetry
composer of dance

intersect, intersection, intersecting
connect, connection, connecting
think, thinking
fossil, fossilize
shame

thank yoq see fakafeta'i, thank You
tragedy, performance art of
separate, separation, separating

beauty especially for all things in reality as in
nature, mind, and society

comedy, performance art of
equalize; mediate, mediation
width
house
house as upside down boat
falling-apart house
legend; see myth, talatupuh
legendo, performance art of
hearing; see the ears as "doorway''

tone; tune; air; melody; sequential pitch; leading

voice
instrumental music or vocal music with instru-
mental accompaniment, performance art ofi see

faiva hiva
rivalry
rivalry, song of
heart; see mafu, heart
create

see vavanga; also see fifili, filihi, fokihi, vakili,
vavanga
chaos

fakahiva
fakafatu
fakafa'u
fakasino
fakafelavai
fakahoko
fakakaukau
fakamaka
fakam6
fakamalo
fakamamahi, faiva

fakamdvae
fakabfobfa

fakaoli, faiva
fakatatau
falahi
fale
fale koe vaka fakafobhifo
fale holo
fananga
fananga, faiva
fanongo
fasi

fasi, faiva

fetau
fetau, hiva
fatu
fa'u
fekeli

felekeu



fobu
fua
fuo

fenipasi
fepaki
fifili
filihi
fokihi
fonua

fuo-uho
ha'a

Ha'a Matakikila
Ha'a Fakanamunamu
Ha'a Telingaongo
hahake
haka, faiva
haka-funga-haka

hala

heliaki

heulupe, faiva
hihifo
hiva
hiva, faiva
hiva kakala

hiva'eva

hivabfa

hoa
hoihoifua
hola

huli
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order
conflict
see vavanga; also see fekeli, filihi, fokihi, vakili
see vavanga; also see fekeli, fifili, fokihi, vakili
see vavanga; also see fekeli, fifili, filihi, vakili
person and place; see enua, fanua, fenua, fonua,
hanua, honua
new, novel, novelty; original, originality
fruit; measure; weigh
form; see uho as hoa pair/binary
circle, rounded
form-content
socioeconomic functions and/or sociopolitical
unit
Piercing Eyes Clan
KeenScent Clan
Sharp Ears Clan
east

dance, performance art of
artistic and literary device for dance; see hola
and kaiha'asi
medium, vessel or vehicle; see vaka, boat,
medium, vessel or vehicle
artistic and literary device for poetry; see

faka'esia
pigeon snaring, performance art of
west
tone, song, sing
vocal music, performance art; see faiva fasi
love song; also see hiva bfa, hiva tango, and hiva
'eva

love song; also see hiva kakala, hiva bfa, and
hiva tango
love song; also see hiva tango, hiva'eva, and
hiva kakala
pairs/binaries
beauty especially for women
artistic and literary device for dance; see kai-
ha'asi or haka-funga-haka
shoot
taste, sense of

fuopotopoto

ifo
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ral
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reality (temporality-spatiality or four-sided
dimensionality)
nose; see sense of nanamu smell
knowing, knowledge
known
knower,' place of knowing"
knower
chiefly kava drinking ceremony
place of knowing, short for'ilo'anga
future; "that which is yet to come"

artistic and literary device for dance; see hola
and haka-funga-haka
past;'1hat which has passed"

culture
blood vessel

abstract
dead
plant, narcotic beverage

kava between boat and house

diversity in unity; see "many in one"

fine mat
past; "that which has passed'

line
parti sce kutua, wllrle, as hoa, pair/binary
whole; see konga, part, as hoa, pair/binary
present "age in the middle"
pasq "age in the front"
future; "age in the back'
geometric design; motif
verse

sun
lafo-disc throwing, performance art of
sex

sky; heaven; cf. royal tomb
poem, poetry, performance art of "reciting"
language, word
speech-giving, performance art of
speech-making, material art of
proverbial sayings, proverbs, performance art of
language translation
desire, inside, heart; also see loto middle, center

ihu
'ilo
'iloa
'ilo'anga
llo I
'ilokava
'ilonga

kaha'u
kaiha'asi

kuohili
kalatua
kalava
kanotohi
kau mate
kava
kava he vd be vaka moe fale

kehekehe he taha
kie
kuohili
kohi
konga
kotoa
kuongaloto
kuongamu'a
kuongamui
kupesi
kupu
laa
lafo, faiva

lala
langi
lau, faiva
lea

lea, faiva
lea, tufunga
lea heliaki, faiva
liliulea
loto
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loto ngalongalo
loloa
loloto
lotolotonga/lolotonga
loto-tu'a
lupe
maama
maau
maau, faiva
mdfana
mafu
mdhina
mai
maina
maisoa
mate
ma'u
mahaki
maokupu
matu la
mablunga
makatu'u
mata

forgetful heart; Alzheimer, dementia
length
depth
present; "that which is now"
inside-outside, inside out
pigeon/dove
light; see malama
poem; order, orderly
poem, performance art of; see ta'anga poetry
warmth
heart; see fatu heart
moon; see month mahina
in the direction of; see'atamai, mind
minor, also see minoa minor
major, also see misoa
death
discover
illness; see puke, sickness
breadth
reverence
height
bedrock
eye; eye, sense of; see sense of sight sio; also see

ava, hole, as hoa
doorwap see "senses" properly as "doorways"
arse, "arseeye"; literally "eye of the arse, anus" as

hoa, pair/binary of ava'usi

ocean
old, old age; ripe
minor, also see maina
dream
dream, performance art of
major, also see maisoa
life
mountain
front, before
back, after
smell, sense of
hand; see hands as "doorways"
fine art
fine artists, professional class of

matapd
mata'usi

moana
motuh
m-rnoa

misi
misi, faiva
mlsoa
mo'ui
mo'unga
muh
mui
nanamu
nima
nimamea'a
nimamea'a, ha'a
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nota
bfa mobni
ongo
ongo'anga
pd

PUtw
puke
pulotu

pulotu fatu
pulotu fa'u
pulotu fasi

pulotu haka
pulotu hiva

punake
punake kakato

punake kapo

sia

siaheulupe
siko
sio
siokita
siokitu a
Ia

t6'akau
ta'anga'akau
ta'anga, faiva

tafa'akifd

taha he kehekehe

takai
tala
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Tonganization of "note" in music
true love

feeling, hearing, and sound
feeler, "place of feeling'
night
skill, clever, r,l'isdom

sickness; see mahaki, illness

ancestral homeland and after world of Moana

Oceania people

specialist artist in poetry, poet; see pulotu fa'u

specialist artist in Poetry, poeU see pulotu fatu

specialist artist in music, musician; cf' pulotu
hiva
specialist artist in dance, dancer, choreographer

specialist artist in music, musician; see pulotu
fasi
master poet of poetry, music, and dance

master poet; knowledgeable, skillful, and expe-

rienced poet
amateur poet; less knowledgeable, skillful, and

experienced poet
mound
pigeon-snaring mound
faces; shi! Tongan for tiko
sight, sense of; see matapa, doorway
selfish; self-centered/centric
outward-looking; non-self- centered/centric
timci scc va os hoa, poir/binorlr ond kd and trag

as variations
tree-cutting see ta'anga'akau tree-cutting

tree-cutting; see ta'akau tree-cutting
poetry, performance art of; see maau' poem'

performance art of
four-sided, four-sided dimensionality; see

tapafi four-sided
unity in diversity; see also taha he lahi, one in
many
going around; see vilo, vilotakai
language; see also lea, language words
four-sided, four-sided dimensionality; see

tafa'akifa four-sided
tapafd
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tau
takita, faiva
tilali, faiva
tama
tamabfa
tSnafa, faiva
taungafanau
td'ukulele, faiva
tautahi
talanga
talanoa, faiva
talakamata
talamuh
talanoa
talangata
tdlave
talavou
tauelangi

war; arrive; see war tau
guitar playing, performance art of
wooden drum, performance art of
child
loving child
skin-made drum, performance art of
womb
'ukulele playing, performance art of
sea warriors
form of critical talking, i.e., intensified talking
storpelling, performance art of
introduction
foreword
form of 'tritical yet harmonious talk"
conclusion
form ofgentle talking
beauty, especially for men
climatic elation, literally meaning "reaching the
sky''
time-space
ta-va time-space philosophy of reality; see

realism
royal kava drinking ceremony
philosopher of tavaism; see realist
ear; see doorway offanongo hearing
body-centered/centric
non-body- centered/centric
faces; shit; Samoan for siko
beginning of process of faitob, healing
north; see also blunga up-above north
south; also see down-below south
musical device
outside-inside; outside in
female monarch
material artlartist
material arts/artists, professional class of
dedication
end of process of faitob, healing
human meaning
content; also see fuo form as hoa pair/binary
brain;'toconut applel' both meaning'uto

t6-vi
tav6ism

taumafakava
tdvdist
telinga
tefito-'i-loto-he-sino
tefito-'i-tu'a-he-sino
tiko
tofotob
tokelau
tonga
tuakautd
tu'a-loto
tu i fefine
tufunga
tufunga, ha'a
tukupa
tukutob
'uhinga
uho
'uto
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usl
uu
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arse, mata'usi, "arseeyel' and ava'usi, arsehole

bite; see mata'usi, "arseeyei' and ava'usi, arse-

hole, as the biting eye or hole
bite; the eye or hole that bites

space; see td, k6, and tarag as hoa, pairings/

binaries, and wi and wan as variations
water; spring; stream

boat
boat as upside-down house

falling-apart, rotting house

see vavanga; also see fekeli, fifili, filihi, fokihi
ignorance; mental illness

fetus; child
form of sound
form of sound
form of futuristic thinking
ftruu of critical thinking; see fekeli, fifili, filihi,
fokihi, vakili
fieriness, heat, hot, burning
praise; also see sani, praise

praise, song of
going in a circle; encircle, encircling; see takai

going repeatedly in a circle, as in helix, vortex

or spiral; scc takoi encircle

va

val
vaka
vaka koe fale fakafobhake
vaka popo
vakili
vale
valevale
vangana
vdvdngana
vavalo
vavanga

vela
viki
viki, hiva
vilo
vilotakai
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We dissect hoaism as a fundamental in Tongan philosophical thinking and feeling
that is based in the concept and practice ofhoa as inseparable yet indispensable
pairs/binaries, with examples taken from across nature, mind, and society. From
a tdvdist philosophical perspective, everpvhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and
society, is intersection, and there is nothing above and beyond connection and
separation. This is derived from the general tdvaist fact that all things in reality
stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise to order and conflict, both
having the same logical status, when equal and opposite identities, entities, or
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tendencies meet at a common point, defined by a state of noa 0 or zero-point.

The same applies to the mata-ava eye-hole, as a hoa pair/binary, where both are

everywhere in reality and there is nothing over and above mata eye, and ava hole'

Ttrkupd Dedication

To the memories of Epeli Haubfa-whose ever-lasting laumalie soul,

is now in the already-taken-place kuohili/kuongamu'a Past before us,

Iingering on to the yet-to-take-place kaha'u/kuongamui future, behind

us-both currently taking place in the lotolotonga/kuongaloto pres-

enf . By creatively yet critically dealing with hoa pairs/binaries in Kisses

in the Nederends,Tales of the Tikongs, and Our Sea of Islands, Haubfa

carried on his shoulders the legacies of our forebears, who had set

them in motion in t6-vd time-space and fuo-uho form-content, both

ontologically-epistemologically and historically-metaphorically.

Like fuo-uho form-content, on the concrete level, ta-va time-space' on

the abstract level is an inseparable yet indispensable hoa pair/binary,

in reality, as in nature, mind-heart, and society' The severance of ta

time, from va space, like fuo form, from uho content, renders reality

both "ti-less" "timeless" and "fuo-less" "formlessl' just as the severance

of vd space from t6 time, and uho content, from fuo form, renders

reality both "va-less" "spaceless" and "uho-less"'tontentlessl' -By virtue

of both their inseparability and indispensability, reality (i'e., tempo-

rality-spatiality, formality-substantiality [and functionality and prac-

ticolity]) is thcrcfore four dimensional rather than three-dimensional,

both ontologically-epistemologically and historically-metaphorically'

-Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

Talakamata Introduction

Tnr ToNcnN coNcEpr AND pRAcrIcE oF HoA, inseparable but indispensable

pairs of tatau equal and kehekehe opposite binaries, is deeply embedded in

Tongan philosophical fakakaukau thinking and ongo feeling, across the gamut

of iai reality-as in natula nature,'ilo knowing and ongo emotion/feeling, and

society (see Mdhina 2002at 303-'8). Hoa Pair/Binary, as a concept and a prac-

tice, is also deeply anchored in Moanan Oceanian cultures, evident in the 49
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cognates of hoa/soa pair/binary in Moanan oceanian languages (Greenhill and
Clark 201l). Thus, hoa pair/binary is a central and fundamental concept and
practice in Moanan oceania generally and in Tonga specifically and is critiqued
in the general context of the Indigenous Tongan T6-Va Time-Space philosophy

of Reality (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo 20l7t l-17).
In this joint fobu 'briginal" essay, we set out to critically faka'eke/fekumi/

fakatotolo investigate the'ilo knowledge (and poto skills) on the one hand, and
ongo feeling (and loto desire) on the other, dialectically constituted or com-
posed in fonua/kalatua culture and historically transmitted or communicated
in talallea language, both as social vaka mediums/vessels or hala vehicles. such
'ilo knowledge and poto skill, as well as ongo feeling and loto desire, is acquired
in the process of ako education, where'ilo knowledge is "applied" through poto
skill on the one hand, and ongo feeling is demanded in terms of loto desire, on
the other. As a philosophy, Tongan ako education can be generally defined as
a ta-va temporal-spatial, fuo-uho formal-substantial, and'aonga-ngaue func-
tional-practical transformation of the'atamai mind and ongo feeling from vale
ignorance, to'ilo knowledge and ongo feeling on the one side, and to poto skill
and loto desire on the other side, where the former precedes the latter in that
logical order of precedence (see Mdhina 2008b: 67-96).t From a tavdist phil-
osophical perspective, however,'ilo knowing/knowledge and ongo emotion/
feeling are considered to be'ilo knowledge and ongo feeling of ta time and v6
space on the abstract level, and fuo form and uho content on the concrete level.

Both Tongan concept and practice on the one hand, and'ilo knowing and
loto desiring on the other are themselves classified into hoa pairs/binaries. Both
types of hoa, namely, hoatatau equal/same/similar and hoakehekehe opposite/
different/dissimilar,2 are inseparable albeit indispensable in reality, as in nature,
mind-feeling, and society (see Ka'ili 20l7a; Lear 2018). Both hoatatau and
hoakehekehe as pairs of tatau equals and kehekehe opposites, variously exist as
hoamalie and hoatamaki,which in turn coexist as hdhoatatau and hohoakehek-
ehe and h6hoamdlie and hohoatamaki,3 respectively. The Tongan words tatau
and kehekehe also mean "same" and'differencel'respectively, as in the Tongan
terms milie and meliea referring to "sweet" and tamaki,s mahi, and kona to
"sour"-all as inseparable but indispensable hotatau equal/same/similar and
hoakehekehe opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/binaries. The word malie is
a variation of the term melie, meaning "sweetl'where the former also means
"beautyi'which is a function of both tatau symmetry and potupotutatau har-
mony as a hoatatau equal pair/binary. Similarly, both malie and fakabfobfa
mean "beautyi' forming another hoatatau equal/same/similar pair/binary. By
way of demonstration and further reflection, some selected examples will be
drawn from across reality, including, inter alia natural-physical, psychologi-
cal-emotional, and social-cultural objects, occurrences, and states of affairs.
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The 'ilo knowing and ongo feeling of hoa pairs/binaries are made up of a plurality

and complexity of physical-material, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural

entities. In both affect and efflect, hoa pairs/binaries are, as both process and outcome,

a derivative of the fakafelavai intersecting or fakahoko connecting and fakamdvae

separating,'atamai mind, and fakakaukau thinking identities in the uto brain on the

one hanci, anci ongo feeiing anci ioto <iesire tenciencies in the fatuimafir heari oii'rhe

other. These identities and tendencies are, by nature, ta-va temporal-spatial, fuo-uho

formal-substantial, and honga-ngdue functional-practical, all taking place in ta time

and vi space. Specfically, this is most evident in hoatatau/hdhoatatau or hoamdlie/

hdhoamalie equal/same/similar pairs/binaries and hoakehekehe/h6hoakehekehe or

hoatamaki/hdhoatamaki opposite pairs/binaries. For example' tubtuhtatau equal

competencies and tubtu'akehekehe unequal competencies6 and alomalie/'alomelie

good weather and alotimaki bad weather.T In both cases, there involves a fakatau/

iukututun mediation of the fakafelavai intersecting or fakahoko connecting and

fakamdvae separating tendencies within and across the sino body"ilo knowing and

fonua/nofo-'a-kainga/s6saieti society,transformingthem from a situation of felekeu/

fcpolci chooo to o otate of maau/fenipasi order through sustajned tatau symmetry,

potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty.

Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

The Indigenous Tongan T6-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Realityis a philosophy

of existences that advances a view that td and vi time and space on the abstract

level, like firo and rrho form and content on the concrete level are the com-

mon vaka mediums/vessels or hala vehicles in which all things independently

exist in a single level of reality (see Anders on2007; Mahina 201la: 140-66). As

ontological entities, td time and vd space, like fuo form and uho content, are

epistemologically arranged in ditl'erent ways across cultures (and languages).

In tonga (and Moana Oceania), td time and v6 space, like fuo form and uho

content, are organized in plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic, holistic, and

circular ways (in stark contrast to their organization in singular, techno-tele-

ological, individualistic, atomistic, and linear ways in the west) (see Mahina

20IU 168-202,20I7a:105-32). Herein, ta time and fuo form are definers of

vd space and uho content, which are, in turn, composers of ta time and uho

form, with the former as verbs and the latter as nouns (Ka'ili 2017a; Potauaine

and Mahina 2011: 16). From a t6v6ist philosophical perspective, t6 time and

va space, like fuo form and uho content, are inseparable yet indispensable as

hoa pairs/binaries in reality, as in nature, mind, and society (see Ka'ili 20I7a,

2017i), and, by extension, four-dimensional rather than three-dimensional.

Moreover, t6 time and vd space, like fuo form and uho content' are considered

as me'a matter, which is, in turn, taken as M energy classified into me'akula
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red matter and me'a'uli black mattet and, by extension, ivikula red energy and
ivi'uli black energy (Potauaine and Mahina 20tt:194-216).

Furthermore, from a tdvdList philosophical view, all things in'iai reality, ta-va
temporality-spatiality (and fuo-uho formality-substantiality); or four-sided-di-
mensionality stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise to maau/fendpasi
order and felekeu/fepaki chaos,which are of the same logical status in that maau/
Gpaki ordex is itself a form of felekeu/fepaki chaos, especially when equal/same/
similar and opposite/different/dissimilar forces, energies, or tendencies meet at
a common point (see Mnhina 2003, 2008ar 3l-54). As corollaries, these eternal
relations of exchange take, by way of indivisibte but indispensable hoa pairs/bina-
ries, the form of fakahoko connection and fakamivae separation or fakafelavai
intersection, where they are fakatatau mediated across all contexts and on all
levels, in the productive process (see Mahina 2002b:5-9,29-30; M6hina-Tuai
2017:245-66; Potauaine 2017:154-79). These points offakafelavai intersection
and fakatatau mediation, are manifested in terms of mata eyelpoint and/or ava
hole/point, that is, mata-ava eye-hole/point (see Potauaine 2010t Potauaine and
Mdhina 20ll: 194-216), which are, in turn, expressed as hoa equal/same/similar
and opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/binaries on both abstract and concrete
levels (see Ka'ili20l7a,20l7b). From a tdvdist philosophical point of view, then,
it means that everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, is fakafela-
vai intersection and by implication mata-ava eye-hole/point, and that there is
nothing over and above fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation, and by
implication, mata eyelpoint and ava hole/point (see Anderson 2007; potauaine

and Mahina 2011194-216). By the same token, everywhere in'iai reality, ta-vd
temporality-spatiality (and fuo-uho formality-substantiality), as in nature, mind,
and society, is hoa pairs/binaries, and there is nothing over and above pairs of
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries.

It is worth noting here that it requires two or more entities to create a fakaf-
elavai intersection. For instance, it takes two intersecting lines (a hoa pair/
binary of lines) to form a mata eyelpoint, or its inverse, ava hole/point.

The tenets of tavaism include numerous hoa pairs/binaries. Here are some
of the tenets:

. that td and v6, time and space, as ontological entities are the common
vaka mediums/vessels, or hala vehicles,e in which all things exist, in
reality, as in nature, mind, and society (see Potauaine 2010);

' that td and va, time and space, as epistemological entities are socially
organized in different ways within and across cultures and languages;

, that ta and vd, time and space, are the abstract dimensions of fuo and
uho, form and content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations
of ta and vd, time and space;
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. that, as a corollary, t6 and vd, time and space, like fuo and uho, form and

content, are organized in plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic, holistic,

and circular ways;l0
. that td and v6, time and space, like fuo and uho, form and content' are

inseparable yet indispensable as both ontological and epistemological
t I -,-L:L: ^^:- ^- ^ l^-,^l ^f -^^l:&. ^^ i- na+rrra tffih,-l 4h,'l cnriafrr.lucrrtltlgl III ullc lcvsl ur rloitl/ 4o rrr rrsrulw, rrrrrrs, qrrg vvvrv!J t

' that td and v6, time and space, like fuo and uho, form and content, that

is, reality, on both the abstract and concrete levels, are four-dimensional

rather than three-dimensional;
. that'iai reality, or td-v6 temporality-spatiality (and fuo-uho formality-sub-

stantiality), is tapafa/fahhifd four-dimensional, rather than tapatolu/

fa'ahitolu three-dimensional, made up of ta time, as tapataha/fa'ahitaha

one dimension, and v6 space as tapatolu/fa'ahitolu, three dimensions;

. that ta and vd, time and space, like fuo and uho, form and content, are

considered as me'a matter and me'a matter, is in turn, ivi energy' orga-

nized into me'akula red matter and me'a'uli black matter, and/or' b)r

extension, ivikula red energy and iviuli black energy (Potauaine and

Mdhina 20ll:194*276); see also Mdhina, Ka'ili, Potauaine, Moa, and

Mihina-Tuai 2012: 37 -55);
. that ta time is definer of vd space, and v6 space, is, in turn, composer of

td time, on the abstract level, and fuo form is definer of uho content, and

uho content, is, in turn, composer of fuo form on the concrete level (see

Anderson 1961,2007 ;Miihina 2017b: L33-53;Potauaine and Mahina 201 1);

. that, as a corollary, td time, is a verb, or action led, and vl space is a

noun, or object based, on the abstract level and fuo form, is a verb, and

uho content, is a noun on the concrete level (see Ka'ili 2017 a: 62-7 l);
. that'ilo knowing and ongo feeling are'ilo knowing and ongo feeling of

tA time aud vf, spaLc ulr the abstract level and fuo form ond uho content

on the concrete level;
. that'ilo knowing and ongo feeling as'ilo knowing and ongo feeling of

ta time and va space and of fuo form and uho content are dialectically

composed in fonua/kalatua culture and communicated in tala/lea lan-

guage, both as a social vaka/hala mediums/vessels/vehicles in both ta

time and va space (see Mdhina 2008b: 67-96);
. that the fehdlaaki errors in fakakaukau thinking and loto desire are com-

monly a problem of 'atamai mind and ongo feeling, but not of realiry

where the'atamai mind and fatu/mafu heart are separated from reality/

temporality-spatiality;
. that all things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, stand in eter-

nal relations of exchange, giving rise to maau/fenipasi order and/or

felekeu/fepaki chaos;
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. that, as a corollary, all things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society,
exist in pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar and oppositeldiffercntl
dissimilar forces, energies, or tendencies, as in td time and vd space,
fuo form and uho content,'ilo knowing and ongo feeling, tu'a outside/
external and loto inside/internal, and maau/fenipasi order and felekeu/
fepaki chaos;

. that, as a corollary, both maau/fendpasi order and felekeu/fepaki chaos
are of the same logical status in that maau/fenapasi order is a form of
felekeu/fepaki chaos;

' that, as a corollary, maau/fendpasi order, is when two or more equal/
same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar forces, energies, or
tendencies meet, that is, fakafelavai intersect, fakahoko connect, and
fakamavae separate at a common point, that is, mata eye and/or ava hole
(Mahina 2017b: 133-53);

. that, as corollary, a mata eye/point and/or ava hole/point, is defined by
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar fakafelavai inter-
secting, or fakahoko connecting, and fakamdvae separating, forces,
energies, or tendencies, respectively, in the form of mata eyelpoint and/
or ava hole/point (see Potauaine and Mahina 20l l);

. that, as a corollary, a mata eyelpoint and/or ava hole/point, is defined by
the fakafelavai intersection, that is, fakahoko connection and fakamdvae
separation, of two or more kohi lines (a kohi line is a collection of mata
eyes/points and/or ava holes/points, and va space, is a summation of
kohi lines) (Mahina 2017b: 1 33-53);

. that, as a corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and soci-
ety, is fakafelavai intersection, that is, mata-ava eye-hole, and there is
nothing over and above fakahoko connection, that is, mata eyes/points
and fakamdvae separation, that is, holes/points (Potauaine 2010; see also
Potauaine and Mahina 2011; Mahina 2017b:133-53); and

. that, as a corollary, the mata eyelpoint and/or ava hole/point, defined
by fakafelavai intersection, that is, fakahoko connection and fakamivae
separation, is where ivi energy, is most dense and intense.

Tdvdism propagates a view that fehilaaki errors, in fakakaukau thinking,
and loto desiring, are a problem of 'atamai mind and ongo feeling, and not of
'iai reality (ta-va temporality-spatiality and fuo-uho formality-substantiality or
tapafalfa'ahifd four-sided-dimensionality) (see Mahina 2008b: 67-96; see also
Anderson 2007). Basically, the most common fehalaaki errors in fakakaukau
thinking and loto desiring are involved in their fakamdvae separation from
(and not fakahoko connection to) 'iai reality. Normally, this is most conspic-
uous in the fakamdvae separation of ta time and vl space, as well as fuo form
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and uho content on both abstract and concrete levels, as in the classic case of
the severance of ta time and fuo form from v6 space and uho content' in both

their inseparability and their indispensability, which results in the treatment

of things as tapatolu/fa'ahitolu three-dimensional, rather than tapafa/fa'ahifa

four-dimensional (see Anderson 2007; Mahina 2017b:133-53; Harvey 1980:
- -rr - ----^l:^- t^ .L^ ^l^-,^+:^- ^f f^1.^L^1,^ ^^--^-+i^-416-J4). I ne Same cquarly aPPrlcs lu tllc crEvdrrurr vr r4^4trvNv lvrrrrr!rrvrr'

over and above fakamavae seParation, which are both fakatatau mediated at the

point of fakafelavai intersection, as well as the fakamivae separation of hoa as

iqual/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/binaries, which are

indivisible yet indispensable in reality, as in nature, mind, and society (see Ka'ili
2017a;Lear 2018; Potauaine 2010).

Hoa Pairs/Binaries of Equals and opposites: selection of Hoa Pairs/Binaries

By way of further demonstration and reflection, we now canvass selected

examples of hoa pairs/binaries from across Tongan fonua/kalatua culture and

tala/lea langrrage, where, as vaka mediums/VeSsels, or hala vehicles,'ilo knowl-

edge (and poto skill), and ongo feeling (and loto desire) (Mahina 2008b:67-

86), relating to hoa pairs/binaries of equals and opposites (Ka'ili 2017a,

20I7b),are dialectically constituted or composed and historically transmitted

or communicated in both ta time and v6 space. Herein, both'ilo knowledge

and poto skill in the'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling and poto

desire in the fatu/mafu heart on the other are fakatatau mediated as psycho-

logical, emotional, and physical hoa pairs/binaries (Mahina 2008b: 67-96).tl

The concept and practice of hoa pairs/binaries of equals and opposites is

imbued with fakafelavai intersecting, or fakahoko connecting and fakamavae

separating physical-material, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural

entities, with ta-ve tempofal-spatial, fuo- ullr ftllral-sul-rstautial, and ng6ue-

'aonga functional-practical significance. The examples of hoa pairs/binaries

are ianvassed within and across:'aati art and litilesa literature, faiva faifolau

voyaging/navigation and faiva fakatupu creation, faiva lea heliaki proverbial

sayings and faiva ta'anga poetry, and faiva hiva music and faiva haka dance.

Hoa Pairs/Binaries are found in kupesi where two-lines intersect to create geo-

metrical designs or motifs, hahake-hihifo east-west and tokelau-tonga north-

south,'iai ontology and vakai epistemology, and ta-va time-space and fuo-uho

form-content. Hoa Pairs/Binaries can also be found within and across tufunga

materials art: tufunga faitob healing, tufunga vaka boat-building, tufunga

kava kava making, and tufunga fale house building. Furthermore, we have hoa

pairs/binaries within and across fonua"person" and"place"' fonua/kalatua cul-

iure, tauhiva "relationality''and faifatongia "functionalitY"t2 and nga'ahoa the

Tongan binary counting system.
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1. Hoa Pairs/Binaries:Aati Art and Litilesa Literature

By hati art and litilesl literature, we collectively refer to the three divisions of
Tongan'aati arts, namely, faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine
arts (see Helu 1999a; Mahina 2007; Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006), both the orga-
nization and the execution of which are done by way of hoa pairs of equal/same/
similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries (Ka':Jii 2017 a, 2017b; Lear 201 8)
(see also items 4 and 5). Whereas faiva performance arts are tefito-'i-loto-he-sino
body-centered, both tufunga material and nimamea'a fine arts, are tefito-'i-tuh-
he-sino non-body-centered. Further, both faiva performance arts and tufunga
material arts are led mainly by tangata men, and nimamea'a fine arts by fefine
women (see Mdhina 201 la: 140-66). In all three genres, tatau symmetry and potu-
potutatau harmony, produce malie/fakabfobfa beauty, as the internal or intrinsic
qualities of bati art on the one hand, and mafana warmth and vela fieriness create
tau€langi climatic elation, as the external or extrinsic qualities of 'aati art on the
other (see Ka'ili 2017c; Mlhina 2005b: 168-83; Lear 2018). The latter, as outcomes
dependent on the former as processes, have the affect and effect of some thera-
peutic, hypnotic, or psychoanalytic importance. That is, malie/fakabfobfa beauty
is fakatatau mediated within and across the hoa pairlbinary of tatau symmetry,
and potupotutatau harmony and tauElangi climatic elation is fakatatau mediated,
within and across the hoa of mefana warmth and vela fieriness.

2. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Faiva Faifolau Voyaging / Faiva Toutaivaka
Navigation

Theperformance art offaiva faifolauvoyaging (ortoutaivakanavigation),abounds
in equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar hoa pairs/binaries, which
are constant\ fakatatau mediated, within and across the whole creative process by
way offakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation
(see items 7 and 11). Among these hoa pairs/binaries are the peau/ngalu waves
and matangi/havili winds,'3 where the seascape movements of the vaka boat are
fakatatau mediated at their fakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection and
fakamivae separation, as hydrodynamic and aerodlmamic tendencies through
sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty.
Such a seascape movement of the vaka boat, between two ports, that is, point
of taulanga-folau-mei-ai origination/departure, and point of taulanga-folau-ki-ai
destination, can result in either taumuhtonu and taumulitonura or taumu'avale
and taumulivale,rs with the former as tonu/mobni on-course, and the latter as

vale/hala/loi off-course. When it is tonu/mobni on-course, it simply means that
both the points of taulanga-folau-mei-ai origination/departure and taulanga-fo-
lau-ki-ai destination are'iloa known, as opposed to being vale/hala/loi off-course,
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where both points are ta'e'iloa unknown. While the former leads to a condition

of vakama'u/vakahao/vakamo'ui safe voyage, the latter amounts to a situation of
vakahe/vakamole/vakamate lost voyage.

3. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Fakatupu Creation

This section deals with tufunga fakatupu creation as a material art, which is con-

cerned with the kamata'anga beginning of kakai people and their htakai environ-

ment, with a critical focus on two fakatupu creation talanoa stories, respectively,

featuring the fakatupu creation of Tonga (see Mdhina 1992), and the fudeo-

Christain God's creation of Earth (Genesis l: 1-31).As equal/same/similar and

opposite/different/dissimilar hoa pairs/binaries, both kamata'anga beginning

and ngata'anga ending are mata eye and ava hole, where one is the tatau mir-

ror image of the other and inseparable yet indispensable and plural yet circular,

in reality, as in nature, mind, and society (see Potauaine 2010). The fakatupu

creation of Tonga began with Touia-'O-Futuna, the Great Maka, at the faka-

hoko connection and fakamdvae separation, that is, fakafelavai intersection of

Vahanoa, the Vast, Static-yet-Hectic, Expanse of Moana Ocean, and Pulotu, the

Ancestral Homeland and Afterworld, all as hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and

opposite/different/dissimilar binaries. In other words, Vahanoa and Pulotu are

the ancestral temporal-spatial hoa pair/binary. The static and hectic hoa pairs/

binaries ofVahanoa and Pulotu gave rise to other fonua-tahi land-sea hoa pair-

ings/binaries, which, in turn, gave way to'Otua-tangata God-man hoa pairings/

binaries. These'Otua Gods took up their respective divine domains, namely,

the Pulotu Afterworld, Maama Earth, and Langi Sky-thereby exerting control

over both the human and material resources of society (see Mahina 1993: 109-

21). This continued in force through the creative activities of immense social,

-^l:+:^^l ^^l ^-^^^,-i. oicni{lranra hv T n'arr fhe fqmnrrc tttfirnol fonrra social
Putllrlorr olu g9vrrvrrrre or6lrrrrlurlv '"_-_'o-

architect/engineer, which, inter alia, included the creation of a land tenure sys-

tem and kava institution (see item l0 below) involving the establishment of both

the Tir'i Ha'atakalaua and the Tu'i Kanokupolu dynasties (Mnhina 1992). Other

primordial hoa pairs/binaries in Tongan cosmogony (creation stories) include

Limu and Kele, Piki and Kele, 'Atungaki and Maimoa'alongona, Fonu'uta and

Fonuatai, Heimoana and Lupe, Maui and Hina, Sinilau and Hina, and Tangaloa

Eitumdtupu,a and .Ilaheva/Va'epopua (see Fig. 1). Thus, from the beginning,

Tonga was deeply grounded in the concept and practice of hoa pairs/binaries.

Like the fakatupu creation of Tonga, the |udeo-Christian God's creation of

Earth was performed at the fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation,

that is, fakafelavai intersection, of hoa pairs/binaries (Senesi, Genesis l: 1-31).

It is said that prior to the six days of creation (with the seventh as a day of rest),

the Maama Earth was in a state of both fuofuonoa "formless" (i.e.,la "timeless"),
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and uhouhonoa 'tontentless" (or, 'va "spaceless"), that is, lala "nothingness."
The Judeo-christian God began with the primordial temporal-spatial hoa pair/
binary of langi sky and Maama Earth, in the midst of total fakapouli dark-
ness. In doing so, he brought forth maama light alongside fakapo'uli darkness,
thereby creating both'aho day and p6 night, in correspondence to the la'a sun
and mdhina moon. He then created the'ata vast expanse of open vi space with
the langi sky above and fonua land below interspersed with vai streams and tahi
seas, filled with both flora and fauna and both manupuna birds and ika fish. In
the final and'aho ono sixth day, it is said that he created humans, namely, tan-
gata men and fefine women. The naunau'a Hono nima handiwork continued to
form in hoa pairs/binaries, such as fa'ele birth and mate death, lavea wounding
and faitob healing,langa building and holo dismantling, tangi weeping and kata
laughing, hae tearing and monomono mending,bfa love and fehia hate, and tau
war and melino peace (Tangata Malanga/Koheleti, Ecclesiastes 3: l-8).

of interest to our inquiry is the aesthetic and pragmatic concept and practice
of lelei good (i.e., mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty), which was part and parcel of the
|udeo-Christian God's creation, as in the completion of phases, marked by pon-
gipongi morning and efiafi evening. Similarly, as part of the Tongan taumafakava
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royal kava ceremony (see Fifita 2016; Mlhina 2011b,2013), the conduct of the

entire proceedings is governed by the phrase'lelei good, such as in the presen-

tation;f both ngiue (e.g., kava and puaka pigs) and koloa (e'g', fala mats and

ngatu bark-cloths), and the milolua/vilolua kava making, occurs by way of things,

oblects, and processes in indivisible yet indispensable hoa pairs/binaries. This is

most evicient in angi commands between the maiipuie ciiiefly oraiors an,i kau

ngdue attendants, namely, koe ngdue ke fakalelei the work be made good, and koe

ngaue ke veuveuaki, veteveteki ke lelei the work be taken apart and made good'

once they are made lelei good, the angi command is accordingly uttered, namely,

kuo lelei,'uufi e ngdue it has been good, cover the work, followed by fakafeta'i

e ng6ue thank you for the work. In both cases, lelei good (i.e., tatau symmetry,

potupotutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty) is hoa or paired with its

tpposite, namely, kovi bad (i.e., kehekehe/ta'etatau asymmetry, potupotukehek-

.hi/tu'.pot,rpotutatau disharmony, and palakU ugly). The former is both a godly

or heavenly and a kingly or chiefly attribute.

Like the pan-Moanan oceanian theory and practice of fonua person and

place, the conception and action rrf fakafrrprr creation can be deployed as both

an affective and an effective critique ofthe current environmental crisis' nota-

bly, feliuliuaki e langi/'ea climate change (see Mdhina 1992).

4. Lea Heliaki Proverbial SaYings

The Tongan faiva lea heliaki performance art of proverbial sayings are deeply

entrenched in hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar

binaries, which are concerned mainly with the fakatatau mediation of heliaki

metaphors, through the act of metaphorically saying one thing but really mean-

ing another (see Mdhina 2004b; Mdhina and Mahina-Ttai2007; Taumoepeau

ZOtt tZZ-Zg) (see items I and 5). Heliaki methaphof ls the intersectiol of l-wo

elements within a hoa pair/binary. The main categories of heliaki metaphors

are epiphoric, metaphoric, and metonymic (or synecdochic). Epiphoric heliaki

expresses the exchange of qualities between two related entities (e.g., paramount

and sun). Metaphoric heliaki on the other hand, articulates the intertwining of

two associated cultural and historical events (e.g., ancestral site and people).

Finally, metonymic (slmecdochic) heliaki illustrates the oneness of two or more

elements (e.g.,land and people). The following three faiva lea heliaki proverbial

sayings are characterized by things, objects, or persons with equally compatible

physique, substance, or quality. These are faifekau taau moe fekau the messenger

ihat befits the message or, conversely, fekau taau moe faifekau the message that

befits the messengerr6; taau e lei moe tofuah the lei tooth befits the whale, or,

equally, taau e tofua'a moe lei the whale befits the lei tooth; and tatau e tua moe

palai the tua yam is equal to the palai yam or, alternatively, tatau e palai moe tua
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the palai yam is equal to the tua yam. As further examples, ma'u'ae ma he kakava
bread is gotten from sweat or, conversely, ma'u he kakava he md sweat is gotten
from bread, points to the interdependence between things, objects, or persons
for collective benefits, and bua'e lau kafo kae lau lava do not mind injury but
rather mind duty, engages two opposite/different/dissimilar hoa pairs/binaries
whereby one is privileged over the other, as in lava over kafo duty over injury.
Like faiva lea heliaki proverbial sayings, the performance art of faiva hiva kakala
love songs, is also steeped in hoa pairs/binaries, such as in the tatau symmetry of
real bfa love and metaphoric mate death.rT Faiva ta'anga poetry, is characterized
by hoa pairsibinaries, such as in the equation of bfa love to mate death as well
as mohe sleep to mate death, and misi dream in mohe sleep to bfa love in'a'a
waking, which are all fakatatau mediated in the creative process (Mahina 2005b,
2008a,2011a).

5. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Tahnga Poetry; Hiva Music and Haka Dance

Faiva performance arts of: faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka
dance, Iie in close proximity to one another when poetry is composed and then
put to both music and dance (see items 1 and a). Faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva
music, and faiva haka dance, are concerned mainly with lea language/words,
ongo sounds, and haka motions, and, by extension, uhinga meanings, hiva/fasi/
nota tones/notes, and haka movements (see Potauaine and Mahina 2011; Mdhina
2011a: 140-88,2017b: 133-53; Lear 2018). All three are driven by the intrinsic
qualities of art, namely, tatau s)rnmetry and potupotutatau harmony, in the pro-
duction of malie/fakabfobfa beauty,t8 as well as the extrinsic qualities of mafana
warmth and vela fieriness, in the creation of tauelangi climatic elation. Among
other hoa pairs/binaries, faiva haka dance is larg.ly constituent of haka fakatan-
gata male and and haka fakafefine female dance movements or motifs. Similarly,
among other hoa pairs/binaries, faiva hiva music is largely constituent of ongo, afo,
or fasi fakafa'ahitatau, sound, tone, or tune of the same side, order, or being, i.e.,
sound of mo ui life and of the kau mo ui living and ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe,
literally sound, tone, or tune of a different side, order, or being, that is, sound of
mate death, and of the kau mate dead. As approximate translations, ongo, afo or
fasi fakafa'ahikehe, and ongo, afo or fasi fakafa'ahitatau have been commonly asso-
ciated with minor sound, tone or tune and major sound, tone or tune, respectively.
In ancient Tonga, ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe, or ongo, afo, or fasi faka-Pu-
lotu, was a vaka medium/vessel or hala vehicle, by which the living accessed and
paid tribute to the fangakui ancestors,re and their refined'ilo knowledge (and poto
skills) (see Mdhina 1984t 33-36).20 Modern Tongan hiva music is heavily influ-
enced by the European "major" and "minor" music systems, which are translated
into Tongan as maisoa or misoa and maina or mrnoa, respectively.
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Frcunr z. Mata, TWo Intersecting Kohi, Lines.

Kohi(Line)

Frcunn 3. Td or Kohi, Lines: Collection of TWo or More Mata, Points.

vi - collection of Kohi(t"ines)

Frcunn 4. V6: Collection of Kohi' Lines.

6. Kupesi Two Lines Intersectingto Create Geometrical Designs or MotiJs

Fundamentally, all kupesi intricate-elaborate geometric designs or motifs, are

created from hoa pairings/binaries of kohi lines and mata eyes/points (or ava

holes/points).Matalava eyelhole are created from two (or more) intersecting

lines, and a line is formed lrom a serial collection of two (or more) mata points

(see Figs.2 and 3). Again, these kohi lines and mata points, are all created from

hoa pairs/binaries. In tlvdism, kohi line is a representation of td time, and va

space is a parallel collection of two (or more) kohi lines (see Figs' 3 and 4).

All kupesi intricate-elaborate geometric designs or motifs are based on hoa

pairing of kohi lines and mata points. For example, the kupesi known as Manulau

Two-birds is created from intersecting lines and space. Like the hoa pair/binary

of lines and points, the two abstract birds also form a hoa pair/binary (see Fig. 5).

All kupesi intricate-elaborate geometric designs or motifs are based on tatau

symmetries, and all symmetries are formed from hoa pairs/binaries of similar-

ities. Generally, Tongan kupesi intricate-elaborate geometric designs or motifs

are shaped as spherical symmetry, radial symmetry, bilateral symmetry, biradial

symmetry, and fractal syrnmetry. spherical symmetryis created from a hoapaitl

binary of two identical halves through any cut in the center (see Fig. 6). Radial
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Frcunn 5. Manulua, Tlvo-Birds.
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Frcunr 6. Spherical Symmetry: Fo'i Hea Design.
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Frcunn Z. Radial Symmetry: Fata-'a-Th'i Tonga Design.

a:.ii

Frcunn 8. Bilateral Symmetry: Matahihifi Design.
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symmetry is formed from a hoa pair/binary of two identical halves through
verticallhorizontal/diagonal cuts in the center (see Fig. 7). Bilateral symmetry
is shaped from a hoa pair/binary of two identical halves through a single cut in
the center (see Fig. 8). Biradial symmetry is a fusion of bilateral and radial sym-
metries (see Fig. 9). Finally, a fractal symmetry is configured from a hoa pairl
binary of two (or more) identical patterns at all scales (see Fig. l0).

7. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Hahake-Hihifu East West and Tokelau-Tonga North-South

In Tongan philosophical'ilo knowing and ongo feeling, the la'6 sun, mahina
moon, and ngaahi fetu'u stars (see Velt 1990,2011), are, in astronomical
ways, said to vilo turn and takai twist around the Maama Earth. The Maama
Earth is divided into four main locations and directions, hoa or paired into
hahake-hihifo east-west and tokelau-tonga north-south (see items 2 and ll).

FrcunE 9. Biradial Symmetry: ManuEsina by Tavakefaiana SEmisi Potauaine.
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Frcunn ro. Fractal Symmetry: Kauikalilo Design by Sopolemalama Filipe

Tohi.

The revolution of the la? sun around the Maama Earth, begins in the hahake

east, by way of both hopo rising and hake ascending to the tokelau north,

blunga up-above, and, similarly, changes both location and direction by means

of both to falling/setting, and hifo descending to the hihifo/lulunga west. By

changing both location and direction, the la'a sun travels to the tonga south,

placed laln dnwn-below/d9wn-under. So, quite apart from both hopo rising

and hake ascending, defining both hahake east and hihifo west, both tokelau

north and tonga south, are, respectively, associated with blunga up-above and

lalo down-beloddown-under, where the former is'aho day, and the latter p6

night, that is, 'aho-po day-night. On the other hand, the m6hina moon revolves

around the Maama Earth thirteen times, defining the Tongan l3-month calen-

dar, and the lah sun commonly revolves on a'aho-po day-night basis. Both the

moon and the month are called mlhina, signifying their closer relationships as

hoa pairs/binaries in the material art of tufunga fa'a cultivation, and the perfor-

mance arts of faiva toutaiika fishing, faiva faifolau voyaging, and faiva toutai-

vaka navigation, amidst others.

Of enormous interest are in-depth aspects of the tala/lea language of both

faiva faifolau voyaging and toutaivaka navigation. We refer here to such expres-

sions as bku t6-hahake 'etau folau our voyage falls more to the east, bku t6-hi-

hifo'etau folau our voyage falls more to the west, bku tO-blunga'etau folau our

voyage falls more to up-above/high-above, and bku t6-lalo'etau folau our voy-

age falls more to down-below/down-under. By blunga up-above/high-above

and lalo down-below/down-under, reference is made to both tokelau north and
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tonga south, respectively. Another interesting matter relates to the hahake-hi-
hifo east-west, tokelau-tonga north-south, ta-va temporal-formal, fuo-uho
formal-substantial, and ngaue-'aonga functional-practical orientation of the
whole of Tonga, which tends more toward tokelau-tonga north-south, than
hahake-hihifo east-west. Generally, we begin with the islands of Tonga'eiki,
Tongatapu or Tongalahi, and'Eua in the tonga south, through the islands of
Ha'apai in the loto center/middle, and to the islands of Vava'u in the tokelau-ofi
immediate north, and the islands of Niuatoputapu and Niuafobu in the toke-
lau-mamab remote north. On the other hand, the local hahake-hihifo east-west/
tokelau-tonga, north-south t6-va temporal-spatial, fuo-uho formal-substantial,
and ngdue-'aonga functional-practical orientation tends more toward the for-
mer than the latter, as in hahake-hihifo in Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu or Tongalahi,
Ha'apai (where lulunga is uniquely used in place of hihifo both meaning west),
and Vava'u. So, in both popular usage and especially faiva ta'anga poetry and
tufunga lealfaiva lea speech-designing/speech-giving/oratory (see Helu 1999a;
Mahina 2017b; Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006), the tokelau-tonga north-south
hoa pair/binary is intra-islands, that is, across islands, while the hahake-hihifo
east-west hoa pair/binary, is inter-islands, that is, within islands.

More exciting further still is the additional use, especially in both popu-
lar usage and poetry and oratory, of hahake east, hihifo west, tokelau north,
and tonga south, as in the matangi fakahahake easterly winds for maau/
fenipasi order, as opposed to matangi fakahihifo westerly winds for felekeu/
fepaki chaos. Similarly, the same applies to matangi tokelau north winds, and
matangi tonga south winds, where the former is mdfana warm, and the latter
is momoko/mokomoko cold. These states of affairs are deeply linked on both
the ontological (or historical) and epistemological (or metaphorical) levels,
thereby pointing to their being universally fakahoko connected and fakamdvae
separated, that is, fakafelavai intersected in reality, as in nature, mind-heart,
and society. The group of islands in the remote hihifo/lulunga west, in the
Ha'apai islands, notably, Nomuka, is collectively called'Otu Mubmu'a, which
means in the mu'a front, next to the islands of Tonga'eiki and Tongatapu or
Tongalahi. Moreover, the term lulunga west is derived from the movement of
the la? sun around the Maama Earth, especially the expression to-fakalulunga,
which refers to the setting of the lah sun, in the hihifo west. The special case
of Vava'u requires attention, where the islands to the hahake east and tonga
south, are collectively called btumotu hahake eastern islands, and btumotu
lalo, that is, btumotu tonga, both meaning southern islands. There are no
motu islands to the tokelau south, which is situated to the liku windward side,
or to the hihifo west, of both'uta mainland Vava'u. The hiva viki praise song,
"Tongo Fionoa"2r makes use of btumotu tonga (i.e., btumotu lalo) southern
islands, as in the kohi lines, "Pa'ae peau'ihe tu'a Koloa, Pea ongo'i Vava'u moe
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'otumotu tongal"'Waves breaking at the liku of Koloa, Sounding in Vava'u and

southern islandsl'
More interesting still is the use of the hahake-hihifo east-west/tokelau-tonga

north-south td-vd temporal-spatial, fuo-uho formal-substantial, and ngaue-

'aonga functional-practical orientation, especially in me'afaka'eiki funerals,

which tends more toward the use of the former, The enci of the tanu buriai

ritual is commonly marked by a fakam6l6 thank-you lea speech, usually by

the hou'eiki chief, or his matapule chiefly orator, which includes the utter-

ances "Kataki 'a Hahake b me'a atu ki hahake, mo Hihifo ki hihifol'"Please the

Easterners do disperse to the east, and the Westerners to the west." In the dias-

pora, the'ulumotu'a, the most senior patriarch of the kainga extended family,

usually carries out the lea speech, in addition to his role in the organization of
ng6ue men's wealth, in relation to his opposite hoa pair/binary' who is the most

senior matriarch, known as the fahu, who is responsible for the organization of
the koloa women's wealth. Byvirtue of transportation as vaka mediums/vessels

or hala vehicles of human movement, the ritual (and ceremony) of putu funeral

a1d mate death, was locally confined to "intra within" the islands, and as far as

the technological improvement goes, it would not be surprising for both the

tokelau north and tonga south to be soon made part of the equation by way of
"inter across" the islands. By combining all, the hahake east, hihifo west, tokelau

north, and tonga south, it becomes, "Kataki h Hahake b me'a atu ki hahake,

Hihifo ki hihifo, Tokelau ki tokelau, mo Tonga ki tongal"'Please the Easterners

do disperse to the east, Westerners to the west, Northerners to the north, and

Southernero to the eouth."
The use of hahake east and hihifo west, in relation to mata'u right and hema

left, are apparent in two kohi lines of a hiva kakala love song, titled "Ngalu

Fdnifol"'surfing Waves" (see Velt 2000, 2011), namely, "Hema e matangi faka-

hihifo', "One ue'ia e ngalu f6nifol"'The left, westerly blowing winds, Breaking

the waves for surfingi'and two kohi lines of a hiva viki praise song' titled "Hiva

Afa b Vaeal"'Hurricane Song of Noble Vaea" (see Wood-Ellem 2004; also see

Velt 2000), namely, "Ne sikahema fakahihifo, Louloua'a matangi toi"'The left,

westerly blowing winds, Fall they do aggressively.'Hahake east and hihifo west,

like mata'u right and hema left, are linked to ta time and vd space, like fuo

form and uho content, on the ontological (or historical) level and to mo'ui life

and mate death, like tangata men and fefine women, on the epistemological

(or metaphorical) level (Potauaine and Mahina 20ll 1994-16).In the Tongan

taumafakava royal kava ceremony, for example, mata'u right is associated with

mo'ui life and hema left with mate death, as in the two matapule chiefly ora-

tors, flanking the tu i monarch, and officiating both protocol and etiquette on

the mata'u right and hema left sides, respectively. Similarly, in Tongan think-
ing-feeling and practice, the mata'u right and hema left are related to poto
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skillful and vale unskillful, as in the mata'u right-handed and hema left-handed
as mata'u lakupoto skillful right-hand and hema lakuvale unskillful left-hand.
The words of wisdom given by |esus to his kau ako disciples, who when toutai
fishing at the Tahi Kaleli Sea of Galilee, did not catch any'ika fish, was based
on the mata'u-hema rightJeft principle. He advised them to move into the
loloto deep, and put out their kupenga fishnet, fakamata'u right-handedly on
the mata'u be vaka right side (as opposed to the hema be vaka left side), of the
vaka boat, where they hauled up their kupenga fishnet, overflowed with good
fish (Sione lohn 2I:l-12).

8. Ho a Pairs/ Binaries:'Iai Ontology and Vakai Ep istemolo gy

The classical, philosophical dispute between 'iai ontology (or ways of being),
and vakai epistemology (or ways of knowing), is about "reality as it is" and "real-
ity as we know it"; the dispute is therefore not "how we know what we knowi'
"when we know what we knowi"'where we know what we knowi'or "why we
know what we know" but rather "what we really know" (see Anderson 2007;
Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Ka'ili, Mahina, and Addo 2017a: l-17)
(see item 9). From a tdvdist philosophical perspective, then, the epistemological
questions are considered secondary to the ontological questions22 in that the
'ilo knowledge, has to be discovered first before it can be used for the wants of
people and the needs of society. Besides,'ilo knowledge and ongo feeling, are
in and of themselves the epistemological 'ilo knowledge and ongo feeling of t6
time and vi space and fuo form and uho content, the ontological. As ontologi-
cal hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries,
ta time and vd space on the abstract level, and fuo form and uho content on the
concrete level are, in both their indivisibility and indispensability, transcended
as epistemological hoa pairs/binaries to, inter alia, tangata-fefine men-women,
kula-'uli red-black, lah-mihina sun-moon,'aho-pd day-night, mo'ui-mate life-
death, mata'u-hema right-left, and hahake-hihifo east-west (see M6hina, Ka'ili,
Potauaine, Moa, and Mdhina-Tuai 2012:37-55; Potauaine 2011: 194-16). As
actual but metaphorical ta-vi temporal-spatial and fuo-uho formal-substantial
(as well as ng6ue-'aonga functional-practical) entities, the latter are both ta-fuo
temporally-formally defined and vd-uho spatially-substantially composed, in
the productive process.

9. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Ta-Va Time-Space and Fuo-Uho Form-Content

Like fuo and uho form and content on the concrete level, t6 and v6 time and
space on the abstract level are indivisible yet indispensable in reality, as in nature,
mind-heart, and society (see item 8). As such, ta time is verb and definer of v6
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space, as vd space is noun and composer of ta time, and, by implication, fuo

form is verb and definer of uho content, and uho content is noun and composer

of fuo form (Ka'iIi20l7a,20l7b; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

From a tavdist philosophical view, both td time and va space and fuo form and

uho content on the abstract and concrete levels are regarded as the common

vaka mediums/vesseis or haia vehicles for the independent existence of aii

things in reality, as in nature, mind-heart, and society. On both the abstract and

concrete levels, ti time and fuo form have tapataha/fa'ahitaha one dimension,

and vd space and uho content have tapatolu/fa'ahitolu three dimensions, that

is, mablunga/loloto height/depth,loloa length, and maokupu/falahi breadth/

width. In all, both ta time and vd space on the abstract level and fuo form and

uho content on the concrete level have tapafa/fa'ahifd four dimensions. It fol-

lows that all things in reality, as in nature, mind-heart, and society, arc tapafal

fa'ahifd four-dimensional, rather than tapatolu/fa'ahitolu three-dimensional. To

simply treat reality, as in nature, mind-heart, and society, to be only tapatolu/

fa'ahitolu three-dimensional, is to make it essentially "fuo-less" "formless" and

"te-lcas""timclcss" (cee Ko'ili ?0I7a: 62-7L;Mdhina 20I7: I33-53)'

10. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Faitob Healing

The Tongan tufunga faitob material art of faitob healing, involves tofotob open-

ing through faitob healing, to tukutob ending/closing, thereby marking the

kamata beginning through the faitob healing, to the ngata ending of the healing

process (Mihina 2002a: 303-8). The tukutob ending/closing of faitob healing is

marked by kaukautuku final bath using hoa pairs/binaries of medicinal herbal

leaves; the vai and tulu'i potions made from herbal leaves, fruits, and barks are

arranged as hoa pairs/binaries. The word tafatob evokes a befitting imagery of
'bperating upon' and 'bpening up' the sino body or 'atamai minci, anci taiang

out the disease, sickness, or illness through the process of faitob healing, when

it is closed again once complete. As a hoa pair/binary, both tafatob opening

and tukutob ending/closing mark the kamata beginning and ngata ending of
the process of faitob healing, where they are fakatatau mediated, transform-

ing them from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos, to a state of maau/fendpasi,

order through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mllie/
fakabfobfa beauty, The concepts and practices oftafatob and tukutob are also

identified as me'abfa gifts of kava roots, which act as tokens of fakamalO thank

you for the services provided. The terms tofotob and tefetob are variations of
tafatob opening, where tofo, tefe, and tafa commonly but neutrally mean oper-

ating, cutting, or opening. The word tefe is largely reserved for circumcision,

which is also known as kamu and kaukau, with the Tongan translation and

abbreviation kamu taken from the biblically led English word'tircumcisel'
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Also, the term kaukau means "bathe," derived from the kaukau dip in the sea

by the patient of circumcision for healing purposes. Even the word vale for the
mentally ill is now replaced by the phrase puke mahaki'ia faka'atamai, which is
fused and confused with the expression puke mahaki'ia fakamahina monthly
menstrual periods of women.

These changes are ill informed, problematically informed by some unexam-
ined, unwarranted, subjective moralistic considerations. The words'disease,"
"sicknessl'and "illness" are known in Tonga as mahaki and puke, referring to
being "empty'' of sai, wellness, and 'possessed' of mahaki, disease/sickness/ill-
ness (see Helu 1999b: 37-46,1999c: 68-83; Mdhina 2002a:303-8). The chief
purposes of faitob healing are therefore to "fill up" the state of 'tmptiness" with
sai wellness, and "dispossess" the 'possessed' of mahaki, disease and puke sick-
ness/illness, as a condition of kehekehe/potupotukehekehe/ta'etatau imbalance.
Apart from the terms kamu circumcision and kaukau bathe, the word vale, as

in valea and valenga as a state of mind and heart, simply means that the'atamai
mind and ongo feeling are "losing the grip on" or "losing touch with" reality.
By virtue of faitob healing, it strictly means actively engaging in the restoring
of one's "grip orf'or "touch with'reality (see Mahina 1999,2002a:303-S). This
is the case with the ancient Tongan philosophy of ako education, which criti-
cally involves a t6-va temporal-spatial and fuo-uho formal-substantial (as well
as ngdue-honga functional-practical) transformation of htamai mind and ongo
feeling from vale ignorance, to'ilo knowledge and loto desire, to poto skills
(see Mahina 2008b: 67-96). Similarly, the words hoholokovi/hoholotamaki for
aging badly has displaced the terms'atamai-ngalongalo and loto-ngalongalo
forgetful mind and forgetful heart,23 normally used for Alzheimer's disease and
dementia as mental conditions. The terms hoholokovi/hoholotamaki aging
badly are instead used for people who do not act their age, as in older, married
men who court a female tou'a kava server in faikava kava drinking. Ironically,
these labels are, while problematic, Western in essence, fashionably dressed up
anew (see Poltorak 2004,2011 217-34) in place of their Tongan equivalents,
which hold both their depth and their breadth (see Vaka 2014).

lL Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Vaka Boat, Kava and Fale House

According to oral history, the first waves of people who sailed all the way from
the northwest moana ocean in their long-distant seaworthyvaka boats to Tonga
from their ancestral homeland Pulotu initially took shelter in caves and tree
trunks (see Mdhina 1992,7993: 109-21). Not long after safe arrival, it dawned
on them to have their vaka boats turned upside down as temporary shelters.
Their vaka boats, now became their fale houses. A kava beverage was prepared
for drinking as part of their religious rites and ceremonies inside one of the
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fale houses where they sang and danced their thanksgiving prayers to the'Otua

Gods of the sea and wind, Lulu and Latu, for their divine protection. The kava

was thus created at the fakafelavai intersection, that is, fakahoko connection

and fakamdvae separation of the vaka boat and the fale house (see items 2 and

7). So it follows that, the fale house, is a vaka fakafobhifo upside-down boat,

anci the vaka boat is a faie iakafobhake <iownside up house, wiih ihc kava place,J

in-between (see Fifita 2016; Potauaine 2010; Mdhina 201Ib,2013)' The key

positions in the kava fuololoa oval2a were named after the vaka boat, which was

now a fale house. Among these were the top of the fuolOloa oval as the seat of
the high'eiki chiel called the olovaha after the taumu'a bow, with both sides,

telekanga port and kaokao starboard, for the other high-ranking'eiki chiefs,

named alofi after the rowers and the kava makers seated at the taumuli stern'

opposite the olovaha called tou'a after the taula anchor'

The fale house, may be considered in relation to the fefine woman' derived

from kelekele/fakele earth/soil, f6'ele birth, and fl'e mother (see Potauaine 2010).

By implication, the vaka boat, fale house, and kava, which are derivatives of
one another, may also be considered in relation to the fefine woman. All three,

namely, the vaka boat, fale house, and kava, are themselves mediums/vessels/

vehicles. The vaka boat, protects the navigators, voyagers, and travelers from

both the ngalu/peau waves and matangi/havili winds,25 and the fale house pro-

tects the dwellers and inhabitants from the elements, notably, the la'd sun,'uha,

rain, and matangi/havili winds. Similarly, kava, which protects people and their

environment from hectic states of social organization, is fakatatau mediated at

the fakahoko connection and fakamflvae separation, that is, fakafelavai intersec-

tion of the vaka boat and fale house. This is most evident in a specific technique

of royal kava making called the milolua/vilolua double-twists-and-turns, where

all the activities are in equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar hoa

pairs/binaries from the presenting an<i <iivi<iing, through the bounciing anci pre-

paring, to the mixing and serving. Overall, on the general level, more of these

hoa pairs/binaries are seen in the wider hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, and socio-

ecodynamic relationships (see Mdhina 201lb, 2013) between the vaka boat, fale

house, and kava as fakahoko connecting and fakamivae separating entities'

Apart from his many other great achievements' Lo'au, in both his capacity

and capability of a renowned tufunga fonua social architect/engineer' is known

as the author of both the tala be tupu'anga be kava moe t6, origin mlth of
kava and sugarcane plants, as well as the tala be ouau be kava moe to, proto-

col of kava and sugarcane plants (see Mdhina 1992,1993t 109-21)' The tala

be tupuanga be kava moe t6, origin mlth of kava and sugarcane plants, is a

mixture of both faiva fakaoli comedy and faiva fakamamahi tragedy. Faiva

fakaoli comedy deals with the fakahoko connection and fakamlvae separation,

that is, fakafelavai intersection of ngalipoto normality and ngalivale absurdity'
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resulting in kata laughter. Faiva fakamamahi tragedy deals with anga'itangata
sociality and anga'imanu animality, with the outcome of fakami shame (see

Mdhina 2008at 37-54,201lat 140-66). The origin story revolves around kava
and t6, kava and sugarcane plants, which are fakahoko connected and fakama-
vae separated or fakafelavai intersected, by way of their kona bitter and melie
sweet qualities, respectively. The tala be ouau be kava moe t6 protocol of kava
and sugarcane plants, incorporates both plants and their respective qualities.
Both plants are prepared, where the kava is drunk as a narcotic beverage, then
eaten with the t6 sugarcane. That is, one inu drinks the kona bitterness first
before one kai eats the melie sweetness. The moral of both the story and the
protocol are such that, as for all lasting best and permanent human endeavors,
one begins with kona bitterness, and ends with melie sweetness, in that logical
order of precedence (see Fifita 2016; Mdhina 2011b,2013).26

12. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Fonua Person and Place

As a pan-Moanan Oceanian ecology-centered human concept and practice,
the Tongan word fonua variously exists as hanua, honua, vanua, fanua, fenua,
enua, and whenua (see Mdhina 1992,1993t 109-21) (see items 13 and 14). The
ecology-centric human conception and action of fonua embraces both ecology
and society as indivisible but indispensable hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and
opposite/different/dissimilar binaries. In the case of Tonga, fonua as a thinking,
feeling, and practice is constitutive of both 'persorf' and "placd' (i.e., t6 time and
vd space) as inseparable but indispensable hoa pairs/binaries, where the former
is a td temporal marker of the latter, which is, in turn, a va spatial composer of
the former (see Mahina 1992,1999,2010:768-202).From a tavaist philosophical
view fonua person and place, can be generally defined as a t6-vl temporal-spa-
tial' fuo-uho formal-substantial, and ngiue-'aonga functional-practical yet cycli-
cal and plural movement from fd'ele birth, as the first fonua, through mo'ui life as
the second fonua, to mate death as the third fonua, respectively, characterized by
the valevale/tama fetus and taungafanau mother's placenta and manava womb,
kakai people and htakai/kelekele environment/land, and the mate dead and
fonualoto burial places. Such a movement of plurality and complexity of things,
events, and states of affairs are fakatatau mediated, transforming them from a
condition offelekeu/fepaki chaos,to a state ofmaau/fenapasi order,through sus-
tained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and milie/fakabfobfa beauty.
The concept and practice offonua person and place can be both affectively and
effectively used as a critique of the highly problematic idealist-rationalist, sep-
aratist-dualist, anthropocentric Western-led, UN-driven, "modern" doctrine of
sustainable development,2T which severs people from the environment, thereby
privileging society above and beyond ecology.
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1 3. Ho a P air s / Bin ar ie s: F onu a / Kalatu a Culture

The thinking-feeling and praxis of hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and oppo-

site/different/dissimilar binaries, is deeply albeit broadly entrenched within

and across the whole spectrum of Tongan culture (and language),28 as in all

tvoes of disciplinars Draetrces and forms of social activities (see items 12 and.]E''-....-.r...-..-lr
14).In mathematical, numerical ways, Tongans commonly organize things into

tauhoa, such as 2,4,6, and so on, and ta'etauhoa for example, 1, 3, 5, and so

on, as in the making of medicinal potions from herbal leaves, seeds and barks,

the positioning of dancers in dance performances, and the presenting of ngdue

and koloa as forms of ment and women's work in such rites and ceremonies as

the taumafakava royal kava ceremony. On the other hand, these real numbers

are, by inverting them, made into poetical equations, as in the treatment of

two married people, two kingly lines, and two kava clubs, each tatau equaling

one (i.e., one plus one equals one). These instances actively though critically

engage in the fakatatau, mediation, of the fakahoko connection and fakamavae

separation, that is, fakafelavai intersection, of the lahi diversity in unity, and, by

the same measure, unity in diversity. In such,lahi many and taha one, are trans-

formed from a situation of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a condition of maau/fenapasi

order through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and, more

so, m6lie/fakabfobfa beauty.

In Tonga, ako education and'aati art, are closely aligned to one another, where

both are made synonymous in the production of ilo knowledge (and poto skills)'

and milie/fakabfobfa beauty. By extension, ako education is organized along

the three main divisions of 'aati arts, namely, faiva performance arts, tufunga

material arts, and nimamea'a fine arts (see Mdhina 2008b: 67-96). Herein, all

types of disciplinary practices and forms of social activities are arranged by ways

nf han nrir.c of enrral/samelsimilar and oooosite/different/dissimilar binaries.-rr ---'
In the faiva performance arts, they include, inter alia hoafaiva co-performance

artists, hoafaiako co-teachers, hoalakalaka co-lakalaka-dancers' hoafanifo

co-surfers, hoatau co-warriors, hoatoutaivaka/hoafaifolau, co-navigators/voy-

agers, hoalafo co-lafo-disc-throwers, hoahiva co-singers, hoafuhu co-boxers,

and hoasika co-javelin-throwers. In the tufunga material arts, they include'

among others, hoatufunga co-material artists, hoalangafale co-house-builders,

hoafa'a co-cultivators, hoafo'uvaka co-boat-builders, hoalalava co-kafa-sen-

nit-intersectors, hoatdtatau co-tattooists, hoatdtongitongi co-wood-sculptors,

hoatongiukamea co-steel-sculptors, hoatd.rnaka co-stone-cutters, and hoafon-

olei co-jewelers. In the nimamea'a fine arts, they include, among others, hoako-

ka'anga co-bark-cloth-makers, hoalalanga co-mat-weavers, hoatuimatala'ihkau

co-embroiderers, hoalangaleisi co-crochet-makers, hoatuikakala co-flower-de-

signers, hoalangatabvala co-tabvala-mat-weavers, hoalangakatomosikaka
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co-mosikaka-basket-weavers, hoalangakatoalu co-alu-basket-weavers, and
hoatuitangaipilo co -pillow- case-makers.

14. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Tauhiva Relationality and Faifatongia Functionality

The Tongan concepts and practices of tauhivd keeping sociospatial relations
and faifatongia performing socioeconomic functions (see Ka'ili 2005, 2009,
2017),2e arc,inboth their inseparability and their indispensability as hoa pairs of
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries (see Ka'ili 2017 a,
2017b), fundamental to Tongan culture, where the former is regarded as a faiva
performance art, and the latter as an artistic (and literary) device (see items 12
and 13).In this general context, the fai performance of fatongia socioeconomic
functions, temporally defines the tauhi keeping of the v6 sociospatial relations,
which, in turn, spatially composes the fatongia socioeconomic obligations. On
the other hand, in specific terms, the concept and practice of tauhiva keep-
ing sociospatial relations can be divided into tauhi keeping and vd sociospatial
relations, where the former, tauhi keeping, is a verb and definer of the latter, v6
sociospatial relations, which is, in turn, a noun and composer of tauhi keeping
sociospatial relations. Likewise, the term faifatongia performing socioeconomic
functions, can also be divided into fai performing and fatongia socioeconomic
obligations, where the former, fai performing, is a verb and definer of the lat-
ter, fatongia socioeconomic functions, which is, in turn, a noun and composer
of fai, performing socioeconomic obligations. Depending on their fakatatau
mediation, within and across both the specific and the general contexts, it can
result in either vdlelei good relations, fiefia happiness, melino peace, tu'umdlie
prosperity, and, more importantly, tau'atdina freedom, or alternatively, vdkovi
bad relations, mamahi sadness, vdtau instability, tu'utlmaki poverty, and, above
all, popula oppression. The same parallel the Samoan soa pair/binary of teulevd
decorating sociospatial relations, and tautua enacting socioeconomic services.
Like the privileging of va space, beyond ta time, the severance of tauhivd keep-
ing sociospatial relations, and teulevi decorating sociospatial relations, from
faifatongia performing socioeconomic functions, and tautua enacting socio-
economic services, respectively, defies both their indivisibility and their indis-
pensability, in reality, as in nature, mind-heart, and society.

15. Hoa Pairs/Binaries: Nga'ahoa, the Tongan Binary Counting System

Hoa, in terms of nga'ahoa binary, are central to the Tongan mathematical
counting system. All Tongan material goods, such as .ufi yams, ika fishes, au
thatches, niu coconuts, tutu strips of barkcloth, and pulopula yam seedlings,
were counted based on a nga'ahoa binary. For example, two yams are taha



'Ufi,Yam Number of Yams

Fo'i 'ufi e taha (a single yam) I

I Nga'ahoa (l binary) 2

2 Nga'ahoa (2 binaries) 4

2 Nga'ahoa mo e fo'i 'ufi e I (two Binaries + a single

yam)

5

Kau 'ufi e 1 (10 binaries x 1) or (10 binaries = 20) 20

Kau'ufi e2 (10 binaries x 2) 40

Kau 'ufi e l0 (10 binaries x 10) 200

Kau 'ufi e 20 (i0 binaries x 20) 400

Kau 'ufi e 100 (10 binaries x 100) 2,000

Kau 'ufi e 5,000 (10 binaries x 5,000) 100,000

Kau 'ufi e 100,000 (10 binaries x 100,000) 2,000,000
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Thsrn r.. Nga'ahoa: Tongan Binary Counting System.

nga'ahoa one binary. Four yams are ua nga'ahoa two binaries, and five yams

are ua nga'ahoa mo e fo'i 'ufi e taha two binaries and one yam.When the num-

ber of yams reaches twenty, the name of the binary changes from nga'ahoa to

kau a group of twenty yams in two pairs (ten yams in each pair)' Twenty yams

are kau ,ufi e taha, and forty yams are kau 'ufi e ua two kau 'ufi. Likewise, two

hundred yams are kau 'ufi e hongofulu, ten kau 'ufi, and two thousand yams

are kau ,ufi e teau, one hundred kau 'ufi. Note that the counting system is

based on nga'ahoa binary and kau, ten nga'ahoa binaries' Thus, the Tongan

mathematicai counting system is funciamentaiiy grouncieci on hoa pairsibiria-

ries (see Table 1).

Talangata Conclusion

This critical examination of hoa pairs/binaries raises fundamental questions

about the possible connection and separation or intersection of t6vaism's

hoa pairs/binaries to the binary oppositions of structuralism and poststruc-

tualism. Tdviism's hoa pairs/binaries is deeply grounded in realism, whereas

the binary opposition of structuralism/poststructuralism is based on ideal-

ism. Furthermore, tdvAism places equal values on the constituent elements

of hoa pairs/binaries (ta time and vd space, fuo form and uho content, faka-

hoko connection and fakamdvae separation, maau/fendpasi order and felekeu/

fepaki chaos) as a matter of reality, whereas the constituent elements of the
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binary oppositions ofstructuralism are placed in a hierarchy. Poststructuralism
departed from structuralism in its critique of the hierarchical nature of the
binary opposition promoted by structuralism. This form of critique is known
as deconstruction, which was formulated and promoted by the famous French
philosopher Jacques Derrida. Poststructuralism criticized structuralism (espe-
cially L6vi-Strauss's structuralism) for centering one element of the binary
opposition while marginalizing the other. For example, in structuralism's
binary opposition of male-female, there is a privileging of male over female.
This criticism by poststructuralism of the hierarchical arrangement of the
binary in structuralism is in agreement with the tivdism,s critique of the priv-
ileging of a certain element of the hoa pair/binary in current scholarship. For
example, tdvdism has criticized the privileging of vd space over ta time, or ta
time over va space, in current theories. In addition, tdvaism has problematized
the centering of connection while marginalizing separation in many scholarly
writings. whereas poststructuralism understands binary oppositions as based
on cognitive structure (idealism), tdvdism understands hoa pairings/binaries
across nature, mind and society as grounded on concrete reality (realism).
Despite the agreeance between poststructuralism and tavdism in their criticism
of the hierarchical nature of the constituent elements of binary oppositions,
they fundamentally disagree on the basis of reality.

The Tongan thinking and praxis of hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and
opposite/diffrent/dissimilar binaries are fundamental to the Indigenous Tongan
Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality. This Tongan conception and action
of hoa pairs/binaries is deeply grounded in view of the philosophical fact that
all things in realiry as in nature, mind, and society, stand in eternal relations of
exchange, giving rise to maau/fendpasi order and felekeu/fepaki chaos. By vir-
tue ofthis tavaist philosophical fact, as a corollary, everylvhere in reality, as in
nature, mind, and society, is fakafelavai intersection, and there is nothing over
and above fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation. By the same token,
as a corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, is mata-
ava eye-hole and there is nothing above and beyond mata eye and ava hole
(see Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011 194-216). By extension, as
another corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, is hoa
pairs/binaries and there is nothing over and beyond hoatatau pairs/binaries of
equal/similar/same entities/identities/tendencies and hoakehekehe pairs/bina-
ries of opposite/different/dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies.

This is most conspicuous in the transcendence of ta-va time-space, fuo-
uho form-content, fakahoko-fakamdvae connection-separation (i.e., fakafela-
vai intersection), and mata-ava eye-hole from the ontological (i.e., historical)
level to fefine-tangata men-women, kula-'uli red-black, la'a-mahina sun-moon,
'aho-p6 day-night, and mo'ui-mate life-death (see Potauaine and Mahina 201l:
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194-216; Mahina, Ka'ili, Potauaine, Moa, and Mahina-Tuai 2012t 37-55) on

the epistemological (i.e., metaphorical) level. A selection of hoa pairs/binaries

has been examined from across reality, as in nature, mind, and society, for the

purposes of both demonstration and reflection. All these instances actively but

iritically engage in the transformation of hoa pairs/binaries from a condition
'r I ! -r- - - ^C ^^^.. /f^^i*^^: ^-l^* +L*^"^L' c"c+ainaloI leleKeu/rcpaKl Llraus tu a s[itlc ul lrlddu/rrrt4yaor vruvlt 'rrruu6rr

tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty. By way

of kaha'u futurism, we strongly think and feel that the Tongan (and Moanan

Oceanian) logical-philosophical concept and practice of hoa pairs/binaries

stands to contribute to the hoa pairs/binaries of real intelligence and artificial

intelligence.
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NOTES

l. Knowledge application for the wants ofpeople and needs ofsociety.

2. The root word of kehekehe is kehe, both meaning'difference."

3, The root word of hohoa is hoa, both meaning 'pair" or "binaryi'

4. The word mdlie is a variation of the term melie, both meaning "sweetl'that is, lovely and
beautiful.

5. Both the words timaki and mahi mean'touf'(or kona bitter) used as a heliaki metaphor,
for sad things; the root word of mamahi is mahi, both meaning "sadnessl' The performance
art of tragedy is called faiva fakamamahi, which is concerned with "sad things" as opposed
to its hoa, faiva fakaoli, the performance aft of comedy, the chief concern of which is with
"funny things."

6. Here tubtu'atatau and tubtu'akehekehe are respective variations relating to ongo, afo, or
fasi fahhitatau, literally 'tound, tone, or tune of the same side, order, or beingi' that is, sound
of mo'ui life, and of the kau mo'ui living, and ongo afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe, literally "sound,
tone, or tune of a different side, order, or beingi'that is, sound of mate death, and of the kau
mate dead.

7. Some other variations include anomelie-anotamaki/anoanomelie-anoanotamaki sweet-
sour, faingamalie-faingatimaki opportunity-difficulty, kaungamdlie-kaungatamaki suffi-
cient-insufficient, manumanumelie-manumanutamaki beauty-ugly, tahimelie-tahitamaki
good sea conditions-bad sea conditions, and tu'amelie-tu'atamaki/fakatuhmelie-fakatu'ata-
maki good hope-bad hope/hopeful-unhopeful.

8. Comparative logic can be defined as the study of the structure of reality and of existence
(see Anderson 2007).

9. Or hala, which means path, road, way, or conduit (channel), as in the heliaki proverb,
"T€volo hala he sikotal"'The devil manifests itself by the path, road, way, or conduit (channel)
of a kingfisher" (The Tongan word for tevolo devil, is fa'ahikehe, literally meaning "being-
of-a-different-side" (or the'bther" side), which refers to the side of mate death, and the kau
mate dead (as opposed to its opposite hoa, pair fa'ahitatau, which literally means "being-of-
the-same-sidej'that is, of mo'ui life, and the kau mo'ui,living). Both vaka and hala also mean
receptacle, vessel, vehicle, or conduit (channel).

10. As opposed to their singular, techno-teleological, analltical, atomistic, and linear
arrangements in the West.

I l. See ancient Tongan philosophy of ako education, as a ta-va temporal-spatial, and fuo-uho
formal-substantial (as well as ngdue-'aonga functional-practical) transformation of the human
htamai mind and fakakaukau thinking on the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desire on the
other, from vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge to poto skill, in that logical order ofprecedence.

12. Or honga utility, ngdue practicality (or tekinikale technicality) as opposed to quality.

125
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13. The word "havilf' is rooted in the term "vili," a variation of vilo, which is hoa or paired

with takai, that is, vilo takai/vilotakai twist-and-turn. A dritl, which is, by nature, spiral-t1pe/

vortexlike, is named vili, often uttered as mata'i vili or mata'ivili eye-of-the-drill and/or ava'i

vili or ava'ivili eye-of-the-drill.

14. Also taumu'atonua and taumulitonua, referring to both the taumu'a bow, and the taumui

stern, of the vaka boat, which is tonu/tonua on-course, in reiation to both its points of iau-

langa folau ki ai destination, and its taulanga folau mei ai origination, respectively.

15. Also taurnu'avalea and taumulivaleai a reference to both the taumu'a bow, and the tau-

mui stern, of the vaka boat, which is vale/valea off-course, in relation to both the respective

taulanga-folau-ki-ai destination and taulanga-folau-mei-ai origination.

16. A sermon conducted by president Rev. Kiopeti Mahina at the funeral service of Rev.

Dr. Sione 'Ilomaisini Lea (Leameivaka), former president, Siasi Fakatahataha 'ae Kakai

Tonga'i Nu'usila, United Church of Tonga in New Zealand, Taufa'ahau Tupou IV Church,

Otahuhu-Mangere,Auckland, New Zealand, March, 2020.

17. When a punake poet, wants to mate die, he/she is in deep bfa love, meaning factual bfa

love and metaphorical mate death (Kavaliku l96lt 49-67,1977;Mahina2005a: 136-47).

18. The word mdlie beauty, is used for faiva performance arts, while the term fakabfobfa

beauty, is used for both tufunga material arts and nimamea'a fine arts. On the other hand, the

words talavou and hoihoifua, largely referring to physical beauty, are used for tangata men and

fefi ne women, respectively.

lg. Their laumdlie everlasting souls, are thought to be in the kuohili/kuongamu'a Past, yet in

the mua front, where they are placed as guidance for people and on which the yet-to-come

kaha'u/kuongarnui future, plaecd il tlc lrui bask, is brought to bcar, and both arc constontly

fakatatau mediated, in the ever-changing lotolotonga/kuongaloto present.

20. Name of a special tongo mangrove, tree at Koloa, the island and royal residence of Tu'i
T^--^:- 1r^.,^.,,lultE4 llr vav4 u.

21. This parallels the tivdist philosophical treatment of'aati art (and litilesa literature),

where the primary concerns are with "what art isl'that is,"art worki'followed by the second-

ary concerns with "what art is for" and "what art is by means ofl' that is, "art use" and'bft
historyi' respectively, in that logical order of precedence.

22. The Tongan words for Alzheimer's disease and dementia as a mental condition are'ata-

mai ngalongalo forgetful mind; cf. loto ngalongalo forgetful heart, which are linked to both

the'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, in the 'uto brain on the one hand, and ongo feeling

and loto desire in the fatu/mafu heart, on the other.

23. The fuo formal, shape of the kava is fuoldloa oval/ovular, as are the vaka boat and fale

house, after the fale fakaManuka (or fale fakaManua in Samoan) as opposed to the fuo for-

mal, shape of the tano'a bowl, which is fuopotopoto circle/circular, after the fale ha'oti (or fale

maota in Samoan). Whereas the tano'a is for kava, the kumete and sene are' respectively, for

faitob healing and ngaohikai cooking, all as varieties ofbowls.
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24.Bolh peau/ngalu waves and matangi/havili winds, are aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
in terms ofboth quality and functionality, as in the case ofthe vaka boat and fale house, which
involves the fakatatau mediation, ofthe elements by way offakahoko connection and fakamd-
vae separation, that is, fakafelavai intersection. What goes on within and across the vaka boat
and fale house, as in kava between them, is socioecodynamic, defined by fonua people and
their environment. Both peau/ngalu waves and matangi/havili winds, are forms of mata eye,

and/or ava hole, that is, point, where ivi energy is most dense and intense.

25. This was the story ofboth the kava and the sugarcane plants, which peaked in the sacri-
fice of Kava through mate death, which began with kona bitterness, followed by melie sweet-
ness, when both became a lasting social institution of both aesthetic and pragmatic, political,
and economic significance in Tonga (see Mahina 1992). This parallels the story of fesus when
he was sent to the world to salvage people from mate death to mo'ui life (John 3:16), where
he ended up himself giving up his mo'ui life and mate died, for the so-called sinners, which
paved the way for Christianity as a lasting social and religious institution. One can say that
the tala be fonua, telling ofthe land and its people, is deeply embedded in the talanoa be kava
moe t6, telling of the kava and sugarcane plants, while the tala be lotu Kalisitiane, telling of
Christianity, is deeply entrenched in the tala be kolosi 'akaufakalava telling of the cross.

26. Sustainable development is a form of economic development, which is a post-World War
II,Western-based, UNJed capitalist doctrine, followed by political governance as a post-Cold
War,Western-driven, UN-based democratic doctrine, where both capitalism and democracy
are now combined as inseparable but indispensable hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and
opposite/different/disimilar binaries. As a "modern" doctrine, economic is defined as a devel-
opment that meets the needs of the present generations while compromising the needs of
future generations.While the formulation of sustainable development was a global solution to
climate change as a global problem, the environment is omitted from the equation.

2T.Bothfonualkalatua culture and tala/lea language, are merely human vaka mediums/ves-
sels hala vehicles, for the dialectical composition and historical communication of ilo knowl-
edge (and poto skills), in ta fime and vi space.

28. As indivisible but indispensable hoa pairs of equal/sarne/similar and opposite/different/
disimilar binaries, tauhivi keeping sociospatial relations, and faifatongia performing socio-
economic obligations, is a Tongan form of tauhtaina'democracyi' as are the Western political
and economic systems democracy and capitalism inseparable yet indispensable hoa pairs of
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/disimilar binaries, where the former is thought
and felt to be mediated in the latter, conducted in the so-called free market, which is believed
to have both a mind and a spirit of its own.

29. From a tavaist philosophical perspective, liliulea language translation, involves a td-vd
time-space, fuo-uho form-content, and ngdue-'aonga function-practice, transformation of
'ilo knowledge (and poto skills), between two languages (and cultures), where their common
points of fakahoko connection and fakamivae separation, that is, fakafelavai intersection,
are transformed from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a state of maau/fendpasi order
through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and milie/fakabfobfa beauty
(see Kalavite 2019: 17 3 -83).
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

The following Tongan terms, liliu kihe, translated into their English tatau equals

and kehekehe opposite3o are instances of hoa pairs/binaries informed by way of
fakafelavai intersection, that is, fakahoko connection and fakamdvae separation

on the one hand, and mata-ava eye-hole, that is' mata eye and ava hole, on the

other. As hoa pairs/binaries, they are fakatatau, mediated by way of fakahoko

connection and fakamflvae separation, that is, fakafelavai intersection' where

they are liliu transformed from a situation of felekeu/fepaki chaos, to a condi-

tion of maau/fepaki order, through sustained tatau s).rnmetry and potupotutatau

harmony and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty.

aa
'aati

afo
'aho

ako

hlomalie
hlotimaki
anomelie
anoanomelie
anotamaki
anoanotdmaki
'aonga

?takai
htamai
htamai ngalongalo

ava

efiafi
'eiki

enua
fa'ahi
fa'ahitatau, fakafa'ahitatau

awake, waking
art
harmony, simultaneous pitch
day
educate, education
good weather conditions
bad weather conditions
sweet; see kanomelie sweet

overly sweet; see kanokanomelie overly sweet

sour; see kanotdmaki
overly sour; see kanokanotamaki
use, useful; see utility, functionality
environment
mind
Alzheimer's disease, dementia, forgetful mind;
see loto ngalongalo forgetful desire

hole; see mata eye

evening
chief, chiefly
"person" and "place"; see fonua
dimension; see tapa dimension
side-of-the-same-order, i.e., of life and the

living; cf. Maama Earth (symbolic name for
Tonga) as the world of mortals



fa'ahikehe, fakafa'ahikehe

fai
faifatongia

faingamalie
faingatamaki
fakap6'uli
fakatatau
fakatupu
fa'ahitaha
fahhitolu
fa'ahifa
faiva faifolau
faiva fananga
faiva fakatupu
faiva haka
faiva hiva
faiva lea heliaki
faiva ta'anga

faiva talanoa
faiva talatupu'a
faiva toutaiika
faiva toutaivaka
faitob
fakaangaanga
faka'eke
fakafelavai
fakahaka
fakahoko
fakakaukau
fakamaka
fakatotolo
fatu
rae
fa'ele

faiva
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side-of-a-different-order, i.e., of death and the
dead; see Pulotu
(syrnbolic name for Fiji) as ancestral home-
land and afterworld of Moana Hihifo Western
Moana; cf. Hawaiki as ancestral homeland and
afterworld of Moana Hahake Eastern Moana
do
performing socioeconomic obligations; see

tauhiva, keeping sociospatial relations
opportunity
difficulty
dark, darkness
mediation
creation
one dimension
three dimensions
four dimensions
performance art of voyaging
performance art of legends
performance art of creation
performance art of dance
performance art of music
performance art of speech giving
performance art of poetry
performance art of storpelling
performance art of myths
performance art of fishing
performance art of navigation
healing
draft
inquiry
intersection
choreography
connection
thinking
fossilized
research

heart; see mafu heart
mother
birth
performance art



faikava
fakele
fakamdvae
fanua
fakabfobfa
fatongia
fa'u
faiva fakamamahi
faiva fakaoli
faiva talanoa
fakatuhmelie
fakatuatdmaki
falahi
fasi

fefine
feholoaki
fehi'a
fekumi
felekeu
fenua
fepaki
fiefia
fika matelau
fika tauhoa
fika ta'etauhoa
fobu
fonua
fonualoto

fuo
fuo-uho
fuofuonoa
hae

hahake
hahake-hihifo
haka
hake
hala
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kava drinking
birth; see fa'ele birth
separation
"person" and "placd'; see fonua
beauty; see milie beauty
obiigation, function
create
performance art of tragedy
performance art of comedy
performance art of storytelling
hopeful
unhopeful
width; see breadth, maokupu
tone; tune, air, melody, sequential pitch; leading

voice
woman
error
hate, hatred
research
chaos
"person" and "place"; see fonua
conflict
happy, happiness
1, one
even number
odd number
original, new
"person' anci "piace"; peopie anci environment
burial place; see fa'itoka and mala'e burial
places

form; see uho content
form-contenti see t6-va time-space

formless
tear, tearing
east; see hihifo west

east-west; see tokelau-tonga north-south
dance, bodily movement
going-up, ascending; see hahake east

medium, vessel or vehicle; way; see tala tell,

telling
lefthema



hanua
heliaki
hifo
hihifo
hoa

hoafaiako
hoafaiva
hoafhnifo
hoafuhu
hoakehekehe

hoalalava
hoasika
hoatdtatau
hoalangakatomosikaka
hoalangakatoalu
hoalangatabvala
hoatatongitongi
hoatuikakala
hoatuitangaipilo
hoatuimatala'i'akau
hohoakehekehe

hoafaifolau
hoalafo
hoalakalaka
hoamdlie

hoafaiako
hoatoutaivaka
h6hoamalie

hoholokovi
hoholotamaki
honua
hoatatau

h6hoatatau
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' person' and ' place"; see fonua
artistic (and literary) device
going-down, descending; see hihifo west
west
pair/binary or pairs/binaries of equal/same/
similar and opposite/different/dissimilar
co-teachers
co-performers
co-surfers
co-boxers
opposite/different/dissimilar entities/identities/
tendencies, pair/binary or pairs/binaries
co-intersectors
co-javelin-throwers
co-tattooists
co -mosikaka-basket-weavers

co- alu-basket-weavers
co-waist-mat-weavers
co-steel-sculptors
co-flower-designers
co -pillow-case-makers

co-embroiders
opposite/different/dissimilar entities/identities/
tendencies, p air lbinary or pairs/binaries
co-voyagers
co -lafo- disc-throwers
co-lakalaka-dancers
equal/same/similar entities/identities/tenden-
cies, pair/binary or pairs/binaries
co-teachers
co-navigators
equal/same/similar entities/identities/tenden-
cies, pair/binary or pairs/binaries
aging badly
aging sourly; see hoholokovi aging badly
'person" and "placd'; see fonua
equal/same/similar entities/identities/tenden-
cies, pair/binary or pairs/binaries
equal/same/similar entities/identities/tenden -

cies, pair/binary or pairs/binaries
dismantlingholo
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reality, existence
knowledge
known
knower
energy
red energy
black energy
sennit; see cord, rope, maea

red kafa-sennit
black kafa-sennit
culture; see fonua, kalatua

less knowledgeable, skillful; see punake kapo

future
circumcise; see tefe, kaukau circumcise
circumcise; bathe; see tefe circumcise
laugh, laughter
content; see uho content
people

beginning
dead
living
more, enough
less, not enough
abstrac! see kanoloto content
different
bad
material wealth
present; see lotolotonga future
past see kuohili past

future; see kaha'u future
past see kuongamu'a past

sun
sky, heaven
language; see tala language

good; see sai wellness, mdlie, fakabfobfa beauty

lie; see lasu lie
desire, inside or heart
absence, non-presence; sex

build
months
done

'iai
'ilo
lol
'iloa
ivi
ivikula
ivi'uli
kafa
kafa kula
kafa'uli
kalatua
kapo
kaha'u
kamu
kaukau
kata
kanoloto
kakai
kamata'anga
kau mate
kau mo'ui
kaungamdlie
kaungatdmaki
kanotohi
kehe
kovi
koloa
kuongaloto
kuongamu'a
kuongamui
kuohili
laa
langi
lea

lelei
loi
loto
lala
langa
lau mahina
lava



lavea
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injury, wounding
good; see malie, fakabfobfa, hoihoifua, talavou
beauty
literature
translation
length
desire; see center, inside, internal, midpoint,loto
forgetful desire (feeling heart)
present; see kuongaloto present
warmth
heart; see fatu heart
light; see malama light
order
disease; see sickness, illness, puke
moon,month
rock, stone
bedrock
beauty; see lelei, fakabfobfa, hoihoifua, talavou
womb; see taungafanau placenta, umbilical
cord, uho
breadth; see width, frlahi
height; cf. loloto, depth
width, breadth; cf. falahi width, breadth
major
sad, sadness

right, as in right-handed
minor; see mlnoa, minor
bird
eye; see ava hole, mata-ava eye-hole
eye-hole; see ti-vd time-space, fuo-uho
form-content
matter; see ivi energy
red matter; see me'a'uli black matter
black matter; see me'akula red matter
minor; see maina, minor
death
proportional; see malie, fakabfobfa beautiful
proportional; see manumelie proportional
less proportional
less proportional
gift

lelei

litilesa
liliu
loloa
loto
loto ngalongalo
lotolotonga
mdfana
mafu
maama
maau
mahaki
m6hina
maka
makatu'u
milie
manava

maokupu
mablunga
maokupu
maisoa
mamahi
mata'u
maina
manupuna
mata
mata-ava

me'a
me'akula
me'a'uli
mlnoa
mate
manumelie
manumanumelie
manutamaki
manumanutamaki
mehbfa
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melino
muh
mui
milolua
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peace, peaceful

front, before

back, after
kava-making technique; cf. vilolua double

movement
dream
major; see maisoa, major
sleep

mend, mending
discovering
life,living
fine art
attribute
binary/binaries
end, ending
work
0. zero-point; common meeting point of two

or more equal and opposite forces, energies or

tendencies
Tonganization of "note" in music
up-above; see tokelau north
love
feeling, hearing, and sound

presiding tu'i, king; see taumu'a bow, of kalia

boat
feeling, hearing, and sound

skills, (expertise, ingenuity); see knowledge
i. r ! - - L.l:L- t--,- ^L: ^-- ^ltl--aPprlcallon' utlrrty, r ultLIruilarrty

type of yam; see tua as equal type of yam

ugly, ugliness
oppression
morning
disharmony
harmony
sickness, illness; see mahaki, disease

ancestral homeland and afterworld of Moana

hihifo, western Moana Oceania

wellness; see lelei goodness

kingfisher bird
body
Samoan hoa

mlsl
mlsoa
mohe
monomono
mau
moul
nlmameaa
naunau
nga'ahoa
ngata'anga
ngdue

noa

poto

nota
blunga
bfa
ongo
olovaha

ongo

palai
palaku
p6pula
pongipongi
potupotukehekehe
potupotutatau
puke
Pulotu

sal

sikot6
sino
soa



s0saieti
tafatob
tofotob

tukutob

tulu'i
uhouhonoa
ta'anga
telekanga
ta
ta'etatau
ta'epotupotutatau
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society
operation
beginning of faitob healing; see tafatob
operation
ending of faitob healing; see tofotob beginning
of faitob healing
herbal potion for faitob healing
contentless
poetry
port and starboard
time; see vd space

asymmetry; see kehekehe asymmetry
disharmony; see potupotukehekehe
disharmony
good sea conditions
bad sea conditions
destination, arrival
origination, departure
bow
on-course, bow; see destination, arrival
on-course, bow; see destination, arrival
stern
on-course, stern; see origination, departure
on-course, stern; see origination, departure
off-course, bow; see destination, arrival
off-course, bow; see destination, arrival
off-course, stern; see origination, departure
off-course, stern; see origination, departure
man
war
freedom
pairing
unknown
unpair
bad, sour
cry
four dimensions
three dimensions
one dimension
climatic elation
royal kava ceremony

tahimelie
tahitamaki
taulanga-folau-ki-ai
taulanga-folau -mei-ai
taumu'a
taumu'atonu
taumuhtonua
taumuli
taumulitonu
taumulitonua
taumu'avale
taumuhvalea
taumulivale
taumulivalea
tangata
tau
tau'ataina
tauhoa
ta'e'iloa
tattauhoa
tamaki
tangi
tapafa
tapatolu
tapataha
tauelangi
taumafakava
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tdviism
t6vlist
ta-less

tatau
tautua

tekinikale
teuleva

tauhi
tala
talanoa
tama
taula
taungafanau
tefe
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T6-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality
see tdvaism
timeless
symmetry
Samoan for Tongan faifatongia socioeconomic

functions
keep, keeping
language; see lea language

storytelling,'tritical-yet-harmonious-talk"
child; see valevale fetus

anchor; see to'ua, taula anchor
mother's placenta; see manava womb
circumcise, circumcision; see tafa, tofo
operating
technical
Samoan for Tongan tauhivi, keeping sociospa-

tial relations

devil
north; see blunga up above, tokelau north
south; see lalo down below, tonga south
type of yam; see palai type of yam
prosperity
poverty
material arts, material artist
material art of healing
material art of creation
meaning
content; see uho mother's umbilical cord
brain
sPace

water; see herbal potion vai
boat
epistemology; ways of knowing
safe boat
unsafe boat
dead boat
safe boat
lost boat
safe boat
bad sociospatial relations
good sociospatial relations

tdvolo
tokelau
tonga
tua
tu'umelie
tuutdmaki
tufunga
tufunga faitob
tufunga fakatupu
'uhinga
uho
'uto
va
vai
vaka
vakai
vakahao

vakahe
vakamate
vakama'u
vakamole
vakamo'ui
vakovi
vdlelei



vale
valevale
v6lea
valenga
vd-less

vdtau

vela

veteveteki
veuveuaki
vilolua

whenua
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ignorance, mental illness, sickness
fetus
altered space; see vdlenga altered space

altered spacei see vdlea altered space
spaceless

socially "noisyi' instability; see vilau, socially
"noisy," instability
fieriness; see mdfana warmth, and tau€langi
climatic elation
taking apart; see veuveuaki taking apart
taking apart; see veteveteki taking apart
royal kava-making technique; double-twist; see

milolua
'person" and "placej' see fonua, "person" and
'place"
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As inherent in the title of this essay, we present a critical exercise in viewing

Tongan arts from a Tongan lens by combining ontology and epistemology in
both process and outcome. By ontology and epistemology, reference is made to

*ays of b.itrg as subject matters of creation and ways of knowing (or seeing_and

doing) as woiks of art and literature. The latter engages in the abstraction of the

single level of reality with respect to the subject matters in both the creative and

the consumptive processes, whether they be faiva performance, tufunga material,

or nimameah fine arts. Herein, we deal with Tongan arts, namely, performance,

material, and fine arts, in terms of both malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and

'aonga utility/functionality, focusing together on their internal or intrinsic and

exteinal or extrinsic qualities, with the former logically preceding the latter.
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T[kupd Dedication

This short essay is duly dedicated to Professor Mihinat old teachers in Tongan
oral history and culture and performance arts of kava ceremony, poetry, ora-
tory, musicology, and choreography at Atenisi University, Tonga, in the 1970s:

Professor Falek6ono (Taipaleti Falekaono), Professor'L Futa Helu, Professor
Leha'uli (Sione Ika), Professor Malukava (Tevita Kavaefiafi), Professor Pilivi
Moa, and Professor Ula Matatoa (Taufa Nau)-whose everlasting souls are now
in the past yet in the front of us, lingering on to the future behind us guided
by refined past experiences, where both the past and the future are constantly
mediated in the ever-changing present.

For tdv6ism, like realism, the classical dispute between "reality as it isl'that
is, ontology (or ways of being), and "reality as we know iti'that is, epistemology
(or ways of knowing), is fundamentally "what we really know" but not "how we
know what we know""when we knowwhat we know]"'where we know what we
knowl' or "why we know what we knowl'

In Tonga specifically (and in Moana Oceania generally), it is thought
and felt that we, epistemologically/metaphorically yet ontologically/
historically, travel forward into the past and backward into the future,
where both the illusive already-taken-place past and the elusive yet-to-
take-place future are constantlynegotiated in the ever-shifting present.

-Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

Talakamata Introduction: Issues and Problems

TIrn nrve KAKALA "soNG or swEET-scENTno-rr.ownnsl'hiva bfa song of love,
"Fafangu Siliva""Silver Belll'introduces the readers to the world of Tongan hati
arts,r which is investigative, transformative, and communicative in both process
and outcome. As hoa, both process and outcome are inseparable though indis-
pensable pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries,
involving the production of subject matters by way of tatau symmetry, potu-
putatatau harmony and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/practicality,2 on which the
outcome-namely, mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and taudlangi climatic ela-
tion3-is dependent. "Fafango Silivd"'silver Belli'incorporates the performance
arts of Tongan ta'anga poetry and hiva music. Tongan ta'anga poetry, deploys
heliaki as an artistic and literary instrument, which means "metaphorically say-
ing one thing but really meaning anotherl'as a kind of transformation from the
real to the ethereal, actual to the metaphorical, that is, from the world of the
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"here-and-now" to the world of myth and dream, where everl'thing is possible,

having no logical consequences. There are three types of heliaki, namely, heliaki

fakafetongiaki qualitative epiphoric heliaki, heliaki fakafekauaki associative

metaphoric heliaki, and heliaki fakafefonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki.

Tongan hiva music, is primarily constituent of ongo, fasi, or afo fakafa'ahitatau,

literally "sound, tone, or tune of the same side, order, or beingi'that is, oi life
and the living, and its hoa pair/binary, ongo, fasi, or afo fakafa'ahikehe, liter-

ally, "sound, tone, or tune of a different side, order, or beingi'that is, of death

and the dead -marked by a similar kind of transformation from the physical

to the divine by way of tuakautd as an artistic and literary instrument, mean-

ing "to-put-one-beat-in-between-beats" or "to-put-an-extra-beat-outside-two-

beats-yet-inside-themi'where the term "beat" refers to the marking of sound in
complex multidimensional and multidirectional ta-va time-space relationships.

There are different forms of tu'akautd, such as fakahehE and lalau in Tongan vocal

music and fakatahala (fakatohala, fakatahele, fakatohele) in Tongan instrumental

music, as in faiva tlnafa skin-drumming and faiva tdlali wooden-drumming'

Fafangu Siliva Silver Bell

(A hiva kakala song of "sweet-scented-flowersl' hiva bfa song of love)

Fakafatu-fakafa'u'e Kuini Sdlote, Poetry composed by Queen Sdlote

Fakaafo-fakafasi'e Lavaka Kefu, Music composed by Lavaka Kefu

Liliulea'Ingilisi the ongo tufungatohi, English translations by the authors

Kupu/Veesi I
Uisa! Koe leb bku hiva
Si'ene mahikib tckina
'O'ata koe fuifui mdhina
'O'eko'ihe fafangu siliva
Kupu/Veesi 2

T6! Koe fuiva pele
'Oku mapu hoku matafale
'O va'inga'ihe ngoue lose

Na'e moto'ihe bfa mamae

Kupu/Veesi 3

Ne haohaoa si'ene puna
Mdnoa he afo koula
'O'aut6'ihe nota vaeua

Mainasi ko si'ene mafua

Tau/K61esi

Pe'i ke lea mu'a kau fanongo

Verse I
Alas! It is sweet singing voice

As it rises above and airborne
Flock-like birds in moonlight
Echoing out loud as a silver bell
Verse 2

Oh! It's the beloved fuiva bird
It whistles just in front of my house

Playfully in the rose garden

Budding as my guarded love

Verse 3

It flew with style and grace

Tethered to the golden chord
Alighting on half a note

A minor sound, a delicious taste

Chorus
Speak and let me hear
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Ke tatala'ae matapa ongo
Loka'i'eha punake poto
Fakaava pe mei he loto

And unveil the door to your feelings
Locked by the ingenious poet
To be opened only from inside the heart

The fafangu siliva, Tonganization of "silver belll' is a heliaki metaphor for the
silver-like, romantically led reflection of a moonlit night when lovers are totally
absorbed in the sweet sound ofbfa love, a plurality ofphysical, psychological, and
emotional entities. This is a great work of 'aati art and litilesa literature in ta'anga
poetry and hiva music. In Tongan hiva kakala song of "sweet-scented-flowersl'
that is, song of love, bfa love is made equal to mate death, that is, bfa mobni fac-
tual love, and mate loi metaphorical death (see O. Mdhina 200$.By way of bfa
love, the punake poet,6 ingeniously uses "things-out-there-in-reality" as means
of heliaki metaphors, such as ongo sound, manupuna birds, fafangu bell, fale
house, and lose rose (kupu verses 1-3, and tau chorus, kohi/laini lines l-4) in
the production of her subject matter of investigation in the creative process.T The
tau chorus reflects the fuo form, mablunga/loloto height/depth,loloa length, and
maokupu/falahi breadth/width of ilo knowledge associated with fanongo hear-
ing, ongo feeling, and loto heart. This is the subject matter of psychiatry, where
the outcome of art, notably, poetry, music, and dance, is therapeutic, hlpnotic or
psychoanalytic in its modus operandi (see O. Mihina 2003,2004,2005b).

The hiva music, composer Lavaka Kefu presents a beautiful vaka medium/ves-
sel and hala vehicle, for the poetic subject matter whereby a sustained production
of tension and release is achieved through the deployment of key musical tech-
niques.s The kupu verses and tau chorus, feature contrasting tempo, rhythmic,
and structural arrangements of the same melodic and chordal material, thereby
achieving a cyclic relationship of contrast and unity, as hoatamaki/hoakehekehe
opposite/different/dissimilar and hoamllie/hoatatau equal/same/similar bina-
ries relating to intersection and mediation, tension, and release or conflict and
resolution. Furthet the fasi melody/tone (or also "tune") of each kupu verse,
is based on an arch-shaped melodic kupesi motif,e which, when expanded to
include two additional higher notes in kohi line 3, is able to create tension that
may be released again in each final kohi line. The two main musical sections
foster respective similar yet contrasting temperaments, whereby what may be
described as tender sentimentality and exuberant joy are associated with the
poem's theme, bfa love, the depth of which can be "knowrf'and "felt" only by
the duality of bfa mobni factual love and mate loi metaphorical death.

Ontology versus Epistemology: Ways of Being versus Ways of Knowing

The classical dispute between realism (and now tdvaism)t0 and idealism over
ontology (ways of being) ana epistemology (ways of knowing) is, respectively,
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between "reality as it is" and "reality as we know itl'Whereas tavdism (see

Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo,2017; O. Mahina 2010,2017a), like realism (see

Anderson 2007; Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982), is reality-reliant, idealism

is mind-dependent. From tdvdism, like realism, the fundamental issue is there-

fore not "how we know what we knowl"'when we know what we knowl"'where

we know what we know;'or "why we know what we know" but rather "what we

really know" (see Ka'ili, M6hina, and Addo 2017).By extension, the ontological

questions (i.e., ways of reality) are primary over the epistemological questions

(i.e., ways of people), especially so when'iai reality, is the ultimate measure of
'iai reality, and "ways of knowing' are merely vaka medium/vessel and hala

vehicle.rl That is, the "ways of knowing" (i.e., ways of people) are made good

only as vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle, through which'ilo knowledge of
reality (i.e., ways of being/nature), is "known' by the htamai mind and fakakau-

kau thinking, in the'uto brain on the one hand, and "felt" by the ongo feeling

and loto desiring in the fatu/mafu heart on the other'

Given that everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, is hoa/soa,

and there is nothing over and above inseparable but indispensable pairs of

equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries, both ontology

(or ways of being, reality or nature) and epistemology (or ways of knowing

[seeing or doingl, and of people) are, by the same token, a form of mutually

inclusive, symbiotic, coexistence. By way of both process and outcome, this is

especially evident in both Tongan'aati arts and ako education, as in the case of
the performance art of ta'anga poetry, which is concerned with ongo sound as

a natnral entity given in reality that is made by the pulotu hiva musicianr2 into

hiva music. The same applies to the use of maka stones as another reality-made

entity, which is, in turn, cut by the tufunga t6maka stonemasons into the langi

royal tombs and the nature-given lou akau pandanus leaves used for weaving by

the nimamea'a l6tanga fine-hanci weavers into kie fine mats. On the other hanc|

the same applies to Tongan education, where all the subject matters across all

types of disciplinary practices given in reality, as in nature, mind and society, are

investigated in the educational process, as in science' geography and history'r3

Tev6ism: T6-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

Tongan arts are deeply embedded in the Indigenous Tonganl4 Te-Va Time-

Space Philosophy of Reality (see Ka'ili 2017a,2017b; O. Mdhina 2010,2017a),

where both the ways of knowing of Tongans and ways of being of reality are

brought to a common critical focus and by which both the epistemological and

the ontological questions are mediated in the creative Process. The tdvdist phi-

losophy of art (see Ka'ili 2017b; O. Mdhina 2004,2017b; Lear 2018) is derived

from tdv6ism, the tenets of which include, inter alia, the following:
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' that ta and vd,r5 time and space, as ontological entities are the common
vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle, in which all things exist in reality,
as in nature, mind, and society;

. that ta and v6, time and space, as epistemological identities are socially
organized in different ways across cultures (and languages) in reality, as

in nature, mind, and society;
. that ta and vd, time and space, are the abstract dimensions of fuo and

uho, form and content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations
of ta and vd, time and space;

' that both ti time and fuo form are verbs (actionJed) and definers of va
space and uho content, which are, in turn, nouns (object-led) and com-
posers of ta time and fuo form;

. that all things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, stand in eter-
nal relations of exchange, giving rise to maau/fenipasi order and/or
felekeu/fepaki confl ict;

. that, as a corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society,
is fakafelavai intersection, and there is nothing over and above fakahoko
connection and fakamavae separation;

' that, as a corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society,
is mata-ava eye-hole, and there is nothing above and beyond mata eye
and/or ava hole;r6

. that, as a corollary, everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and soci-
ety, is hoa/soa,r7 and there is nothing over and beyond inseparable yet
indispensable pairs of hoamdlie/hoatatau equal/same/similar, and hoat-
amaki/hoakehekehe opposite/different/dissimilar binaries;

' that maau/fenapasi order and felekeu/fepaki conflict are of the same
logical status in that maau/fenapasi order is itself a form of felekeu/
fepaki conflict;

. that maau/fendpasi order is when two or more energies, forces, or ten-
dencies meet at a common point, that is, mata-ava eye-hole defined by
noa 0 or zero-point; and

. that the fehalaaki errors in fakakaukau thinking and loto desiring, are a
problem of the'atamai mind and ongo feeling, but not of reality.

Tongan Tavaist Philosophy ofArt and Education

In Tonga, hati art and ako education, are synonyrnous when both are closely
aligned by way of conception and action. As types of disciplinary practice and
forms of social activity, both'aati art and ako education are based in ha'a profes-
sional classes, as opposed to Western education, brought by missionaries since
European contact, which are based in'apiako schools and organized by way of
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subjects, such as science, literature, and history. Tongan arts are divided into

three genres, namely, faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine

arts,rs which are, in turn, organized together with ako education, also as fields

of study. These include, alnong others, faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva faifolau voy-

aging, and faiva fbnifo surfing in ha'a faiva professional classes of performance

arts, tutunga fonua social engineering, tuiunga iangafale house-building, and

tufunga tatatau tattooing in ha'a tufunga professional classes of material arts,

and nimamea'a lalanga weaving, nimamea'a kokahnga bark-cloth-making, and

nimamea'a tuimatala'i'akau embroidery, in ha'a nimamea'a professional classes

of fine arts (see O. M6hina 2003,2008)'
Like the Tdvdist Philosophy of Art, the Tdvdist Philosophy of Art is too

squarely grounded in tdvdism. Given their common alignment as t)?es of disci-

plinary practice and forms of social activity, both lie in close proximity by way

of ta-va time-space, fuo-uho form-content, and 'aonga-ngdue function-prac-

tice. On the one hand, Tongan hati art can be defined as a temporal-spatial,

formal-substantial, and functional-practical liliu transformation of the sub-

ject matters under the productive process through sustained tatau symmetry,

potupotutatau harmony, and m6lie/fakabfobfa beauty,rn from a condition of
felekeu/fepaki chaos, to a state of maau/fendpasi order, in both ta time and vl
space (see O. Mdhina 2003; Mdhina-Tvi20l7). This creative process results in
mlfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic elation'2o On the other

hand, Tongan ako education, can be defined as the liliu transformation of 'ata-

mai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain and ongo feeling, and loto

desiring in the fatu/mafrr heart from vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge, to poto

skill in that logical order of precedence (see O. M6hina 2008)."

Both Tongan'aati art and ako education,22 are commonly albeit variously

underpinned by fakafelavai intersecting (or fakahoko connecting and fakami-

vae separating), temporal-spatial and tunctionai-practicai entities on the one

hand, and physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural identi-

ties on the other. In the case of Tongan'aati art: tatau symmetry, potupotutatau

harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty, are internal or intrinsic to art, that is'

quality of art23-while mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic ela-

tion,2a are external or extrinsic to art, that is, utility (or functionality) of art.'z5 In
both cases, malie/fakabfobfa beauty and tau€langi climatic elation, are' respec-

tively, dependent on tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony, and mafana

warmth and vela fieriness, in that logical order of precedence-in the same way

that mafana warmth,vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic elation, are reliant on

tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty, in that

logical order of precedence (see O. Mahina 2003).

Similarly, Tongan ako education is conducted along the same character-

istic lines, where the search (and research) for'ilo knowledge,26 is internal or
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intrinsic to ako education,which is its qualiry27 and the use of ilo knowledge,by
way of poto skills, is external or extrinsic to ako education, which is its utility (or
functionality).28 If someone is vale ignorant of a particular'ilo knowledge, such
as, for example, faiva ta'anga poetry, tufunga langafale house-building, or nima-
mea'a koka'anga bark-cloth-making, they seek ako education, where they gain
'ilo knowledge, which is, in turn, put to use by way of training in poto skills, in
that logical order of precedence. This'ilo knowledge and poto skills, are fabaki
constituted or composed in fonua2e/kalatua culture, and talaki transmitted or
communicated in tala/lea language, where both culture and language are merely
vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle, for the composition and communication
of ilo knowledge and poto skills, all as hoa of indivisible but inevitable pairs of
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries in ta time and va
space (see O. Mdhina 2010,2017a).

All three, namely,'ilo knowledge (and poto skills), fonua/kalatua culture, and
tala/lea language, are inseparable yet indispensable, where the former one is
constituted or composed and transmitted or communicated in the latter two,
which are considered merely as vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle. In the
case of Tonga, such'ilo knowledge (and poto skills), is called'ilo tu'ufonua,
which is translated as "Indigenous" knowledge, problematized by the usual
distinction between the Rest and the West, as if the latter was never "indige-
nous." This rather arbitrary distinction risks conflating the vertical classifica-
tion along the usual evolutionary lines between "Indigeneity" and "authenticityi'
The refined Tongan'ilo knowledge (and poto skill), constituted or composed
in fonua/kalatua culture and transmitted in tala/lea language, are collectively
called tala-e-fonua,30 literally meaning 'telling-of-knowledge-in-the-land-and-
its-peoplel'all having stood the test of ta-v6, time-space, and having a'tlassi-
cal" sense of both "best-and-permanence" in all human endeavors. All forms of
'ilo knowledge, "Indigenous" or "scientificl' are 'ilo knowledge, of ta time and vd
space, variously found through observation, experimentation, and verification
by trial and error.3r

In light of the close alignment of Tongan ako education and'aati art, where
both ways of life are combined in the productive process, both their respective
quality (i.e., what ako education and'aati art, are) and utility or functionality
(i.e., what ako education and'aati art, are for) are conducted together, though
the former is made to precede the lattet in that logical order of precedence. In
doing so, both types of disciplinary practices and forms of social activities are
reflectively underlined by a consideration, namely, that the more beautiful, the
more useful, and, by the same token, the more useful, the more beautiful. This
fact of reality (or td-vi time-space) is problematized by Western (and, more so,
"scientific") separatist considerations of classical, critical education from tech-
nical, vocational training and art from craft, according to quality and utility/
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functionality, as if they by nature are disconnected when they are, in reality,

as in nature, mind, and society, indivisible and unavoidable hoa of hoamalie/

hoatatau equal/same/similar and hoatamaki/hoakehekehe opposite/different/

dissimilar pairs/binaries,
The three Tongan arts revolve around the sino body, where faiva perfor-

mance arts, are based inside andi or onside of the sino body, that is, tefito-he-sino

"body-centeredi'and both tufunga material and nimamea'a fine arts, are placed

outside of the sino body, that is, tefito-he-tu'a-sino "non-body-centered."32 Faiva

performance and tufunga material arts are associated predominantly with tan-

gata men, and nimamea'a fine arts with fefine women,33 as one example of the

organization of'aati art and ako education, like culture and language, in dif-

ferent ways across societies. Similarly, all things exist in hoa (see Ka'ili,20l7a,
2017b,2019; o. Mdhina 2ol7b), indivisible but unavoidable pairs of hoamdlie/

hoatatau equal/same/similar and hoatamaki/hoakehekehe opposite/different/

dissimilar binaries, as in tl time and vd space, fuo form and uho content, mo'ui

life, and mate death, and la'ahopo sunrise and la'atO sunset on the ontologi-

cal level and tatau symmetry, and potupotutatau harmony in mdlie/fakabfobfa

beauty, and mefana warmth, and vela fieriness in tauelangi climatic elation on

the epistemological level (see O. Mdhina 2005b; Mihina-Tuai 2017).

The philosophical (and logical) fact has become clear that our forebears

did embrace both ontology and epistemology by making their "ways of being"

("ways of reality/nature") borne in the "ways of knowing" ("ways of seeing and

doing things"), all as hoa of indivisible but unavoidable pairs of equal/same/

similar and opposite/different/dissimilar binaries. However, due to the infiltra-
tion of the "imposing" Western elements of thinking and practice, we witness

two chief problems abounding on two academic fronts. The first problem is

the severance of 'atamai mind from 'iai reality,34 and second of ta time from

va space (and, by impiication, the severance of fuo form from uho content, on

the Loncrete level). The second problem involves the enforced separation of t6

time from vd space, where things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, are

made to be only tafa'akitolu/tapatolu three-dimensional, that is, bearing mabl-

unga/loloto, height/depth, loloa length, and maokupu/fdlahi breadth/width, as

opposed to their being tafahkifaltapafa four-dimensional, that is, bearing fuo

form, mablunga/loloto height/depth,l6loa length, and maokupu/fdlahi breath/

width. The former amounts to reality being both "ta-less" or "timeless" and, by

extension, "fuo-less" or "formlessl'

Art and Education in the Past, Present, and Future

Both Tongan'aati arts and ako education, in terms of their alignment as t)?es

of disciplinary practices and forms of social activities, can be comprehended in
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the context of the temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and functional-practical
arrangement of the past, present, and future, both metaphorically and histor-
ically. In historical terms, the past, present, and future are, respectively, called
kuohili "that-which-has-passedl'lotolotonga "that-which-is-nowl' and kaha'u
"that-which-is-yet-to-come."3s In metaphorical ways, however, the past, pres-
ent, and future are named kuongamu'a "age-in-the-frontl'kuongaloto "age-in-
the-centeri'and kuongamui "age-in-the-backi'respectively. Metaphorically yet
historically, "the already-taken-place past" is taken to the front as guidance, and
the "yet-to-take-place future" is brought to the back to be guided by refined past
experiences, both taking place in the present, where the illusive past and the
elusive future are constantly mediated in the ever-changing, conflicting present
(see Ka'ili, Mahina, and Addo 2017). This is a form of ta-va time-space travel,
both mu'a forward into the past and mui backward into the future.

Talangata Conclusion: Issues and Implications

By critically examining Tongan arts and ako education, it became apparent that
both ontology and epistemology as "ways of being' ("ways of reality, nature")
and "ways of knowing" ("ways of doing things j"'ways of people") were duly com,
bined in both their generality and their particularity, as hoa of inseparable but
indispensable pairs of hoamdlie/hoatatau equal/same/similar and hoatamaki/
hoakehekehe opposite/different/dissimilar binaries.36 These are constantly
mediated in terms of all types of disciplinary practices and forms of social
activities across all contexts and on all levels in the broader spectrum offonua
people/environment/land, defining the plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic,
holistic, and circular relationships between people and their environment (in
opposition to their arrangement in singular, technoteleological, individualistic,
atomistic, and linear ways in the West), as witnessed in the close alignment of
Tongan'aati arts and ako education. The other matter of immense significance
is the fact that the Tongan'ilo knowledge, arising from the closer unitybetween
people and reality in their diversity, intrinsically yet deeply entrenched as both
text and context, stands to contribute to'ilo knowledge, in both general and
specific and original and substantial ways.

.APENITESISI APPENDICES

'Apenitekisi Appendix 1: Some OId and New Faiva Performance Arts

Akapulu
Ako

rugby-playing
education
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dance

music
speech-giving; oratory
poetry
tennis-playing
voyaging; see faiva toutaivaka, navigation
wrestling
boxing

social-engineering
jewelery
boat-building
dead-handling
sculpture
stone-cutting
steel-cutting
fence-building
bridge-building; cf. ngaohihalafakavakavaka,

bridge-making
speech-designing; oratory

Haka
Hiva
Lea

Ta'anga

Tenisi
Faitblau
Fangatua
Fuhu

'Apenitekisi Appendix 2: Some OId and New Tufunga Material Arts

Fonua
Fonolei
Fo'uvaka
Nimatapu
Sikalapusd
Tamaka
Tongiukamea
Langa'd
Lan gahalafakavakavaka3T

Lea

Koka'anga
L6langa
Langakato
Langaleisi
Langatabvala
Teuteu
Tuikahoa
Tuikakala
Tuimatala'i'akau
Tuituimonomono

bark-cloth-making
mat-weaving
basket-weavtng
crocheting
waist-mat-weaving
dress-wearing fashion
garland-making
flower-designing
embroidery
bed-spread-rnaking

'Apenitekisi Altltend.ix i: Some OId and New Nimameah Fine Arts
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NOTES

1. By way of both process and outcome, the same applies to Tongan ako education, where
process actively, creatively, and critically engages in the production of ilo knowledge, in the
subject matters under investigation, followed by the application of ilo knowledge, by means
of poto skills, where the latter is reliant on the former, in that logical order of precedence.

2. Where fakabfobfa beauty, is in the detail, as in the tevolo devil, is in the details, a reference
to the diversified but unified physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural
experiences of elation, exuberance, or excitement brought about bythe real yet ethereal effects
of'things beautiful" as an actual state of affairs.

3. The term tauelangi, literally meaning "reaching-the-sky" (climatic elation), is a heliaki
metaphor for the said transformation, a vertical movement of the sino body,'atamai-fakakau-
kau mind-thinking, and ongoJoto feeling-heart, from the mama earth, lalo down-below, as
the abode of the mortals, to the langi slcy,blunga up-above, as the domain of the gods-all as
hoa of indivisible but inevitable equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/
binaries.

4. See O. Mdhina (2003,2004,2005b).

5. From a tavaist philosophical perspective, liliu translation, which involves the mediation
of'uhinga human meanings, is applied to both fonua/kalatua culture and tala/lea language,
where'ilo knowledge (and poto skills), are, respectively, constituted or composed and trans-
mitted or communicated as vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle, and'iai reality, is the ulti-
mate decider oftruth and/or falsity of ilo knowledge (and poto skills).

6. There are two tFpes of punake poets, namely, punake kakato fuller, more knowledgeable,
skillful, and experienced poets, and punake kapo less knowledgeable, skillful, and experienced
poets.

7. This is a clear case of the universality of the inseparability but inevitability of ontology
(or ways of being, reality or nature) and epistemology (or ways of knowing [seeing, doing],
people) as hoa of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/binaries.

8. Hiva kakala comprise Tongan and European music concepts and practices (see Lear 2018;
Moyle 1987).
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9. See Lear (2018) for an investigation into Tongan motif as a music concePt and practice

based on the aesthetic operation of kupesi designsimotifs in tufunga material and nimame'a

fine arts.

10. Realism is based in reality, or time and space (temporalism-spatialism, realism); tAvdism

is grounded in ta time and vi space, that is, reality. That is, as parallel brands of philosophy'

both realism and tavaism are rooted in'iai reality, or ta-va (taism-vaism/tdviism time-space)

(see Anderson 2007 ; Ka' ili, 2017 a, 2017b; O. Mdhina, 2010' 2017 a).

1 l. These are variously known elsewhere as ala, ara, tara, and hara, referring to ways, paths'

routes, and roads, all meaning'the wayi'that is, wal4inder/wayfinding or pathfinder/path-

finding, closely linked to'ilo knowledge (and poto skills), which are fabaki constituted or

composed, in fonuaikalatua culture, and talaki transmitted or communicated in tala/lea lan-

guage.

12. The artists who practice all the three faiva performance arts, namely, ta'anga poetry, hiva

music, and haka dance, at once are known as punake (alluding to a kind of bird's-eye view of

society), while the specialist artists of ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and haka dance, are, respec-

tively, called pulotu fair,pulotu fasi/hiva, andpulotu haka. These specialized artists are named

after Pulotu,the ancestral homeland (ta-va time-place oforigination) and afterworld (ta-va'

time-place of destination) of Moana Oceania, and a symbolic name for Fiji (see Ka'ili 2011O.

Mdhina 2019; also see Mdhina-Tuai 2017)'

13. In both cases, namely, Tongan'aati art and ako education, like everpvhere the world over,

both are concerned with'ilo knowledge, as'ilo knowledge of ta time and vd space (or tdvaism),

that is, of iai reality (or realism), differentiated only by ways through which they are both'ilo'i

"knorvni'by the'atamai mind, and ongo i "felti'by the lntn heart (see O. Mahina 2008).

14. And Moanan Oceanian.

15. Both ta time and va space variously exist as kd and wi across many cultures in Moana

Oceania and in Austronesia (formerly Malayo-Polynesia) as tarag and wan, all meaning'time

and spacel'

16. See mata-matangi "eye-of-the-wind' and ava-matangi "hole-of-the-windi' mata'i-hui

"eye-of-the-needle" and ava'i-hui "hole-of-the-needlei'mata'i-fab "eye-of-the-nail" and ava'i-

fab "hole-of-the-naill' and many more, all of which are hoa pair/binary as indivisible and

indispensable hoamalie/hoatatau equal/same/similar and hoatamaki/hoakehekehe opposite/

different/dissimilar pairs/binaries. In Tongan mathematics, a mata eye or ava hole, that is,

point, is the intersection of two kohi lines, a kohi line is a collection of mata eyes and/or ava

holes, and va space is a summation of kohi lines-all temporally marked, thereby pointing

to their being inseparable and indispensable in'iai reality, as in nature, mind, and society. As

temporal-spatial entities, the mata"eyd'and/or its opposite, ava "hold'and kohi line, are linked

to all the three arts, especially tufunga material and nimamea'a fine, arts, where they are used

as in mata'i-hui "eye-of-the-needle" and ava'i-hui "hole-of-the-needlei' as artistic (and liter-

ary) instruments.
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17. This latest refinement ofhoa/soa in the philosophical development oftavaism was spear-
headed by one of the leading tdvdists, Maui-TdVa-He-Ak6 Professor Dr. T€vita O. Ka'ili (see

Ka'ili 2077 a, 2017b) .

18. The names of the three Tongan arts, namely,faiva,tufunga, and nimamea'a, are all tempo-
rally defined and spatially composed (as well as formally defined and substantially composed
on the concrete level), as in fai and vd, meaning'doing time and space in both time and space]'
"beating space in both time and spacel' and'temporally marking space with the hand in both
time and spacei'These all point to the inseparability of ta time and vd space (like fuo form and
uho content), in realiry as in nature, mind, and society.

19. The term mdlie is older than the word fakabfobfa, both meaning "beautyi' where the
former is applied to faiva performance arts, and the latter to both tufunga material and nima-
mea'a fine, arts.

20. Literally"reaching-the-slcyi'a form of'divine" experience, defined by both potupotutatau
harmony and malie/fakabfobfa beauty.

21. In both its totality and its specificity, translation applies to'ilo knowledge, fonua/kalatua
culture, and tala/lea language, which actively yet critically engages in the fakatatau mediation
of fakafelavai intersection or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae separation, transforming
them through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie beauty, from a

condition offelekeu/fepaki chaos,to a state ofmaau/fendpasi order. From a tdvdist philosoph-
ical perspective herein,liliu translation, is not limited to tala/lea language only-as normally
thought and felt-but rather encompasses all three, namely,'ilo knowledge, fonua/kalatua
culture, and tala/lea language, especially so the latter two merely as vaka medium/vessel and
hala vehicle, for the constitution or composition and transmission or communication of ilo
knowledge (and poto skill), of one-and-the-same reality.

22. Like all Tongan hati arts, Tongan ako education, is regarded as a performance art faiva
ako, which is concerned with 'ilo knowledge, production by way of kumi search (and fekumi
research), for'ilo knowledge, in reality-that is, quality of ako education-and'ilo knowl-
edge' application by way of poto skills for social use-that is, utility or functionality of ako
education.

23. Or "what art is"; cf. "what education is" (see O. Mahina 2003; Mahin a-Tuai 2017).

24. This state of affairs is about ivi energy, in that these three separated but connected
occurrences involve an energy-led plural, temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and function-
al-practical movement, which, in turn, impacts in physical-bodily, psychological-emotional,
and social-cultural ways (see O. M6,hina , 2003,2004,2005a). According to tavaism reality is
made up of me'a matter, and me'a matter is ivi energy, which is organized by way of ivi kula
red energy and ivi'uli black energy, manifested in terms of mata kula red eye and ava kula red
hole, and/or mata'uli black eye and ava'uli black hole.

25. Or "what art is fori"what education is for."

26. By virtue of the tivdist fact that the ontological questions are primary over the episte-
mological questions, it follows that'ilo knowledge, is'ilo knowledge of realiry that is, of ta
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time and vd space, and fuo form and uho content, By the same token, as in the case of ako

education and'aati art, both "what education is" (i.e., quality of education) and "what art is"

(i.e., quality of art) are considered primary over both "what education is for" (i.e., utiliry func-

tionality of education) and "what art is for" (i.e., utility, functionality of art), in that logical

order ofprecedence.

27.Or"what education is"; cf."what art is."

28. Or "what education is for"; cf. "what art is forl'

29.As a pan-Moanan Oceanian tdviist concept and practice,fonua is variouslyknown as hanua,

honua, vanua, fanua, fenua, and whenua; there are three types of distinct but closely related fonua,

defined by"persorf' and' placei' namely, valevale fetus and taungafanau womb as first fonua, kakai

people and'itakai/kelekele environment/land, as second fonua, and the mate dead and fonualoto

burial place, as third fonua, all of which are temporally defined and spatially composed within

and across. This is compared with the problematic Westernled, UN-based doctrine of sustain-

able development, where people are privileged over the environment, which tends to work against

the current environmental crisis know as feliuliuaki be langi/'ea climate change.

30. Or tala-e-fonua, talafakafonua, talatukufakaholo-e-fonua, and talataufatungamo-

tu'a-e-fonua.

31. Whereas the so-called "Indigenous" knowledge is "social-culturall'the so-named "sci-

entific knowledge" is "institutional-organizationali'both of which are merely various "ways

of knowing" the "ways of realityi' where the former is elongated, as in the ocean for both

voyaging and voyaging, and the latter is contracted, as in the laboratory for the conducting

of experimentation.

32. The physicality and sensibility of both forms, namely,'tefito-he-sino" body-centric and

"tefito-he-tu'asino'non-body-centric, are most evident in the case ofthe artist, as in ta'anga

poetry, hiva music, and haka dance, which are recited and sung by the ngutu mouth, and

then cianceci by the sino bo<iy, in contrast io ihe maierial aiid fine arts of iufur,ga langafale

house-building and nimamea'a koka'anga bark-cloth-making, which are created by the sino

body outside of the sino body.

33. Ka'ili (2019) (see also O. Mdhina 2019) discusses the divine origins of Tongan arts,

linked to the deity Hikuleb in Pulotu (FijD, the ancestral homeland and afterworld of Moana

Oceania, Maui deities in Maama (Earth, Tonga), and Tangaloa deities in Langi (Slcy, Samoa).

Maama is also known as Lalofonua (Downundet i.e., Tonga), which means tonga/lalo

"south'/"Down-under" to both Pulotu (Fiji) and Langi (Sdmoa). Interestingly, it might mean

that Maui deities (and Tongans) regularly traveled back and forth between Maama (Tonga)'

Pulotu (Fiji), and Langi (Samoa) in antiquity. In Tongan philosophical thinking and practice,

however, the la'a sun (and mdhina moon and fetu'u stars), and maama Earth, move relative

to each other, with the lah sun, rotating around the maama Earth, where the la'd sun rises

from the hahake east to'blunga" above, then sets in the hihifo west "lalo" down to the tonga

south. Herein,tokelau north and tonga south, are also known as'blunga""up-abovd'and"lalo'

"down-underi'thereby marking both'aho @y and po night, respectively.
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34. The former bespeaks of the tavaist tenet that errors in fakakaukau thinking and ongo
feeling are a problem of htamai mind and loto heart, the hallmark of idealism, as opposed to
tdviism (and realism), which is reality based.

35. Or kuohoko 'that-which-has-happened," hoko 'that-which-is-happeningi' and kahoko
'that-which-is-yet-to-happen." Such a Tongan (and Moanan Oceanian) tavaist arrangement
of the past, present, and future is informed in plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic, holistic,
and circular ways, in contrast with the singular, technoteleological, individualistic, atomistic,
and linear ways of the West.

36. The Tongan (and Moanan Oceanian) concept and practice of hoa/soa pair/binary can
be made part of the broader tivdist philosophical development. This will include the bearings
it has on artificial intelligence (AI), in close relation to its possible hoa/soa pair/binary, now
named real intelligence (RI), especially in the wider context of the epistemological extensions
of ta time and vi space, as ontological entities. In doing so, both AI and RI as hoa/soa pair/
binary are given a common critical focus as both respective metaphorical and historical ten-
dencies, in the broader context ofboth epistemology and ontology.

37. Given the close affinity of the syllables in vaka and kava, the word fakavakavaka, which
means "in the way of the vakaj'that is, boat, is slowly but surely being replaced by the term
halafakakavakava, which means "in the way of the kavai' which is a plant. The halafakavaka-
vaka is a vaka medium/vessel and hala vehicle, which is now a "bridge" for getting from one
place that is separated from another-as in the case of a means, vehicle, or vessel for getting
from one island to another.
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Aati
Afo
Aho
Ako
Ako, faiva
Aonga
Apiako
Atamai
Ava
Fa'ahitatau, fakafa'ahitatau

Fa'ahikehe, fakafa'ahikehe

Fafangu
Faiva
Faifolau, faiva
Faiva, ha'a
Fakafelavai
Fakahoko
Fakakaukau
Fakam6vae

Fakabfobfa
Fakatatau
FakaTonga
F6nifo, faiva
Fasi

ls9

aft
harmony, simultaneous pitch
duy
education
education, performance art of
use, function, functional
school
mind
hole
side-of-the-same-order, i.e., of life and the liv-
ing; cf. Maama, Earth
side-of-a-different-order, i.e., of death and the
dead; cf. Pulotu
bell
performance
voyaging, performance art of
performance arts, professional class of
intersection
connection
thinking
separation
beauty
mediation
Tongan way
surfing, performance art of
tone; tune; air; melody; sequential pitch; leading
voice
heart; see mafu
error
chaos

order
conflict
star
fonua, fetus and womb; fonua, people and environ-
ment/land; and fonualoto, dead and burial place
social engineering, material art of
form
form-content
professional class
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

Fatu
Fehalaaki
Felekeu
Fendpasi
Fepaki
Fetu'u
Fonua

Fonua, tufunga
Fuo
Fuo-uho
Ha'a
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Hahake
Hala
Hoa

Samoan soa

Hihifo
Hiva, faiva
Hoakehekehe

Hoam6lie
Hoatamaki

Hoatatau
'Iai
'Ilo
Kaha'u

Kakala

Kakala, hiva

Kalatua

Kohi
rz-- ^L:l:
^uullul
Kuongaloto
Kuongamu'a
Kuongamui
Koka'anga, nimamea'a

LAa

Lahhopo
La'ato
Lilanga, nimamea'a

Langafale, tufunga
Langi
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east

way,medium
inseparable but indispensable pairs of equal/

same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar
binaries; see

Heliaki metaphor/s; artistic and literary instru-
ment, which means "metaphorically saying one

thing but really meaning another"
west

music, performance art of
opposite/different/dissimilar pair/binary; see

hoatamaki
equal/same/similar pair/binary; see hoatatau

opposite/different/dissimilar pair/binary; see

hoakehekehe

equal/same/similar pair/binary; see hoamalie

reality, existence

knowledge
"that-which-is-yet-to-comei' future; see

kuongamui
kupesi designed-flowers; cf. kupesi elaborate,

complex designs; cf. kupesi, motif
sweet-scented flowers, song of; song ofbfa'
love

culture; see fonua
line
((+La+-.-hirlr-ho o--o oool tt n4 cf . ccp lrttnnoemtrtaaruu rssulgt rsvlt vvv '.*""D*--" -
"age-in-the-centerl' present; see lotolotonga
"age-in-the-frontl' past; see kuohili
"age-in-the-backl' future; see kaha'u

bark-cloth-making, performance art of
sun
sunrise
sunset

weaving, fine art of
house-building, material art of
Slcy, abode of Tangaloa deities; symbolic name

for Samoa

down-under, south; cf. tonga, south

language; see tala
Lalo
Lea



Lolofonua (Lalofonua)

Loto
Lotolotonga
Maama

Sio FakaTonga he Aati FakaTonga l6t

Underworld, Tonga, South; see also Maama,
Tonga, South
feeling, desire, heart
"that-which-is-now," present; see kuongaloto
Earth; see also Lolofonua (or Lalofonua
Downunder), Unclerworld, the abode of Maui
deities, symbolic name for Tonga
order
warmth
heart; see fatu
moon
beauty; see fakabfobfa
eye

eye-hole
death
deities residing in Maama Tonga, South; as also
Lalofonua Tonga
life
fine arts, professional class of
practice, practical work
0, zero-point
up-above, north; cf. tokelau, north
feeling, hearing, sound
night
skill
harmony
ancestral homeland and afterworld of Moana
Oceania; symbolic name of Fiji
silver
body
see, view
Samoan word that is equivalent in meaning to
hoa, see Tongan hoa
time
pertaining to ta time
time-space
pertaining to td-vd time-space (Ta-Va Time-
Space Philosophy of Reality)
language; see lea
deities residing in Langi Sky, Samoa
climatic elation

Maau
Mdfana
Mafu
Mihina
Mdlie
Mata
Mata-ava
Mate
Maui

Mo'ui
Nimamea'a,ha'a
Ng6ue
Noa
'Olunga

Ongo
Po

Poto
Potupotutatau
Pulotu

IA
TA

I a-va
Tdvlism

Tala
Thngaloa
Tauelangi

Siliva
Sino
Sio

Soa
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Tatatau, tufunga
Tatau
Th'anga, faiva
Tefito-he-tu asino

Tefito-he-sino
Tufunga, ha'a

Tuimatala'i'akau, nimamea'a

Tonga
Uho
'Uto
VA

Vdism
Vaka
Vale
Vela

Pacific Studies, Vol. 44, Nos. Il2-Oct'2021

tattooing, material art of
symmetry, equal, mirror-image, likeness

poetry, performance art of
non-body-centered, non-body-centric
body- centered, body-centric
material arts, prot'essional class of
embroidery, fine art of
south; cf. lalo. down-under. tonga. south

content; umbilical cord
brain
space
pertaining to vd space

vessel, boat
ignorance; see mental illness

fieriness
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We focus in this critical essay on the Tongan fale house in terms of both its loto
internality and tu'a externality, in which the parts and the whole are combined
by means of process and outcome, with a multiplicity of faiva performance,
tufunga material, and nimameah fine arts. The house and house-building are
categorized as a material artwork and material art, respectively, and are associated
with the material arts of: tufunga lalava kafa-sennitJashing which is a form of
interior design, tufunga to'akau kakala sweet-smelling-flower-planting, tufunga
to'akaufaitob medicinal-plant-planting, and tufunga t6'akaukai eating-plant-
planting as types of tu'a exterior design. Although these fine and material arts
making up interior and exterior design are themselves forms of arts, they are
in this context associated with decoration as a form of both beautification and
consumption, i.e., aftwork and aft use,
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Ttrkupa Dedication

The dispute between ontology i.e', "ways of being" and epistemology

i.e., "ways of knowing" is one over "reality as it is" and "reality as we

know itl'The issue is therefore not "how you know what you know"

nor "when you know what y'ou know" nor "lvhere you what you knou"'

nor "why you know what you know" but rather "what you really knowl'

Paradoxically, it is thought that, in both Tonga and Moana Oceania,

people walk forward into the kuongamu'a lit. "age-in-the-front" past

and, concurrently, walk backward into the kuongamui lit. "age-in-the-

bacli'future, both in the kuongaloto lit. "age-in-the-middle presentl'

where the elusive, already-taken-place past and illusive, yet-to-take-

place future are, in the social process' constantly mediated in the

ever-changing, conflicting present.

Historically, it logically follows that the kuohili lit. '1hat-which-has-

passed'past, which has stood the test of ta-va time-space, is placed in
muh front as guidance and the unknown kaha'u lit'"that-which-is-yet-to-

comd'future is located in the mui back, both in the lotolotonga lit.'that-
which-is-now'present in the loto center, informed by refined knowledge

and skills and past experiences, with the illusive past and elusive future

permanently negotiated in the ever-changing' shifting present'

-Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

Talakamata Introduction

THls nn6r JOrNT 6RT6INAL EssAY IS oUR HUMBLE TRIBUTE to Epeli Haubfa, a

renowned Tongan (and Moanan oceanian) anthropologist and artist, who has

passed on from life to legend. Central to his fine and most influential scholarly,

artistic, and literary works was the forceful and insightful manner in which he

persistently and consistently critiqued his subject matters of investigation (see

Haubfa 1983, 1995). This is especially important in view of western economic

and political ideologies of imperialism and colonialism imposed on Moanan

Oceanian cultures when theyhave intersected (that is, separated and connected)

since contact with Europe, resulting in relations of asymmetry and disharmony.

A way out of such an oppressive situation is to undergo a total transformation

from a condition of imposition to a state of mediation in all contexts and on

all levels across nature, mind, and society or, in Haubfa's own terms, a shift in
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thinking about Moana Oceania as islands in the far seas to our sea of islands.
With a sense of both realism and empiricism, he argued a case that cultures can
only be understood in terms of difference because of the historical fact that each
possesses its own characteristics, rather than as a matter of status, with some
considered higher or lower than others. By establishing a Moanan Oceanian
identity, he urged that we must also free ourselves from the existing, externally
imposed definitions of our past, present, and future (see Haubfa 1975,Igg3).

In this light, we draw on an aspect of our past in the present for our future
by critically examining both the tafa'akifa four-sided tempospatiality of the
Tongan fale house (Anderson 1983; Helu 1999; Kaloni 2005; also see Brown
2009; Rykwert l98i) and the tapa'akifd four-sided dimensionality of reality or
t6-vd time-space, both of which are formally and substantially (and function-
ally) connected with Tongan fale house (Anderson 2007; Giedion 1967;Harvey
1990; Mahina 2005,2010,2017a). Although greater attention has been paid
to the notions of loto interiority and tu'a exteriority in the existing theory and
practice of tufunga langafale architecture, the ensuing critical examination
focuses on all four tafa'aki sides of the fale house, namely, loto inside, tu'a out-
side, funga topside,2 and lalo downside (Potauaine 2010), in the broader context
of the four tapa'aki dimensions of reality, namely, fuo form, mablunga height,
ldloa length, and maokupu width.3 The general subject matter of investigation
will be made at the specific interface of Tongan ethnography and the td-v6 time-
space theory of realiry with bearings on mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and
'aonga/ng6ue utility/functionality. The former is considered to be the internal/
intrinsic qualities, i.e.,'processl'of art, and the latter is considered to be the
external/extrinsic qualities, i.e.,'butcomei' of art.

T6-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

The Tn-Va Time-Space Philosophy (formerly theory) of Reality is based on the
Tongan concepts and practices "time" and "space" (Ka'ili 2017a; Mahina 2002,
2004,2005; Mahina, Dudding, and Mahina-T\rai 2010; Mdhina and Potauaine
2010; Mahina-Tuai 2010; Potauaine 2010). Among several of its general and
specific ontological and epistemological tenets are the following:

Ta time and vi space as ontological entities are the common vaka
medium, vessel, vehicle in which all things exist in reality.
Ta time and v6 space as epistemological entities are socially organized
in different ways across cultures.
Td time and vd space are the abstract dimensions of fuo form and uho
content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations of ta time and
va space.
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' T6 time and fuo form are verbs (or action led) and definers (or markers)

of va space and uho content, which are, in turn, nouns (or object based)

and composers of ta time and fuo form.

' Knowledge is knowledge of ta time and vd space, of fuo form and uho

content, and of reality.
. Errors in thinking and feeling are a problem of mind and heart, not of

reality, i.e., of ta time and vd space.

. Ta time and vd space,like fuo form and uho content, are inseparable yet

indispensable as hoa pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/differ-

ent/dissimilar binaries in reality.
. Reality (i.e., temporality-spatiality or four-sided dimensionality), or

ta-v6 time-space and fuo-uho form-content, is four-dimensional rather

than three-dimensional.
' All things in reality, td-va time-space, stand in eternal relations of

exchange, giving rise to felekeu/fepaki conflict and maau/fendpasi

order.
. As a corollary, everywhere in reality is fakafelavai intersection,

and there is nothing above fakamdvae separation and fakahoko

connection.
. As a corollary, everl'where in reality is mata-ava eye-hole, and there is

nothing beyond mata eye and/or ava hole.
. As a corollary, everl'where in reality is indMsible but unavoidable hoa

pairs/binaries, and there is nothing beyond hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/

same/similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimi-

lar identifies/entities/tendencies.a
. Felekeu/fepaki conflicts and maau/fendpasi order6 are of the same logi-

cal status, in which order is a form of conflict' Equal and opposite ener-

gics or forccs meet ot o common point, mata'arra eye-hole, defined by a

state of noa 0 or zero point.

The ta-vd time-space philosophy of reality is so general that it enters all types

of disciplines and forms of social activity, with house-building/architecture as a

disciplinary practice, on the one hand, and a human activity, on the other hand,

as no exception, linking nature, mind, and society' (Mahina 2004; Potauaine

2010; also see Hawking 1988; Harvey 1990).

Kelekele, Fa'E, Fable, moe Fale Earth, Mother, Birth, and House

From a Tongan ethnographical but philosophical perspective, Tavakefai'ana,

Semisi Fetokai Potauaine, in his Master of Architecture thesis titled "Tectonic

of the Fale: Four-Dimensional, Three-Divisional" (2010), made an original
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observation that the fale house may be symbolically considered to be a fefine
woman. Potauaine arrived at this conclusion from a linguistic point of view,
reflecting on the closer formal, substantial, and functional affinity of kelekele
soil, fa'e mother, fa'ele birth, and fale house, all of which are associated with
fefine women. More specifically, fat mother, fa'ele birth, and fale house are all
syntactically and semantically linked to kelekele earth by way of form, con-
tent, and function. This is the case for langa, a word that means physical labor
pain, that is, langd; emotional hurt involving mother-child bonding, and langa
house construction. There are also structural and functional resemblances
between a fale house and a fefine feitama pregnant woman (Mahina 1986,
1992;Potauaine 2010).

This unique view of Tongan fale house is grounded in the Tongan ecolo-
gy-centered, historicocultural concept and practice offonua. Besides its Tongan
equivalent, it exists throughout Moana Oceania as honua, hanua, vanua, fanua,
enua, fenua, and whenua. As a philosophy of life, fonua espouses a dialectically
mutual, symbiotic human-environment movement from fa'ele birth through
mo'ui life to mate death,s marking the temporal-spatial, formal-substantial,
and practical-functional relationships between person and place. The conti-
nuity (or cultural ordering) and discontinuity (or historical altering) between
them over ta time and vd space are permanently negotiated in the name of unity
(Mahina 1992; P otataine 20 1 0).

The actual movement from fa'ele birth through mo'ui life to mate death
is symbolized by a circular movement from the first fonua through the sec-
ond fonua to the third fonua, all symbolically connected with fefine women.
Likewise, the third fonua is considered a fale house for the dead (Moa 2011;
Potauaine 2010), in the same way that the first fonua and the second fonua are
considered a fale house for the valevale foeti or unborn and the living. In both
connected and interconnected historical and symbolic ways, the movement
from the first fonua through the second fonua to the third fonua is movement
from the first fale house, through the second fale house, to the third fale house
and, by extension, movement from the first fefine woman, through the second
fefine woman, to the third fefine woman (see Mihina 1992; Potauaine 2010;
Fig.l).

Ontologically and metaphysically, td time and vi space on the abstract level
are extended to the fuo form and uho content ofthingse on the concrete level. In
correspondence, these are epistemologically and symbolically projected to kula
red and'uli black, tangata men and fefine women, la'a sun and mahina moon,
'aho day and pO night, maama light and po'uli darkness, and mo'ui life and
mate death, amid many others, across the physical, psychological, and social
realms.r0 In this context, td time and fuo form are symbolically associated with
such objects as kula red, tangata men, lah sun,'aho day, maama light, and mo'ui
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First Second Third

Frcunn r. First Fonua, First Fale, First Fefine; Second Fonua, Second Fale,

Second Fefine; and Third Fonua, Third Fale, Third Fefine. Sketch by S' F'

Potauaine (2007).

life. Vd space and uho content are symbolically associated with such things as

'uli black, fefine women, mdhina moon, po night, po'uli darkness, and mate

death (Potauaine and Mdhina 2011).

Fale, Vaka, moe KaYa: House, Boat, and Kava

Following the groundbreaking work of Tavakefai'ana, Potauaine (2010), we can
r r - t,- --t --.- ^f aL ^:.. ^I^^^ ^rL-^--^^Lllnk the lale nOUSe tO DOIn VaKa DOaI aIIo KaVa rll vlgw ul urslr uluDc srurrv5,r4yrr-

ical yet philosophical, as well as temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and prac-

tical-functional, affinities. According to oral history, when the original settlers

arrived in Tonga, they turned their vaka boat downside-up, making it their fale

house, where they prepared and drank kava in thanksgiving to the gods of the

winds and sea,rr Lulu and Latrl, in celebration of their divine protection and

intervention. This goes to show that like the fale house, both the vaka boat and

the kava are, by extension, symbolically associated with the fefine woman. The

tragic story of the origin of the kava and to sugarcane plants intimately revolved

around the sacrifice of Kava, the one and only daughter of Fevanga and Fefafa,

thereby yielding to a lasting social institution of immense aesthetic, cultural,

economic, and political significance.

It can be said that the kava was created at the intersection ofthe vaka boat

and the fale house that is conducted as an artform at their connection and
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separation as an inseparable hoa pairibinary, contemporaneously onside the
vaka boat and inside the fale house. Herein, the vaka boat can be considered a

fale fakafobhake upside-down house; by extension, the fale house can be con-
sidered a vaka fakafobhifo downside-up boat. All three, viz., fale house, vaka
boat, and kava, are squarely underpinned by temporal-spatial, formal-substan-
tial, and practical-functional tendencies of some aerodynamic, hydrodlmamic,
and sociodynamic significance. Both the vaka boat and the fale house protect
people from the elements, as in the protection of both the sea/ocean and the
land dwellers from the wind, water, sun, and rain as travelers constantly on the
move forward into the deep past and backward into the distant future, both
in the everchanging present. Given their proximity, the kava, fale house, and
vaka boat are, by extension, symbolically associated with the fefine woman (see

Potauaine 2010; also see Potauaine and Mdhina 201l).
It is in the collective medium, vessel, or vehicle of kava as a social insti-

tution that such topics as a text ofgreat relevance are the wide-ranging sub-
ject matters of tdlanoa'uhinga "critical-yet-harmonious talks." These talanoa
talks are collectively done across the spectrum of reality, informed by ako
education and'aati arts in both their diversity and unity in terms of m6lie/
faka'ofobfa beauty/quality and'aonga/ngdue utility/functionality and in the
wider context of the refined moral of the tragic kava story. With both sen-
sibility and creativity, the more beautiful, the more useful and, conversely,
the more useful, the more beautiful (see essays 1-3 and 5-7). The famous
ancient master tufunga fonua social architect/engineer Lo'au based the tragic
story of kava on the natural qualities of the kava and t6 sugarcane plants,
viz., kona bitterness and melie sweetness. That is, all best and permanent
human endeavors of lasting value must go through kona bitterness, followed
by melie sweetness, in that logical order of precedence (see Mahina 1986,
1992,2019).

Fuo, Mdblunga/Loloto, L0loa, moe Maokupu/Falahi Form: Height/Depth,
Length, and Breadth/Width

In Tongan thought, reality of ta-va time-space is tapa'akifa'2 four dimensional,
i.e., four-sided dimensionality. The abstract entities td time and va space are
expressed as concrete entities by means of fuo form and uho content of things.
Both ta time and vd space and fuo form and uho content are indivisible in real-
ity as in nature, mind, and society, conveniently divided as divisions of reality.
In reality, both mind and society are in nature. The temporal entity of fuo form
is the concrete manifestation of the abstract entity of ta time, and the substantial
entities of miblunga/loloto height/depth,l6loa length, and maokupu breadth/
width concretely defining uho content are the spatial variations of the abstract
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Frcuns z. Tongan Fale House: Fuo Form, Mablunga Height, Ldloa Length'

and MaokupuWidth. Sketch by S. F. Potauaine (2007).

entity of va space, linking nature, mind, and society (Potauaine 2010; also see

Ka'ili 2017b; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).
rt , -r-<-t.:c- t^,--. ^:)^) +^*-^^-^+:^l:+.. ^f +l.^ f^l^ l^^""- +La+ io ln+nllle taraaK[a luul-slqcu lclllPu)P4lr4rlly ur rrrL roN trvure

inside, tu'a outside, funga topside, and lalo downside-is tu'a external to the

fale house. However, the tapa'akifl four-sided dimensionality of reality-that
is, fuo form, mAblunga/loloto height/depth, l6loa length, and maokupu/falahi

breadth/width-is taken to be loto internal to the fale house (Potauaine 2010;

Potauaine and Mahina 2011). That is, the tafa'akifa four-sided tempospatial-

ity of the fale house is relatively'tontextual," whereas the tapa'akifd four-sided

dimensionality of reality is strictly "textual." By "textuall' reference is made

to the fale house as a work of art, whereas 'tontextual" refers to the condi-

tions in which the fale house as an artwork is produced in the creative process

(Anderson 2007; Helu 1999), To say that things in reality as in nature, mind,

and society are three-dimensional is to regard them to be both ta'eta timeless

and ta'efuo formless, which involves the privileging of vd space and uho content

over ta time and fuo form (Fig.2).
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Loto, Th'a,'Olunga, moe Lalo: Inside, Outside, Topside, and Downside

As pointed out earlier, the tafa'akifb four-sided tempospatiality of the fale
house-namely, loto inside, tu'a outside, funga/blunga topside, and lalo down-
side-is tu'a external to the fale house (Potauaine 2010; also see Anderson 2007;
Helu 1999). These four tafa'aki sides are considered contextual or relative to the
fale house, which functions merely as a point of reference. Everything that is tu'a
outside, loto inside, funga/blunga topside, and lalo downside is regarded as tu'a
external or contextual to the fale house. This is in opposition to the four tapa'aki
dimensions-namely, fuo form, mablunga height, loloa length, and maokupu
width-that are loto internal or textual to the fale house. Mats, trees, birds, and
stones, as well as a host of other objects, placed loto inside, tu'a outside, funga
topside, and lalo downside, respectively, ofthe fale house are considered to be
tu'a external or contextual to the fale house ('Ilairi 2007; Gerstle and Raitt 1974;

Fig.3).
Along the distinction among loto inside, tu'a outside, funga/blunga topside,

and lalo downside, which are tuh external or contextual to the fale house, there
is a further distinction between mata eye and tu'a back with reference to the
fale house, as in matafale frontside of the fale house and its tu'afale backside
(Potauaine 2010; Refiti 2008). Although the mata frontside represents maau/
fendpasi order, its tu'a backside signifies felekeu/fepaki chaos. Such a distinction
is also considered tu'a external or contextual to the fale house (M6hina 2005; also
see Anderson 2007; Helu 1999). In parallel ways, we see the same distinction
between muh frontside and mui backside with reference to a chief, with mu'a
frontside considered'eiki chiefly and tuh backside considered earthly in terms
of status (Mahina 1992;Ka'ili 2017b).In these instances, both mata frontside
and tu'a backside, on the one hand, and mu'a frontside and mui backside, on the
other hand, are often interchanged. Whereas mata eye and mu'a front are con-
sidered'eiki chiefly and maau/fenapasi orderly, tu'a outside and mui backside are
deemed earthly and disorderly (Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 20l l).

Loto, Ttr'a, moe Fale: Inside, Outside, and House

Three senses of the Tongan words loto inside and tu'a outside are connected with
Tongan fale house (Potauaine 2010; see essay 5 in this volume). The first sense of
loto inside and tu'a outside refers to the four tafa'aki sides or tafa'akifb four-sided
design-namely, loto inside, tuh outside, funga/blunga topside, and lalo down-
side-all of which are taken as tu'a external (or contextual) to the fale house (Refiti
2008). The second sense points to the four tapa'aki dimensions or tapa'akifh four-
sided dimensionality-that is, fuo form, mdblunga/loloto height/depth, loloa
length, and maokupu/falahi breadth/width-considered loto internal (or textual)
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Frcunr 3. Tongan Fale House: Loto Inside, T[r'a Outside,'Olunga Topside'

and Lalo Downside. Sketch by S. F. Potauaine (2007).

to the fale house (Potauaine and Mdhina 2011).13 The third sense involves a cir-

cular transformation of the fale house from td time and vd space in the form of a

kupesi pattern/design for the fale house, on the abstract level, to the fuo form and

uho content ofthe actual fale house, on the concrete level, considered a temporal-

spatial, formal-substantial, and practical-functional movement from loto inside

to tu'a outsideta (Mahina 2002;Moa2011; Potauaine 2010).
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As far as tafa'akifd four-sided dimensionality goes, the distinction between
loto inside and tu'a outside does not apply to the fale house. In addition, there
is no allusion to loto inside, and there is no mention of tu'a outside. Herein, the
fale house is strictly "self-referentiall'specifically in terms of either its totality
or its individuality (Potauaine 2010). By means of its totality, the collection of
materials required for building the whole fale house is collectively called alan-
gafale, literally meaning "that upon which the fale house is builtl' In terms of its
individuality, the entire fale house is defined by its respective parts, namely, the
obvious ones of faliki floor, holisi walls,rs 'ato roof, and pou posts (Anderson
1983; Helu 1999; Kaloni 2005; Tirita 1988).

The third sense of loto inside and tu'a outside engages a circular transforma-
tion of the fale house from t6 time va space, on the abstract level, to fuo form
uho content, on the concrete level, that is, a temporal-spatial, formal-substan-
tial, and practical-functional movement from loto inside to tu'a outside (Moa
2011; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 20ll). Such a movement from
the abstract to the concrete is continuous in nature rather than dichotomous in
character. As a form of abstraction, the kupesi pattern/design of a fale house,
that is, the loto inside of the fale house, is made up of intersecting kohi lines
and vi spaces, where kohi lines are merely tempo markers of ta time'6 (Mahina
2002; Potauaine 2010). However, the fuo form and uho content of the actual
fale house-that is, its tu'a outside, made up of wood, stone, steel, brick, and
glass-are the concrete manifestations of ta time and vi space. These point to
the actual continuity between tempospatiality on the abstract level and formal-
ity-substantiality on the concrete level.

Tlrfunga Langafale, Thfunga Lotofale, moe Tufunga Th'afale: House-
building, Interior Designing, and Exterior Designing

The concepts and practices of loto inside and tu'a outside are contextualized
in three distinct but related tufunga material arts: namely, tufunga langafale
house-building, tufunga lotofale interior designing, and tufunga tu'afale exte-
rior designing (Mahina 2002;Potauaine 2005,2010). Tufunga lotofale interior
designing is associated with tufunga lalava kafa-sennit lashing, which functions
not only to teuteu decorate the loto interior of the fale house but also to hold
together its parts, especially its loto internal structures. In one way, tufunga
lalava kafa-sennit lashing is loto internal and at the same time tu'a external to
the fale house (Mahina2002). The internal structures also serve as a form of
teuteu loto interior decoration. Tufunga tu'afale exterior designing is directly
linked to the three tufunga material arts of tufunga td'akaufua fruit-bearing
tree planting, tufunga t6'akaukakala sweet-smelling tree planting, and tufunga
td'akaufaitob medicinal-healing tree planting.'7 As forms of tufunga tu'afale
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Langi-'o-Tu'i-Tonga

Langi tomb design

Kupesi pattern design

Fata- 'o-Tu'i-Tonga

Frcune 4. Kupesi Fata-b-Ttr'i-Tonga Royal Tir'i Tonga Pall-bearer and Lan-

gi-b-Tir'i-Tonga Royal Th'i Tonga Tomb Depicting a Spatiotemporal' Sub-

stantial-Formal, and Practical-Functional Movement from Loto Inside to

Ttr'a Outside, That Is, from the Abstract to the Concrete (see Moa 2011).

Sketch by B. Moa (2010).

exterior designing, these three tufunga material arts are tu'a external to the fale

house (Fig.4).'8

Faiva, Ttrfunga, moe Nimamea'a: Performance, Material, and Fine Arts

Similarly, the subject matter of this essay, Tongan fale house, can be investi-

gated in the broader context ofTongan art. Tongan art can be divided into three

genres, faiva performance arts, tufunga material arts, and nimamea'a fine arts,

across the gamut of reality, that is, nature, mind' and society (see Ka'ili 2019;

Moa 2011; Potauaine 2010; Mdhina and Potauaine 2010). Belonging in the faiva

performance arts genre are faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva

haka dance. In the genre of tufunga material arts, we have tufunga langafale

house-building, tufunga fo'uvaka boat-building, and tufunga lalava kafa-sennit
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lashing. In the nimamea'a fine arts genre are nimamea'a lalanga mat-weaving,
nimamea'a koka'anga bark-cloth making, and nimamea'a tuikakala flower-de-
signing'e (Mahina 2002, 200 4, 2005).

All three divisions of Tongan art constitute both ta time and vd space on
the abstract level and fuo form uho content on the concrete level. Faiva ta'anga
poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance are spatiotemporally connected
with vaa'i'uhinga intersecting human meanings, vaa'ita intersecting tones, and
vaa'ihaka intersecting bodily movements,2O respectively, on the abstract level
and with lea language, ongo sound, and sino body, respectively, on the con-
crete level (Potauaine 2010; also see Helu 1999). The same applies to tufunga
langafale house-building, tufunga fo'uvaka boat-building, and tufunga lalava
kafa-sennit lashing, which involve intersecting kohi lines and vd spaces, respec-
tively, on the abstract level and'akau wood and kafa-sennit cords, respectively,
on the concrete level. In tufunga lalava kafa-sennit lashing, the intersecting
kohi lines and vl spaces are concretely expressed by way of the intersecting
kafa kula red-kafa-sennit and kafa'uli black-kafa-sennit cords (Potauaine 2010;
Potauaine and Mdhina 20lL). By means of abstraction, nimamea'a lalanga
mat-weaving, nimamea'a koka'anga bark-cloth making, and nimameah tuika-
kala flower-designing are concerned with intersecting kohi lines and v6 spaces,
and concretely they appear in terms of intersecting dried lou'akau pandanus
leaves, intersecting beaten hiapo mulberry tree bark, and intersecting mata-
la'i'akau flowers (Mahina 2002).

Several artistic and literary devices are employed for the mediation of inter-
secting kohi lines and vd spaces, on the abstract level, and intersecting fuo
forms and uho contents, on the concrete level, of various subject matters under
the creative process across nature, mind, and society. In faiva ta'anga poetry,
faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance, their respective intersecting vaa'i'uhinga
human meanings, vaa'ita intersecting tones, and vaa'ihaka intersecting bodily
movements are mediated by the artistic and literary devices of heliaki, tu'akauta
musical, and hola escape/dance.2r In the same way, the intersecting kohi lines
and vd spaces in tufunga langafale house-building, tufunga fo'uvaka boat-build-
ing, and tufunga lalava kafa-sennit lashing (see Mdhina 2002),onthe one hand,
and nimamea'a lalanga mat-weaving, nimamea'a koka'anga bark-cloth making,
and nimamea'a tuikakala flower-designing, on the other hand, are commonly
mediated by the artistic device of mata eye or its tatau mirror ava hole (Mahina
2005; Mdhina, Dudding, and Mahina-Tuai 2010; Mdhina and Potauaine 2010;
Mdhina-Tuai 2010; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mahina 2011).

By heliaki, tu'akautd musical device, and hola escape/dance, reference is
made to the point of intersection, where one meaning is a pointer to the other
in faiva ta'anga poetry, the insertion of an extra beat within an interval in faiva
hiva music, and an additional movement between two bodily movements
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{

Frcunn 5. Photograph of a Mata'i Toki Eye of the Adze (from Hufanga Dr
'tJkusitino Mahina's Coiieciion). Photograph by S. F. Foiauaine (2Ai1).

in faiva haka dance. In tufunga langafale house-building, tufunga fo'uvaka

boat-building, and tufunga lalava kafa-sennit lashing, the use of mata eye or

ava hole22 for the mediation of intersecting kohi lines and vd spaces is done by

means of mata'itoki eye of the adze ot for that matter, ava'itoki hole of the adze

(Frampton 1995; Potauaine 2010). For the sarne purpose, nimamea'a lalanga

mat-weaving and nimamea'a koka'anga bark-cloth making use mata'ikapa eye

of the metal or ava'ikapa hole of the metal and mata'ifa eye of pandanus fruit
or ava'ifA hole of pandanus fruit, respectively,23 Similarly, nimamea'a tuikakala

flower-designing uses mata'ihui eye of the needle or ava'ihui hole of the needle

(see MdLhina 20I7b; Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2011; Fig.5).
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The use of the artistic device mata eye or ava hole involves the produc-
tion of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie beauty/quality in
faiva performance arts or fakabfobfa beauty/quality in tufunga material arts
and nimamea'a fine arts. In this context, mdlie and fakabfobfa beauty/quality
are a function of both tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony. However,
the aesthetic qualities tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/
fakabfobfa beauty/quality are "internal" to works of arts-as opposed to the
emotional feelings of mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climaxed
elation, which are considered "external' to them (i.e., honga/ngiue utility/func-
tionality) (see Mahina 2008). From a tdvaist perspective, then, art can be defined
as a transformation of td time and vd space, on the abstract level, and fuo form
and uho content, on the concrete level, of subject matters in the productive
process from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a state of maau/fendpasi
order through sustained tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and malie/
fakabfobfa beauty/quality. Herein, mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality is taken to
be a state of noa zero point, in which noa is a form of conflict (Potauaine 2010;
Potauaine and Mdhina 201l).

Talangata Conclusion

The temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and practical-functional relation-
ships of loto inside, tu'a outside, and fale house have been investigated at the
ontological, metaphysical-epistemological, and metaphorical interface of the
theory/philosophy of tav6ism and Tongan ethnography. This is within and
across the broader contexts of tafa'akifa four-sided tempospatiality of the fale
house (namely, loto inside, tu'a outside, funga/blunga topside, and lalo down-
side) and tapa'akifa four-sided dimensionality of reality (that is, fuo form,
mablunga/loloto height/depth, loloa lengh, and maokupu/fdlahi breadth/
width). The tafa'akifi four-sided tempospatiality is found to be tuh external
to the fale house, and the four-sided dimensionality is found to be loto inter-
nal to it. In addition, loto internal to the fale house are the td-v6 time-space,
fuo-uho form-content, and function-practice relationships between the kupesi
pattern/design of a fale house, on the'ata-ki-loto abstract level, and the actual
fale house, on the'ata-ki-tu'a concrete level. Such temporal-spatial, formal-
substantial, and practical-functional relationships between the kupesi pattern/
design of the fale house and its actual manifestation mark a movement from
loto inside to tu'a outside, i.e., a movement from'ata-kiloto abstraction to'ata-
ki-tu'a representation.
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NOTES

1. Aspects of this short joint essay were presented at the Interstices Under Construction Sym-

posium: Unsettled Containers: Aspects of Interiority Conference, School of Architecture' Uni-

versity ofAuckland,Auckland,Aotearoa New Zealand,2010 (see Potauaine and Mahina 201 1).

2. The other terms for funga,literally meaning "space abovel'are blunga top, as in the word

mdblunga higher side, and lalo down, as in mablalo lower side. In addition, the word funga

means "surfacei"placel'or "spacei'as in the elongated terms tufunga/tafunga and tafungo-

funga/tafungafunga, meaning'tempo marking of surface, place, or spacd' and'tlevated sur-

face, place, or spacei'respectively. The word tufunga is used for material arts, such as tufunga

langafale house-building, tufunga lalava kafa-sennit lashing, and tufunga fo'waka boat-build-

itrg.

3. The words mablunga height and maokupu width are often interchangeci with the terms

loloto depth and fblahi width, respectively.

4. See essay 2 in this volume.

5. Or fakamdvae separation, ava hole, and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dis-

similar pairing/binary.

6. Or fakahoko connection, mata eye, and hoatatau/hoamilie equal/same/similar pairing/

binary.

7. on the epistemological level, however, ti time and va sPace as ontological entities afe

socially organized in different ways in Tonga and in the West. In Tonga, td time and vd space

are organized in plural, cultural, collectivistic, holistic, and circular ways. By contrast, their

organization in the West occurs in singular, technoteleological, individualistic, analytical, and

linear modes.
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8. The first fonua is made up ofthe valevale unborn child or fetus and mothert placenta, the
second fonua is made up ofpeople and the land, and the third fonua is made up ofthe dead
and their burial places, all defined by mutually symbiotic relationships between person and
place, that is, sociology and ecology (see Mahina 1992).

9. This is linked to a tenet of the philosophy of tavaism that t6 time and vd space on the
abstract level, like fuo form and uho content on the concrete level, are, as ontological entities,
the common medium of existence.

10. Likewise, this is associated with another tenet of tavaism, which states that the onto-
logical (or metaphysical) entities of ta time and vi space, like fuo form and uho content, are
epistemologically (or symbolically) arranged in different ways across cultures.

11. Or faiva touitaivaka navigation and faiva faifolau voyaging.

12. Tapa'akifa and tafa'akifh are synonymous, both meaning "four-sidedi'i.e., four-dimen-
sional.

13. This means that reality,that is, ti time and vd space, is four-dimensional and not three-di-
mensional, as in the existing literature on art and especially architecture. Herein, td time,like
fuo form, is strictly downplayed in both art and architecture, with an emphasis on va space or
uho content as having only three dimensions.

14. This circular movement from abstraction to representation is a movement from ti time
and vd space, on the abstract level, to fuo form and uho content, on the concrete level. It is also
a spatiotemporal, substantial-formal, and practical-functional movement from loto inside
to tu'a outside, that is, from the kupesi patternidesign of a fale house to the actual fale house.

15. The other term for holisi is puipui, both of which mean "wallsl'forms of demarcator or
isolator.

16. In his Master of Architecture thesis, titled "Langi Royal Tombs: The Beginning of Tu'i
Tonga Architecture" (20f f), Bruce Sione Toh Moa discussed the temporal-spatial, formal-
substantial, and practical-functional relationships between the kupesi pattern/design named
fata-b-Tu'i-Tonga pall-bearer of Tu'i-Tonga on the abstract level and the actual langi royal
tombs on the concrete level. The fata-b-Tui-Tonga pall-bearer-of-Tu'i -Tonga, defined by
intersecting kohi lines and vd spaces, is a kupesi pattern/design for the actual langi royal
tombs. The building of langi royal tombs was associated with tufunga tdmaka material art of
stone-cutting.

17. This is a form oflandscape art.

18. A. Refiti, pers. comm.,20ll; B. Moa, pers. comm.,20l1.

19. From a Tongan perspective, faiva performance arts are tefito-he-loto-sino body-cen-
tered, that is,"inside-of-the-bodyi'and both tufunga material arts and nimameah fine arts are
tefito-he-tu'a-sino non-body-centered, that is,'butside of the bodyi' Both faiva performance
arts and tufunga material arts are tefito-he-tangata male led, whereas nimamea'a fine arts are
tefito-he-fefine female led.
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20. By way of abstraction, and as forms of spatiotemporal, substantial-formal, and practical-

functional intersections, vaa'i'uhinga intersecting human meanings, vaa'iti intersecting tones,

and vaa'ihaka intersecting bodily movements are concrete expressions ofta time and vi space.

21. In addition to hola escape/dance device, there are two other terms used for the same thing,

namely, kaiha'asi steal and haka-funga-haka one move upon another. All three terms refer to

the symmetrical insertion of an additional move within two defined moves, thereby increas-

ing the rhlthmic effect manifold, with some electrifying emotional or aesthetically pleasing

feelings of mifana warmth, vela {ieriness, and tauelangi climaxed elation. The same applies to

ta'anga poetry and hiva music with the use of artistic devices heliaki and tu'akautd musical, as

is the use of the artistic device mata eyes in both tufunga material arts and nimamea'a fine arts.

22. In Tongan ethnography, mata eyes or ava holes, that is, points, are produced by two or

more intersecting kohi lines, which are a form of tempo marker. Kohi lines are a summation

of a series of mata eyes or ava holes, and a collection ofkohi lines forms vi space. By this, mata

eyes or ava holes are therefore temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and practical-functional.

23. The mata'ifd eye of pandanus fruit or ava'ifd hole of pandanus fruit is "sharp pointedl' or

"brushlikel'with the brushstrokes functioning as a mata eye or ava hole for the rnediation of

intersecting kohi lines and vd spaces.
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

Ava'ifa
Ava'ihui
Ava'ikapa
t.ae
ra ele

Faifolau, faiva
Fakabfobfa
Faiva
Fdlahi
Fale

Fale fakafobhake
Faliki
Fanua

art
education
house parts; see alangavaka boat parts
boat parts; see alangafale house parts
worn-out boat as in the sea by waves and wind
use; see ngdue utility/functionality
image, picture, mirror, reflection, symmetry
abstract level; see abstraction
concrete level; see representation
roof
hole, point; see mata eye, i.e., point; and mata-
ava eye-hole, i,e., point
hole ofthe pandanus fruit
hole of the needle
eye of the metal plate
mother
birth, fb'ele birth-giving
voyaging, performance art of
beauty; see mllie beauty
performance art
width/breadth; see maokupu width/breadth
house
boat, i.e., downside-up house
floor; see floor mat
"person" and "place" (i,e,,'time" and "space");
see fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua or
whenua
name of kupesi, i.e., an abstraction of pall-
bearer ofTu'i-Tonga, the concrete form (or
representation)
woman

Fata-o-Tu'i-Tonga

Fefine
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Felekeu

Fendpasi

Fonua

Fo'uvaka, tufunga
Funga
Fuo
Fuo-uho
Haka, faiva
Hakafungahaka

Hanua

Heliaki

Hiapo
Hiva, faiva

Hoa

Hoakehekehe

Hoamalie

Hoatamaki

Hoatatau

Hola

Holisi
Honua

Kaiha'asi

Kafa kula
Kafa'uli
Kava
Kelekele
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chaosi see fepaki conflict
order; see maau order
"person" and "place" (i,e,, "timd' and "space");

see fanua, fenua, hanua, honua, vanua, or

whenua
boat-building, rrratelial alt uf
surface; see v6 space/place/surface

form; see fuo shape

form-content
dance, performance art of
one-move-upon-another; dance device; see

hola and kaiha'asi
"person" and "placd' (i.e., "time" and "spacd');

see fanua, fenua, fonua, honua, vanua, or

whenua
metaphorically sayng one thing but meaning
another
mulberry plant
music, performance art of
pair/binary; pairs/binaries; pairing; see Samoan

soa, pair/binary; pairs/binaries; pairing
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of opposite/dif-
ferent/dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of equal/same/

similar entitiesi identities/tendencies
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of opposite/dif-
ferent/dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary [or pais/binartes] of equal/same/

similar entities/identities/tendencies
escape; dance device; see kaiha'asi and

hakafungahaka
wall; see puipiui, curtain
"person" and "place" (i.e., "timd' and'tpacd');
see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, vanua, or

whenua
to steal; dance device; see hakafungahaka and

hola
red kafa sennit
black kafa sennit
kava plant; see kona bitterness

earth; soil kelekele
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line; see laini line
bark-cloth making, fine art of
red
sun
mat-weaving, fine art of
build
labor pain, as in birth-giving
house-building, material art of
tomb; see langi slcy

house-lashing, material art of
down; see lalo downside
god of the wind, god of navigation lvoyaging
language; see tala language/word
lengh
depth; see mablunga height
inside, internal, center, middle
interior design, material art of
god of the sea, god of navigation/voyaging
order; see fendpasi order
warmth
beauty; see fakabfobfa beauty
breadth, width; see falahi width
low; see down
height, high, up; see loloto depth
eye, point; see mata-ava eye-hole, i.e., point
eye-hole, point
flower, literally "eye of the flower"
eye of the pandanus fruit
eye ofthe needle
eye of the metal plate
door
death
reference
ocean
life
front; see tlmu'a
back; see timui
practice, utility/functionality/practicality
fine art
top, topside; see up-above blunga
sound, feeling or hearing

18s

Kohi
Koka'anga, nimamea'a
Kula
La'e
Ldlanga, nimamea'a
Langa
Langl
Langafale, tufunga
Langi
Lalava, tufunga
Lalo
Latu
Lea
L6loa
Loloto
Loto
Lotofale, tufunga
Lulu
Maau
Mdfana
Malie
Maokupu
Mablalo
Mablunga
Mata
Mata-ava
Matala'i'akau
Mata'ifa
Mata'ihui
Mata'ikapa
Matapa
Mate
Ma'ungatala
Moana
Mo'ui
Mu'a
Mui
Ngdue
Nimamea'a
'Olunga
Ongo
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'Otu langi
Po

Pou

Po'uli
Puipui
Sino
TA

Ta'anga, faiva
Tafa'aki
Tafa'akifa

Tapa'aki
Tapa'akita

Timu'a
Tdmui
Tafunga
Tafungafunga
Tafungofunga
Tahi
Tala
Talakamata
raa lva
I a-va

Tafa'aki
Tafa'akifa
Tau€langi
'l'etito-he-tbfine

Tefito-he-loto-sino
Tefito-he-tangata
Tefito-he-tu'a-sino
TO

Toutaivaka, faiva
Tuh
T\r'afale, tufunga
Tu'akauta
Tuikakala, nimamea'a

T6'akaufua, tufunga
To'akaufaitob, tufun ga

To'akaukakala, tufunga

royal tombs
night; see po'uli night
house post

night, dark, darkness

curtain; see holisi wall
body
time, beat, hit, strike
poetry, performance art of
side; see tapa'aki side

four-dimensional, four-sided dimensionality;
see tapa'akifd
side; see tafa'aki side

four-dimensional, four-sided dimensionality;
see tafa'akifd
front-end/frontside of the house

back-end/backside of the house

hilly; see tafungafunga and tafungofunga
hilly; see tafungofunga as a variation
hilly; see tafunga and tafungafunga
sea

language; see lea

introduction
times/beats between spaces

time-space
side

four-sided, four-sided dimensionality
climatic elation,"dMnd' feeling of excitement

femaie- centerecii centric
body-centered/centric
male-centered/centric
non-body- centered/centric
sugarcane plant; see melie sweetness

navigation, performance art cif

outside, external
exterior design, material art of
musical device

flower-designing, fine art of
fruit-bearing tree planting, material art of
medicinal tree planting, material art of
sweet-smelling tree planting, material art of
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outside, external, back, as in tu'afale (i.e.,

avafale house-hole) houseback; see matafale
housefront
material art; literally "beating/hitting/timing
the surface"
black
space

motion between two bodily movements
time/beat, between two times/beats
meaning between two human meanings
boat, vessel, medium, or vehicle
house, i.e., upside-down boat
fetus, child
"persorf' and'place" (i.e., "timd' and "spacd');

see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, or
whenua
fieriness
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Tu'a

Tufunga

'uli
VA

Vaa'ihaka
Vaa'ita
Vaa'iuhinga
Vaka
Vaka fakafobhifo
Valevale
Vanua

Vela
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Tavakefai'ana
Semisi Fetokai Potauaine
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and IJnitec Institute of Technology

Bruce Sione To'a Moa
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OUr collective aim in this essay is to critically examine the fakafelavai intersection,

or fakahoko connection and fakamivae separation, of the vaka boat, fale house,

and kava in terms of both art work and art use. The vaka boat and fale house are

associated with tufunga the material arts of tufunga fo'uvaka boat-building and

tufunga langafale house-building, and kava with faiva the performance art offaiva

inukava kava-drinking; all bearing immense matedal-physical, psychological-

emotional, and social-cultural significance. All three are variously associated

with the ceremonial as taPu structures and places possessing rnana power and

ivi energy of great potuPotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa/malie beauty/quality'

having some therapeutic, hypnotic, or psychoanalytic affects and effects. Herein,

kava was created at the intersection, or connection and separation, of the vaka

boat and the fale house, where the vaka boat is a fale fakafoohake upside-down

house and fale house a vaka fakafobhifo downside-up boat, all associated with the

natural elements, such as the winds and waves.
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Talakamata Introduction

Ttrrs snonr oRrcrNAL EssAy is inspired by the Master of Architecture theses by
S€misi Fetokai Potauaine and Bruce Sione To'a Moa, respectively titled "Tectonic
of the fale: Four dimensional, three divisional" (2010) and "Langi royal tombs:
The beginning of Tir'i Tonga architecture" (201l).3 Our subject matter as a text
will be investigated in the context of the Indigenous Tongan Td-Va Time-Space

o

-- -----------.-t-

/.n

fLAN VItW

FrcuRn r. Vaka, fale, and kava I (vertical), Thfunga takohi (material art of
drawing), Tavakefai'ana, S€misi Fetokai Potauaine 2017.
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Philosophy of Reality, and situated for its bearings on'atamai mind and faka-

kaukau thinking in the'uto brain and ongo feeling and loto desiring in the fatu/

mafu heart in the context of malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and'aonga/ngiue

utility/functionality.4
We situate our critique in the context of the Indigenous Tongan Td-Vd Time-

Space Philosophy of Reality, with reference to a number of its general and spe-

cific ontological (i.e., "ways of beingi'or "ways of reality and of td time and vd

spacel'or "reality as it is") and epistemological (i.e., "ways of knowingi"'ways

of people and of societyi' or "reality as we know it") tenetss (see Ka'ili 2017a;

Lear 2018; Ka'ili, Mihina, and Addo 2017: l-17;'O. Mihina 2004:86-93;2010:

168-202 20I7b:133-53) They include, inter alia, the following tenets:

' that ta time and vd space as ontological entities are the common medium

in which all things exist in reality, as in nature, mind, and society;
. that ti time and v6 space as ontological identities are epistemo-

logically/socially organized in different ways across cultures (and

languages);
. that'ilo knowledge is knowledge of ta time and va space (fuo form and

uho content), which is constituted or composed in fonua/kalatua cul-

ture as a social vaka vehicle and transmitted or communicated in tala/

lea language as a human recePtacle;
. that td time and vd space are the abstract dimensions of fuo form and

uho content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations of ta time

and vd space;
. that td time and fuo form are verbs (or action-led) and definers/markers

ofvd space and uho content, which are, in turn, nouns (or object-based)

and constitutors/composers of ta time and fuo form;6
+La+ +i +ima anl 116 cnora lilre frrn fnrm qnrl rrhn rontenf- are insenarable' rrlor rq v s vl/svvt rrrls "- - ---- - E -

yet indispensable hoa pairs/binaries of hoatatau/hoamdlie equal/same/

similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar enti-

ties/identies/tendencies in reality;

' that all things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, stand in eternal

relations of exchange, giving rise to maau/fenipasi order and felekeu/

fepaki conflict;
' that as a corollary everpvhere in reality, as in nature' mind, and society,

is fakafelavai intersection and there is nothing above fakahoko connec-

tion and fakamdvae separation;

' that as a corollary everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and sociery is

mata-ava eye-hole, and there is nothing beyond mata eye and ava holeiT

. that as a corollary everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society,

is indivisible but inevitable hoa pairs/binaries, and there is nothing over
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and above hoatatau/hoamalie equal/same/similar and hoakehekehe/
hoatamaki unequal/opposite/different identifies/entities/tendencies;

. that order and conflict are of the same logical status in reality, as in
nature, mind, and society, where order is itself a form of conflict; and

. that order is when two or more equal/same/similar and unequal/
opposite/different energies, forces or tendencies meet at a common

191

I otc SFaTtOtr 3. Fale

Frcunn z. Vaka, fale, and kava 2 (horizontal), Thfunga takohi (material art
of drawing), Tavakefai'ana, S6misi Fetokai Potauaine 2017.
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intersection, eye-hole mata-ava, or point, defined by a state of noa 0 or

zero-point.

We will reflect on the changing temporal-formal, spatial-substantial, and

functional intersections, or connections and separations' that is, relationships,

between the Tongan vaka boat, fale house, and kava as tapu taboo structures,

tapu taboo spaces, bearing immense potupotutatau harmony, mdlie/fakabfobfa

I

Frcunn 3. Vaka, fale, and kava 3 (vertical), Thfunga takohi (material art of
drawing), Tavakefai'ana, Semisi Fetokai Potauaine 2017, Figtre 3 developed

Figures 5,6rand7,
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Frcunn 4. Taumafakava (royal kava ceremony), T[rfunga takohi (material art
of drawing), Tavakefai'ana, SEmisi Fetokai Potauaine 2010.
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beauty/quality,8 and'aonga/ngdue functionality/utility. As vd spaces (or uho

contents) of some defined specifications, the vaka boat, fale house, and kava

are respectively structured as specific td times (or fuo forms) on the'ata-ki-

loto abstract and'ata-ki-tu'a concrete levels. However, by tapu structures, tapu

spaces, reference is made to both their internal and external qualities (viz.,

t6-v6 time-space/temporal-spatial, fuo-uho form-content/formal-substantial,

and'aonga-ngdue functional-practical characters), respectively defined by way

of mdlie/fakabfobfa beautyiquality and 'aonga/ngaue utility/functionality as

works of art of exceptional analytic, aesthetic, and pragmatic or investigative,

transformative, and communicative value. Moreover' tapu taboo is a tool of pro-

hibition placed on the vaka boat, fale house, and kava as works of art of special

harmony and beauty. This is opposed to the concept of tapu taboo treated in

the anthropological literature as a form of mystery, thereby branded as unintel-

ligible and belonging to the realm of the supernatural. We shall come back to

this later.

According to oral history (see'O. Mdhina 1986,1992), the original people

of Tonga came from Pulotu, where the souls of the dead, especially those of

chiefs, returned and continued to reside and live upon death. The world of the

dead is called fa'ahikehe, which literally means "side-of-the-otheri'as opposed

to the world of the living, commonly named as fa'ahitatau "side-of-the-same" or

fa'ahitaha "side-of-the-onel'e The realm of the dead is also known as the fonua

loto inner world, where the human souls continue to reside and live' Pulotu,

thought to be the immediate ancestral homeland and afterworld of Tonga (and

of western Moana Oceaina),ro is said to be an actual island or group of islands

lying to the northeast of Tonga (see'O. Mdhina 2019; also see Ka'ili 2019).'r It

ii toia that the first settlers who arrived by vaka boat in Tonga first took shelter

under the trees, in tree-trunks or caves, when it quickly occurred to them that

they could huild a fale house for protection from the elements by turning their

vaka boats upside down, with the support of upright posts.

Of great relevance to this discussion is the concept and practice of fonua

world, which variously exists throughout the Moana Oceania as hanua, honua,

vanua, f6nua, fanua, fenua, enua, and whenua, referring tO the worlds through

which the human souls move in circular ways in td time and v6 space. Such a

movement marks the eternal process, cycle, and exchange of objects' events,

or states of affairs. By defining the historically shifting relationships between

"person" and "placej' it is a circular movement of a multiplicity of conflicting

physical, emotional, and social tendencies beginning with the first fonua world

ivalevale mo e taungafanau fetus and placenta), through the second fonua world

(kakai people and htakai/kelekele environment/land), to the third fonua world

(mate dead and fa'itoka/mala'e burial place). The three fonua worlds, marked

by fa'ele birth, mo'ui life, and mate death, are defined by the intersection, or
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connection and separation, of 'person'and"placej'i.e.,'time" and"spacel'where
the former is spatially/substantially composed and the latter temporallylfor-
mally marked (see 'O. Mdhina 1986, 1992).

The story continues that, once theybuilt their fale house from their vaka boat,
the kava was made, served, and consumed as celebrations of their safe arrival in
Tonga. This is preserved in one of the ancient dances called me'etu upaki, liter-
ally meaning'dance-while-standing-with-miniature-paddles/oarsl'which cele-
brates their safe voyage from the northern Moana oceania through the chain
of islands'2 to Tonga. The poetry of the me'etu'upaki dance songt3 talks about
the celestial navigational objects, as well as sailing and paddling techniques and
ports of call along the seascape. By way of celebrations, they sang and danced
their prayers to the Gods of the sea/waves and the winds, Lulu and Latu. All
these were conducted through the medium of kava, which was ceremonially yet
beautifully prepared, served, and consumed, in great recognition and acknowl-
edgement of their divine protection (see Appendices 1,2, and 3).

Obviously, the kava was formed, performed, and reformed at the points of
fakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection, and fakamavae separation, of
the vaka boat and fale house.In closer temporal-formal, spatial-substantial and
functional relationships, the vaka boat, fale house, and kava are effectively oval
in shape. The vaka boat shape and fale house form seating arrangements of the
kava inside the fale house, closely linked to the vaka boat. These are most eyi-
dent in the olovaha as the bow,'alofi as the rowers, and tou'ala as the anchor, all
of which are closely connected with the vaka boat. In correspondence, the tu'i
king or'eiki chief is seated at the olovaha, presiding chief at kava,rs flanked by
two matdpule ceremonial oratorsl6 on either side, following in descending order
by chiefs and their matipule ceremonial orators as rowers on both the starboard
and port sides, and tou'a kava makers as the taula anchor.

Changing the vaka boat into a fale house involves turning the vaka-boat
fakafobhifo "upside-downi'By the same token, changing the fale house into a
vaka boat is concerned with turning the fale house fakafobhake'?ownside upl'
It becomes clear then that the hull of the vaka boat is the roof of the fale house
and, by extension, the roof of the fale house is the hull of the vaka boat. The
vaka boat can thus be considered a fale fakafobhake'downside-up house" and
the fale house a vaka fakafobhifo "upside-down boatl'It follows that the fale
house is a faliki floor to be'ato "roofed" and the vaka boat a'ato roof to be faliki
"floored" (see Appendix 4). The points of fakafelavai intersection between the
vaka boat and the fale house are defined by fakahoko connection and fakamd-
vae separation, where one is the equal and opposite, that is, tatau symmetry of
the other (see essay 4 this volume; also see Fifita 2016; Holakeituai 2019).

As beautiful works of art, the vaka boat, fale house, and kava (see Appendices
1-4) can be classified under the three divisions of Tongan art, namely, faiva
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performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts (see Ka'ili 2019t23-29;
'O. Mahina 2011; Mdhina -Tuai2017 Potauaine 2010)'7. In Tonga, faiva are tefi-

to-he-sino body-centered, that is, created by, and based on, the sino body' and

both the tufunga and nimamea'a are tefito-he-tu'asino, non-body-centered,

that is, created by, and outside of, the sino body. As forms of tufunga material

art, tufunga fo'uvaka boat-building and tufunga langafale house-building are

directly connected with the material art of tufunga lalava kafa-sennit-lashing,ts

which is concerned with the production of kupesi,le complex and beautiful geo-

metric designs (see'O. Mahina 2002:5-9,29-30). On the other hand, kava (see

Appendices 1 and 3) is associated with the faiva performance art of ngaohikava

kava-making collectively and ceremonially named milolua double-twist,2o

infused with poetic, musical, and dance elements,2r and the making of kava

equipment as tufunga naunaukava material art of making kava equipment.

It is highly likely that the kava22 was not formalized until the reign of the

tenth Tu'i Tonga Momo (see 'O. Mahina 1986, 1992; also see Mdhina, Ka'ili,

and Ka'ili 2006; Helu lg99).23 He was closely associated with the most famous

tufunga fonua, material artist of social engineering/social architecture Lo'au,

who was the playwright responsible for the creation of Tala'ae Tupu'anga be

Kava (moe To), Myth of the Origin of Kava (and Sugarcane) (see Appendices

I and 3) (see Mahina and Alatini 2009b). By virtue of his vastly refined knowl-

edge and skills, Lo'au, Tu'i Ha'amea was able to see the coming of events, that is,

"seer of the futurel'A great work of fiction, that is, myth, the story is set in the

form of faiva fakamamahi performance art of tragedy,2a heightening in death as

the highest form of human sacrifice. The moral of the story hinges at the inter-

section, or connection and separation, of kona bitterness and melie sweetness,

respectively symbolized by the kava and tO sugarcane plants. In human ways,

it means that, as far as all worthwhile human endeavors of great value go, one

"drinks bltterness" beftrre otte "eats swecurcss."?5

All the vaka boat, fale house, and kava are based on refined engineering and

architectural principles of some hydrodynamic and aerodynamic nature, con-

nected with the vai water and matangi winds as fluid. All three are, in both

hydrodynamic and aerodynamic ways, linked to the concept and practice of
mata eye or, its tatau symmetry, ava hole, as in the case of mata moana/mata

tahi/mata vai eye of the ocean/eye of the sea/eye of the wate$ mata fonua eye

of the land, and mata angi/matangi eye of the wind. Their equal and opposite

hoa pairs/binaries are ava moana/ava tahi/ava vai hole of the ocean/hole of the

sea/hole of the water, ava fonua hole of the land, and ava angi/avangi matangi

hole of the wind. The term matangi, which is short for the word mataangi/mata

angi, made up of two parts, mata eye and angi blow, literally means the "eye that

blows"i cf. the ava angi/avangi matangi hole of the wind, that is, the "hole that

blows" (see Potauaine 2010; also see Potauaine and Mdhina 2011)'
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Kalia Lahi Fakatoukatea
ko e Lomipeau

Lomipeau the Giant
Double-Hulled Canoe

Talafo'ou 'e / Retold by
Hikule'o Fe'aomoeako Melaia Mahina &

Mele Ha'amoa MAhina'Alatini

Liliulea Tonga 'e / Tongan translation by
H[fanga Dr 'Okusitino MEhina &

DrTEvita O. Ka'ili

Takupesi 'e / lllustrations by
Semisi Fetokai Potauaine &
Kolokesa Uafa Mehina-Tuai

Frcunn 5. Kalia Lahi Fakatoukatea ko e Lomipeau: Lomipeau the Giant
Double-Hulled Canoe.
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Given that all things in reality stand in relation of constant process, cycle,

and exchange, mata eye or its tatau symmetry ava hole is everpvhere in reality,

across nature, mind, and society. The mediation of their points of fakafelavai

intersection, or fakahoko connection, and fakamdvae separation engages in
their transformation from a condition of felekeu chaos and fepaki crisis to a

state of rnaau order and fenapasi stasis through sustained tatau s1'rnmetry and

potupotutatau harmony to create fakabfobfa/mdlie beauty/quality. As useful

vehicles, for example, the vaka boat and fale house, where one is the mirror
image of the other, commonly provide protection for people from the elements

of mdmani nature, specifically both the fonua land and the tahi/moana sea/

ocean,26 such as the lah sun, manu fekai wild animals, ika fekai man-eating fish,

'uha rain, matangi winds, peau/ngalu27 waves, and'au currents.28

From a Tongan mathematical and philosophical perspective, mata eye or

its mirror image ava hole is the intersection, or connection and separation, of
two or more kohi lines; a kohi line is a collection of mata eyes or its equal ava

holesle and va space is a summation of kohi lines. By implication, kohi lines are

an expression of ta time. From a tavdist philosophical/theoretical view, ta time

is spatially composed and vd space as temporally marked, on the abstract level,

while fuo form is substantially formed and uho content is formally demarcated,

on the concrete level (see Ka'ili 2017b; 'O. Mahina 2017V 133-53; Potauaine

2017:154-791 also see Potauaine 2010). Mata eye or its equal and opposite ava

hole are temporally defined, formally led, and spatially constituted or substan-

tially based. This is most evident in the cases of the mata'i fab eye of the nail

and its tatau symmetry, ava'i fab hole of the nail, and the mata matangi/mata'i

matangi eye of the winds and its equivalent ava matangi/ava'i matangi hole of
the winds.

The mata eye or its tatau symmetry ava hole is where ivi energy (or teke/
. - t ;,-L-,--- n--^-^^ tL^ .'^^l:^+ -L:l^^^*l^-, IC^-^^-l-,

IuSl IOrCe) lS mOSI qense alr(l llltclrsc, flulll LIIS lcallJl Pr[rwrvyul \rwrr[!rr/
theory)30 of tavaism, td time and vd space, on the abstract level, and fuo form

and uho content, on the concrete level' are considered as me'a matter, which

is, in turn, taken as ivi energy, which condenses here and rarefies there. The

fakamatolu condensation and fakamanifi rarefaction of ivi energy by means

of fakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection and fakamavahe separa-

tion, expressed in terms of mata eye or its equivalent ava hole are characteristic

of all things in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, as in the multi-dimen-

sional, multi-directional movement of ivi energy as me'a matter in such as peau

waves, fakakaukau ideas, and tufunga fo'uvaka material art of boat building (see

Potauaine and Mdhina 20llt 19 4-216).31

Let us now turn to critiquing the ancient Moana Oceania concept and prac-

tice of tapu taboo, which is closely tied up with the ancient Moana Oceania con-

cept and practice of mana active energy, with both merely considered as forms
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of ivi energy. The former is a kind of "potential energy" and the latter a type

of "kinetic energyi' which are respectively manifested as "stative" and "activei'

"qualitativd' and'quantitativei'powers. In both cultural and historical terms,

tapu taboo is taken as a social tool of protection, prohibition, or inhibition (that

is, of potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty as actual states of affairs),

and mana active energy as an expression, demonstration, or exhibitittn of power

(arising from both potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty as real states

ofbeing or existence). The state oftapu taboo is always contrasted to the condi-

tion of ngofua permission, as in the case of tapu taboo accorded to a specified

period of the mourning of the mate dead,32 when all the felekeu/fepaki'thaos"

of the routines of mo'ui life are brought to a complete stop, in exchange of
maau/fendpasi'brder" afforded to ceremonies, marking the passing from mo'ui

life to mate death in the social Process'r3
As intimately connected cultural and historical concepts and practices, tapu

taboo and mana active energy are considered merely as social and political

phenomena of extreme respective aesthetic (that is, "stativel''qualitative") and

pragmatic (that is, "activel"'quantitative") significance. This is opposed to their

treatment in the anthropological literature as forms of human mystery of some

unintelligible or incomprehensible and supernatural character. As a social tool

of protection, prohibition or inhibition of the "sacredl'tapu taboo is a kind of
"potential energy'' that is, "stativei"'qualitativd' in nature and the "sacred' is, in

turn, a state of both potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty. On the

other hand, mana active energy is a type of expression, demonstration or exhi-

bition of"kinetic energy'' that is, "activei" quantitative" in character.

The concepts and practices tapu taboo and mana active energy came about

with the appearance of the first Tu'i Tonga Aho'eitu, whose father was a Langi

Slcy God Tangaloa'Eitumatupu'a, and whose mother was a Maama Earth3a

Princess'Ilaheva (later changeci to Va'epopua). Byvirtue of his gociiy inheritance,

Aho'eitu was considered bothtiki chiefly and tapu taboo protected, prohibited,

or inhibited. That is, because Aho'eitu was godly he was chiefly, and because he

was chiefly, he was harmonious and beautiful, and because he was harmonious

and beautiful, he was therefore warranted to be protected' prohibited, or inhib-

ited. Many, if not all, of the great, extraordinary, and exceptional exploits of the

Tir'i Tonga, as in successful expeditions of war, voyage, and fishing, are alluded

to and talked about as mana active energy of the T\r'i Tonga. The island of his

origin and usual residence was known as Tonga'Eiki Chiefly Tonga, Tonga Tapu

Taboo Tonga, or Tonga Lahi Great Tonga.ss That is, the island is considered lahi

great in being both'eiki chiefly and tapu taboo, as the island of the Tu'i Tongds

origin and residence.

In one of his visits to Tonga in the late l77}s,captain fames cook attended a

special Tu'i Tonga annual'inasi festival for first fruits involving the performance
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of the royal kava ceremony, which included the offering of the first fruits from

his imperial dominion. The'inasi festival for first fruits, which was held at

Mala'e Feingakotone in Lapaha at Muh in Tongatapu,36 was made to the goddess

Hikuleb through the Tu'i Tonga as her divine representative on earth. Captain

Cook forced his way by trying to enter the royal compound several times but was

restrained by the guardians, repeatedly saying bku tapu it's taboo. Really, Captain

Cook was protected and prohibited from entering the royal domain, when the

'inasi festival for first fruits was in progress, in anticipation of disruptions to the

orderly flow of events. In other words, this was the thing that was tapu taboo, and

from which Captain Cook was protected or prohibited from entering; it was not

the'inasi festival for first fruits, where the occasion was conducted as an artwork

oftruly exceptional potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty.

In Tonga, there are many forms of tapu taboo. Included here are several

tapu taboo surrounding the tamai-tamasii father-child relationships, which

aie enforced and reinforced often by the fa'e mother. By way of tapu taboo, for

example, children are prohibited from eating the leftover food of their tatami

father, in the belief that they will suffer from some unexplained illness. Like the

case of captain cook, what is considered tapu taboo is children eating the left-

over food but not the food itself, which is both nutritious and delicious. In most,

if not all cases, the more nutritious and delicious are always the more beautiful

and useful. While the dMsion of functions are merely different, the role of the

tatami father demands more, as in reserving his leftover food for later. A way for

its protection from the children eating it (especially minors who may not have

the futt appreciation of this human value) would have led to the creation of this

tapu taboo as a social tool.
In Tonga, for example, the fale lotu house of prayer or house of worship3T

is considered a fale tapu taboo house protected, prohibited, or inhibited. As a

fale tapu taboo house, the fale lotu, house of prayer or house of wtlrsfuip is uut

tapu taboo as such but rather the conduct of the worshippers. With all expec-

tations, the worshippers, by entering and remaining inside the fale lotu prayer

house or worship house, are required to conduct themselves through prayer by

paying reverence and deference to God, in the most beautiful and pleasing of

ways in great harmony with divine attributes. Herein, the use of tapu taboo as

a social tool involves the protection, prohibition, or inhibition of worshippers

from misconduct or disorderly behavior, thought to be displeasing to the will
of God. As a great work of art, the harmonious, beautiful, and useful fale lotu

prayer house or worship house, fale tapu taboo house, protected, prohibited, or

inhibited for its inherent potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty, tends

to multiply this state of tapu taboo manifold'

Upon critique, it has become clear that, as human phenomena, tapu

taboo and mana active energy are merely social tools as opposed to their
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problematic anthropological treatment as somehow unintelligible, and often
relegated beyond the realm of the spatiotemporal to the domain of the incom-
prehensible and the supernatural. On the one hand, tapu taboo is used sim-
ply as a means of protection, prohibition, or inhibition of the unique natural,
mental, and social qualities of symmetry, harmony, and beauty possessed by
a person or an object. On the other hand, mana active energy is deployed
strictly as a means of expression, demonstration, or exhibition of such sym-
metrical, harmonious, and beautiful qualities in reality, as in nature, mind, and
society. When such persons and objects possessing such extraordinary aes-
thetic and pragmatic qualities of some epistemic and therapeutic, hypnotic, or
psychoanalytic significance are held in great marvel, honor, and regard, they
become tapu taboo or sacred. Such were the vaka boats, fale houses, and kava
of the Tu'i Tonga dynasty, which were called vaka tapu protected boat/prohib-
ited boat/inhibited boat, fale tapu protected house/prohibited house/inhib-
ited house, and kava tapu, protected kava/prohibited kava/inhibited kava,
embraced in great recognition for their enormous potupotutatau harmony,
mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, and 'aonga/ngdue utility/functionality. It
seems that the concepts and practices of tapu taboo and mana active energy
are types of "stativei "qualitative" and "activel"quantitative" energy, in the
form of potupotutatau harmony and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, where
the former as a social tool involves protection, prohibition, or inhibition and
the latter as a human means of expression, demonstration, or exhibition, has
a direct bearing on those of the loto will/desire and ongo feeling/emotion, sit-
uated in the mafu/fatu heart as a bodily entity/identity, on the one hand, and
'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking, located in the'uto brain as a physical
substance/material, on the other.

In a way, both the loto will/desire and ongo feeling/emotion, and htamai
mind and fakakaukau thinking are considered as distinct but related affectual
and intellectual states of affairs, taken as the outcomes of the working of the
mafu/fatu heart and'uto brain, respectively. Similarly, tapu taboo, protection/
prohibition/inhibition and mana active energy, expression/demonstration/
exhibition, the means through which the harmony, beauty, and utility possessed
by a person, object, or state of affairs are as outcomes 'ilo'i "knowrf'by the 'ata-
mai mind and fakakaukau thinking and reflected upon and ongo'i "felt" by the
ongo feeling/emotion and loto will/desire as separate yet connected processes
of immense material-physical, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural
significance.

In both conceptual and practical terms, there is temporal-spatial, formal-
substantial, and functional continuity between the vaka boat, fale house, and
kava, which are, in one way or another, temporally marked and spatially com-
posed. By virtue of the immense potupotutatau harmony, fakabfobfa beauty,
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and'aonga utility connected with them as great works of tufunga material and

faiva performance arts, they are therefore regarded as tapu taboo structures,

tapu taboo spaces and, by the same token, mana active energy structures, mana

active energy spaces. By tapu taboo structures, tapu taboo spaces, reference is

made to their being protected, prohibited, or inhibited as great works of art

of immense harmony and beauty, and by mana active energy structures, ntatta

active energy spaces, one refers to the excessive expression, demonstration, or

exhibition of such internal aesthetic qualities with effects on both performers

and viewers alike (see'O. Mahina 1986,1992; Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006:

also see Helu 1999).
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NOTBS

'Or boat, house, and kava.

2As tapu structures, tapu spaces, vaka boat, fale house, and kava are temporally defined, spa-

tially constituted, which points to the inseparability of time and space in reality, as in nature,

mind, and society, thereby having four dirnensions rather than three dimensions.

3As for the various aspects ofthe subject matter under collective exploration, also see Fif-

ita (2016); Holakeituai (2019); Matautia (2016); Refiti (2015); Seol (2015); andVan der Ryn

(2012).
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4The utilityifunctionality of art, i.e., art as an 'butcomd' or "what does of arti' is dependent on
its beauty/quality, i.e., as a "process" or "what is of artl'where the latter takes the lead over the
former, in that logical order ofprecedence.

5or temporality-spatiality (i.e., formality-substantiality) and four-sided dimensionality, as

in Sydney Realism (see Anderson 2007; Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Harvey 1980,
2000).

65ee Ka'ili (2017a,2017b);'O. Mihina (2017b); Mdhina,Tuai (2017); potauaine (2017); also
see Potauaine (2010); Moa (201 1); Fifita (2016); Holakeituai (2019); Refiti (2015); Seol (2015);
Van der Ryn (2012).

TSee Potauaine (2010); Potauaine and Mahina (201 I).

sBesides fakabfobfa, which literally means "lovelinessj' the other more ancient term for
beauty is mdlie, aesthetically pleasing, where the former is applied to both tufunga material
arts and nimameab fine arts, as in the tufunga langafale material art of house-building and
nimamea'a lalanga fine art of mat-weaving, and the latter to faiva performance arts, for exam-
ple, faiva ngaohikava performance art of kava-making.

eln terms of continuity, eternity, and indestructibility, this state of affairs points to the exis-
tence of the human soul, which changes substantially yet circularly, dialectically from one
form to another through the three fonua, respectively defined by birth, life, and death.

roHavaiki, like Pulotu for western Moana oceania, is said to be the immediate ancestral
homeland and afterworld of eastern Moana Oceania. Pulotu and Havaiki are being displaced
by Lapita. Evidently, Lapita was, it can be said, "imposed," though problematically, as a matter
of convenience on Pulotu and Havaiki, rather than appropriately "mediated" with them by
both archaeologists and linguists (see'O. Mahina 2019).

rrPulotu is now established to be the island of Matuku in the Lau Group in Fiji, which was
probably once a great center of some intense cultural activities, involving elaborate and com-
plex local and regional exchange and trade networks of huge social, economic, and political
significance, both locally and regionally (see'O. Mahina, 1986, 1992; also see Appendices 1-4).

''?They include Kiribati, Tuvalu, Futuna,'Uvea, Simoa, and Fiji.

t3The three faiva performance arts of faiva ta'anga performance art of poetry, faiva hiva per-
formance art of music, and faiva haka performance art of dance lie in close proximity, in that
poetry is composed and then put to both music and dance, in that logical order ofprecedence,

rarhe word tou'a is found in the other Moana oceania languages (and cultures) as anchor,
translated into Tongan as taula

t5The olovaha is also known as taumuh the bow of the vaka boat and fakahangakava as the
chief presiding over the kava ceremony, facing directly opposite the tou'a kava-makers. Made
short for the word fakahangahangakava, the term fakahangakava is thought to be more appro-
priately befitting and meaningful.
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r6The aft of oratory is divided in Tonga into two types, namely, tufunga lea material art of

speech-making/speech-designing and faiva lea performance art of speech-giving/speech-de-

livering. The woid matapule, which speaks on behalf of the king or chief, means "eye-of-au-

thorityi' that is, "face-of-authorityi'

rTThere is no distinction between beauty and utility over Tongan arts, be they faiva perfor-

mance, ttlfilnSa material, or nimamea'a fine arts' as if the former is art and the latter is craft'

That is, the more beautiful, the more useful and the more useful, the more beautiful.

rsAs a material art, tufunga lalava kafa-sennitJashing is concerned with the production of

an infinite number of kupJsi, both old and new, with the former settled substantially in form,

expressed by way of abstraction, and the latter, progressively involving a movement from rep-

reientation to abstraction (see'O. Mahina 2002:5-9,29-30; also see Potauaine 2010).

reOne of the old kupesi design/motif is called kupenga net/fishnet, as in the whole of the

langi sky above, considered a glgantic kupesi kupenga. Its gridJike formations emit a range of

smaller kupesi such as humu fish of huge navigational value. The intersection or connection

and separation of the grid-like formations of the langi sky above and their reflections on the

tahi sea below provide the navigators the means of navigation. The word kupe, as in the case

of kupesi and kupenga, mean "intersecti' not to mention the famous Mdori navigator Kupe'

"the Intersector" of kohi/td lines/times and vd spaces.

2oThere are two types of milolua, namely, milolua fakalotomua'double-twist-in-the-style-

of-Lotomuai'connicted with both Tui Tonga and Tui Ha'atakalaua, and symbolized by

Kauhala'uta and Kauhalalalo, respectively, and milolua fakaMuifonua,'double-twist-in-the-

style-of-Muifonual' associated with Tu i Kanokupolu, and symbolized by Muifonua. Their

respective royal places of residence were Lotomu'a (that is, Kauhala'uta and Kauhalalalo) and

Muifonua.

2tThe ceremonial exchanges between the presiding matdpule ceremonial orator on both

sides of the chief or king and the tou'a kava-makers are conducted as forms of poetry, music,

and dance.

22As an age-old ceremonial drink, it is most probable that the kava was brought to Tonga by

the earliest Moanan Oceanian navigators, warriors, colonizers, and settlers'

23The son of Momo was Tu'itdtui, the eleventh Tu'i Tonga. His grandfather was Lohu, whose

daughter was Nua, who was married to Momo. It is said that the real name of the eleventh

Tu'i Tonga was Lafa, with Tu'itdtui literally meaning "King-hit-kneesl' a reference to his being

utterly ruthless and oppressive, symbolized by "putting his subjects on their kneesl' His langi

royal iomb *u, tra-.d1angi Mo'ungalafa, that is, royal tomb of Tu i Tonga Lafa, the mo'unga

mountain, a signification ofthe height ofhis tyrannical rule.

2{As a performance art, faiva fakamamahi tragedy is concerned with the mediation of human

meanings at the intersection or connection and separation of anga'i tangata sociality and

anga'i manu animality, with fakami shame as the outcome. Cf. the performance art of faiva

fakaoli comedy, which involves the arbitration of human meanings at the intersection or

connection and separation of ngalipoto normality and ngalivale absurdity, resulting in kata

laughter (see'O. Mahina 2008b: 3 1 -5 1; 201 1: 140-86).
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'?5Cf. English and Greek tragedies, as in Shakespeare's "Romeo and Julietl, where human
meanings are mediated at the intersection or connection and separation ofbfa love and mate
death and Sophocles"'oedipusi' which involves the mediation of human meanings at the
intersection or connection and separation oftau'atdina free-will and popula pre-determinism.

26From an idealist, relativist, functionalist, and anti-realist view, the moana ocean is prob-
lematically considered as va space that connects but not vd space that separates. Such a view
is highly problematised in its separatist tendencies to: problematic in its severance ofvd space
from ti time and fakahoko connection from fakamivae separation, when both are indivisible
entities in reality, as in nature, mind, and society. This is in stark contrast to the tavaist, realist,
and non-relativist perspective, which treats the moana ocean as va space that both connects
and separates, or intersects, as in moana ocean as a place of life and death and nourishment
and impoverishment.

27The word ngalu more than the term peau for waves is commonly used in the performance
art of faiva frnifo surfing. As a per{ormance art, faiva fanifo surfing is concerned with the
mediation of intersecting, or connecting and separating Matangi winds and ngalu waves,
de{ined as mata eye or its equal ava hole. By extension, the same applies to the aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic tendencies, associated with both Matangi winds and ngalu waves, respec-
tively. The papa fdnifo surfboard, like the vaka boat and fale house, is both aerodynamic and
hydrodynamic in nature.

28The same applies to the tino'a kava bowl, which is four-legged in structure, like the fale
house with four posts. The tdno'a kava bowl is, in hydrodynamic ways, structured by mate-
rial artists of tufunga tdtdno'a bowl-making as a rounded, circular container holding kava as
liquid. There are three types of bowls, namely, tdno'a for kava, kumete for healing, and sene
for cooking.

2eThe mata eye and its equal and opposite ava hole are, in mathematical and philosophical
terms, the equivalent of'pointi translated into Tongan as "poinii'and defined by fakafelavai
intersection or fakahoko connection and fakamdvae separation.

3'whereas philosophy is reality-based, theory is mind-dependent (see Anderson 2007;'0.
Mihina 2010b,2017a).

3iThe talk about renewable ivi energy is highly problematic, in that it cannot be created nor
destroyed but it can only be transformed from one form to another. The problems with ivi
energy, as in the current environmental crisis, severing the society-ecology connections, are
directly connected with its human arrangement in actual time-space, especially when it is
asymmetrical, having adverse effects on the ecosystem.

r2ln Tonga, mate death is considered more important than rno'ui life, as in the consideration
that, upon death, people become'eiki chiefly and, by extension, tapu protected, prohibited, or
inhibited for their entry into a state ofboth potupotutatau harmony and fakabfobfa beauty.

33See the three tlpes of fonua, defined by a circular movement from fa'ele birth to mo ui life,
to mate death.
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3aThe symbolic names for Fiji, Samoa, and Tonga are Pulotu, Langi, and Maama, respec-

tively, as in the case of Tu'i Pulotu of Fiji, Tu'i Manu a bf Simoa, and Tu i Tonga of Tonga'

which began with the imperial rule of Tu'i Pulotu over Fiji, Samoa, and Tonga thro.ugh the

imperial iule of Tu i Manu'a over Samoa, Fiji, and Tonga to the imperial rule of Tu'i Tonga

over Tonga, Fiji, and Samoa.

35Although Vava'u Lahi, Great Vava'u, like Pilitania Lahi, Great Britain, may be si'i small in

size, it is definitely lahi great in having brave warriors of exceptional courage'

36The mala'e, named Feingakotone, was the royal ceremonial ground of Tir'i Tonga. The

mala'e was replaced with pangai, the kingly ceremonial compound of Tu'i Kanokupolu' when

Tu'i Tonga was overthrown as absolute ruler ofthe whole of Tonga. The word pangai is said to

have been originated frorn the Samoan term vangai, a place where people congregate.

3TApart from being the house of prayer the fale lotu can be referred to as a house of worship

or church.

38Now milolua as a shift originally from vilolua/viloua which literally means "double-twist-

and-turnl'

soOr "viloual'i.e.,'double-twist-and-turni'as opposed to "miloluai'which is meaningless.

,0The name of the biggest island in Tonga is Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, oI Tongalahi, where the

first Tu'i Tonga Aho'eitu was born and bred, whose slcy father was god Tangaloa'Eitumdtu-

pu'a and eartl mother was'Ilaheva, later Va'epopua. The word'eiki chiefly, tapu beauty, and

ttua godly are synonymous, with both'eiki and tapu derived from btua. So, Tongalahi means

Tonga as abundance in both being chiefly and beauty and, by extension, godly, hence Ton-

ga'eiki and Tongatapu.

arAs in the Tongan expression,"'oku papaaki mai pE'ae kupesi hoo kui ho matai"'Your

ancestor's kupesilre imprinted on your facei'a reference to onet physical and behavioral

features.

,2The sea mammals such as tofua'a whales, the fonu turtles and birds such as kanivatu and

sikota king-fisher, tala seagulls are used as social vaka boats, vessels or vehicles, where vaka

also means hala way-finders and tala path-finders by way of knowledge.
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

Aati
Akaufakalava
Ako
Alofi
Anga'i-manu
Anga'i-tangata
Angi
Aonga
Apa'apa

Ata-kiloto
Ata-ki-tuh
Atamai

art
type of kupesi'tross"
education
row; rower; sides of kava circle
animality
sociality
blow
utility; see ngaue functionality
presiding orator over kava
abstract; abstraction; outside-in
concrete; see representation; inside-in
mind
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Au

Ava
Ava'ifab
Ava'imatangi
Avamoana
Avangi
Avatahi
Avavai
'Eiki
'Enua

Fa'ahikehe
Fa'ahitaha
Fa'ahitatau
Faiva
Fakafelavai
Fakafobhake
Fakafobhifo
Fakahangakava

Fata-b-Tu'i-Tonga
Fatu

Fakahoko
Fakakaukau
Fakamd
Fakulalrahi, faiva

Fakamlvae
Fakabfobfa
Fakaoli, faiva
Fakatoukatea
Fale

Fale fakafobhake
Fale lotu
Fale tapu
Fanifo, faiva
Fanua
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current; also named matamata'au as "eyes of the

current" or, its opposite, avaava'au as the "holes

ofthe current"
hole; cf. point; opening
hole of the nail
hole of the rvind
hole of the ocean

hole of the wind; open

hole ofthe sea

hole of the water

chief
see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua,

whenua as variations, all meaning "person' and
"placel"'time" and "space]'i.e., kakai people and

'atakai environment
side/world of the dead

side/world of the living
side/world of the living
performance art
intersect; intersection
downside-up
upside-down
presiding chief over kava; see olovaha;
taumu'a
connect; connection
thinking
shame

tragedy, performance art of
separate; separation
beauty/quality; see m6lie beauty/quality
comedy, performance art of
double-hulled
house
downside-up house, i.e., vaka boat
church; house of prayer; house of worship

taboo house; house of harmony and beauty

surfing, performance art of
see fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua, and

whenua
name of kupesi "pall-bearer-of-Tu'i-Tonga"

hearti see mafu heart



Fefine
Feilaulau
Felekeu

Fenapasi

Fenua

Fepaki
Fono
Fonu
Fonua

Fo'uvaka, tufunga
Fuo
Fuo-uho
Haka, faiva
Hanua

Havaiki

Heliaki

Hiva, faiva
Hoa
Hoakehekehe

Hoamdlie

Hoatamaki

Hoatatau

Hongevale
Honua

Ika fekai
'Ilo
'Inasi
Ivi
Kona
Laa
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woman
sacrifice
chaos

order; stasis

see fanua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua, and
whenua
conflict; crisis
village meeting
turtle
culture; see fanua, fenua, hanua, honua, vanua,
and whenua
boat-building, material art of
form
form-content
dance, performance art of
see fanua, fenua, fonua, honua, vanua, and
whenua
name of ancestral homeland and afterworld of
eastern Moana Oceania; see Pulotu as one for
western Moana Oceania
poetical device, defined as "metaphorically say-
ing one thing but historically meaning another"
music, performance art of
pairs/binaries
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of opposite/dif-
ferent/dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of equal/same/
similar entities/identities/tendencies
pairlbinary [or pairs/binaries] of opposite/dif-
ferent/dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary [or pairs/binaries] of equal/same/
similar entities/identities/tendencies
extreme famine
see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, vanua, and
whenua
man-eating fish
knowledge
festival for first fruits
energy
bitter/bitterness
sun



Kape
Kata

Kava
Kava tapu
Kefukefu
Kilia
Kohi
Kona
Kula
Kumete
Kupe
Kupenga
Kupesi
Lahi
Lalava, tufunga
Langafale, tufunga
Langi
Lea

Lea, faiva
Lea, tufunga
Loto
Mala'e
Mafu
Me'a
Malie
Maau
Mana
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Lupe
Kalatua
Kalia

Manulua
Manu fekai
Mata
Mata-ava
Mata'i fab
Matangi
Matd matangi
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dove/pigeon
culture; see fonua, culture
double-hulled ocean-worthy, long-distant voy-
aging canoe

giant taro
laughter
plan! kava-drinking ceremony
taboo kava; kava of harmony and beauty

type of kupesi "wave-ripple"
leper/leperous
line; a form of ta time
bitter; bitterness
red
medicine/healing bowl
intersect; intersection
type of grid-like kupesi design, "net"

geometric design
great; greatness

kafa sennit-lashing, material art of
house-building, material art of
sky, tomb; see btu langi royal tomb
language; see tala language
speech-giving, performance art of; oratory
speech-making, material art of; oratory
desire; see will; heart, center, middle, inside loto
ceremonial ground of Tu'i Tonga

heart; see fatu heart
matter
beauty; see fakabfobfa beauty/quality
order; stasis, static maau

active energy (means of expression, demonstra-
tion or exhibition)
type of kupesi "two-birds-flying"
wild animal
eye; point; see ava hole/point
eye-hole; name of kupesi geometric design

eye of the nail; see hole of the nail ava'i fab
wind
eye of the wind; cf. ava'imatangi hole of the

wind
ceremonial oratorMatdpule
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Mate death
Melie sweet, sweetness
Milolua technique in kava-making; originallyvilolua/

viloua "double-twist-and-turn'
Milolua/vilolua fakalotomu'a specific technique of kava-making, i.e., vilolua/

viloua
Milolua/vilolua fakaMuifonua specific technique of kava-making, i.e., vilolua/

viloua
Moana
Moana loloto
Moana ta'e'iloa
Moana'uli'uli
Moana vavale
Mo'ui
Ngalipoto
Ngalivale
Ngalu
Ngaohikava
Ngaohikava, faiva

Nimamea'a
'Ofa

Olovaha
Ongo
Pangai
Papa fanifo
Peau

Pelu
Pdpula
Potupotutatau
Pule'anga hau
Pulotu

Pulu
Sene

IA
Tahnga, faiva
Tafa'anga

ocean

deep ocean
unknown ocean

black ocean
unfathomable ocean
life
normality
absurdity
wave; see peau wave

kava-making
kava-making, performance art of; see milolua/
vilolua, milolua/viloua, performance art of
kava-making
fine art
love
bow; presiding chief at kava
feeling, hearing or sound
ceremonial ground of Tu'i Kanokupolu
surfboard
wave; see ngalu
old kava cup made from coconut leaves
pre-determinism; oppression
harmony
empire
name of ancestral homeland and afterworld of
western Moana Oceania; see Hawaiki as one of
eastern Moana Oceania
old kava strainer made from coconut husk
cooking bowl; see kumete medicinal/healing
bowl; tanoh kava bowl
time; see kohi line as a form of ta time
poetry, performance art of
type of canoe
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Tahi
Takohi
Tala
Tdmaka, tufunga

ranoa

Tapu

Tatau
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sea

drawing
language; see lea language/word

stone-cutting, performance art of;

stonemasonry
kava bowl; see kumete cooking bowl, sene heal-

ing/medicinal bowl
beauty; sacred as conditions of harmony and

beauty; taboo (social tool of protection, prohi-
bition or inhibition)
symmetry; equal; mirror-image, likeness,

sameness

freedom "struggle -for-bigger- space"

anchor; see taula priest; tou'a kava-maker

anchor; see tou'a; priest
royal kava ceremony
bow; see olovaha; fakahangakava

stern; see taumuli stern

time-space
brand of philosophy based on t6-va, time-space

upholder oftavaism
body- centered/centric
non -body- centered/centric
bible; taboo book; book of harmony and beauty

kava-maker; anchor; see taula anchor, priest

material art
kitg
form
black
earth oven
brain
space

water
boat
upside-down boat, i.e., fale house

taboo boat; boat of harmony and beauty
ignorance; mental-illness
see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua

Tau'ataina
Taula
Taula
Taumafakava
Taumua
Taumui
Ti-vd
Tdvdism
I avarst

Tefito-he-loto-sino
Tefito-he-tu'a-sino
Tohi tapu
Toua
Tufunga
rul
Uho
'uli
'Umu
'Uto
VA

Vai
Vaka

Vaka fakafobhifo
Vaka tapu
Vale
Whenua
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.APENITBSISI APPENDICES

Figures I -3 are both metaphorically yet historically horizontal and vertical con-
figurations of the vaka boat, kava, and fale house, all associated with the fefine
woman, where the kava is created at the fakafelavai intersection, i.e., fakahoko
connection and fakamivae separation of the vaka boat as a fale fakafobhake
downside-up house and fale house as a vaka fakafobhifo upside-down boat (see
Fifita20l6tHolakeituai 2019; Moa 201l; Potauaine 2010). Their points of inter-
section or connection and separation are defined as mata eyes and ava holes,
all as inseparable but indispensable hoa pairs of hoatatau/hoamdlie equal and
hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite binaries (see essay 2 this volume).

These hoa pairs/binaries are constantly fakatatau mediated as hydrody-
namic, aerodynamic, and sociodynamic hoa entities through sustained tatau
symmetry and potupotutatau harmony to produce both mdlie/fakabfobfa
beauty/quality and'aonga/ngaue in material-physical, psychological-emotional,
and social-cultural ways in the creative process. They are liliu transformed from
a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a situation of maau/fendpasi order as
both an affective and effective mode of material-physical, psychological-emo-
tional, and social-cultural production and reproduction (see A. N. M. Mdhina
2004; Mahina -Tuai 20 17 : 2 45 - 66; Potauaine 20 17 : 1 5 4-T 9).

Figure 4, the taumafakava royal kava ceremony, is organized at the fakafela-
vai intersection or fakahoko connection and fakamivae separation of the vaka
boat and fale house. The key positions in the kava (and tO) ceremony, which
is conducted in the house, are named after the boat vis-a-vis the ngalu/peau
waves and matangi/avangi winds, as in the olovaha bow at the taumu'a front,
'alofi rowers on both the telekanga/kaokao gunwales, and tou'a/taula anchor
as ngaohikava/vilolua/viloua38 makers at the taumui/taumuli stern. Both the
Thla be Kava moe T6 Tale of the Kava and sugarcane plants and Tala'ae'ouau
be Kava moe To Tale of the Ceremony of the Kava and Sugarcane plants (see
Figures 1-4 and Appendices I and 3) were created by Lo'au, the first and fore-
most Tongan tufunga fonua a master material artist, viz., social-environmental
architect and engineer, i.e., maker of the kakai people and their'6takai environ-
ment (see Mdhina andAlatini 2009b;also see Helu 1999;'O.Mdhina 1986,1992;
Mahina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006).

The Tale of the Kava and Sugarcane Plants centers on the intersection or
connection and separation of kona bitterness and melie sweetness, respectively
associated with the natural qualities ofboth the kava and t6. socially, reference
is made to the things that last, i.e., of the best and permanence, as in the royal
kava (and td) ceremony, where the former is drunk and eaten with the latter
which involves heliaki, metaphorically going through actual pain before leisure,
in that logical order. On the other hand, the Tale of the Ceremony of Kava and
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Sugarcane Plants is materially physically arranged so as to arbitrate psychologi-

cal-emotional and social-cultural tendencies at the intersection or connection

and separation at the meeting points of kona bitterness and melie sweetness, the

logicai order in which both the best and permanence in all human endeavors

are realized and actualized. These meeting points are themselves mata-ava eye-

holes, where ivi energy as me'a matter is most dense and intense (see Potauaine

and Mahina 2011).

Appendices 1-4

Appendices l-4, like Figures 1-4, have both direct and indirect bearings of
immense significance on the subject matter under recovery and discovery

of the refined'ilo knowledge (and poto skills) composed or constituted in

fonua/kalatua culture as a social vaka vehicle and transmitted or communi-

cated in tala/lea language as a human vaka receptacle. The knowledge (and

skills) are acquired through ako education, defined as the ta-vd temporal-

spatial, fuo-uho formal-substantial, and 'aonga-nglue functional-practical

plural and cyclical liliu transformation of the'atamai mind and loto feeling

irom vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge to poto skill, in that logical order of
precedence (see 'o. Mihina 2008: 67 -96). From a tlvaist philosophical vieq
knowledge is knowledge of time and space and of reality, the ultimate mea-

sure of their truth and falsity, negotiated at the intersection or connection

and separation of things as they really are, in and of themselves, in a sin-

gle levil of reality, temporality-spatiality or four-sided-dimensionality, as in

nature, mind, and society, as opposed to their imaginings in subjective ways

(see Anderson2007).
The ensuing tales are a mixture of both faiva fakamamahi tragedy and

fqir, felrnnli comedv. variouslv arransed within and across, as in Appendices_----__t, _-_-_ -_ I

1-4, where one is emphasized over the other and vice versa (see'O. Mahina

2010a: 31-51, 2011: 140-86). As faiva performance arts, tragedy by way of

both process and outcome is concerned with the arbitration of anga'itan-

gata sociality and anga'imanu animality, resulting in fakami shame_, while

comedy deals as both process and outcome with the negotiation of ngali-

topo normality and ngalivale absurdity, the outcome of which is kata laugh-

tei. goth outcomes of shame and laughter are a celebration of the awareness

of the commission of an error in both mind and heart, i.e., thinking and

feeling, about reality. In tdvdist philosophical terms, errors in both thinking

and feeling, i.e., mind and heart, are a problem of mind and heart and not

of reality.
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Appendix 1: Koe Talatupu'abe Kava moe T6 The lrLyth of the Kava and
Sugarcane Plants by Lo'au

One day Momo the tenth Tir'i Tonga or King of Tonga around 1200 AD went
out fishing with his notable fishermen in a tafa'anga canoe. Having caught
nothing, they were exhausted and hungry. They landed at the offshore island
of 'Eueiki, where they went ashore to rest and look for food. They placed their
fishing gear under a huge kape or giant taro plant, under which Momo sheltered
himself from the sun.

Meanwhile, his fishermen went inland to fetch some food. At the time-space,
a serious drought struck the island, causing a great hongevale famine. Neither
did the Tu'i Tonga party find any food, nor did they sight anyone, except a cou-
ple, Fevanga and Fefafa, with their only leprous daughter Kava.

Having learned of Momo's presence on the island, the couple, seeing they
had nothing other than the one kape plant, were desperate to make a proper
presentation to the Tu'i Tonga. When they rushed down to get the kape plant,
the couple found the Tu'i Tonga leaning against it, so they could not use it for
it was tapu/taboo.

Considering the constrained circumstances, the couple had no other alter-
native but to kill their only one and most beloved daughter to make way for
their presentation. After killing Kava, they baked her in an'umu earth-oven.
After learning of the incident, Momo had sympathy toward the couple, he then
gave firm instructions to leave the'umu permanently covered, making it their
daughter's grave.

Time passed when two plants, one from the head and the other from the feet,
grew from her grave. One day they saw a mouse bite the first plant, wavered and
then fed on the second plant, after which it regained its balance. They found
the first to be the kava plant which was kona bitter and the second to be the t6
sugarcane plant which was melie sweet, respectively.

In the meantime, Lo'au came to the island, advising them to take the plants
and present them to the Tu'i ronga at his royal residence in Heketd at Niut6ua,
where the kava plant was to be made a ceremonial drink and the sugarcane
plant to be eaten with it. Lo'au then advised the couple on what to do by speak-
ing in poetry, known as the laulau oe kav6 or chant of kava as follows (English
translation by the authors):

Kava ko e kilia mei Fa'imata
Koe tama'a Fevangab Ha'afeva
Mo Fefafab Tungua
Fahifahi pea mama
Ha tano'a mono'anga

Kava, the leper from Fa'imata
The child of Fevanga from Ha'afeva
And Fefafa from Tungua
Chopped up and chewed
A bowl to have it contained
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Ha pulu hono tata

Ha pelu ke tauanga

Ha tou'a ke vilolua3e

Ha mu'a ke'apa'apa

Ha'eiki ke olovaha

Fai'anga b e fakataumafa
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A coconut fiber as a strainer
A fold ofbanana leaf as a cup
A maker to doubly twist-and-turn
A master of ceremony to conduct
And a high chief to preside over

The place wherc it is duly done

(see Mdhina and Alatini 2009b; also see Helu 1999;'O. Mahina 1986,1992l'

M6hina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006)

Appendix 2: Kalia Lahi Fakatoukatea koe Lomipeau the Giant Double-

HuIIed Canoe by Lohu

This legend was set largely as a faiva fakamamahi comedy with some elements of
faiva fakamamahi tragedy depicting the lahi greatness of the imperial power of

the Tu'i Tonga, who ruled many of the neighboring islands, such as Fiji, Samoa,

and'Uvea among many others (see'O. Mahina 20l0at3l-54;2011: 140-86). His

imperial fleet of huge ocean-worthy, long-distant voyaging kalia double-hulled

.*o.r included Tongafuesia,'Akiheuho, and Takaipomana, and the legendary

Lomipeau. The Lomipeau was built by'Uvean tufunga fo'uvaka boat-builders

for the twenty-ninth Tu'i Tonga'uluakimata l, also known as Tele'a, around the

turn of the seventeenth century AD, used for the transportation of stones from

'Uvea and the outposts for the building of his langi royal tombs, also by'Uvean

and Futunan tufunga tamaka stonemasons (see Mahina andAlatini 2009a). This

langi royal tomb was named Paepae-o-Tele'a as a tribute and honor to him and

his powerful pule'anga hau empire (see'O. Mdhina 1986,1992)'

This sense oflahi greatness runs throughout the entire story, which begins

with name Lomipeau, which iiteraiiy means "suppressor-of-waves," versus the

sheer, raw power of the ngalu/peau waves. Given its enormous size, it is said

that the combined people of 'Uvea, Futuna, and Tonga could not toho launch it
to sea. A Fijian btua-mo-tangata demi-god Nailasikau was summoned to carry

out the onerous task. By performing a unique engineering feat, he stood on the

telekanga/kaokao gunwales and mimi urinated down, and with its volume, it
slowly but surely launched the gigantic Lomipeau to open sea. When she sailed

with the first load of maka stones to Tonga, the two high volcanic islands of Kao

and Tofua in Ha'apai islands perfectly fitted between the two hulls. The talafu

fireplace was so enormous that when the efuefu ashes were poured over to the

sea, it formed the island of Mo'unu facing the imperial center in Lapaha, Mu'a,

on the main island of Tonga'eiki/Tongatapu/Tongalahi'40

The illustrations revolve around Lomipeau as a double-hulled canoe by mak-

ing both affective and effective use of Tongan kupesi geometric elaborate and
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complex designs through abstraction. The illustrations deploy the basic colors
kula red and'uli black, symbols for tangata men and fefine women, by means of
intersection or connection and separation as metaphorical or epistemological
extensions of ta time and vd space, on the abstract level, and fuo form and uho
content, on the concrete level, as ontological entities.

Given that the kupesi are in constant motion, moving inside-out, outside-in,
both multi-dimensionally and multi-directionally, as evident on the vertical
strip on the side, which spit out an infinity of kupesi, which include, inter alia,
manulua "two-birds-flyingi' kefukefu "wave ripplesi' and fata-b-Tu'i Tonga
"pall-bearer-of-Tu'i Tonga]'veimau'brdered-water-flowl'kuepenga "neti'mata-
ava "eye-holei' and'akaufakalava'tross." See Figure 5.

Appendix 3: Koe Tupu'anga be Akau koe Kava mo e To the Origin of the
Kava and Sugarcane Plants by Lo'au

This legend was set largely as a tragedy accounting for the role ofkava and t6
sugarcane plants at the intersection or connection and separation ofkona bit-
terness and melie sweetness, the institutionalization of which played a pivotal
role in the maintenance of the imperial rule of the Tu'i Tonga (see'O. Mahina
20I0a:31-54,201L140-86). The Tale ofthe Kava and Sugarcane Plants,like the
tale oftheir associated ceremony (see Figures 1-4 and Appendices I and 3), is a
great work of art and literature in faiva fakamamahi tragedy infused with some
elements of faiva fakaoli comedy. The scene \4/as set in old Tonga, which was
chiefly associated with the tenth Tu'i Tonga Momo around the early thirteenth
century (see'O. Mahina 7986, 1992; also see Helu 1999; Mahina, Ka'ili, and
Ka'ili 2006). The couple Fevanga and Fefafa killed their only leprous daughter
Kava as a feilaulau sacrifice, which led to a lasting social institution of immense
cultural and artistic and political and economic significance (see Mahina and
Alatini 2009b). The making, serving, and drinking of the kava and eating of
the sugarcane are done with both grace and elegance as the performance art
faiva vilolua/viloua "double-twists-and-turnsl' Not only was the use of the kum6
mouse in the story comical, but it is also a means of experimentation involving
the healing or medicinal qualities of the two plants. The one was kona bitter
(i.e., kava) and the other melie sweet (i.e., to sugarcane), which are neutralized
through mediation in terms of intersection or connection and separation by
way of both process and outcome.

Both the affective and effective use of basic colors red and black by way of
kupesi as intersecting or connecting and separating kohi lines and v6 spaces in
constant motion equally applies here, with a focus on the tdno'a kava bowl as a
form of abstraction. By combining a series of kava bowls, we witness a perma-
nent movement of an infinite number of kupesi, such as perspectival affects and
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effects of variations of fata-b-Tu'i-Tonga "pall-bearer-of-Tu'i-Tongai' as well as

manulua "two-birds-flyingi' kefukefu "wave-ripplesi' veimau'brdered-flow-

ing-waterl' kupenga 'grid-like, neti' 'akaufakalava 'trossl' and mata-ava "eye-

hole" among many others. The overall impressions of the kupesi design/motif

in both their partiality and totality have both the affects and effects of helix-

like, vortex-type, spiral-led formation of the kupesi design/motif as the equiv-

alent of Tongan DNA, which can be by means of translation readily read on

the physical-bodily, psychological-emotional, and social-cultural makeup of
people, especially so on their facial and behavioral attributes and attitudes (see

Potauaine and Mahina 20ll:194-216).a' See Figure 6.

Appendix 4: Fonu'Iloa ko Sangone Sangone the Legendary Turtle by Lo'au

This legend is a mixture of mainly faiva fakamamahi tragedy with the infu-

sion of comic elements, which tell of peace resolutions following conflicts

between Tonga and S6moa during the imperial rule of the Tu i Tonga (see'O'

Mdhina 2010a: 3l-54;2011t 140-36). The fonu turtle was the daughter of a

Fijian woman, who came to Tonga and presented themselves to the eleventh

Tu'i Tonga Fata around the thirteenth century AD (see Appendices I and 3)

(see Alatini and Mahina 2009; also see'O' Mahina 1986, 1992; Mdhina, Ka'ili,

and Ka'ili 2006). Momo was married to Nua, the most beautiful eldest daughter

of Lo'au, who was also Tu'iha'amea and tufunga fonua social architect and engi-

neer, renowned for being uniquely knowledgeable and skillful as "seer of the

futurel'Tu'i Tongan Fata was nicknamed Tu'itdtui literally meaning "King-hit-

kneesl'which bespoke of his totalitarian rule by putting people on their knees

through total submission. The tyranny of his imperial rule was immediately felt

in Savaii S6moa through the heavy exaction and extraction of both human and

material resources.

In one of the peace-seeking resolutions, the Samoans went to Tonga seeking

an alliance-formation. Upon their return to Sdmoa, the Tu i Tonga put them on

his turtle Sangone, with stern instructions that she was to bring back to Tonga

the best of Samoan wealth and produce as a tribute. All these did not material-

ize,andinstead the Samoans killed the turtle Sangone, ate the flesh and buried

her'uno shell in the village, now named after her. Meanwhile, Lo'au had already

long been in Sdmoa as a mediator of peace, symbolized by his search for the la?

sun, who also witnessed all that happened. Following their grandfather Lo'au,

Tu'i Tonga Fata also sent his half-brother Fasihpule, who led a party in search of

his turtle Sangone, when they were received in a royal kava ceremony. By virtue

of his being an exceptional peace negotiator, Lo'au facilitated the exchanges,

leading to their finding of the koloa treasure. Fasi'apule and his party then took

it together with especially the two best Samoan fine mats Hau-b-Momo and
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Laumata-b-Faingd to Tonga in exchange with the best of Tongan women pre-
sented to the Samoan high chief, allegorized by the fine lupe doves/pigeons.

The illustrations focus on the fonu turtlea2 Sangone, which is one of the
main, if not the main, protagonist, featured in this highly tragic tale of old about
the ongoing social and political contestations and resolutions due to economic
exploitation and domination between Tonga and S6moa in antiquity. When a
number of turtles are intersected or connected and separated by way of kula
red and'uli black kohi lines and vd spaces, which are in abstraction both tem-
porally marked and spatially composed, they tend to eject and endless number
of kupesi in constant movement. The most exciting of these are a plurality of
either single or four-headed turtles as derivatives ofthe original one, as well as
the inward-outward movement of turtles in multiple layers in varied fata-b-
Tu'i-Tonga'pall-bearer-of-Tu'i-Tongd'formations. Like the ones in Appendix
3, these are framed by helixlike, vortex-type, spiral-based manifestation, which
are characteristic of the four-sided-dimensional kupesi, produced by the mate-
rial art of tufunga lalava house-lashing. These DNA-like imprints are translated
into the physical-bodily looks and psychological-emotional behaviors of peo-
ple, collectively called kupesi, which can be read especially in terms of their
facial attributes and attitudes (see Potauaine and Mdhina 20lr: 194-216). See
Figure 7.
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Tirkupd Dedication

To our most loving, lovely and beloved Queen Sdlote, who, as a wise leader of
deep hindsight, insight, and foresight, set the artistic and literary par excellence
above the stars for all to strive in the name of knowledge and beauty.

Knowledge is composed in culture and communicated in language
as inseparable entities, with language as the patterning of sound into
symbols, which are, in turn, given human meanings as a tool of com-
munication, where poetry is a special language within a language, both
intensified temporally and reconstituted spatially.

-Ta-Va Time-Space Philosophy of Reality

Talakamata Introduction

Wn snr our rN THrs oRrcrNAL ESsAy to critically examine a ta'anga hiva viki-
mo-sani moe fetau sung poetry of praise and rivalry "siueli be Pasifikil"'Jewel
of the Pacificj' composed by Queen Salote (see Hixon 2000; Wood-Ellem 1999;
see also Helu and |anman 1999; Mahina 1992).The poetry was put to music by
Lavaka Kefu, the lead singer and musician of the royal vocal and instrumental
group Fuiva-b-Fangatapu,r who performed it. This composition is a great work
of art and literature in the poetry of sani-mo-viki praise2 and fetau rivalry,3
among Queen Salote's wide-ranging compositions of varying subject matters
and styles across genres such as ta'anga hiva kakala "song of sweet-smelling
flowersi" that is, ta'anga hiva bfa love songs,s and ta'anga hiva tutulu lamenting
songs,6 that is, ta'anga hiva fakamamahi tragic songs; and ta'anga hiva haka laka-
laka sung and danced poetry of genealogical and sociopolitical relationships,
historic places and beautiful landmarksT (see Helu and |anman 1999:Lear 20lB;
Mdhina 1992,2011; Wood-Ellem 2004). As a text, "siueli be pasifikil'"Jewel of
the Pacific" (see Wood-Ellem 2004: 194), will be briefly critiqued in the con-
text of the three divisions of Tongan arts, with a specific focus on faiva ta'anga
poetry (and to some extent faiva hiva music and faiva haka dance), informed
by the Indigenous Tongan Ta-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Art (see Lear 2018;
Mdhina 2004:86-93; cf.Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos l9B2;cf.Ka'ili 2017a).8

Ta-Vn Time-Space Philosophy of Art and Literature

The Indigenous Tongan Ta-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Art is a derivative of
the Indigenous Tongan Ta-V6 Time-Space Philosophyof Reality (Ka'ili,M6hina,
and Addo 2017;M?rhina2010:168-202; Williams 2009; see also Rimoldi 2004:
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l0-17),e based in the wider Moanan Oceanian concepts and practices td and

vl,t0 meaning "time" and "space" (see Harvey 1990: 418-34,2000: 154-79)' The

tenets (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo 2017; Mdhina 20lI; Mahina-Tuai 2017;

Potauaine 2017i cf .M6hina 2010,20I7a) include, inter alia, the following:

. that td time and v6 space, as ontological entities, are the common vaka

vessels, hala vehicles, or tala receptacles, for the independent existence

of all things;
' that td time and vi space, as ontological entities, are socially organized

in different ways across cultures (and languages);
. that, as far as "reality as we know it" and "reality as it is" go, the funda-

mental issue is not "where we know what we knowi"'when we know

what we knowl"'how we know what we knowl'or "why we know what

we know"but rather"what we really know"'"
. that td time and vi space are the abstract dimensions of fuo form' and

uho content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations of ta time

and v6 space;
. that td time and fuo form are verbs (or action-based) and markers of

vd space and uho content, which are, in turn, nouns (or objectJed) and

composers of ta time and fuo form;
. that'ilo knowledge, is'ilo knowledge of ta time and v6 space;

. that all things in reality stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise

to felekeu/fepaki conflict and maau/fenipasi order;
. that maau/fenapasi order, and felekeu/fepaki conflict, are of equal logical

status, with maau/fenapasi order as a form of felekeu/fepaki conflict, when

two or more equal and opposite forces, energies, or tendencies meet at com-

mon mata-ava eye-hole,'2 point, defined by a state of noa 0 or zero-point;
r.. . f,1,-t-1--' ^t i--1^-.-^^a:^- ^-J +L^-^:^ -^+L. that evefywnefe fn feaffly lS IaKitlClaVaI llllclssLlluI, allu Lrrstt rD lrvrrr-

ing above fakahoko connection, and fakamdvae separation;
. that everywhere in reality is mata-ava eye-hole,]3 and there is nothing

above mata eyes and ava holesra; and
. that everywhere in reality is inseparable yet indispensable hoa pairs/

binaries,ts and there is nothing beyond hoatatau/hoamalie equal/same/

similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar hoa

pairings/binaries.'6

Faiva, Tirfunga, Nimamea'a: Performance, Material' Fine Arts

Generally, Tongan arts are divided into three main divisions, namely, faiva perfor-

mance arts, tufunga material arts, and nimameah fine arts (see Ka'ili 2019t23-29;

cf. Mdhina 2019: 43-45). On the one hand, faiva performance arts are tefito-he-sino
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body-centered, or based onside and inside of the body, and both tufunga material
and nimamea'a fine arts are tefito-he-tu'a-sino non-body-centered, or based out-
side of the body. On the other hand, both faiva performance and tufunga material
arts are predominantly male-led, and nimameah fine arts are largely femaleled.
The words faiva, tufunga, and nimameah are temporal-spatial/formal-substantial,
as in faiva as "doing-(art)-in-spacej'tufungari as;'beating-the-surface" (i.e., tem-
poral-marking of space), and nimameab as "fine-hands-(in-making)+hings" (i.e.,

refinement in making things, such as fine fala mats, kato baskets, helu combs, and
kakala designed-flowers) (see Mdhina 20ll: 14-66; Potauaine & Mihina 20ll:
194-216l, cf. Ka'ili 20I7a). The making of all faiva performance, tufunga material,
and nimamea'a fine arts is done at the intersection or connection and separation
ofauiiki/auvalevale/tubiiki/tubvalevale finer texture and aulalahi/tublalahi coarser
texture, with the former over the latter as a measure or standard of good arts.

Faiva Ta'anga, Faiva Hiva, Faiva Haka: Poetry, Music, Dance

Ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and haka dance belong to the faiva performance
arts genre,r8 and lay in close proximity where ta'anga poetry, is composed and
then put to both hiva music and haka dance (see Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993;
Kaho 1998; Mdhina 2007;Yelt 2000). By way of process, faiva ta'anga poetry,
faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance, are concerned with the production and
mediation of 'uhinga human meanings, hiva/fasi/nota music/tones/notes, and
haka bodily movements, respectively. These strictly engage in their transforma-
tion from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos, to a state of maau/fenlpasi order,
through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony, to produce
milie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. By way of outcome, there exists a correspond-
ing transformation beginning with m6fana warmth, through vela fieriness, to
tauelangi climatic elation. By way of both process and outcome, we witness the
mediation of tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony, as hoa/soa equali
same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar pairs/binaries, in the production
of malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, paralleling those of mafana warmth, and
vela fieriness as hoa pairs/binaries in the production of tauClangi climatic ela-
tion, by means of 'aonga/ng6ue utility/functionality (see Mdhina 2004,2011).te

The master artist who combines all three performance arts, namely, faiva
ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance, is called punake, consid-
ered a person flying above and having a "bird's-eye view" of society. There are
two kinds of punake master poet of ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and haka dance,
namely, punake kakato full, knowledgeable, and skillful punake, and punake
kapo partial, less knowledgeable, and skillful punake. The individual artists
of faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance are respectively
known as, pulotu fa'u or fakafatu/fakafa'u composer of poetry, pulotu hiva/fasi
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as fakahiva/fakafasi composer of music, and pulotu haka as fakasino/fakahaka

composer of dance. The word "pulotu' is derived from Pulotu2o as the ancestral

homeland and afterworld of Moana Hihifo Western Moana Oceania, notably

Tonga and Sdmoa, and is believed to be an actual island lying to the tokelau-hi-

hifo north-west2' of the inhabited islands, around the island of Matuku in the

Lau Group in Fiji (see Haubfa 1993)." The word "pulotu" evokes a sense of the

tapu harmony, beauty, and mana power of Pulotu as the realm of mate death,

and the kau mate dead (see Ka'ili 2019: 23-29; Mdhina 1993t 109-21,2019t

43-4s).

Heliaki, Tu'akautd, and Hola23 as Artistic and Literary Devices

The production, mediation, and transformation of 'uhinga human meanings,

hiva/fasi/nota music/tones/notes, and haka bodily movements, dePloy the artis-

tic and literary devices of heliaki, tu akautd, and hola (or kaiha'asi and haka-fun-

ga-haka),2a respectively. The words heliaki, tuhkaut6, and hola (or kaiha'asi and

hakafungahaka) literally refer to "placing-a-meaning-on-anotheri'"putting-

one-beat-in-between-beats,"25 and "escaping ' (or "stealing ' and "placing-a-bodi-

1y-movement-on-another"), respectively. These devices involve the insertion of

extra meanings, tones/notes, and bodily movements both "inter" and "intra"

within ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and haka dance. In both affect and effect, the

outcome, namely, mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic elation

is a function of and dependent on the process' that is, of tatau symmetry, potu-

potutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, both as inseparable

but indispensable hoa pairs/binaries (see Mdhina 2005b: 168-83; Mdhina-Tuai

2017 : 245-66; Potauaine 2017 : 154-7 9).

The production of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and m6lie/
t^t-^.^c^(^c^ L^^...--l^..^l:a.. l-^+L ^- +l^^ ^-- L.-,.t ^-l +1"- manifpcfafinn nflaKaUlUUra UgdULy/gu4ull, uwLLt vrl ruL vlv uqrst

mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation on the other are

borne in both the'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain, and

the ongo feeling and loto desiring in the fatu/mafu heart26 (see Mdhina 2004;

Mdhina 2002a, 2008, 2009, 20 I I ; Poltorak 200 4, 201 l). Both'ilo knowledge and

ongo feeling are thus made to converse as diversified though unified connect-

ing and separating, or intersecting, physical-bodily, psychological-emotional,

and social-cultural entities, identities, or tendencies in both their individu-

ality and their totality. Tatau symmetry, Potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/

fakabfobfa beautyiquality on the one hand, and mifana warmth, vela fieriness,

and tauelangi climatic elation, that is, honga/ngdue utility/functionality on the

other are ivi energy, as me'a matter, manifested by way of a plural and circu-

lar movement of maau/fendpasi orderliness' malna light, and afi fire. Such a

cyclical movement of a multiplicity of things as in ivi energy, as me'a matter,
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generally involves a transformation from one fuo-uho form-content (or ta-vd
time-space) to another (see Potauaine and Mdhina 20l l).

Heliaki,"Metaphorically Saying One Thing but Historically Meaning
Another"

As a language drift or shift, the word "heliakil' as a corruption of "hiliakl' lit-
erally means'placing one word on anotheri'defined as "metaphorically saying
one thing but historically meaning anotherl'as in peau waves for faingata'a dif-
ficulties, matangi wind for a messenger, manuhina white birds for a faka'ilonga
lelei good omen, and many more. We take ta'anga poetry to be a "special lan-
guagd'within a language, defined by a formal intensification of ta time, and
substantial reconstitution of vd space. As an embodiment of inseparable and
indispensable hoa pairs/binaries, heliaki metaphors/symbols involve the faka-
hoko connection and fakamdvae separation, or fakafelavai intersection, of two
languages, namely, the metaphorical and the historical, the translation of which
is concerned with "what is said" to "what is meant." There are three types of
heliaki metaphors/symbols involve, namely, heliaki fakafetongiaki qualitative
epiphoric heliaki (e.g., p6'uli night for mate death), heliaki fakafekauaki associa-
tive metaphoric heliaki (e.g., kiwi for Aotearoa New Zealand), and heliaki fakaf-
efonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki (e.g., fonua for society and ecology).
Queen S6lote makes good use of the English words gas, gold, incense, news-
paper, radio, set, silver, society, and veil-translated as kasa, koula,'inis€nisi,
nusipepa, leti6, seti, siliva, sdsaiete, and veili-as heliaki.

Ta'anga Hiva Viki-mo-Sani moe Fetau: Sung Poetry of Praise and Rivalry

The ta'anga hiva viki-mo-sani moe fetau sung poetry of praise and rivalry,
"Siueli be Pasifiki," "|ewel of the Pacifici'was composed by Queen Silote (see

Hixon 2000; Wood-Ellem 2004; cf. Mdhina 1992), considered to be the greatest
contemporary poet of Tonga. By viki-mo-sani praise, reference is made to t6
"marking" the unique qualities of a thing, person, or work, as in Nobel prize
winners, and by fetau rivalry, reference is made to the'tompeting" of things,
persons, or works over their strengths and weaknesses, as in debating oppo-
nents. Queen Salote handles both entities by connecting and separating, or
intersecting, sani-mo-viki praise (kupu/veesi verses 1-4, kohi/laini lines 1-4),
and fetau rivalry (kupu/veesi verses 1-4, kohi/laini lines 5-8). Queen Salote's
poetic creativity in blending her subject matters is matched with the ingenuity
of Lavaka Kefut musical the subtle interplay fasi melodic and afo harmonic
changes expressing this interplay between sani-mo-viki praise and fetau rivalry,
across all four 8-kohi/laini line kupu/veesi verses.
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Queen Salote affectively and effectively uses heliaki fakafetongiaki quali-

tative/epiphoric heliaki, as in the soft touch of the double-blowing wind, like

a person talking about the brilliance and beauty of Suva (kupu/veesi verse

I, kohi/laini lines 1-2), and the kasa torches lighting up the beauty of Apia,

unique for both the vibrance and the brilliance of Samoan singing and danc-

ing (kupu/veesi verse 2, kohi/laini line 4), heliaki fakafekauaki associative/

metaphoric heliaki, as in the Sdsaiete (or Sdsaieti) Ailani, Society Islands and

Pape'ete for Tahiti (kupu/veesi verse 3, kohi/laini lines l-2) (like the'Otumotu

Angabfa,'Otumotu Felenite, Feleniti Ailani, Friendly Islands for Tonga, and

Taulanga Tuku mo Faila, city of Sails for Tdmaki Makaurau, Auckland) (see

Haubfa 1993t2-16),and heliaki fakafefonuaki constitutive/metonymic heliaki,

as in fanifo'anga surfing attraction for the performance art of fanifo surfing

(kupu/veesi verse 4, kohi/laini line 3), and ve'eve'e heilala garland as incense for

sweet-smelling (kupu/veesi verse 4, kohi/laini line 6), throughout the whole text

(kupu/veesi verses 1 -4, kohi/laini lines I -8).

Siuelibe Pasifiki lewel of the Pacific

Koe ta'anga hiva sani-mo-viki moe fetau,A sung poetry of praise and rivalry

Maa'imoa fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kuini Sdlote, Poetry composed by Queen

S6lote

Fakahiva/fakafasi'e Lavaka Kefu, Music composed by Lavaka Kefu

Liliulea'Ingilisi 'e Havelulahi, English translation by Havelulahi, Ma'asi

Taukei'aho and Hufanga-He-Ako-Moe-Lotu,'Okusitino Mahina

1. Lave m6lie mai matangi taulua

Talanoa he masani moe seti27 b Suva

Loto leva keu hopo b fakafolaua

Keu luva kiha ati'a sibto leipua

Pango e manatu kuo fakatu'a

Tafesino ivai'ea be Hala Vuna

Samipeni fiefia ko si'ete koula
Hange si'a bfa bku kei talamuka

2.Letio sasala'ae ongo b Apia
Tapa he po uli hono kasa'uhila

Tuhabe tafitonga po ne fetuUia
Fie'eva'ihe solo mdtlb ni siva28

Kae mele kuo taungasino'iate kita
A sioto leihuni fio moe fihina
Muimui hoku loto ka hopo € mdhina

l. Exquisite touch of the dual-blowing wind
Exuding the brilliance and beauty of Suva

Urged I really am, to hop on board a voyagc

That I mayyield mypua garland to an adi

Pity, though, my commoner memory's recalled

Pleasant is the soothing air of Vuna Road

My champagne of joy, my precious gold

Like true love that blossoms afresh

2. Radio transmitting the sound of Apia

Its brilliant torches aflash in the dark
Befitting the clear skies in a starlit night
For a stroll to watch the unfolding dance

Yet, my being has been wholly-stricken
By my garland of blended huni and frhina
Mine heart follows when the moon rises
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3. Koe lauldtaha taulanga Pape'ete

A Tahiti kei taku koe Sosaiete3o

Koe hauhau tofe tuku ko'enau pele
Kete hekasia mai hono matangi lele
Ka neongo ia kuo fakatauele

Ae bfa bku tapu ke toe movete
Kihe'olive bku kapa tu'umalele
Kanokato € leleibku ongo kehekehe

4. Fola'ihe nusipepa tala b Hauai'i
Fakalata'ae hula hiva'ene vanaiki
Koe fhnifo'anga be filivaihi
'Ise'isa hoto loto fielaka he taimi
Ka kuo litaula'a bfa alovili
Ve'eve'e heilala koha'inis€nisi
Vetekina ai si'i'atamaibku fihi
Sai pe sii Tonga, siueli Pasifiki

3. So unrivaled is Pape'ete harbor
Of Thhiti, also named Society Islands
The shinypearls remain their beloved
Wishf.rl I ride its gentlyblowing wind
But alas, it is so tempting an inkling
Of my forbidden love, never to break
For the olive leaves, bent by the wind
Filled with varied goodness aplenry

4. Newspaper spreads the story of Hawai'i
Its enchanted hula dance, with music so soft
A surfing attraction for ingenuous surfers
Alas how tempting to march with the time
Yet,my everlastinglove has been anchored
In ve'eve'e heilala as a sweet-scented incense
Undoing confusion in mybaffled mind
That Tonga is the best, jewel of the Pacific

Queen Salote begins in kupu/veesi verse 1, by praising Suva, Fiji, for the soft
touch of its double-blowing wind, talking about its orderliness, whose beauty
urges her to hop on a voyage where she can gift her precious garland of pua
flowers to a chiefly woman (kohi/laini lines l-4). But, pity though, her com-
moner memory of the pleasantly soothing air of Vuna Road is recalled as her
champagne of joy that is worth a precious gold, like true love that blossoms
anew (kohi/laini lines 5-8). In kupu/veesi verse 2, Queen Sdlote is transpired by
the attractive radio sound wave transmission of Apia, Sdmoa, as its lights flash
like kasa torches in the dark, coupled with the clear skies on a starlit night, urg-
ing her to stroll down the way to watch the music and dance unfolding (kohi/
laini lines l-4). And yet her whole being has been homesick,stricken for her
Tongan garland of huni flowers blended with fahina sweet-scented white,tp*-
danus fruits, which her heart follows whenever the moon rises, with its net-
like, heart-stricken silver veil casting over Nuku'alofa (kohi/laini lines 5-8) (see

Haubfa 1993 2-16).

Queen Salote continues in kupu/veesi verse 3, where she marvels at the unri-
valed beauty of the harbor of Pape'ete, Thhiti, which is also known as Society
Islands, renowned for her cherished shiny pearls, thereby wishing she could ride
its gently blowing wind (kohi/laini lines l-4). But, alas, there is a mind-lighten-
ing and heart-burning inkling in her thinking and feeling of her love for Tonga
as life-filled olive leaves brought by the wind, with goodness of all descriptions
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(kohi/laini lines 5-8). In kupu/veesi verse 4, she is distracted by the story of
Hawaii through the newspaper, especially the charming hula dance, mellowed

by its soft music, where the master surfers are attracted,32 so tempting for both

the mind and the heart to join in the fun-loving occasion (kohi/laini lines 1-4).

Yet, though, her untiring love for Tonga has been firmly anchored, in the ve'eve'e

heilala, her sweet-scented kakala incense, which diffuses her confused mind and

heart, that Tonga is the best, jewel of the Pacific (kohi/laini lines 5-8).

Of all the'goodness and beauty" aplenty duly enumerated with pride and

joy, namely, of Suva and Fiji, Apia and Samoa, Pape'ete and Thhiti,'Otumotu
(Ailani island) S6saiete (or society) Islands, and Honolulu and Hawai'i (kupu/

veesi verses 1-4, kohi/laini lines 5-8), it all climaxes in Nuku'alofa koe Kolo Hau

b Felenite (or Feleniti) Nukualofa the Mighty Town of the Friendly Isles, and

Tonga koe Siueli be Pasifiki Tonga the |ewel of the Pacific is far unrivaled and

considered the greatest of all (kupu/veesi verse 4, kohi/laini line 8).33

All the precious metals and stones belong in the jewelry, notably gold and

diamond, normally used to make the crown of a monarch, as in the case of

Queen Salote of Tonga and Queen Elizabeth II of Britain,3a for their immense

beauty, durability, and utility. The "Hd'ele ki Pilitania;"'Her Majesty's Trip to

Britaini' unlike the "siueli be Pasifikil"'fewel of the Pacifici'focuses solely

on viki-mo-sani praise, through which Tonga is cleverly made to commonly

align. This is most evident in a part of the said ta'anga hiva viki song of praise,

by Queen salote, with a focus on her trip to Britain3s in attendance of Queen

Elizabeth II's hilifaki kalauni coronation,36 in 1953 (kupu/veesi verse 4, kohi/

laini lines 17 -24) (see Wood-Ellem 2004: 192-93; also see Pond 1995).37

Ha'ele ki Pilitania Her Majesty\ Trip to Britain

Koe ta'anga hiva viki, A sung pociry of praise

Maa'imoa fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kuini Salote, Poetry composed by Queen

Sllote
Fakahiva/fakafasi'e Lavaka Kefu, Music composed by Lavaka Kefu

Liliulea'Ingilisi'e, English translation by Melenaite Taumoefolau

4.Ausia'ete alu
Kolomuhdmaama
Koe fakatalutalu
Ne ngangatu hono tala

Seti'anga siueli3s

Tapa'aho moe pd
Kalaunibebfa
Ko sibto manako

4. My journey reached

The city of Iights

From ancient days

Its fragrant tales

Where jewels are set

Radiant dayand night
Crown of love

My heart's dear choice
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Talangata Conclusion

As a fine work of performance art in faiva ta'anga hiva sung poetry, "siueli be
Pasifikii"'Jewel of the Pacificl'brings into sharp focus the fundamental role of
heliaki, engaging in "metaphorically saying one thing but historically meaning
anotherl'As an artistic and literary device, heliaki metaphor/symbol is concerned
with the mediation of 'uhinga human meanings, at the fakahoko connection and
fakamavae separation, or fakafelavai intersection,se of the metaphorical and his-
torical languages, transforming them from a condition offelekeu/fepaki chaos to
a situation of maau/fendpasi order, through sustained tatau symmetry, and potu-
potutatau harmony, to produce malie/fakabfobfa beautyiquality. As an outcome,
this process impacts on both the mind and heart, thinking and feeling, as mafana
warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation. In doing so, both the quality
and utility or beauty and functionality of art are made to coexist, with the former
preceding the latter, in that logical order of precedence. That is, that the more
beautiful, the more useful, and, conversely, the more useful, the more beautiful.
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NOTES

l. Translated as Fuiva-Bird-of-Fangatapu, where Fangatapu, "shore-of-the-sacred/harmony/
beautyi'that is, "Sacred-harmonious-beautiful-shorel'is situated in front of the Royal Pal-
ace at Kolofobu in Nukublofa, on the main island Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi. The
names Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi are translated as "Chiefly-Tongaj"'sacred-Tongai'
or "Great, Abundant-Tongd'; that is, Tonga as "Great, Abundant" in both "Chiefliness" and
"Sacredness" are metaphorical references to the three kingly lines, namely, Tu'i Tonga, Tu'i
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Ha,atakalaua, and Tu i Kanokupolu, mainly the first, which was of 'godly" origin, hence both

its'eiki chiefliness and tapu sacredness. There can be a fourth line of kings, named Tu i Tupou

of the Tau Tahi (sea warriors) of vava'u and Ha'apai (and to some extent 'Eua), led by T6u-

fa'dhau, who became Tupou I, followed by Tupou II-V and now Tupou VI. Cf. Vava'ulahi

translated as "Great, Abundant-Vava'ui'both meaning loto-to'a, "warrior-hearted," and loto-

mdfana, "warm-heartedi often as forms of extremism. As a native bird, the fuiva is renowned

for its leb-melie/milie sweet-singing.

2. Most probably, the word "viki" is a word drift or shift from "hikii'which means "to lift upi'

3. The word fetau literally means'to wage or declare war"'

4. The term kakala, respectively, means both sweet-smelling flowers and designed-flowers,

associated with the fine ar1 of nimamea'a tuikakala flower-designing, which are made into

kupesi geometric designs, such as alamea and fakaofilani, as in the sung and danced poetry

lakalaka "Takafalul"'The Monarcht Backi'by Queen Silote (see Helu 1999:270-87,2012;

Lear 2018; Mahina 1992; Wood-Ellem 2004: 260-62).'Ihe production of the kupesi geomet-

ric designs is the chief concern of the tufunga lalava material art of kafa-sennit-lashing (or

kafa-sennit-intersecting by way of connecting and separating kafa-kula red-kafa-sennit and

kafa-'uli black-kafa-sennit) (see Mdhina 2002b 5-9,29-30 Potauaine and Mahina 20l l). The

helix, DNAlike, vortex, spiral-type formations of kupesi geometric designs, such as mata eye,

ava hole, kohi line, manulua two birds in flight, and kauikalilo'school of twenty fish', are used

as means of reading through the toto blood genealogical connections, ofpeople, especially on

their mata facial qualities. These are commonly expressed as "'Oku pd,paaki mai pe he kupesi

hob kui ho matal"'The kupesi imprints of your ancestor are imPressed on you and your facei'

among others.

5. Also known as hiva tango, the oldest term and hiva 'eva courting songs, both associated

with the performance arts of faiva tango and faiva 'eva courting (see Potauaine and Mahina

2011).

6. The word tutulu is honorific for tangi, both meaning'tryingi'and differentiated as tan-

^: -^*^L:.(^-J --,i--')^-l+^-^i l^,'1.,,'<lomon+ina".in rpfetpnrpfnfhpnprformenceof crv-
E,l-rlrdrrrdil Dsu-ur )Irb,
ing and chanting in the ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe,"sound, tone, or tune ofthe other side,

order or being" io -ootn death and the dead. Cf. fakatangi chant, literally meaning'tryJikei
which accompanies the faiva fananga legend-telling, as a synopsis of the principal events.

7. Or what Helu called laumitanga,'pride of localityi'

8. In doing so, this affords us the "Sio FakaTonga'ae Aati FakaTonga: Tongan Views of Ton-

gan Arts" (see essay 3).

9. As a brand of philosophy, tlvdism, like realism, is time-space-based, reality-dependent

(see Anderson 2007; Ka'ili, Mahina,'and Addo 2017), as opposed to idealism,like rationalism,

which is mind-reliant.

10, With ta and va (Moana Hihifo Western Moana Oceania), kd and wd (Moana Hahake

Eastern Moana Oceania), and tarag and wan (Malei-Moana Oceania Malay-Moana Oceania,

'Austronesia") as'timd'and "space;' resPectively (see Mdhina 2019: 43-45).
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ll. See Anderson (2007), Ka'ili, Md,hina, and Addo (2017: 1).

l2.Mata eye (or, its opposite ava hole), also means face.

13. Mathematically, a mata eye, or its symmetry ava hole, that is, point, is the intersection,
or connection and separation, of two or more kohi lines, a kohi line, is a collection of mata
eyes, or its mirror image, ava holes; and vi space, is a summation of kohi lines, which are all
temporally-formally defi ned and spatially-substantially constituted.

14. See Potauaine and Mahina (2011).

15. With hoa found in Tonga (and Maori, Aotearoa) and soa in Sdmoa.

16. See Lear (2018); see also Ka'ili (2017b).

17. The word tufunga is a variation of tafunga (which also means higher place), with tu and
td, like to, as in fakatahele, fakatohele, fakatahala, and fakatohala in the performance arts of
talali and tinafa drumming, and pasi clapping, and to-mablalo low sounds, tones, or tunes,
and to-mablunga high sounds, tones, or tunes, all meaning'timel' Fakatahele, fakatohele,
fakatahala, and fakatohala are forms of tu'akauti.

18. Among the old and new faiva performance arts are faiva lea oratory, faiva toutaivaka
navigation, faiva faifolau voyaging, faiva fanifo surfing, faiva fuhu boxing, faiva'akapulu rug-
by-playing, and faiva tenisi tennis-playing, to name a few (see Mdhina 2017b:133-53; Mahi-
na-Ttrai 2017 : 245 - 66; Potauaine 20 17 t 15 4-7 9).

19. As a process, malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality is a function of and dependent on both
tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony, in the same way that, as an outcome, by way of
'aonga/ngdue utility/functionality, tauelangi climatic elation is a function of and dependent
on both mdfana warmth and vela fieriness, as energy-led, fieryJike qualities. Both beauty/
quality and utility/functionality, as well as beauty/utility and quality/functionality, like time/
form and sPace/content, and time/space and form/content, are inseparable yet indispensable
hoa as equal/same/similar and opposite/different/dissimilar pairings/binaries (see essay 2).

20. Pulotu (Fiji) is the divine realm of the'Otua Goddess/Deity Hikuleb, and Maama Earth
(Tonga) and Langi Sky (Samoa) are the respective divine realms of 'Otua Gods/Deities Maui
and Tangaloa (see Ka'ili 2019:23-29; Mahina 1992,2019:43-45; see also Haubfa 1993).

21. In Tonga, the Maama Earth is divided into four divisions and directions, namely, hahake
east, hihifo west, tokelau north, and tonga south concerning the movement of the la'i sun,
which hopo rises, from the hahake east to blunga up-above the tokelau north, and to sets
in the hihifo west to lalo down-below the tonga north. This circular motion, respectively
defines both'aho day and po night. Both the Tokelau north and tonga south, are also known
as blunga up-above and lalo down-below, respectively. whereas the movement of the la'd sun
is daily-nightly, the motion of the mihina moon is monthly, hence the naming of month after
mdhina (see Velt 1990).

22, cf.Hawaiki as the ancestral homeland and afterworld of Moana Hahake Eastern Moana
Oceania, situated in the Cook Islands in Moana Lotoloto Central Moana Oceania (see Mdhina
2019:43-45;see also Haubfa 1993).
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23. There exists a range of distinct but related artistic (and literary) devices across the whole

spectrum of the three divisions of Tongan arts which include, among heliaki, tuakauti' and

hola, kaiha'asi or hakafungahaka, the mata'i-toki eye-of-the-adze, and its hoa pair/binary

ava'i-toki hole-of-the-adze, in tufunga langafale house-building, and many others, and mata'i-

hui eye-of-the-needle and its hoa pairibinary ava'i-hui hole-of-the-needle in nimameab tui-
kakala flower-designing, among many others.

24. A term developed by the master punake Tdtuila Pusiaki, son of the famous punake

kakato Vili Pusiaki (who composed the music for most of Queen Sdlote's lakalaka and other

compositions performed by the Lomipeau choral Musical group) of Lapaha, Mu'a, the last

royal residence of the most ancient Tu i Tonga.

25.Here the term "beat" is a translation of ta, referring to the "beating"/"marking" of ongo

sound, as an expression of time.

26. Both process and outcome,namely,the production oftatau symmetly and potuPotutatau

harmony, io create mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, on the one hand and the manifestation of
mdfana warmth and vela fieriness, as'aonga/ngdue utility/functionality, to produce tau€langi

climatic elation, on the other hand, entwining and intertwining both the'atamai mind and

loto heart, is therapeutic, hypnotic, and psychoanalytic in modus operandi (see Mahina 2004;

Mahina 2004,2005a,2005b, 2005c; Mahina and Mdhina-Tuai 2007).

27, The Tongan term "seti" is the transliteration of the English word "set," which means

'brderly' and, by extension, harmony and beauty (see also "Hd'ele ki Pilitania;"'Her Majesty's

Trip to Britain' (kupu/veesi verse 4, kohi/laini line 5).

28. The Samoan expression solo mitd b ni siva metaphorically refers to the beauty of Samoan

singing and dancing, as in the Samoan taualuga in progress by way of glorified but diversified

mnvements of unified rhythm.

2g. see Queen Sdlote's excellent ta'anga hiva kakala love song "Loka silverl"'Silver Lockl'

for her beloved sweet-heart and later'tilver-like, white-hair" husband, Prince Consort,

Tungi Mailefihi; cf. A most beautiful ta'anga hiva viki-mo-sani sung poetry of praise and

fetau rivalry, "Utufdmesi Silivai"'Cliff of Silver Foamy Wavesl' by punake kakato master Poet,
La'akulu Rev. Dr. Huluholo Moungaloa, former president of the Siasi Uesiliana Tau'ataina

b Tonga (SUTT) Free Wesleyan Church of Tonga (FWCT), who hailed from the village of
Kolovai in Hihifo, Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi (see essay l)'

30. Tahiti was named Society Islands by Captain Cook; cf. Tonga as Friendly Islands, an

English name he gave Tonga in 1777 when he was receieved in a reception at Pangai on the

islands of Ha'apai for two weeks of feasting, singing, dancing, and gifting.

31. As lanu colors, hina-hinehina/tea-tetea white is a form of kula-kulokula red.

32. Such as Waikiki at Honolulu as a major surfing attraction.

33. In "siueli be Pasifiki" "Jewel of the Pacific", the shift between Queen Sdloteb praise of
Suva and Fiji, Apia and Simoa, Papette and Tahiti, and Honolulu and Hawai'i, to her affirma-

tion ofTonga as the unrivalledjewel ofthe Pacific is accompanied by a marked change in fasi

melodic and afo harmonic material in kohi/laini lines 5-6 of each kupu/veesi verse.
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34. Another name for Britain is Polata'ane.

35. The fasi melody of "Ha'ele ki Pilitania," "Her Majesty's Trip to Briraini which is closely
aligned to that of "Siueli be Pasifikii'"Jewel of the Pacificl' is intricately yet beautifully
arranged throughout the four 8-kohi/laini line, kupu/veesi verses, with a subtle change in the
8-kohi/laini line, tau/kolesi chorus, as a measure of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony,
and mllie beauty, in the overall achievement of mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi
climatic elation.

36. Or hilifaki kolona corona, as in coronation, which involves the crowning of a king or
queen, both called tu'i.

37 The hiva/fasi musical setting for "Ha'ele ki Pilitania" "Her Majesty's Trip to Britain'is
similar to that of Siueli be Pasifikl"'fewel of the Pacific'l However, by contrast the former is
characterised by stylistic fasi melodic and afo harmonic consistency throughout the kupu/
veesi verses, with only a slight change in the tau/kolesi chorus.

38. See "Siueli be Pasifikii"'Jewel of the Pacific" (kupu/veesi verses I and 4, kohi/laini lines
2 and 8).

39. Similarly, fakafelavai intersection, is dependent on and a function of fakahoko connec-
tion and fakamdvae separation, as a hoa pair/binary, as in tatau symmetry, and potupotutatau
harmony, as a hoa pair/binary, in mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, that is, process or quality
ofart on the one hand and mdfana warmth and vela fieriness, as a hoa pair/binary, in tau€langi
climatic elation, that is, outcome or utility of art, on the other.
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Aati
Aati fakaTonga
Ako
Afo
Ailani
Alamea
Angabfa
Atamai
Auiiki
Aulalahi
Auvalevale
Ava
'Eiki
'Eva

Fa'ahikehe, fakafa'ahikehe

Fa'ahitatau, fakafa'ahitatau

Faiva
Fahina
Faiva'akapulu
Faiva ako
Faiva'eva
Faiva faifolau
Faiva fakatangi
Fananga
Faiva fananga
Faiva fanifo
Faiva fasi

Faiva fuhu
Faiva haka
Faiva hiva

Faiva lea
Faiva pasi
Faiva ta'anga
Faiva t6lali

24t

art
Tongan art
education
harmony, simultaneous pitch
island; cf. motu
kakala flower kupesi design
friendly; see felenite, feleniti
mind
fine, finer, texture
coarse, coarser, texture
fine, finer, texture; see auiiki
hole
chiefly; godly
leisure walk; courting; see tango
side-of-a-different-order, i.e., of death and the
dead; cf. Pulotu
side-of-the-same-order, i.e., of life and the liv-
ing; cf. Maama, Earth
performance art
white pandanus fruit
rugby; rugby-playing
education
courting; see faiva, tango
voyaging; see toutaivaka, navigation
chanting
legend
legend-telling
surfing
performance art of music, instrumental
music or vocal music with instrumental
accompaniment
boxing
dance; dancing
performance art of music, vocal music; see faiva
fasi
oratory
hand-clapping as both music and dance
poetry
drumming as both music and dance
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Faiva tdnafa
Faiva tango
Faiva tau
Faiva tenisi
Faiva toutaiika
Faiva toutaivaka
Fakafasi

Fakahiva
Fakafatu, fakafa'u
Fakahaka, fakasino
Fakakaukau
Fakatahala

Fakatahele

Fakatangi

Fakatohala

Fakatohele

Fakaofilani
Fakabfobfa
Fala

Fangatapu
Fasi
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drumming as both music and dance

courting see faiva'eva, courting
war
tennis; tennis-playing
fishing
navigation; see faifolau, voyaging

composer of music, instrumental music or

vocal music with instrumental accompaniment

composer of music, vocal music
composer of poetry
composer of dance

thinking
drumming technique; see fakatahele, fakato-

hala, fakatohele
drumming technique; see fakatahala, fakato-

hala, fakatohele
chant, literally "cry-likel' accompanying

legend-telling
drumming technique; see fakatahala, fakata-

hele, fakatohele
drumming technique; see fakatahala, fakata-

hele, fakatohala
kakala flower kupesi design

beauty; see mdlie
mat
name of royal beach, harbor
tone; tune, air, melody, sequential pitch; leading

voice
heart; see mafu
chaos; see fepaki
friendly, as in Tonga Friendly Islands; see'ailani

order; see maau, order
order; see fendpasi, order
rivalry
name of Kanokupolu (Hihifo, Muifonua) vocal

choral musical group
type of bird
name of royal vocal-instrumental musical

group
form
form-content

Fatu
Felekeu

Felenite, Feleniti
Fenapasi

Fepaki
Fetau

Folabsi

Fuiva
Fuiva-b-Fangatapu

Fuo
Fuo-uho



Haka
Hakafungahaka
Heliaki
Heliaki fakafefonuaki
Heliaki fakafekauaki
Heliaki fakafetongiaki
Hiliaki
Helu
Hilifaki kalauni, kolana
Hina, hinehina
Hiva
Hoa
Hoakehekehe

Hoamdlie

Hoatamaki

Hoatatau

Hola

Huni
'Inisenisi
Ivi
Kafa
Kafa kula
Kafa'uli
Kaiha'asi

Kakala
Kauikalilo
Kasa
Kato
Kohi
Kolo hau
Koula
Kula / kulakula /kulokula
Kui
Kupesi
Kupu
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dance; see choreography
dance artistic device; see hola and kaiha'asi
artistic and literary device
constitutive metonymic heliaki
associative metaphoric heliaki
qualitative epiphoric heliaki
corruption ofheliaki
comb
coronation
white; see tea-tetea
tone; song, sing
pair/binary
pair/binary of opposite/different/dissimilar
entities/identities/tendencies
pairlbinary of equal/same/similar entities/
identities/tendencies
pairlbinary of opposite/different/dissimilar
entities/identities/tendencies
pairlbinary of equal/same/similar entities/
identities/tendencies
dance artistic device; see kaiha'asi and
hakafungahaka
tlpe of sweet-smelling flower
incense
energy
kafa-sennit
red kafa-sennit
black kafa-sennit
dance artistic device; see hola and
hakafungahaka
flowers; designed flowers
kakala flower kupesi design, "school of twenty fish'
torch; also see battery; gas

basket
line; see laini, line
mightyvillage, town
gold
red, metaphor for men
ancestor
geometric design; motif
verse; see veesi, verse
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Lahi
Laini
Lakalaka
Lanu
Langi
Leipua
Leb
Leb mdlie,melie
Leti6
Loka
Lomipeau

Loto
Loto mdfana
Loto to'a
Maama
Maau
Mafana
Mafu
Malei-Moana

Malie
Mamahi
Mana
Manulua
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great, abundant
line; see kohi, line
name of sung and danced poetry
color
sky; symbolic name of Sdmoa

garland of pua flowers
voice
sweet-singing
radio
lock
name of Lapaha (Mu'a) vocal choral musical

group
heart; desire; inside; center; middle
warm-hearted
warrior-hearted
earth; symbolic name of Tonga

order; poem; see fen6pasi

warmth
heart; see fatu
Malay-Moana (formerly "Malay- Polynesial'

now'Austronesid')
beauty; see fakabfobfa beauty/quality
sad; sadness

power
kupesi,"two-birds-flying"; also kakala flower

kupesi design
eye; face

eye-lrole
matter
ocean
eastern moana
western moana
central moana
island; see'ailani island
fine art
newspaper
0; zero-point
Tonganisation of "note" in music
love
sound; feeling; hearing
god; see deitybtua

Mata
Mata-ava
Meh
Moana
Moana Hahake
Moana Hihifo
Moana Loloto
Motu
Nimamea'a
Nusipepa
Noa
Nota
'Ofa
Ongo
'Otua



'Otumotu
Pdpaaki
Pasifiki
Potupotutatau
P6

Po'uli
Pulotu

Pulotu fa'u
Pulotu fasi/hiva
Pulotu haka
Punake

Punake kakato
Punake kapo
Sani

Seti

Siliva
Siueli
Siva

Soa

Solo
Sosaiete/sdsaieti
Ta'anga

Ta'anga hiva fakamamahi
Ta'anga hiva kakala
Ta'anga hivabfa
Ta'anga hiva tutulu
Tafunga
Takafalu
Talakamata
Talangata
Thngi
Tangi laulau

Tangi mamahi
Thngo
Tapu
Tatau
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group of islands
imprint
pacific
harmony
night
night; dark; black
name of ancestral homeland and afterworld;
symbolic name of Fiji
composer of poetry
composer of music
composer of dance
master poet (of ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and
haka dance)
more knowledgeable, skillful, poet
less knowledgeable, skillful, poet
praise; see viki; viki-mo-sani
set; orderly
silver
jewel
Samoan for dance; see Tongan hiva for music
and singing
Samoan for pair, binary; see Tongan (and
Mdori) hoa
Samoan for creation story, as in solo o le vi
society
poetry
tragic, sad song
love song; see ta'anga hiva bfa
love song; see ta'anga hiva kakala
lamenting song
variation oftufunga
monarclfs back
introduction
conclusion
cry; crying
lamenting cry; see tangi mamahi; see fakatangi,
chant
sad crying; see tangi laulau; see fakatangi, chant
courting; see'eva, courting
harmony; beauty; sacredness
symmetry
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Tau

Thu Tahi
Tau€langi
IA-VA
Tea, tetea
Tefito-he-loto-sino
Tefito-he-tu'a-sino
T6
To'a

Tonga'eiki
Tongalahi
Tongatapu
IU
Tukupd
Tu'akautl
Tufunga
Tufunga lalava
Tublalahi
luollKl
Tubvalevale
Tutulu
Uho
'Uhinga
'Uli,'uli'uli
VA

Vava'ulahi
Veesi

Veili
Vela
viki
Viki-mo-sani
Ve'eve'e

war; arrive; reach; hit
sea warrior (of Vava'u, Ha'apai, and'Eua)
climatic elation
time-space
white; see hina, hinehina, white
body- centered/centric
non -body- centered/centric
form of t6; see ttr
warrior
chiefly-Tonga
great, abundant-Tonga
sacred-Tonga
form of t6; see t6
dedication
artistic device used in faiva hiva/fasi music

material art
kafa-sennit-lashing, intersecting
coarse, coarser, texture
fine, finer, texture
fine, finer, texture
honorific term for crying; leak

content; umbilical cord
meaning
black, metaphor for women
space

great, abundant-Vava'u
verse; see kupu
veil
fieriness; burning
praise; see sani; viki-mo-sani
praise

kakala flower kupesi design



TUAIKABPAU: "SLOW-BUT-SURE - A SUNG AND DANCED POETRY
OFTRAGEDY
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We critically examine Tuaikaepau "slow-but-sure" as a sung and danced poetry of
tragedyby Queen Salote, in which she deals with her subject matter of artistic and
literary creativity as a text in the broader context of history. Poetry and tragedy
are respectively concerned with the mediation of 'uhinga human meanings, and
anga'i-tangata sociality and anga'i-manu animality, resulting in fakama ihame.
Both poetry and tragedy are conducted in history, treated in Tonga (and Moana
Oceania) in plural, temporal-spatial, collectivistic, holistic, and circular ways,
as opposed to their treatment in singular, techno-teleological, individualistic,
atomistic, and linear modes in the West. History is logically made up of events
in the past, placed in front of people as guidance, and upon which the future is
brought to bear, guided by past refined knowledge and experiences, where the
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illusive past and elusive future are constantly negotiated in the ever-changing

present.

Tukupd Dedication

To the great leadership of Master Toutaivaka Navigator Captain Tevita Fifita,

his courageous, ingenuous, and adventurous spirit, like that of many, if not all,

of his men, who defied and survived the odds, and were finally brought back to

Tonga as heroes, in a grand royal welcome by Queen S6lote. May our memories

of their past experiences before us live on to the distant future behind us, both

constantly mediated in the everchanging present.

Talakamata Introduction

Tnn cnner woRK oF PERFoRMANcE ART in sung and danced poetry

of tragedy titled, Tuaikaepau "slow-but-surel'is based on a tragic voyage of

Tuaikaepau "slow-but-surel'which set sail to Aotearoa New Zealand in fuly
1962 andran aground on Minerva Reef. The poetry was composed by Queen

sdlote and given both music (see Hixon 2000; wood-Ellem 2004:323-24) and

dance by punake kakato master poets Nopele ve'ehala (Leilua)' and Malukava

(Tevita Kavaefiafi),, and performed by Kava Tonga vocal choral musical when

the survivors were brought back to Tonga, to a royal heroes'welcome by Queen

s6lote, in october 1962 (see Feuiaki 1992; Ruhen 1963). This work of per-

formance art is a faiva ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka or sung and danced poetry

of lakalaka in faiva fakamamahi tragedy, which is chiefly concerned with the

mediation of anga'i-tangata sociality and anga'i-manu animality, the outcome

of which is fakamd shame (see'o. Mahina 2008a: 31-54;20llt 140-66). This

outcomc is a cclcbrotion of the recognition by both mind and heart of the com -

mission of an error in both thinking and feeling of reality-which bespeaks of

the tdv6ist philosophical fact that errors in thinking and feeling are a problem

of both mind and heart but not of reality (see'O. Mahina 2002a:276-87; also

see'O. Mahina 2003t 6-47).

Filosofi Tn-Va be'Aati: Time-Space Philosophy of Art

This reflection on the ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka sung and danced poetry laka-

laka Tuaikaepau, is broadly situated in the Filosofi Td-Vd be Aati Time-Space

Philosophy of Art (see Lear 2018; Mdhina,'O 2004a; Ka'ili 2017a; Mdhina-Tuai

2017; Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982), specifically derived from the Filosofi

be'Iai Td-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality3 (see Ka'ili, Mahina, and Addo

2017t 62-71;'O, Mahina 2010: 168-202:20l7az 105-32). Tavdism as a general
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philosophy of existence has, inter alia, the following general and specific onto-
logical and epistemological tenets (and corollaries) (cf. Anderson 2007;Harvey
1980: 418-34; 2000: 134-40i Ka'ili 2017 a):

. that ta time and vi space as ontological entities are the common vaka
vessels, hala vehicles, or tala receptacles for the independent existence
of all things in reality;

' that td time and va space as ontological entities are socially organized in
different ways across societies;a

. that, as far as "reality as we know it" and "reality as it is" go, the fun-
damental issue is not "where we know what we know;" nor "when we
know what we know;" nor "how we know what we knowl" nor "why we
know what we know;" but rather "what we really know;"

. that ta time and vd space are the abstract dimensions of fuo form and
uho content, which are, in turn, the concrete manifestations of ta time
and vd space;

. that ta time and fuo form are verbs and markers of vd space and uho
content, which are, in turn, nouns and composers of ta time and fuo
form;

. that'ilo knowledge is'ilo knowledge of ta time and ve space, and of iai
reality;

. that all things in reality stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving
rise to felekeu/fepaki conflict and maau/fenapasi order;

. that maau/fenapasi order and felekeu/fepaki conflict are of equal logi-
cal status, with order itself a form of conflict, when equal and opposite
forces, energies, or tendencies meet at common mata-ava eye-hole, i.e.,
point, defined by a state of noa 0 or zero-point;

. that as a corollary everywhere in reality is fakafelavai intersection, and
there is nothing above fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation;

. that as a corollary everywhere in reality is mata-ava eye-hole, and there
is nothing over mata eyes and ava holes as indivisible yet unavoidable
hoa/soa, pairs/binaries; and

. that as a corollary everywhere in reality is inseparable but indispensable
hoa/soa pairs/binaries, and there is nothing beyond hoatatau/hoamd-
lie equal/same/similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/
dissimilar hoa pairings/binaries.

Faiva, Thfunga moe Nimamea'a: Performance, Material and Fine Arts

Generally, Tongan arts are divided into three genres, iz, faiva performance,
tufunga material, and nimameah fine arts (see'O. Mdhina 20ll 140-66;
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Mdhina-Tuai 2017t 245-66; Potauaine 2017: 154-79). Whereas faiva perfor-

mance arts are tefito-he-sino body-centered and both tufunga material and

nimamea'a fine arts are tefito-he-tu'asino non-body-centered, both faiva per-

formance and tufunga material arts are largely male-led, and nimameah fine

arts predominantly female-based. Of the many performance arts, faiva ta'anga

poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance temporally-spatially, formally-
substantially, and practically-functionally lie in closer proximity, where poetry

is composed then more often than not put to both music and dance, in that

logical order of precedence. The ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka fakamamahi sung

and danced poetry lakalaka of tragedy in faiva fakamamahi tragedy titled

Tuaikaepau, by virtue of the poetry being sung and danced, belongs to faiva

performance arts, as does its creative subject matter, iz., faiva fakamamahi

tragedy, all of which are entwined and intertwined in the creative process5 (see

'O. Mahina 2008at 3l -54; 207l: 140-66)'
Like the whole gamut of Tongan arts, there are artistic (and literary) devices

used in these three faiva performance arts, viz., heliaki, "metaphorically sayrng

one thing but historically meaning another" in faiva ta'anga poetry, tu'akauta,

"inserting a musical tone/note within two musical tones/notes, outside yet

inside them" in faiva hiva music, and hola, kaiha'asi or hakafungahaka, "hola,

escaping or kaiha'asi, stealing by inserting a movement in between two move-

ments" in faiva haka dance6 (see'O. Mahina2009t 505-11; Lear 2018)' The'but-

come" of this "process" is one of mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi

climatic elation, which is dependent on tatau symmetry, potupotutatau har-

mony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality (i.e., process). As for faiva fakama-

mahi tragedy, its artistic (and literary) aPparatus is fehiliaki "placing one thing

on another;'7 as in the fakafelavai intersection or fakahoko connection and

fakamdvae separation of anga'i-tangata sociality and anga'i-manu animality,

resuiting in the thinicing anci ieeiing of fakami shame. Fehiiiaki "Piaciiig oiie

thing on anotherl'is applied in faiva fakaoli comedy, involving the mediation

of ngali-poto normality and ngali-vale absurdity, the outcome of which is kata

laughter. Both outcomes, not only investigative, transformative, and communi-

cative, but also therapeutic, hypnotic, and psychoanalltic, as they are in and of
themselves, tend to celebrate the fact that both mind and heart are now aware

of the commission of an error in both thinking and feeling about reality (see A.

N. M. Mdhina2004;'0. tytahina 2008a: 31-54;2011140-66; cf' Poltorak 2011:

140-66).
There are three types of heliaki metaPhor/symbolism: heliaki fakaf-

etongiaki epiphoric heliaki, as in lupe dove for a female monarch; heliaki

fakafekauaki associative metaphoric heliaki, as in Te Ika'a Maui for Aotearoa;8

and heliaki fakafefonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki,e as in kakala flow-

ers for sweet-smelling. Like fehiliaki "placing one thing on another;'in faiva
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fakamamahi tragedy, heliaki metaphor/symbolism is chiefly concerned with
fakafelavai intersection or fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation of
"what is metaphorically said" and "what is historically meantl'the fakatatau
mediation of which through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau har-
mony to produce malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, engages in their transforma-
tion from a situation of crisis to a situation ofstasis. From a tavaist philosophical
perspective, ta'anga poetry, which is temporally intensified and spatially recon-
stituted, is a special language within a language, i.e., the metaphorical language
within the historical language (see'O. Mahina2}}4a,Mpthina and Mahina-Tuai
2007).The liliulea translation of the two languages dialectically involves a tran-
sition from "what is metaphorically said" to "what is historically meant" and
vice versa (see'O. Mahina 2009: 505-11).

'Aati moe Ako: Art and Education

Both Tongan'aati arts and ako education were synonymous. They were con-
ducted alongside one another, where ako education was organized within and
across the whole spectrum of arts, viz., faiva performance, tufunga material,
and nimamea'a fine arts (see Helu 1999; Kaeppler 1993; Kaho 1988; Lear 2018;
Moyle 1987). On the other side, ako education is basically concerned with the
circular temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and practical-functional trans-
formation of the'atamai mind and fakakaukau thinking in the'uto brain, on
the one hand, and ongo feeling and loto desiring in the fatu/mafu heart, on the
other hand, from vale ignorance to'ilo knowledge to poto skill, in that logical
order of precedence (see'O. Mahina 2008b: 67-96). On the other side,'aati art
can be defined as the cyclical temporal-spatial, formal-substantial, and practi-
cal-functional transformation of subject matters in the creative process through
sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony to produce m6lie/
fakabfobfa beauty/quality (see'O. M6hina 2004b:86-93; cf.'O. Mahina 2002a:
276-87).Whereas ako education is to do with'ilo knowledge, as'ilo knowledge
of ta time and va space,'aati art is concerned with malie/fakabfobfa beauty/
quality, logically and creatively associated with reality as common vaka vessels,
hala vehicles, or tala receptablesr0 (see'O. Mdhina 2005b: 168-33).

In old Tonga, ako education was based in the ha'a professional classes, orga-
nized along the ha'a faiva professional classes of performance arts and artists,
ha'a tufunga professional classes of material arts and artists, and ha'a nimamea'a
fine arts and artists (see'O. Mdhina 2008b: 67-96). These were treated as both
types of disciplinary practices and forms of social activities. This is opposed to
new Tonga, where the missionary-introduced ako education is based in'apiako
schools, arranged by way of subjects in the arts and sciences and mathematics,
such as geography, chemistry, and geometry. This Western colonially led ako
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education has slowly but surely led to the total displacement of Tongan ako

education, in place of the so-called ngaue fakamea'a fakaTonga' Tongan ways

of working, sparingly made up of such material and fine arts as tufunga t6'es-

ia'itoki adze-handle-making and nimamea'a langakato basket-weaving. Much

of Tongan'aati'arts, such as faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva toutaivaka navigation,

tufunga lalava kafa-sennit-lashing, tufunga langafale house-building, nima-

mea'akoka'angabark-cloth-making, and nimamea'a tuikakala flower-designing

have been severed merely as forms of social activity in contrast to being both

types of disciplinary practices and forms of social activities (see Ka'ili 2017b:

62 -7 I ; Helu I 999 ;'O. M6hina 2002b: 5 -9, 29 - 30 ; 20 l7bt I 3 3 - 53 ).

Faiva Toutaivaka/Faifolar Performance Arts of Navigation/Voyaging

The performance arts of faiva toutaivaka navigation and faifolau voyaging (see

Feuiaki 1992; Ruhen 1963; also seevelt 1990),like the performance arts of faiva

ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and haka dance, belong in the genre of faiva perfor-

mance arts (see Pond 1995; Velt 2000). Both the voyage of Tiraikaepau and the

subject matter of the ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka, sung danced poetry of lakalaka

in faiva fakamamahi tragedy (and faiva fakaoli comedy to some extent), are

linked to the performance arts of faiva toutaivaka navigation and faifolau voy-

aging. The performance arts of faiva toutaivaka navigation and faifolau voyag-

ing make both affective and effective use of mata eye and, its opposite, ava hole,

in the creative process. This is done by way of the taumu'a bow, named olovaha,

literally "mediating of the seascape" (i.e., matangi/avangi winds, and ngalu/

peau waves) of the vaka boat as an artistic instrument, involving the fakatatau

mediation of the points of fakafelavai intersection or fakahoko connection and

fakamAvae separation through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau

harmony to prociuce maiieifakabfobia beautyiquaiity, in ihe foriri of iriata eyes

or ava holes, within and between the matangi/avangi winds and ngalu/peau

waves (see Potauaine 2017:154-79; also see Mdhina-Tuai 2017:245-660).

Both faiva toutaivaka navigation and faiva faifolau voyaging, where the latter

belongs in the former, fall within the ha'a toutaivaka professional class of naviga-

tion and navigators. Both the ha'a toutaivaka and toutaiika professional classes

of navigation and navigators, and fishing and fishermen, are usually but not

always classified under the ha'a toutai/tautai, i.e., tautahi, a professional class,

symbolized by "waging war against the sea." By the same token, both kau toutai

are also named kau kaivai, which literally means "eaters of the water' i.e., seai'

a symbolic reference to their being kai" knowledgeable and skillful as the best

in their fields (see'O. M6'hina 20ll140-66). The ha'a toutaivaka and toutaiika

professional classes of navigation and navigators, and fishing and fishermen,

were known under the collective name kau Moala, viz', Moala Lahi, Moala
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Leameivaka, Moala Ngalongalo, Moala Toutai, and Moala Folaur2 and now col-
lectively called kau Fokololo (or Fokololo be Hau), the exclusive membership
of which included, amid others, notable navigators and fishermen as Leka, Ula,
Ula-mo-Leka, Kula, Akaubla, Kahomovailahi, Tu'uhetoka, Taumoepeau, Fisi-
mo-Ha'amoa, and Tlrita.

Both Tongan long-distant seafaring and deep-sea fishing traditions are as
long as the deep history of movement and settlement of Moana Oceania people
some 4,000 to 5,000 years ago (see'O. Mdhina 1992,1993: lO9-21). There are
oral historical accounts metaphorically referring to both, initially by means of
sea reptiles, mammals, and birds, such as fonu turtles, tofua'a whales, and kani-
vatu sea birds, used as vaka vessels, hala vehicles, or tala receptacles.

There was the tragic voyage ofrenowned navigators Lo'au, Kae, and Longopoa
sailing through the tahi-tea white sea and tahi-pikipiki sticky sea, probably as
metaphors for the snow and pumice of Aotearoa and the Antarctic, in search
of the end of the world. The trio fell over the deep cliff edge by hanging onto
a pandanus tree, when they were rescued by a huge kanivatu seabird, which
flew them to Sdmoa, where they were taken back to Tonga on the backs of two
tofua'a whales, bringing back some treasured goods for trade and exchange; all
as metaphors for a large flotilla of sailing seafaring canoes of both aerodynamic
and hydrodynamic significance (see'O. Mahina 1992; also see Velt 1990).

There was also the voyage of Maui Kisikisi, also known as Maui Fusifonua
Maui Fisher-of-lands, to Manu'a, Samoa, in search of the mdta'u mana magical
fishhook, used for fishing up many of the Tongan, Fijian, and Samoan islands.
Then, there was the Tu'i Tonga imperial fleet of the long-distant, sea-worthy,
kalia double-hulled canoes, notablyAkiheuho, Tongafuesia, Takaipomana, and
Lomipeau, linking both the center and periphery of his extensive pule'anga
hau empire through the political and economic exaction and extraction of
material and human resources, as in goods and services (see 'O. Mahina
1992,7993: 109-21). Around the second half of the nineteenth century there
were, among many more, the well-known Moatunu and Lolohea, respectively
manned by the renowned toutai-vaka Tuuhetoka and toutai-kui blind navi-
gator Kahomovailahi, where both are said to have sailed to Samoa taking and
accompanying King Siaosi (George) Taufahhau Tupou I to be tatatau tattooed.

Of all the imperial flotilla of kalia double-hulled canoe, the gigantic leg-
endary Lomipeau "Suppressor-of-waves" was by far the most famous, not as an
"actual" but rather a "mphical" kalia fakatoukatea f6ua long-distant, sea-wor-
thy double-hulled canoe. The tala language as a composer of knowledge, of the
Lomipeau is basically a great story of fakaoli comedy, infused with elements of
fakamamahi tragedy, all about lahi greatness and abundance deeply associated
with the mafai power and pule authority of the Tu'i Tonga and his pule'anga
hau empire. The Lomipeau is said to have been built by'Uvean tufunga fo'uvaka
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boat-builders in 'Uvea purportedly for the transportation of stones for the

building of the btu langi royal tombs of the Tu i Tonga, which were also built by

'Uvean tufunga tdrnaka stone-masons. It is also said that, among other things,

Lomipeau *ar ro huge that the two adjoining high volcanic islands of Kao and

Tofua in Ha'apai islands fitted well between the two gigantic hulls and under the

Iarge deck (see Helu 1999;'O. M6hina 1992).

Koe Folau'ae Ttrakikaepau: TheVoyage of Ttraikaepau

The name "Tiraikaepaul'which literally means "slow-but-sure" was given by the

new owner Tdfa Ramsey,r3 a renowned Tongan entrepreneur of European descent,

taken from a fine Tongan lea heliaki proverbial sa)tng, tuai kae pau "slow-but-

surel'which reflects a basic Tongan value, where the conduct of things is done

with great thinking and feeling. Such a lea heliaki proverbial saying points to the

convergence of a number of divergent things, specifically body, mind, and heart,

all of which are brought to bear on the subject matters under the creative Process,

primarily through sustained symmetry and harmony in the production of beauty

and, by extension, the generation of warmth and fieriness in the manifestation of

climatic elation, in both their individuality and totality. This is done in stark con-

trast to its opposite hoa/soa pair/binary, viz., vave kae ta'epau "fast but unsurel'

causing a sllp of both the mind and heart, especially in the conduct of tasks that

require great care. The same parallel sensibilities and qualities are seen in artis-

tic (andliterary) production at the intersection or connection and separation of

auiiki/auvalevale/tubiiki/tubvalevale finer texture and aulalahi/tublalahi coarser

texture, where the former over the latter is considered to be the ultimate measure

of good works of art (and literature), i.e., m6lie/fakabfobfa beautiful in quality as

a function of both tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony.

Thp chinwrpck of Tiraikaenau was not an isolated (historic but) tragic event,
- ---------- r

as there wire similar instances before and after their ordeal, on Minerva Reef

and beyond. There was the Tongan government's fishing boat Teiko, named

after a seabird, which disappeared without actual concrete trace, followed by

the Tongan passenger vessel called Tokomea, which met a similar fate, disap-

pearing with no knowledge of what really happened and how. Then, there was

ihe sinking of princess Ashika in Tonga on August 5,2009,which wholly sub-

merged together with the loss of many lives, all finally conceded to the great

depth ofthi aark seabed. In all these instances, including those discussed above,

we witness a predominantly hihifo-hahake west-east axis, as well as crisscross-

ing along a tokelau-tonga north-south, blunga-lalo up-above-down-below

axis of human movement across, and settlement ol the btumotu islands in the

great expanse ofthe great moana levu/lahi/tele/nui ocean. These resulted from

both inientional and accidental, multiple-way movement of people across the
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motura islands as lands intersected or connected and separated by the deep
ocean, where some people settled and others continued to be on the move.
These instances, as in the case of Tuaikaepau, confirm the tdvaist fact that the
vast ocean is a vl space that both temporally-formally fakahoko connects and
fakamivae separates, i.e., fakafelavai intersects, and not a vd space that only
fakahoko connects.

On |uly 4,1962, Tuaikaepau set sail from Nuku'alofa, Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu,
or Tongalahi (i.e. Tonga), on a voyage to Aotearoa, with a crew of seven and
ten passengers, captained by master navigator Tevita Fifita.'s They were on a

voyage of adventure, many of the passengers were seeking boxing and employ-
ment opportunities, especially young talented boxers, led by Soakai Pulu,
former heavpveight boxing champion, and assisted by Sipa Fine, current
heavpveight and light-hear,lnveight champion, both of Tonga. On the night of
|uly 7, Tuaikaepau gave in to the elements by running aground Minerva Reef,
where she was completely wrecked, due to heavy stormy seas and rainy con-
ditions. They took refuge in a wrecked fapanese fishing boat on the reef, for
some 102 days, where they found a box of matches that gave them fire for their
sustenance, during which time-space five men succumbed to death. Of all the
limited options open to them, as well as out of both necessity and deprivation,
self-rescue became an inevitable reality.

Owing to their collective will to live and be rescued, a small sailing-boat was
built out of necessity and named "Maloleleil' (Malo e lelei)16 literally meaning
"Thank-you-for-being-goodi'which is a warm Tongan phrase for greetings. On
October 5, she left Minerva Reef for Fiji in search for help, captained by T€vita
Fifita, and manned by Tevita Uaisele and Sateki Fifita, his eldest son, who died
of sheer exhaustion while swimming from the reefs to the shores of Kadavu
Island. Upon arrival in the Lau Groups, the alert was thus raised by the appro-
priate authorities on Kadavu, which was, in turn, relayed to the capital Suva.
Out of both immediacy and urgency, help and rescue of the rest of the men on
the reef, provided by the Royal New Zealand Air Force Station at Laucala Bay,
were swiftly but effectively mobilized, which resulted in their transfer to Suva
for medical checks and care. On October 22, the survivors were finally flown
to Tonga, where they were eagerly yet warmly received by Queen Salote in the
Palace, who treated them all to a special royal heroes'welcome. The perfor-
mance of Tuaikaepau, composed for the special occasion, was made part of this
national celebration of their collective heroic feat.

Thaikaepau: "Slow-but-Sure"

Ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka fakamamahi, Sung and danced poetry laka-
laka of tragedy
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Maa'imoa fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kuini Silote' I962,Poetty composed by

Queen Sdlote, 1962

Fakahiva/fakafasi mo fakahaka/fakasino'e N6pele Ve'ehala (Leilua) and

Malukava (Tevita Kavaefiafi), 1962, Music and dance composed by

Ndpele Ve'ehala (Leilua) and Malukava (T€vita Kavaefiafi),L962

Hiva'ehe Kava Tonga, Performed by Kava Tonga Vocal Choral Musical

Liliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors

LVakai e tohi mdhina
Fa be fitu c onoua

Folau na kuo fusi taula
'Ihe taulanga Nuku'alofa
5. Tu'ufua ai € kapasa

Fakatele he Maka-b-'Oa
Kae fatu sibno taumua
Tofikulu e Aotealoa
Seuke, he tdpinga'amaama

10. Ko'eta fononga ta'e'iloa
Hakau Mineva pe'i fakaha

Hob puke huelo e mdhina
Lavaki'i he folau'eva
Ke hu'i honau sisi kakala

15. Kake laukau fietangata

Kihe vaka totrtai e la'a
'Oku fakablunga'iho nima
Kae kafu aki'ae peauta

Si'i e fobu sii e sola

20. He mo'ungabe loto'i Tonga

Tuku ke'alu € faingata'a

He'ikai lava b fakamatala

Ae mamahi moe ha'aha'a

Amanaki na'e fonu tdla'a

25. He tolu m6hina moe sio vaha

'Ikai ma'ali ha kalofiama
Tu'uholoaki c masi e taha

Kene pukepuke mai c maama

- Ne'eko'i mamani e mavava

30. He koe ikuna kuo kaafakafa

Alo e matangi fa'aki € loa

Fo'uvaka pe hange ko Noa
Aki'ae tui ko'eta koloa

Thke a look in the calendar months
Fourth of the seventh, of sixty-two
The voyage has pulled up anchor
At the harbor of Nukualofa
A way-finder, the compass was fixed
Sailing alongside Maka-b-'Oa
While their destination was set

Headed and destined for Aotearoa
Alas, it's the ways of the earthly
Of our journey into the unknown
Wishing, Minerva Reef to reveal

As it concealed the moorfs light
Deceiving the seekers of adventure

To undo their kakala waist-bands

Which you took with manly pride

To the fishing boat, of the sun

Which lies bare in your arms

Covered with the breaking waves

Little the novices and strangers knew
Yet,'lbngan mountain's in the heart
But,let the difficulties pass

How unspeakable it is to describe

The sadness and all it brought
Hope was filled with doubts

Of three months, seeing only seascape

Not even a spark oflight ever seen

Except a single box of matches

To hold and give them life
Echo of jubilant, in the world
Of the giant, of great success

In the midst of storms and rain
They built a boat,like Noah
Of faith, our precious treasure
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Fusi e kolosi fakatau'au
35. Tokabne he motu ko Katavu
Tulou mo Suva'isa d Hala ko Vuna
'Esa 'Ou 'Esa he matu a
Lautala Pei'e ngalo'afe?
Hob laula ne fakalave
40. Fakafoki mai e'auhe
Tama Tonga e pe'i tuli kaveinga
Taumu'a kihe fetu'u ngingila
Tama Tonga E ma'u pe ho loto
Ke lau d taumu'a ngaholo
45.Tama Tonga e fusi a'u hob fuka
'Ulitu'u kihe moto € fonua

Hoisted a cross, against the current
Reaching the shores of Kadavu
My tribute to Suva, oh Vuna Road
The SOS call of the poor men
Laucala Bay, how can I ever forget?
Your air force, ofhuge convenience
Which brought back the deserted
Child of Tonga, follow the celestial
Aim the bow at the shining stars
Child of Tonga, hold fast your heart
Count the winds, all for swift-sailing
Child of Tonga, fully hoist your flag
Sail to the motto, the land and people

Queen Sdlote makes both affective and effective use of the three kinds of
heliaki, defined as "metaphorically speaking one thing but historically mean-
ing anotherl'viz., heliaki fakafetongiaki qualitative epiphoric heliaki, heliaki
fakafekauaki associative metaphoric heliaki, and heliaki fakafonuaki consti-
tutive metonymic heliaki (kohi/laini lines I -46). The use of tapinga'amaama,
which literally means the "ways of the earthlyl'is a heliaki fakafetongiaki
qualitative epiphoric heliaki for human limitations as to its opposite hoa/soa
pair/binary, viz., tdpinga'alangi, literally meaning the "ways of the heavenly"
(kohi/laini line 9), as is sisi kakala sweet-smelling flower waist-bands for
hopes and dreams (kohi/laini line l4). As for heliaki fakafekauaki, associa-
tive metaphoric heliaki, the work deploys Maka-b-'Oat7 for the island of Ata
(kohi/laini line 6) and Katavu Kadavu for the Lau Group, Fiji (kohi/laini line
35). Finally, for the heliaki fakafonuaki constitutive metonymic heliaki, it
makes use of masi box of matches as a heliaki metaphor/symbolism for afi
fire (kohi/laini line 27) and'Esa'Ou'Esa SOS as a heliaki metaphor/symbol-
ism for mo'ui life.

Queen Sdlote, by retelling the talanoa fakamamahi tragic story of Tuaikaepau
in ta'anga poetry, begins with the origination of her fateful voyage from Tonga,
where she pulled up anchor at the harbor of Nukualofa, heading to her imag-
ined destination Aotearoa New Zealand on the fourth of the seventh, 1962
(kohi/laini lines I -4). Before leaving, the compass was fixed as an instrument of
path-finding, when they set sail past the island of Ata, where stood the adjacent
huge rock Maka-b-'Oa. They continued the adjustment of their destinationr8 as

they headed toward Aotearoa (kohi/laini lines 5-8). The voyagers were mindful
they were mere mortals, as they were sailing into the unknown, unfathomable,
and bottomless ocean, wishing only Minerva Reef could reveal the way, as it
concealed the moon light in the night (kohi/laini lines 9-12).
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This was a deception for the voyagers in their venture and adventure, which

Minerva Reef stripped of both their hopes and dreams, taking pride upon the

wrecked |apanese fishing boat; which was largely exposed while absorbing the

sun's rays as it laid bare on the reef, succumbed to the elements, and bombarded

by both the blowing winds and breaking waves (kohi/laini lines 13-18). As nov-

ices and strangers, their human limitations, which were borne in the little they

knew, far outweighed the real gravity of their situation; except their Tongan

hearts, which protruded like a mountain soaking these dangers, full of sadness

coupled with hope-filled doubts, given their being inevitable and insurmount-

able; never in the more than three months they were stranded on Minerva did

they see the kindling of a measure of light other than the vast expanse of ocean,

except a single box of matches found in the fishing boat wreckage, which gave

them fire for their ongoing sustenance (kohi/laini lines 19-28).

The building of the small makeshift boat Malolelei out of both necessity and

gravity of their pressing situation actually led to their self-rescue; this hugely

impressive success was a measure of immense joy and exuberance the world over,

when they actually learned and felt their plight, which was meticulously carried

out with immense faith as Tonga's precious treasure, exactly like Noah,le in the

midst of the uninviting weather conditions with both perseverance and per-

sistence; its flag with a cross was fully proudly hoisted, which then set sail against

the current, thereby reaching the shores of Kadavu (kohi/laini lines 29-35).

By paying tribute to Suva, Fiji, it lighted up Vuna Road in Nuku alofa, Tonga,

in light of the swift response to the SOS call heeded with desperation by the

poor men; and the gesture of goodwill readily yet generously extended by the

Royal New ZealandAir Force Station at Laucala Bay could never be forgotten;

whose aircraft were instrumental in bringing the reef-marooned Tongan sur-

vivors safely back to Tonga (kohi/laini lines 36-40). with both deep appreci-

ation anci sincere acimiration of aii this, the survivors <iubbe<i as "chii<ireri' of
Tonga by virtue of their heroic deeds, were duly reminded of the pursuit of their

dreams and aspirations by continuing to aim at the shining stars; upon which

the self, mind, and heart are swiftly set in motion by hoisting one's flag in full,

with pride and sacrifice, striving and steering to the motto of dying for Tonga,

both as land and people (kohi/laini lines 41-46)'
The ta'anga poetry, composed by renowned punake master poet Queen Salote

as a pulotu fa'u composer of ta'anga poetry,was with her guidance put to both hiva/

fasi music/tone/melody and haka dance by the two punake kakato master poets/

orators Noble Ve'ehala (Leilua) and Malukava (Tevita Kavaefiafi),2o who were in
this specific capacity both pulotu hiva/fasi musicians and pulotu haka choreogra-

phers, or composers of hiva/fasi music/tone/melody and haka dance' respectively'

In this instance, we witness a transformation of ivi energy as me'a matter

through constant motion in multi-directional and multi-dimensional ways,
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from lea words by way of 'uhinga human meanings, to ongo sound by means
of music, to bodily movements by means of haka dance. More specifically, this
entails three forms of transformation; the first of 'uhinga human meanings (or
'ilo knowledge) composed in fonua/kalatua culture and communicated in lea/
tala language, coordinated by means of lea words as lea language by way of
ongo sound2' (see'O. Mahina 2009: 505: ll). Second, these are transformed
into hiva/fasi music/tone/melody by means of tones/notes, which are, in turn,
transformed into haka dance in terms of bodily movements (see Lear 2018).
This bespeaks of the fact that, according to tdvaism, ivi energy as me'a matter
can neither be created nor destroyed, but only transformed from one fuo form
and uho content to another.22

In terms of Tuaikaepau "Slow-but-surei'the transformation through these
vaka, mediums/vessels/vehicles, viz., fakafelavai intersecting, or fakahoko con-
necting and fakamdvae separating,'uhinga meanings, hiva/fasi/nota music/
tone/melody/notes, and haka movements23 (see Potauaine 2017: 154-79;
Mahina-Tuai 2017 : 245 -66), revolves around faiva fakamamahi performance
art of tragedy as a common theme. In terms of the hiva/fasi music/tone/mel-
ody, there exist key changes through which intersection is mediated in the cre-
ative process by way of contrast and unity, tension and release, and conflict
and resolution. There are five major changes in fasi tune/melody, afo harmony
and ta-va rhphm, which form six musical sections corresponding to kohi/laini
lines 1-10, 17-20,21-24,25-30,31-40, and 41-46. These sections are further
overlaid with subtle changes in overall ki key, most noticeable in kohi/laini lines
25-28 and throughout kohi/laini lines 4l -46 (namely,41,43, and 45), as well as

mablalo/mablunga low/high pitch and lebsi'i/leblahi soft/loud volume.

Talangata Conclusion

Both poetry and history raise a number of issues and implications, respec-
tively relating to both translation and selection, associated with'uhinga human
meanings, which are truly worthy of some logical scrutiny and reflectivity. As
for poetry, we encounter its "translatiorf'from Tongan language into English
language which, in turn, both engage in their translation from metaphorical
language into historical language. This is especially so when poetry is regarded
as a special language within a language, which is temporally-formally inten-
sified and spatially-substantially reconstituted. Language, like poetry, is
strictly concerned with the temporal-formal and spatial-substantial fashion-
ing of ongo sound into a system of patterns which are, in turn, given com-
monly shared meanings of reality as a means of human communication (see'O.
Mdhina 2004a; Mdhina and Mahina-Tuai 2007). The performance art of faiva
liliulea language translation is chiefly concerned with the mediation of 'uhinga
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human meanings within and across languages, where they are transformed in

ta-ve temporal-spatial, fuo-uho formal-substantial (and ngdue/'aonga practi-

cal/functional) ways from a situation of felekeu/fepaki chaos, to a condition

of maau/fendpasi order, through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau

harmony to produce malie/fakabfobfa, beauty/quality (see Mdhina-Tuai 2017:

245-66; Potauaine 2017t 154-79; also see'O. Mdhina 2005b: 168-83).

On the other hand, we witness the matter of history, involving all the events as

a human modus operandi, which is most evident in the plurality of presentations

and representations of one and the same (historic yet) tragic story of Tuaikaepau'

specifically in a variety of vaka/hala/tala, vessels/vehicles/receptacles. These

include, among others, her history as a story of tragedy involving the parts that

make up the whole versus the whole that makes up the parts, as in "Minerva

Reef" (Ruhen 1963), "Minerva Reef/Hakau Minevd' (Feuiaki 1992), "Songs and

Poems of Queen Salotd' (Wood-Ellem 2004t 323),Tuaikaepau as told and retold

in poetry by Queen Sdlote, in Wood-Ellem (2004:323-24), and this essay (Lear,

A. M6hina, Mdhina-Tuai, and'o. Mahina). These are subject to the inevitability

of "selectivity'as a constant variable of human limitation in opposition to the

universality of "totality'' as an inherent attribution of reality, which as a tav6ist

philosophical fact points to errors in fakakaukau/'ilo thinking and ongo feeling as

a problem of 'atamai mind and loto heart, but not of iai reality.
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ENDNOTES

rNot only was noble Ve'ehala (Leilua) a hereditary chief and estate holder, he was also a nota-

ble punake master poet offaiva tabnga poetry, faiva hiva music, and faiva haka dance, as well

as a fine fangufangu nose-flute musician; he both produced and directed the Tongan faiva
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performance arts troupe at the Pacific Arts Festival held at Rotorua, Aotearoa, New Zealand,,
in I976.

2Malukava (Tevita Kavaefiafi) was a renowned faivalea-punake orator-poet, including being
a poet laureate; he was professor of Tongan faiva tahnga poetry, hiva music, and faiva haka at
Atenisi University in Tonga from 1972 to 1975.

3Formerly known as'theoryi'now considered'philosophyi' a shift from being "mind-de-
pendent" to "reality-basedi' the hallmarks of idealism, on the one hand, and tdvdism and
realism, on the other, as brands ofphilosophy, respectively.

{As are cultures and languages as "ways ofknowing" ofthe one-and-the-same, single level
of reality as "ways of beingi'

sThe creative process is chiefly concerned with the production of tatau symmetry, potu-
Potutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty as the internal/intrinsic qualities versus
the outcome which involves the production of mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi
climatic elation as external/extrinsic qualities. The latter, i.e.,'aonga/ngdue utility/function-
ality, is dependent on the former, i.e., malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, in that logical order
of precedence.

6That is, heliaki is "metaphorically speaking one thing but really meaning anotherj'tu'akauta
is'placing a beat outside yet inside two beats" (where the term "beat" refers to the "beating"
or "marking" of sound as an expression of ta time), and hola, kaiha'asi or hakafungahaka is
"escaping, stealing or placing a movement within two movements."

7As in the fehiliaki, placing of anga'i-manu animality and anga'i-tangata sociality upon each
other, where they are fakatatau mediated through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotut-
atau harmony in the production of mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry transforming them from
crisis to stasis, resulting in fakami shame.

8See'O. Mahina (2009: 505-11). Both Te Ika'a Maui The Fish of Maui, and Te Waka'a Maui
The Boat of Maui, are respective heliaki metaphors/symbols for the North and South Islands
of Aotearoa New Zealand.

eT. Ka'ili, pers. comm. 201 1.

'oThat is, both 'aati art and ako education are commonly concerned with the one-and-
the-same, single level of iai reality, i.e., ti-v6 time-space, where the former deals with their
orderly.arrangement through sustained tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony in the
production ofmalie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry followed by'aonga/ngiue utility/functional-
ity, and the latter considers them by way of their transformation from vale ignorance to'ilo
knowledge to poto skill, followed by utility/functionality/practicality/technicality. Both'aati
art and ako education are based in'ilo knowledge as'ilo knowledge of ta and vd time and
space, and of iai reality (see A. N. M. Mahina 2004).

I'As in the idiomatic phrases, Fielau he ko'ene kai, No wonder that is what he's best at; Ko
'ene kai ia, That is what he is best at; Ha'apai tu'u hob kaimu'a, Ha'apai stands on what you're
best at; Ai kene'ilo koe kai ia'ae Funga Hihifo, Make it known that's what Hihifo is best at.
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I25. Faletau, pers. comm.,2020.

r3see Ruhen (1963).

raAmong others, the word motu means "island'which involves the lands intersected or con-

nected and separated by sea/ocean/water, as in the islands of the great moana lew/lahi/tele/
nui as in 'tea of islandslr Both the form and meaning of the word "motu" has variously drifted

or shifted, which include mutu, poko, poPo, Potu, and putu, as in motu'ivaka, mutu'ivaka,

pokoivaka, popo'ivaka, potu'ivaka, and putu'ivaka, all meaning old, worn-out, broken boat

(or hoes, houses or cars) (see Haubfa 1993),

rssee Feuiaki (1992); Ruhen (1963).

r6The missionary-introduced expression ma16 e lelei thank-you-for-being-good since

contact with Europe has displaced the ancient expression sibto-bfa, which literally means

"my-dearJovei' when persons or parties meet, where their thoughts and feelings toward one

another are expressed and embraced as collective sentiments; the variations of sioto-'ofa are

across Moana Oceania as fakalofa, talofa,'alofa, and 'aloha, where bfa love as a collective

concep and practice is socially organized in different ways across cultures (and languages).

rTMaka-b-'Oa is big up-right rock standing in adjacent to Ata island.

,8When a voyage is off-course, not only does it become a vakahe, vakamate, or vakarnole

lost boat but it no longer knows both its points of origination and destination, known as

taumulivale and taumuhvale as opposed to vakama'u, vakamo'ui or vakahao, termed as tau-

mulitonu and taumu'atonu; the words mu'a front and mui back are linked to the taumu'a bow

and taumuli, taumui stern.

reNoah was the builder who built the huge'a'ake ark merely on and of tui faith, which is used

here as a biblical heliaki metaphor for Tevita Fifita and his men when building Malolelei.

,oWhile all three, viz., Queen Salote, Noble Ve'ehala (Leilua), and Malukava (Tevita Kavaefi-

afi) are full punake master poets, they are nevertheless, in this context, considered as pulotu
,- - ------ ^ - ) ---I ^... L:..^ /r^^: ^-l ^,,1^{" l'^1.^ ^- -^m^^.-." ^f 

milci.
Ia u composer or ta arl8,a Poctl yr arlu Pululu llrvd/rdDr arru Pqruru
and dance, respectively.

2rln the final analysis, both ta'anga poetry and hiva/fasi music/tone/melody are concerned

with varying afrangements of ongo sound, where ta'anga poetry can be considered a special

language within a language. Herein, ta'anga poetry, like hiva/fasi music/tone/me1ody, is tem-

porally intensified and spatially reconstituted, in the creative process.

22This tdvdist fact is opposed to physics, which only talks about the liliu transformation of
ivi energy as me'a matter from one fuo form to another, in isolation from uho content, both

of which are an indivisible but inevitable hoa/soa pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/

different/dissimilar binaries.

2rlike ta'anga poetry and hiva music, by virtue of 'uhinga human meanings and ongo sound,

respectively, haka dance is concerned chiefly with the fakatatau mediation of the fakafelavai

intersection or fakahoko connection and fakamavae separation of taa'ihaka and vaa'ihaka

bodily movements. By staying true to this sensibility,'I. Futa Helu ProPosed a compromise,
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in what he called the "near-far-paradoxi'saying that the haka bodily movements can be made
"near" yet "far" from the 'uhinga meanings, the chief concern of ta'anga poetry (Helu 1999).
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Aati
Afo
Ako, faiva
Anga'i-manu
Anga'i-tangata
Apiako
Auiiki
Aulalahi
Auvalevale
Ava
'Esa'Ou'Esa

Faifolau, faiva

Faiva

Faiva fasi
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

art

Fakafelavai
Fakahoko
Fakama
Fakamdlo
Fakamamahi
Fakamamahi, faiva

Fakamdvae

Fakaoli
Fakaoii, f-aiva

Fakatatau
Fasi

Fefine

Feleku
Fen6pasi

Fepaki
Filosofi
Filosofi td-v6 be'iai
Fonu
Fuo
Fuo-uho
Ha'a

harmony, simultaneous pitch
education, performance art of
animality; see fakaoli, faiva comedy
socialitp see fakamamahi, faiva tragedy
school
fine texture; see auvalevale, tubiiki, tubvalevale
coarse texture; see tublalahi coarse texture
fine texture; see auiiki, tubiiki, tubvalevale
hole; see mata eye, point
SOS

voyaging, performance art of; see toutaivaka,
faiva
performance art
performance art of music, instrumental
music or vocal music with instrumental
accompaniment
intersection
connection
shame; see fakamamahi, faiva tragedy
acknowledgment
sadness, "sad things"
tragedy, performance art of
separation
funniness, "funny things"
comeciy, performance art oi
mediation
tone; tune, air, melody, sequential pitch; leading

voice
woman
chaos

order
conflict
philosophy
time-space philosophy of reality
turtle
form; see ta time/hit/beat; veape verb, action

form-content
professional class



Haka, faiva
Hakafungahaka

Hala

Heliaki
Heliaki fakafefonuaki
Heliaki fakafekauaki
Heliaki fakafetongiaki
Hiliaki
Hiva
Hiva, faiva

Hoa

Hoakehekehe

Hoam6lie

Hoatamaki

Hoatatau

Hola
'Iai
'Ilo
Kaiha'asi
Kanivatu
Kata
Kava Tonga

Kohi
Kupu
Lahi
Laini
Lalava, tufunga
Levu
Liliulea
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dance, material art of
art and literary device, i.e., dance; see hola and
kaiha'asi
path 'path-finderj' path of knowledge; see tala
composer of knowledge, vaka medium, recep-
tacle, vessel and vehicle
art and literary device, i.e., poetical
constitutive metonyrnic heliaki
associative metaphoric heliaki
qualitative epiphoric heliaki
art and literary device, i.e., comical
tone; song, sing
music (vocal music), performance art of; see
faiva fasi
inseparable yet indispensable pairlbinary of
equal/same/similar and opposite/different/
dissimilar entities/identities/tendencies; see

Samoan soa
pair/binary of opposite/different/dissimilar
entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary of equal/same/similar entities/
identities/tendencies
pair/binary of opposite/different/dissimilar
entities/identities/tendencies
pair/binary of equal/same/similar entities/
identities/tendencies
dance device; see kaiha'asi and hakafungahaka
reality
knowledge
dance device; see hola and hakafungahaka
type of ancient bird
laughter; see fakaoli, faiva comedy
name of vocal choral musical group; literally
meaning kava drinking
line; see laini
verse; see veesi
great; see lew, tele, nui
line; see kohi
kafa-sennit-lashing, material art of
greaq see lahi, tele, nui
language translation
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Liliulea, faiva
Maau
Mafana

Mdlie
Malolelei

Mata
Mata-ava
Ma'ungatala
Motu
Motu ivaka

Mutu'ivaka

Ngali-poto
Ngali-vale
Ngalu
Nimamea'a
Noa
Nota
Nui
Ongo
Peau

Poko'ivaka

Popo'ivaka

Poto
Potu ivaka

Potupotutatau
Pule'anga hau

Pulotu
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language translation, performance art of
order; see maau poem

warmth; see vela fieriness and tauelangi cli-

matic elation
beauty; see fakabfobfa beauty
name of boat; see Tuaikaepau; "mdl6 € lelei"

thank-you for being good; greeting

eye; point; see ava, hole

eye-hole; see mata, point
reference
island; break

old, worn-out, broken boat; see mutu'ivaka/
poko'ivaka/popo'ivaka/potu'ivaka/putu ivaka

'bld, worn-out, broken boat"
old, worn-out, broken boat; see motu ivaka/

poko'ivaka/popo'ivaka/potu'ivaka/putu' ivaka

'bld, worn-out, broken boat"
normality; see fakaoli, faiva comedy
absurdity; see fakaoli, faiva comedy
wave; see peau wave

fine art
0, zero-point
Tonganization of "note" in music
great; see levu/lahi/tele great

sound; feeling; hearing
wave; see ngalu wave

old, worn-out, broken, boat; see

mnf rr'irrrlrn /mrrf rr'iveke- nono'ivaka/-._--_,r_r___.

potu'ivaka/putu'ivaka "old, worn-out, bro-
ken, boat"
old, worn-out, broken, boat; see motu'ivaka/

mutu'ivaka/poko ivaka/potu ivaka/putu ivaka

'bld, worn-out, broken, boat"
skill
old, worn-out, broken, boat; see motu'ivaka/

mutu'ivaka/popo'ivaka/putu ivaka'bld, worn-
out, broken, boat"
harmony
empire
Western Moana Oceania ancestral homeland

and afterworld



IA

Pulotu fa'u
Pulotu haka
Pulotu hiva/fasi
Punake

Punake kakato
Punake kapo
Putu ivaka

Taa'ihaka

Ta'anga, faiva
Ta'anga hiva haka kakala

Ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka
Tala

Talangata
Talanoa
Talanoa fakafiefia
Talanoa fakamamahi
Tangata
Tatau
Tau€langi

Tautahi

Tautai

I a-va
Tavaism

l avarst

Tefito-he-loto-sino
Tefito-he-tuh-sino
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poet, composer of poetry
dancer, choreographer, composer of dance
singer, musician, composer of music
master poet (ta'anga poetry, hiva music, and
haka dance)
full, knowledgeable, skillful poet
partial, less knowledgeable, skillful poet
old, worn-out, broken, boat; see motu'ivaka/
mutu'ivaka/popo'ivaka/potu'ivaka'bld, worn-
out, broken, boat"
time; hit, beat, mark, blow; see veape verb,
action; fuo form
temporally marked bodily movements; see

vaa'ihaka as spatially composed bodily move-
ments, with both as hoa/soa pair, binary
poetry, performance art of
sung and danced poetry kakala; see hiva
haka ta'anga'ofa sung and danced poetry of
love
sung and danced poetry lakalaka
language as a composer ofknowledge; see vaka
medium, receptacle, vehicle, and vessel, hala
path "path-finder"
conclusion
talk;'tritical-yet -harmonious-talk"
happy story; see fakaoli, faiva comedy
sad story; see fakamamahi, faiva tragedy
man
symmetry
climatic elation; see mdfana warmth and vela
fieriness
sea warriors of Vava'u and Ha'apai; see Tautai as

variation oftoutai
navigator, fisherman; see tautahi as variation of
tautai and toutai
time-space; see fuo-uho, form-content
pertaining to t6-v6, time-space philosophy of
reality
upholder of tavaism
body- centered/centric
non-bo dy- centered/centric
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Te Ika'a Maui

Tele

Te Waka'a Maui

Tofua'a
Toutaiika

Toutaiika, faiva
Toutai kui
Toutaivaka

Toutaivaka, faiva

T\raikaepau
Tufunga
Tirfunga tohi
Tuikakala, nimamea'a

Tukupd
Tubiiki

Tublalahi
Tubvalevale

Uho
VA

Vaa'ihaka

Vaka

Vale
Veesi

Vela
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The Fish of Maui; north island of Aotearoa

New Zealand; see Te Waka'a Maui
great; see levu/lahi/nui
The Boat of Maui; south island of Aotearoa

New Zealand; see Te Ika'a Maui
whale
fisherman; see toutai as variation of tautai,

Tautahi "Warriors of the Seal' i.e., Vava'u,

Ha'apai (and'Eua)
fishing, performance art of
blind navigator
navigator; see tautai/tautahi as variations of
toutai
navigation, performance art of; see faifolau,
faiva performance art of voyaging

name of boat; literally meaning "slow-but-sure"

material art
author, writer
flower-designing, fine art of
dedication
fine texture; see tubvalevale/auiiki/auvalevale
fine texture
coarse texture; see aulalahi coarse texture
fine texture; see tubiiki/auiiki/auvalevale fine

texture
content see vd space; nauna/noun
space; see nauna/noun, object; uho content
spatially composed bodily movements; see

taa'ihaka as temporally marked bodily move-

ments, with both as hoa/soa, pair/binary
medium, receptacle, vessel, vehicle; see Tala

composer of knowledge and hala path-finder
ignorance; see mentally ill, mental illness

verse; see kupu
fieriness; see mdfana warmth and tauelangi cli-
matic elation
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We examine in this critical essay a sung and danced poetry of tragedy by
Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho about the people ofHa'apai leaving for Tongatapu in
search for their king Taufa'ihau. By making good use ofthe three types ofheliaki,
"metaphorically saying one thing but historically meaning anotheri'he talks about
the deep sadness of the people of Hahpai, in thinking and feeling they have been
deserted, promoting them to leave in search of their most beloved. Out of both
frustration and desperation, they were determined and committed to embark on
their mission, using whatever means and irrespective of conditions. By putting it
in the context ofthe long history ofboth regional empires and local kingdoms, we
argue that, while Tiufa'dhau remained King of Ha'apai, he was now also King of
all Tonga, marking the rise of the fourth kingship, viz., Tu i Tupou.
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Talakamata Introduction

Wn snr our IN rHIS EssAY to critically examine a ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka,

sung and danced poetry lakalaka "Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i the Search for a Kingi'

composed by punake kakato master poet Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho2 in 1943

for the village of Tongoleleka, the hereditary estate of noble Tuita (T.P. Kaho'

unpublished data). The theme of the composition centers on the islands of
Ha'apai, involving their search for Tdufa'ihau as Tu'i Ha'apai King of Hahpai,

who moved to permanently reside in Tongatapu following his victory as a hau

victor and tu'i king over the whole of Tonga, as Tir'i b Tonga King of Tonga.

The lakalaka composition was revived in 1970, when it was put to music by

pulotu hiva/fasi musician/composer Suli Kalekale and dance by pulotu haka/

sino choreographers/dancers Suli Kalekale and Luseane Halaevalu Mata'aho

Fotofili Tuita on the request of noble Ve'ehala (Leilua), who was also a master

poet and orator for the kdtoanga celebrations of Tonga's Tau'atdina as a British

Protectorate. While most, if not all, of Moana Oceania was colonized, Tonga

only went as far as a Protectorate of Britain. In this way, Tonga was not colo-

nized technically; however it was indirectly colonized in formal and substantial

ways, as her all-embracing adoption of Western institutions and social, educa-

tional, political, economic, governmental, legal and constitutional, and religious

systems (see'Ilaiu 2019; Ldtokefu 1974,1975; Mdhina 1986,1992,2010b). Suli

choreographed the haka-'a-tangata men's dance, while Luseane was responsible

for choreographing the haka-'a-fafine women's dance, referred to as haka-faka-

tangata dance-in-fhe-sfyle-of-men and haka-fakafefine dance-in-the-style-of-

women, respectively (see Mdhina 201 I ).3

The theme of the lakalaka composition as a "texti'viz., "koe kumi tu'il"'the
search for a kingi'will be briefly reflected upon in the broader "context" of both

the material-physicai, psychoiogicai-emotionai, anci sociai-cuiturai evoiution

and revolution of mafai power on both the regional and national-local levels

for a better understanding of the matter under exploration (see Mahina 1986,

1992).By this, reference is made to regional imperial activities involving the

Tu'i Pulotu, Tu i Manu'a, and Tu'i Tonga (see Bellwood 1987; Kirch 1980' 1984;

also see Moa 2011), and national-local political developments, notably, the Tu'i

Tonga, Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and Tu'i Kanokupolu (Mdhina L986, 1992; Mahina,

Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006), which peaked in the formation of what is now regarded

as Tu'i Tirpou, the fourth kingly line' By way of both "process" and'butcomel'

this lakalaka composition as a great work of art and literature in poetry is chiefly

concerned with the production of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony,

and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry which is, in turn, engaged in the exhibi-

tion of mafana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation (see Bott

1972;Mahina and Alatini 2009; Newell 1947:364-474; also see Biersack 1991:
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231-68; Feldman 1980: 101-3). Both beauty/qualrty and utility/functionality as

respective internal or intrinsic and external or extrinsic qualities are combined
as both "process" and'butcome" by means of production logically preceding
exhibition (see Mdhina 20i 1; Mdhina -Tua20l7; Potauaine 2010,2017).

Tongan Arts and Tongan T6-Vd Philosophy ofArt

Generally, Tongan arts are divided into three main genres, viz, faiva perfor-
mance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts (see Mdhina 201l; Potauaine
2010). Poetry, like music and dance, belongs to faiva performance arts; where
faiva ta'anga poetry, faiva hiva/fasi music, and faiva haka dance lie in closer
proximity, when poetry is composed and put to both music and dance, in that
logical order of precedence (see Helu 1979;also see Mihina 2004a;Moyle 1987'
Van der Ryn 2012). All three, poetry, music, and dance, are basically concerned
with the mediation of 'uhinga human meanings in lea language, hiva/fasi/nota
music/tones/notes in ongo sound, and haka movements in sino body, where
they are transformed through sustained symmetry, harmony, and beauty from
the hectic to the static (see Lear 2018; also see Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos
1982; Helu 1999,2005,2012;Kaeppler 1993). As for poetry, it is taken as a spe-
cial language within a language, involving their mediation and transformation
from the metaphorical to the historical languages (see Mdhina 2004a,2008a;
Mihina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili 2006). In old Tonga, both ako education and'aati art,
where the former is considered faiva ako performance art of education, were
aligned to each other, when the three arts were organized along education
which, in turn, was conducted across them, both simultaneously (see Mdhina
2008b: 67-96). By way of "processl'education and art are primarily concerned
with'ilo knowledge (and poto skill) and beauty/quality, with their utility/func-
tionality secondary in terms of 'butcome" (see Anderson 1962; Mahina 2008b).
Like all disciplinary practices and forms of social activities, education and
art are investigative, transformative, and communicative in modus operandi,
thereby combining both beauty/quality and utility/functionality as both "pro-
cess" and'butcomei'where the former precedes the latter, in that logical order
(see Mdhina 1999: 4l -69, 2004b,2008b: 67 -96).

Indigenous Tongan Ta-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Art (see Lear 2018;
Anderson, Cullum, and Lycos 1982; Potauaine and Mahina 2011; M6hina
2004c; Mahina-Tuai 2017) is a derivative of Indigenous Tongan Td-V6 Time-
Space Philosophy of Reality (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo 2017: I-7; Mahina
20l0ct 168-202,2017b:105-32; also see Anderson 2007)a where ta and vd are
translated into English as "time" and "space" (see Kalavite 2019: 173-83, see

also Kalavite 2010; Mihina 2009:505-11; Williams 2009). Most, if not all, of
the tavdist philosophical tenets have a bearing on arts generally, and Tongan
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arts specifically. The fact that td time and v6 sPace as ontological entities are

the common of all things in reality, which are epistemologically organized in
different ways across cultures (and languages) means that all arts are tempo-

ral-spatial, which are variously conducted in the creative process' with a plu-

rality of social uses (see Mdhina 2008b: 67 -96; see also Anderson, Callum, and

Lycos 1982). By the same token, all arts are therefore four-dimensional rather

than three-dimensional, where in the latter they are problematically treated as

both ta'eta "timeless" and ta'efuo "formless" (see Potauaine 2010). This means

that ta time and vl space, like fuo form and uho content, are inseparable yet

indispensable hoa/soa, pairs of equal/same/similar and opposite/different/

disimilar binaries in reality, where td time and fuo form are verbs (or action-

led) and definers of vd space and uho content, which are, in turn, nouns (or

object-based) and composers of ta time and fuo form (see Ka'ili 2008, 2017a,

2017b: 62-7 l; Mdhina 2017 at 133 -53; Potauaine 2010, 2017 t I 54- I 79). Given

that everywhere in reality, as in nature, mind and society is fakafelavai intersec-

tion, and there is nothing above fakahoko connection and fakamdve separation

as inseparable yet indispensable hoa/soa pairs/binaries of hoatatau/hoamdlie

equal/same/similar and hoakehekehe/hoatamaki opposite/different/dissimilar
entities/identities/tendencies, all arts are concerned with the mediation of con-

flicts in the subject matters under the productive process through sustained

symmetry, harmony, and beauty, followed by their social uses. In doing so,

they are transformed from a condition of felekeu/fepaki chaos to a situation of
maau/fendpasi order, when two or more equal and opposite energies, forces, or

tendencies meet at a common point, defined by a state of noa 0 or zero-point,

i.e., connection-separation (or intersection) and mata-ava eye-hole.5 This state

of affairs qualifies the fact that order and conflict are of the same logical status,

where order is itself a form of conflict.

History and Poetry: Th'i Tonga, Th'i Ha'atakalaua, and Ttr'i Kanokupolu

There can be several senses of history, which include the logical and the dis-

ciplinary (see Mlhina 1992).By logical, reference is made to all things taking

place in reality, as in nature, mind, and society. In tdvdist philosophical terms,

all things in reality stand in eternal relations of exchange (or intersection),

giving rise to order (or connection) and conflict (separation).6 But, the disci-

plinary sense refers to history as a discipline, where its logical sense is critiqued

as knowledge of the modus operandi of all things as they really are in reality

or temporality-spatiality as opposed to their subjective imaginings in terms of

human interests. Really, knowledge is knowledge of reality, i'e., time and space,

composed in fonua/kalatua culture and communicated in talallea language,

both merely as social vaka/hala/tala vessels/vehicles/mediums. Unlike history,
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poetry can be considered a special language within a language, which is by way
of translation concerned with mediation of the metaphorical and historical
languages (see Mahina 2004a,2008a: 3l-54; also see Helu 1979; Piddington
1963). As an artform, poetry deals with reality by means of abstraction in terms
of heliaki as a poetical device, which involves "metaphorically saying one thing
but historically meaning anotheri' as in Aho'eitu for Tu'i Tonga, Fonuamotu
for Tu'i Hahtakalaua, and Pangai for Tu'i Kanokupolu (kohi/laini lines 5,6 and
8) (see Ferris-Leary 2014; Kaeppler 2007; Kaho 1988; Mdhina 20t0a; Bott and
Tavi 1982; Velt 2000). All things in reality change, and they do so ceaselessly.
The evolutionary and revolutionary changes involving the origin, growth and
development of the three (now four) kingly lines as counterposing equal and
opposite tendencies are examined at the intersection, or connection and sepa-
ration, of history and poetry (see Mdhina 2011; also see Pond 1995).

Takafalu:7 The Monarch's Back

Koe ta'anga hiva haka lakalaka viki, Sung and danced poetry ofpraise
Maa'imoa fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kuini Sdlote, 1928, Poetry composed by

Queen Sdlote, 1928

Fakahiva/fakafasis mo fakahaka/fakasinoe'e Vili Pusiaki, 1928, Music
and dance composed byVili Pusiaki, 1928

Hiva mo haka'ehe Lomipeau, Sung and danced by Lomipeau Choral
Musical

Liliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors

1. Ke fakatulou moe takafalu
Moe btu lainero toputapurr
Ne fetaulaki b tapa tolu
4. Holo pe nofo he laubtu
Ne kamata'iaAho'eitu
Afe he tuliki Fonuamotu'2
Tu u moe tapa'i Ahau'3
8. Piliote'a'i Pangai's e fa'u

1. My salutation to the monarch's back
And the most sacred of sacred lines
Which meet and form a triangle
4. Remain calm as I count the rows
Which all began with Aho'eitu
Turning at the corner of Fonuamotu
Then stood and flashed at Ahau
8. Ending the creation at Pangai

The above excerpt of a great work of art and literature in faiva hiva haka
ta'anga lakalaka viki sung and dance poetry of praise, titled "Takafaluj"'The
Monarcht Back" (see Wood-Ellem 2004:260-2) sets the scene for this short
exercise, involving the exploration relating to the theme of another excel-
lent sung and danced poetry titled "Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i, the Search for a

King" (T.P. Kaho, unpublished data)-specifically-and the rise of the fourth
kingship Tu'i Tupou-generally. This 58-kupu verse lakalaka composition
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was composed by Queen Sdlote in 1928 as a celebration of the leaving of her

eldest son Crown Prince Tdufa'6hau, with Tirpou College Choir for Australia

to raise funds for the college. Herein, Queen SSlote deals with history in
poetry, where she mediates by means of translating the historical language to

the poetical/metaphorical language through heliaki metaphors/symbols as a

poetical device (see Helu 1999,2005,2012; Mdhina1992,2009; Pond 1995;

Wood-Ellem 1999,2004). She begins with a salutation to the monarch (kohi/

laini line 1), as well as the triangulation of the three kingly lines, the Tu'i

Tonga, Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and Tu'i Kanokupolu (kohi/laini lines 2 and 3). A
Tu'i Kanokupolu herself, Queen salote is by descent related to all three lines

by blood and marriage, all of which were now combined in the personhoods

of her royal children. It all started with Ahotitu as the first Tu'i Tonga' suc-

cessively followed by the Tu'i Ha'atakalaua and later Tu'i Kanokupolu, sym-

bolized by Fonuamotu and Ahau and Pangai, respectively (kohi/laini lines

4-7). She finally takes the Tu'i Kanokupolu as a clear marker of the end of
the kingly history (kohi/laini line 8).

Koe Kumi Ttr'i: The Search for a King

The punake Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho continues to tussle with both poetry

and history in "Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i The Search for a King' (T.P. Kaho' unpub-

lished data) as a poetry of faiva fakamamahi tragedy, where he mediates the

intersection, or connection and separation, of the metaphorical and histori-

cal languages involving their translation (see Kalavite 201* 173-83, see also

Kalavite 2010; Mdhina 2009: 505-l l). As a poetry of tragedy, it deals with the

historical claims of Ha'apai over Tdufahhau as a Tu'i Ha'apai, who they thought

and felt had abandoned them for Tongatapu, where he now resided as a Tu'i

Tupou, marking the beginning of a new anci fourth icingship' Rii this came

about as a result of the final victory of Taufahhau over Tu'i Tonga Laufilitonga

and powerful Kanokupolu chiefs, which was hitherto begun by'Ulukalala II
(Fangup6/Feletoa), with a common reflection of one another and association

with the Tau Tahi, Sea Warriors. Like'Ulukdlala II, who was first Tu'i Vava'u

and later Tu'i Ha'apai, Taufa'dhau began as a Tu i Ha'apai and then a Tu'i Vava'u

(see Mihina 1992; also see 'Ilaiu 2019). The rise of the T\r'i Tupou, through
'ulukalala II initially, and Taufa'ahau finally, led to the eventual fall of both the

Tir'i Tonga and Tu'i Kanokupolu, which led alone to the demise of the already

defunct Tu'i Ha'atakalaua. The search of Ha'apai for their tu'i king is a search for

Tdufahhau as a Tir'i Hahpai, who was now the first Tu'i Tirpou and new Tu'i b
Tonga King of Tonga as Siaosi (George) Tdufahhau Tupou I. For Ha'apai, their

search was out of desperation, frustration, and separation in seeking for bene-

faction, affection, and connection.



l 'E Lofia2o e ko'eku tatau
'Otu Ha'apai2' nofo kau'alu
'O kumia sii Fo'ifdtapu23

Heka vaka pd teu kakau
5. Keu pdea ha muihakau

Fakat€t€lousi p€ keu a'u
Kehe keu t0'uta ki Tongatapu2a

O hve'ae p6p6aki pea tala moe fekau

Koe hanu €'ae Toakotu'uakitau2s
10.'Oi fakapd 'isa na'a kuo ngalo au

Na'a kuo ke lata'ihe Toakoma'afu?26

Kuo ke li'aki ai au b lauita'u
Ko'eku kole € Fo'ikukuvalu2T
'Oua leva kol na'a ke li'aki au
15. Tatali koi ke'aufua € peau
Pea fasiloto moe'Otu Lau28

'Ilo bhe Ualulu moe Hikuvalu2e
Koe talanga kuo bsi fakapapau

Kuo bsi matua'i he Apikokau3o
20. P ea sila'i'i Matuku'aetau3r
'O veteki meiVelata32 kuo ma u'ae hau
Hei'ilo koe hob lata'i Tongatapu?
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l. Dear Lofia, here are my parting words
Remain as your Ha'apai,22 but let me go
To search for the beloved Fo'ifdtapu
I shall ride a boat or simply swim
5. If stranded on a reef-edge, I will
persist
Even floating on my back, like a si leaf
By any means, my target is Tongatapu
To take the message and be the
messenger

Which is the petition of Toakotu'uakitau
10. Oh how woeful I am, if I've been
forgotten
By the way, have you liked Toakoma'afu?
That you have deserted me many a years
My only one plea, dear Fo'ikukuvalu
As of yet, please do not forsake me
15. Wait till the waves rise in formation
And the sea crests of Lau break in
succession

Only Ualulu and Hikuvalu know well
The dispute has been fixed once and for
all
It has been long settled at Apikokau
20. And sealed, it was at Matuku'aetau
Disbanded at Velata, the victor has won
How have you liked to live in
Tongatapu?

Lofia, Koe Kumi Tir'i: The Search for a King

Lofia, Koe Kumi Tir'i Lofia: The Search for a King

Koe hiva moe haka ta'anga fakamamahi, A sung and danced poetry of
tragedy

Fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho,r6 1943, Poetry com-
posed by Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho, 1943

Fakahiva/fakafasirT 'e Suli Kalekale, 1970, Music composed by Suli
Kalekale, 1970

Fakahaka/fakasinors'e Suli Kalekale mo Luseane Halaevalu Mata'aho
Fotofili Tuita,re 1970, Dance choreographed by Suli Kalekale and
Luseane Halaevalu Mata'aho Fotofili Tuita, 1970

Liliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors
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Tau'akipulu33 e kei fakama'u
Teu tuli e hema'ae lah3a

25. Kuo ta'emanonga si'eku bfa
Teu hake he Tir'alikutonga3s
Tuikako hono sialetafa
Ha'aku teunga kihe Hoositea36

Ngalu fanifo'ae kakai siana

30. Papa he Alafolauheavula3i

Tokabne he Matekakuo'eva38

Toe hd kod ha lau?

Teu tdfea'i Ha'atafu3e

Teuhie mo Kaloafuao

35. Namo'alie mo Pelukakauar

Teu fehu i kia Hina'i Hakautapua2

Teutke ki Kanokupolu moAhaua3

Faleha'akiliaa'ena bku'if€'ae hau?

Koe fc'a Ha'apai mo si'eku kakau

40. Nofo pe'i Tongatapu kau lau pe'e au

Koe kakala ni ia ko hoto fakatalutalu

'Uli mai pea fakama'u
Kau hao'uli p€ koe hau

Hangohongo Pcleholce lrce ltongakau

45. Koe fuefue hota kiefau

Tabvala kuo teu si'eta folau
Leveleva e'eku malanga

Kau foki au ki Tongolelekaas

'Oku kei tu'u pe'ae'Ovavaa6

50.'O mamata he maa'imoa
Pungatea moe Pungakapa
'I Paluki moe Loupuani

Moe Maka'umea b Tokemoana'8
'O mamata'i Fineumiuminoaae

55. Koe fai'anga be tou anga

He fakatamaki be fonua
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There's Tauhkipulu, the stronghold
I shall hurry as the sun sets veering left
25. My poor love has been unsettling
Let me ascend at Tualikutonga
That I plait a garland of fine gardenias

My fitting outfit fbr the Hoositea

Of breaking waves for men surfers

30. A surf board at Alafolauheavula
Landing I did at Matekakuo'eva

What is more that's left to say?

I shall drift along coastal Hahtafu
There stand both Teuhia and Kaloafu
35. There are too Namo'alie and

Pelukakau
Let me question Hina at HakautaPu

I shall too ask Kanokupolu and Ahau
Ye Faleha'akili, where's the king?

A long way from Ha'apai, IVe swum
40. Though stay in Tongatapu, yet I still say

This fragrance is mine rightful
inheritance
Steer this way and keep to the mark
Let me safely navigate for the king
Standing guard are the shrubs at

Pelehake

45. Our outer covers made of hibiscus

bark
Put on as our waist-mats for voyaging

That is the conclusion of my verse

I shall now return to Tongoleleka

There the'Ovava tree still stands

50. To witness a great feat in evidence

As well as Pungatea and Pungakapa

At both Paluki and Loupua
And Maka'umea of Tokemoana

To fully view Fineumiuminoa
55. The place of the huge sacrifice

In strife of the land and people

The master poet Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho bids farewell to Lofia on behalf

of the ancient chiefs Taufatofua, Fanualofanga and Kavamo'ungabne and the
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whole of Ha'apai, taking his leave in search of Tu'i Hahpai, King of Ha'apai,
Taufahhau, symbolized by the Fo'ifdtapu (kohi/laini lines l-3). While the
poet truly recognizes the difficulties that lie ahead, he vows to take whatever
means at his disposal, whether they be riding a boat, swimming the ocean, or
floating on one's back, the ultimatum is to reach Tongatapu,so now the royal
abode (kohi/laini lines 4-7).The poet is destined to take the message as a
messenger, which is to carry and present a petition of Tu'uakitau, a symbol
for Ha'apai, when both thinking and feeling they have been forgotten, and
asked if he liked Toakoma'afusr better, causing my desertion now for many
years (kohi/laini lines 8-12). His only single plea to the Fo'ikukuvalu, sym-
bolic name for Tdufa'ihau, that he does not forsake him as yet, thus waiting
with patience instead until the waves swell,s2 let alone the crests breaking at
the Lau Group (kohi/laini lines 13-16). This is a metaphorical reference from
the faiva fanifo surfing to a possible return as a powerful contender of the
son of the eighteenth Tu'i Kanokupolu, Aleamotu'a, chief-warrior Ma'afu, now
both Tu'i Lau and Tu'i Nayau and possibly the whole of Fiji as Tu'i Fisi by
virtue ofthe rate and intensity ofboth the consolidation and expansion ofhis
political power and social influence before her swift cession by King Cakobau
to Queen Victoria.53 However, the two of the notable p6vai war clubs Ualulu
and Hikuvalu of Taufa'ahau as a warrior of excellence and elegance know too
well how safe and secure his Ha'apai power base is as the Tu'i Ha'apai (kohi/
liani line l7).

And now the dispute has been settled once and for all at Apikokau, signed
and sealed at Matuku'aetau, finalizing it at Velata, where the victor/king was
begotten (kohi/laini lines 18-21). But, how have you got to like and live in
Tongatapu, when Thu'akipulu still holds and beholds Ha'apai as his stronghold
(kohi/laini lines 22-23)? While the poet is wearied from his search, symbolized
by the left-veering sunset in the hihifo west (kohi/laini line 24),he enumer-
ates the landscape connections of Taufa'ahau to both the Tu,i Tonga and Tu,i
Kanokupolu through 'uiha and 'utulau, especially the beautiful sweet-scented
flowers and sea passages for surfing (kohi/laini lines 25-31). On the other
hand, he turns to the stronghold of the Tu'i Kanokupolu, making queries to
key places and people, notably, Kanokupolu and 'Ahau and Faleha'akili for the
whereabouts of the Hahpai victor and king (kohi/laini lines 32-3g). The poet
makes it well known that he has swum the distance all the way from Ha'apai
in search of their king, and while Tongatapu stays in contentment with Tupou
I as the king of all Tonga, Ha'apai still counts him as T6ufa'6hau, their very
own victor and king (kohi/laini lines 38-41). Having established their claim,
the poet, now a navigator, makes due preparation for the voyage back to Ha'apai
with Taufahhau, with the attire fitting for and befitting a king (kohi/laini lines
4I-46). Now he bids farewell to Tongatapu and heads back to Ha'apai, where
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they are received in great jubilation and celebration of the immense sacrifice'

which led to the unification of the whole of Tonga under the rule of Tir'i Tupou

(kohi/laini lines 47-56).

Rise and Fall of Empires: Ttr'i Pulotu, Tir'i Manu'a, and Th'i Tonga

on the regional level, there existed three pule'anga hau empires, viz., Tir'i Pulotu,

Tu'i Manu'a, forsaken Tu'i Tonga, respectively associated with Fiji, Sdmoa' and

Tonga, whose respective symbolic names were Pulotu Ancestral Homeland

and Afterworld, Langi Sky, and Maama Earth' From a Tongan perspective, the

whole world was divided among the three main deities, with Pulotu Ancestral

Homeland/Aft erworld/Fiji, Langi/sky/Samoa, and Maama/Earth/Tonga allo-

cated as respective domains of goddess Hikuleb, gods Tangaloa, and gods Maui

(see Mihina 1986, lgg2,20l9; also see Ka'ili 2019, Mdhina, Ka'ili, and Ka'ili

2006). In a way, the Tongan perspective points to both the movement and set-

tlement of Fiji, Sdmoa, and Tonga through trade and exchange of human and

material resources that were both regional and chronological/local, which were

propelled by both local/internal pressures and foreign/external influences.

Such historical movement and settlement of people and goods and services are

reflected on the level of the mythological movement and settlement of Pulotu

Ancestral Homeland/Afterworld/Fiji, Langi/Sky/Sdmoa, and Maama/Earth/

Tonga by both divine beings and mortals. on the other hand, such movement

and settlement of people and things are embedded in both the historical and

mctaphoricol orrangements of the past, present, and ftrtttre, respectively repre-

sented by Fiji/Pulotu, Tonga/Maama, and Langi/Sdmoa (see Mdhina 1986,1992;

also see Bellwood 1987; Gerstle and Raitt 1974; Gifford 1929:bwin 1989). In

this metaphorical yet historical context, the already-taken-place past is placed

in the front as guides upon which the yet-to-take-place future is brought to

bear, guided by refined past experiences, with both the illusive past and elusive

future constantly arbitrated in the ever-changing present (see Haubfa 2000).

Like all social institutions, the three empires went through successive

periods of incline and rise succeeded by periods of decline and fall, as in the

impires of the Tu'i Pulotu, Tu i Manu'a, and Tu'i Tonga. Whereas the tu i king

is regional/imperial, the 'eikisa chief is local/political, with both largely polit-

ical and material. Both the successive periods of incline and rise, on the one

hand, and decline and fall, on the other, are a function of the mediation of the

local/internal pressures and foreign/external influences engendered by multi-

directional movement of people and objects through trade and exchange of
goods and services. Depending on their symmetry and/or asymmetry, involv-

ing the mediation of the intersection, or connection and separation, of tauhi-va

keeping socio-spatial relations and fai-fatongia performing socio-economic
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functions, quality and'aonga/ngaue utility/functionality can be either vdlelei
good socio-spatial relations and/or vd-kovi bad socio-economic obligations,
In this context, the tauhi-vl keeping socio-spatial relations as spatial entities
are temporally marked by fai-fatongia performing socio-economic functions
which are, in turn, spatially composed. Obviously, we witness the incline and
rise, followed by the decline and fall, of successive empires, beginning with the
Tu'i Pulotu empire in Pulotu/Fiji, through the Tu'i Manu'a empire in Langi/
Samoa, to the Tu'i Tonga empire in Maama/Tonga (see Mahina 1996, 1992,
2019; also see Ka'ili 2019).

Rise and Fall of Tir'i Tonga Empire

Oral history tells us of both the rigidity and multiplexity informed by both
extremism and conservatism surrounding the Tir'i Pulotu empire in Pulotu/
Fiji, which largely led to the separation and formation of the Tu'i Manu'a in
Langi/Samoa, marked by a sense of futurism and liberalism. While that was
so, Maama/Tonga continued making closer contacts with Pulotu/Fiji by way
of knowledge, skill, and technology transfer through trade and exchange,
notably, performance, material, and fine arts such as house-building, surfing,
kava drinking, and domestication of crops and animals. The same rate went
for Langi/Sdmoa/Manu'a, where creativity and innovation across the fields
were bargained for and gained through trade and exchange, such as tufunga
fonua social architecture and engineering, and faiva faifolau voyaging, and faiva
toutaiika fishing. The Maui gods were in the forefront on both fronts, Pulotu/
Fiji and Langi/Sdmoa,leading in the front from behind, involving the acquisi-
tion of knowledge and skills and technology used locally in Maama/Tonga. The
Maui gods agitated against the absolute power and tyrannical authority of both
the priestly class and landed aristocracy for the freedom of the people, sym-
bolized by their being sky-raisers, sun-snarers, and javelin-throwers (see Ka'ili
2019:23-29; also see Mihina 1986,1992,2019t 43-45). This paved the way for
the incline and rise of the Tu'i Tongan empire in correspondence to the decline
and fall of the Tu'i Manuh empire.

Oral history talks about the incline and rise of Tu'i Tonga at the intersection
of Langi/Sky and Maama/Earth as the respective divine realms of gods Tangaloa
and gods Maui, which were connected and separated by a toa casuarina tree,ss
a symbolic pointer to their closer aristocratic links. The story also says that god
Tangaloa'Eitumitupua frequently climbed down from the Langi/Sky above
and up from the Maama/Earth. In one of his trips down, he found the most
beautiful Maama/Earth maiden,'Ilaheva, later known as Va'epopua, whom he
courted, resulting in the birth of their son Aho'eitu, in addition to five children
he already had to a Langi/Sky woman. By virtue of the Langi/Sky and Maama/
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Earth as symbolic names of Samoa and Tonga, it can be asserted that the father

of Aho'eitu was probably a son of Tu'i Manu'a and mother of a Tongan woman

of noble birth. One day, requested by his mother who directed him, Aho'eitu

climbed up the toa casuarina tree in search of his Langi/Sky father god Tangaloa

'Eitumdtupua. And upon finding and meeting him, his father then sent him to
join his older Langi/Sky brothers, who were busily competing in the perfor-

mance art of sika'ulutoa javelin-throwing. On first sight, his five brothers were

jealous of his aestheticism and, later when he was invited to take part, athleti-

cism. Aho'eitu was exceedingly skillful, unrivalled, and unbeaten, so they killed

and ate him, and threw his head to the shrubs, and at his father's direction he

was then later revived and brought back to life (see M6hina 1986,1992).

By way of resolution, their Langi/Sky father Tangaloa directed that

Aho'eitu was to go back to Maama/Earth, accompanied by his Langi/Sky

brothers. Aho'eitu was to be appointed the first Tu'i Tonga, who by virtue of
his divine-secular origins held both the godly-earthly offices, and his divine

brothers were to be made his earthly attendants. Again, these tragic events are

a "pointer" to political resistance from Tonga in the direction of Sdmoa, leveled

at the power of Tu i Manu'a, which led to bloody wars, with Tonga emerging

triumphantly. So, the incline and rise of Tir'i Tonga empire gave in to the decline

and fall of Tir'i Manu'a.56 Following the aftermath of the bloody wars between

Tonga and S6moa, it took some ten Tu'i Tonga as a period of nation building

and rebuilding, when the eleventh Tu'i Tonga Lafa (P' Pua, pers. comm. 2018),

son of Momo, the tenth Tu'i Tonga, extended his empire to both Fiji and Samoa

and beyond, The building and rebuilding of Tonga and Tu'i Tonga empire met

both local and foreign resistance, which resulted in the assassination of several

Tu'i Tonga, notably, the twenty-third Tu'i Tonga Takalaua' The peak of the Tu'i

Tonga empire began to decline, after attempts to put in place social alliance

formations of some poiiticai and economic significance, cemeniing the cenicr-

periphery relationshiPs.

Rise and Fall of Kingdoms/Kingships: Th'i Tonga, Th'i Ha'atakalaua, and

Th'i Kanokupolu

Despite these measures, the Tu'i Tonga empire continued to decline and fall'

which locally confined it to Tonga, thus slowly but surely marking the relative

ending of the Tu i Tonga and the new beginning of the Tu'i Ha'atakalaua and

later the Tir'i Kanokupolu as kingly lines. The decline and fall of the Tu'i Tonga

empire continued to slowly but surely orient inwardly, with the Tu'i Tonga

locally confined to Tonga, thereby making way for the incline and rise of the Tu'i

Ha'atakalaua, later followed by the Tu'i Kanokupolu. As kingly lines, the assassi-

nation of the tyrant Takalaua, twenty-third Tir'i Tonga, led to the separation of
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the godly-earthly powers, where the former remained the divine role of the Tu i
Tonga and the latter relegated to Mo'ungatonga, first Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, whose
heavenly role was to oversee the secular affairs. However, both the internal pres-
sures and external influences continued to mount locally, which, in turn, led to
the appointment of Ngata, the son of Mo'ungdtonga, sixth Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, as

the first Th'i Kanokupolu. His Samoan mother, Tohu ia, also known as Limap6,
was a daughter of the ali'ipa'ia high chief 'Ama, also known as Kama of Sdfata,
'Upolu, Sd.moa. The separation of the godly-earthly powers meant that, while the
Tu'i Tonga retained politics based on religion by partially relieving economics,
both secular politics and economics were held by the Tu'i Kanokupolu.

This is made manifest in the shift of the Tir'i Tonga ha'a King of Tonga line/
class/titles, which was based in economics, i.e., functions, e.g., ha'a faiva toutai-
vaka professional performance class of navigators and ha'a tufunga tdmaka
professional material class of stone-cutters as economic functions to the Tu'i
Kanokupolu ha'a King of Kanokupolu line/class/titles, grounded in politics, i.e.,
persons, e.g., Ha'a Ngata, with branches Ha'a Ngatamotu'a, Hah Ngatatupu, and
Hah Havea with branches Ha'a Havealahi and Ha'a Haveasi'i as political titles.
This was a shift from economics, with politics held by the Tu'i Tonga, to poli-
tics, which was retained together with economics, by the Tu'i Kanokupolu, who
exerted both political and economic control over the whole of Tonga. There
was, then, a relative transition from a high degree of 'tentralizatiorf'of power in
the Tu'i Tonga regime to a high degree of ' decentralizatiod' of power in the Th'i
Kanokupolu system. The political axis was now open for contestation among the
political titles, as in the case of the political assassination of the fourteenth Tu'i
Kanokupolu Tuku'aho in AD 1799,led by Kanokupolu high chiefs'Ulukalala II
(Fangupo/'Ulukalala) and his half-brother Tupouniua, when it threw the whole
of Tonga into a bloody Civil War for around fifty odd years. It can be said that
the rise of the Tu'i Kanokupolu was the beginning of what can be called the
process of fakatauhtainasT "democratization'of the whole of Tonga.

Incline and Rise of Th'i Tupou

The so-called process of fakatauataina democratization climaxed in the cam-
paign of Tdufa'ahau for political supremacy over the whole of Tonga. He was
known merely as Taufa'ahau, who happened to be both firstly Tu'i Ha'apai
and later Tu'i Vava'u. In fact, it was'Ulukdlala II, who, in the initial stages, was
instrumental in laying down the foundation upon which Taufa'ahau continued
his political campaign. Had it not been for'Ulukalala II, there'd have been no
Tnufa'ahau; and had it not been for both, thered have been no Tu'i Tupou nor
a New Tonga; and had it not been for their being both Tu'i Vava'u-Tu'i Hahpai
and leading warriors of Tau Tahi Sea Warriors, there'd have been no commonly
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shared legacy of lasting value. So, behind the greatness of Taufa'ahau was the

greatness of'Ulukdlala II (let alone the greatness of Shirley Baker) and vice

versa as inseparable yet indispensable hoa/soa, pairs of equal/same/similar and

opposite/different/dissimilar binaries (see essay 2 this volume). A Kanokupolu

high chief and fearless warriot'Ulukilala II was also a close relative and con-

fidant of Taufa?hau.'Ulukdlala II, like Tdufa?hau, was firstly Tu'i Vava'u and

later Tir'i Ha'apai. Like'ulukalala II, Tlufa'ahau was firstly Tu'i Ha'apai and later

Tu'i Vava'u; both hand-picked their core groups of daring Ha'apai and Vava'u

(and'Eua) warriors, most of whom were not blood-related, and collectively

named the Tau Tahi Sea Warriors (see'Ilaiu 2019; Mdhina 1986,1992)'

Both'Ulukalala II, initially, followed by Tdufahhau, later, waged their respective

wars against the powerful chiefs of Kanokupolu mostly in Tongatapu and, in the

case of Taufahhau, when he fought and won the final Battle of Velatas8 against the

last and thirty-ninth Tu'i Tonga Laufilitonga, who died in AD 1865. Following his

conversion to Christianity in AD 1834 and the defeat of Laufilitonga, Taufahhau,

now transformed from a fairly unknown, pre-Velata status to a well-known,

post-Velata standing, set out in a campaign to convert the whole of Tonga to

Christianity. Upon the death of the eighteenth Tu'i Kanokupolu Aleamotu'a (see

Appendix C), Tlufa'dhau became Tu'i Kanokupolu in AD 1845' However, in 1839,

he introduced the Vava'u Code, followed by the Parliament and Code of 1862,

known as the Emancipation Edict, thereby freeing the people from bondage and

the oppression of the chiefly classes, especially the powerful Kanokupolu chiefs

and the 'eiki/tapu divine Tu i Tonga and the ratification of the Constitution of
1 875 (see T,atrtkefi r I 97 4, 1 97 5; see also'Ilaiu 20 I 9l Mdhina I 986' I 992).

The introduction of Codes of Law and the Constitution, where the for-

eign ideas of individual human rights and democratic principles can be said

to be the zenith of the so-called process of fakatau'atdina democratization,

now strictly replaceci with anci ciriven by Wtstern icieoiogies, as opposeci to ihe

Tongan (Moanan) collective human rights and democratic ideals. Evidently, the

Codes of Law and the Constitution are strictly Western and Christian in form,

content, and function, having very little or no bearing on Tongan knowledge

and culture (and language). From a tiviist realist view, the opposition between

these two dichotomies is reflected in the epistemological arrangements of ta
time and v6 space, where they are organized in singulat techno-teleological,

individual, atomistic, and linear ways in the West, in stark contrast to their

ordering in plural, cultural, collective, holistic, and circular ways in Tonga

(and Moana Oceania). By defeating all his enemies, notably both the powerful

chiefs of Kanokupolu and the Tu'i Tonga, the last and thirty-ninth Tu'i Tonga

Laufilitonga, Taufahhau, under the 1875 Constitution, became George (Siaosi)

Taufa'ahau Tupou I, the first new constitutional monarch, now unifying the

whole of Tonga under his political rule. In addition to the three kingly lines,
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namely, the Tir'i Tonga, Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and Tu'i Kanokupolu (Appendices A,
B, and C), a fourth kingly line named Tu'i Tupou has emerged (see Appendix
D), having formidable socio-cultural and politico-historical associations with
Tu'i Vava'u-Tu'i Ha'apai and Tau Tahi Sea Warriors, made up of fearless Vava'u,
Ha'apai (and'Eua) warriors.

The Tu'i Tupou can also be called Tu'i Vava'u-Tu'i Ha'apai or Tu'i Tau
Tahi/Tu'i Tautahi under the personhood and political clout of Tiufa'dhau.
The new regime is marked by the so-called "modern" trappings, viz., Codes
of Law and the Constitution, Western education and technology, capi-
talist democracy (i.e., economics and politics), government, parliament
(Westminster system), and religion. The same applies to the crown and seal,
as well as the national flag, emblem, and anthem, which peaked in the cession
of Tonga at Pouono, Neiafu, Vava'u, to the Christian Godse for his'divine pro-
tection and guidancel'This included its logo as the cross60 and motto as Koe
'Otua mo Tonga Ko Hoku Tofi'a, God and Tonga are my inheritance. Even
the two oldest Tongan secondary schools, Tupou College and Tonga College,
were respectively named after Tupou and Tonga, that is the Tu'i Tupou now
Tongat kingly line, for the chief purposes of teaching and training people for
both the church and state, respectively. The two colleges belonged to Tonga,
now under the rulership of the Tu'i Tupou, and neither the church nor the
state have ownership. This is reflected in their respective logos, mottos, and
colors, viz., the'unga mud-crab, Tonga mo'unga kihe loto Tongat mountain
in the heart, and lanumoana/lanulangi blue for Tupou College and the'akau-
fakalava/kolosi cross, mate ma'a Tonga die for Tonga, and kulokula/kula red
for Tonga College. While the former are secular/earthly attributes, the latter
are sacred/godly characters.

Also, there was the creation of the new village of the Tau Tahi Sea Warriors
named Kolofobu New-village, which led to the newly named Kolomotu'a Old-
village as the old village of the last and eighteenth Tu'i Kanokupolu Aleamotua.
Formerly, both villages, Kolofobu and Kolomotu'a, were collectively known as

Nuku'alofa,6' differentiated by the Hala Vaha'akolo, i.e., Road Between-villages.
The Royal Palace is fixed at the shoreline corners of the Hala Vaha'akolo Road
Between-villages, which divided Kolomotu'a and Kolofobu, marking the end
of the Tu'i Kanokupolu rule and the start of the Tu'i Tupou regime. In addi-
tion, there are the four palaces of the Tu'i Tupou, viz., Fangatongo in Neiafu,
Vava'u; Tau'akipulu in Pangai, Ha'apai; 'Ohonua in 'Ohonua,'Eua; and Kolofobu
in Nuku'alofa, Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi. These are, in both their
individuality and totaliry the many attributes of the present and fourth king-
ship, Tu'i Tupou, of the Tau Tahi Sea Warriors made up of the daring warriors
of Vava'u, Ha'apai, and 'Eua, newly renumbered Tupou I, Tupou II, Tupou III,
Tupou IV Tupou V, and now Tirpou VI.
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While the four kingly lines, Tu'i Tonga, Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, Tu'i

Kanokupolu, and Tu'i Tupou, are socially connected by toto bloodlines, they

are politically separated by ha'a62 titles. The situation of the punake-toutai,
poet-navigator, Ula-mo-Leka, who was a direct descendant of the respective

toutai navigators of the Tu'i Kanokupolu and Tu'i Tonga, Ula mo Leka, is a

case in point. He deals with the intersection or connection and separation

of social bloodlines and political relations in his maau poem "Folau ki Niua"
"Voyage to Niuai'as in the following excerPt:'Isa'ae va b'Uta mo Lalo, Alas

the space between'Uta and Lalo, Ka puna ha manu pea to, If a seabird flies

the distance, it falls, Ka kuo na taha'i hoku sino, Yet, they've been one in my
person. He made reference to the social principles of the'eiki/tapu, chiefly/
sacred and tu'a/ngofua, commoner/secular, respectively separating the ha'a

tu'i kingly titles Kauhala'uta as a symbol for the Tu'i Tonga and Kauhalalalo

as an allegory for the Tu'i Kanokupolu, who are related through toto blood-
lines. Despite the political separation of the Tu'i Tonga and Tu'i Kanokupolu
by way of ha'a titles, Ula-mo-Leka nevertheless recognizes their social con-

nection by means of 'eiki/tapu chiefly/sacred and tu'a/ngofua commoner/
secular. This course of history for Ula-mo-Leka is a cause for celebration in
poetry, as were both the Takafalu, The King's Back and Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i,

The Search For A King by Queen Sdlote and Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho,

respectively.
This is evident in their collateral segmentation in both vertical and hor-

izontal ways, as in the case of the appointment of Mo'ung6motu'a, son of
Takalaua the twenty-third Tu'i Tonga, as the first Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and

the installation of Ngata, son of the sixth Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, Mo'ungdtonga,

as the first Tu'i Kanokupolu. The same can be said about the case of
T6ufa'6hau, son of Tupouto'a the seventeenth Tu'i Kanokupolu, who insti-
tuted and constituteci the Tu'i Tupou as a fourth kingship uncier the new

name and title George (Siaosi) Taufa'lhau Tupou I or Tu'i Tupou I, fol-
lowed by Tu'i Tupou II, Tu'i Tupou III, Tu'i Tupou IV Tu'i Tupou V and the

present incumbent, Tu'i Tupou VL We can see similarities on the regional

imperial level, especially the decline and fall of the Tu'i Manu'a empire and

the incline and rise of the Tu'i Tonga empire. Given that Aho'eitu was the

son of a Tu'i Manu'a, his entitlement as the first Tu'i Tonga led to their sep-

aration as both empires and kingships, though their common connection
remained through their bloodlines. This runs parallel to the necessarily

indivisible but unavoidable role played by the Samoan mother of the first
Tu'i Kanokupolu in separating it from the Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, like the role

of the Tongan mother of Aho'eitu, first Tu'i Tonga, which involved the for-
mation and ultimate collateral segmentation of the Tu'i Tonga empire from
the Tu'i Manu'a empire.
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Talangata Conclusion

The search by Ha'apai of the Tu'i Ha'apai, where history is retold in poetry, i.e.,
"Lofia, Koe Kumi Tu'i The Search for a King" by Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho,
involving the mediation of the historical and metaphorical languages by way
of translation, is made meaningful in the broader context of both the evolution
and revolution of power on both the regional imperial and local political lev-
els. This is made manifest in the respective tripartite relationships between the
Tu'i Pulotu, Tu'i Manu'a, and Tir'i Tonga empires, on the one hand, and the Tir'i
Tonga, Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and Tu'i Kanokupolu kingdoms, on the other. One can
say that, as far as the evolution and revolution of power in Tonga on both the
regional imperial and local political levels were concerned, a movement began
from the local to the regional, when the axis was slowly but surely changed to a
movement from the regional to the local. This became the focus of the search,
on the place of Tdufahhau, firstly, a Tu'i Ha'apai-Tu'i Vava'u and, secondly,
a Tu'i Tupou, in the scheme of things, notably, the growth and development
through collateral segmentation of the three kingly lines, viz., the Tu'i Tonga,
Tu'i Ha'atakalaua, and especially Tu'i Kanokupolu. This was the segment of his-
tory retold by Queen Salote in poetry, titled "Takafalu, The Monarch's Backi'
where she thought and felt that the Tu i Kanokupolu was the end of the kingship
history. Yet, contrarily, history repeated itseli not wholly but rather partially, as

in the ending of both the Tu'i Ha'apai-Th'i Vava'u and Tu'i Kanokupolu and the
beginning of the new and fourth kingly lines Tu'i Tupou in the personhood of
George (Siaosi) Taufa'ahau Tirpou I, succeeded by George (Siaosi) Taufahhau
Tirpou II, Charlotte (Salote) Mafileb Pilolevu Tupou III, Tdufahhau Tupou IV,
George (Siaosi) Tupou V, and now Tupou VI.
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NOTES

rA shorter version of this essay was presented at the Empire and Religion: A Non-Western

Legal History Conference, Nove mber 76-77 ,2006, as part of the Intellectual History of Inter-

naiional Law: Empire and Religion Project, Erik Castren Institute of International Law and

Human Rights, University of Helsinki, Finland.

2He served as the Fakamaau Government Magistrate of Ha'apai.

3The masculinity associated with haka fakatangata dance-in-the-style-of-men is sharper,

more abrupt, and angular 45145 degrees in arrangement, while the femininity linked to haka

fakafefine dance-in-the-style-of-women is much more rounded, soft, and curvature 30/60

degrees in organization.

aSydney Realism (or Temporalism-Spatialism), like Tongan Tdvdism, is a brand of philoso-

phy, where the former is based in reality, i.e., time and space, and the latter is grounded in ti
and vd time and space, i.e., reality. Sydney Realism and Tongan Tivdism, like British Empiri-

cism, are reality-reliant as opposed to German ldealism, French Rationalism, and American

Pragmatism as brands of philosophy, which are mind-dependent.

sOr connection and separation as a form of intersection.

6That is, a corollary everl'lvhere in reality, as in nature, mind, and society, is intersection, and

there is nothing above connection and separation.

/A hononfic term for the monarch's back.

sThe arrangement of the fasi melody is subject to various changes that are symmetrically

mediated in terms of fepaki tension and fenipasi release through sustained Potupotutatau
harmony in the production of mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry By way of 'processi'the main

melodic kupesi motif evolves across the four main movements, which, together with a steady

sense of increasing tempo, achieves a feeling of consistently moving toward climax' By way

of 'butcomei' the "process" gives rise to mifana warmth, vela fieriness, and tau€langi climatic

elation, as'aonga/ngiue utilitarian/functional qualities of some therapeutic, hypnotic' or psy-

choanalytic importance (see Lear 2018; also see Mahina-Tuai 2017; Potauaine 2017).A tavaist

musical analpis of "Takafalu" can be found in Lear (2018).

eBoth the poetry and general musical setting are fixed, but the dance is largely open to the

creativity and innovation of subsequent pulotu haka composers of dance.

'oOr laini,line.

"Doubly taboo,

r2Also known as Fonuatanu "land-filled islandi'hence Fonuamotu "land connected and sep-

arated, i.e., intersected by sea, ocean or water, i.e., islandi'which is the royal residence of Tu i
Hahtakalua, also named Kauhalalalo "Lower-road-sidd' as opposed to olotele as the royal

residence of Tu'i Tonga, which is symbolized as Kauhala'uta'Upper-road-side. Both are situ-
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ated on both the lower and upper sides ofthe road to Heketa, the former royal residence of
Tu'i Tonga, in the hahake east.

'3'Ahau was named afterAsau in Sdmoa, where many of the tufunga material artists of differ-
ent professions were recruited for the upkeep of affairs of Tu'i Kanokupolu as king of Samoa.

'rTonganized ofthe English word period, i.e,, end or full-stop.

'5A heliaki metaphor for Kanokupolu, royal residence of Tu'i Kanokupolu, with the
word "kanokupolu' meaning umbilical cord of 'Upolu, in view of Limapo (also known as

Tohu'ia), mother of Ngata, first Tu'i Kanokupolu, who was a daughter of ali'ipa'ia high chief
Ama or Kama of Sdfata,'Upolu, in Simoa. Originally, this new line of kings was called Tu i
Ha'amo'unga after Mo'ungimotu'a, sixth Tu'i Ha'atakalua, father of the first Tu'i Kanokupolu
Ngata but was later changed to Tu'i Kanokupolu probably because of the powerful Samoans

accompanying Limapo or Tohu'ia.

r6The poet Kaliopasi Fe'iloakitau Kaho was a direct descendant who also belonged to the
ha'a toutaivaka and ha'a toutaiika professional classes oflong-distance voyaging and deep-sea
fishing, collectively known as Fokololoehau, together with Leka, Ula, and Akaubla, who is the
head of the kau Moala, made up of Moala Lahi, Moala Leameivaka, Moala Ngalongalo, Moala
Toutai, and Moala Folau (S. Faletau, pers. comm., 2020). Also see Velt (1990) on aspects of
Tonga astronomy.

rTlike in "Takafalui"'The Monarch's Backj'kohi/laini lines 1-7, 8-20 (plus 2t-24),25-42
and 43-56 are connected and separated, that is intersected, by the hoa/soa, pairing/binary
of repetition and key musical changes; which, in their ongoing production of potupotutatau
harmony by way of fepaki conflict and fenipasi resolution-as internal or intrinsic aesthetic
qualities relating to beauty/quality-consistently raise the physical, psychological, and emo-
tional effects and affects as outcomes, from mdfana inner warmth to vela fire, to tau€langi cli-
matic elation-that is, the external or extrinsic aesthetic qualities relating to utility/function.

'sUnlike the poetry and composed musical setting, the dance choreography is fixed only to a
ceftain extent, where some of the old movements may be mixed with the new ones, informed
by the creativity and innovation of the pulotu haka composer of dance.

'eShe was at the time-space married to noble Tuita (Toluafe,'Isileli Tupou), whose children
were Laufilitonga, Siaosi Makahokovalu, and Solomone Tu'iniua. Noble Tuita (Toluafe,'Isileli
Tupou) was followed by his son noble Tuita (Laufilitonga), who was, in turn, succeeded by his
son noble Tuita (Ma'ulupekotofa), the present holder of the noble title. Apart from being a

noble, the hereditary title Tuita belongs in the ha'a touitaivaka professional class of long-dis-
tance navigators and hab touitaika professional class of deep-sea fishermen, including the kau
Moala led byAkaubla, as well as Leka and Ula, which are collectively called Fokololoehau (L.
Tuita-Lafitani, pers. comm., 2020).

20lofia is the name of the ngoto'umu crater of the mo'ungaafi volcano on the high island of
Tofua adjacent to the high volcanic island of Kao. Both Tofua and Kao, including Lofia, are
used as heliaki metaphors/symbols for Ha'apai Islands.

2rThere are two meanings of 'Otu Ha'apai, one is for the Ha'apai Islands, and the other is for
the three original high chiefs named Taufatofua, Fanualofanga, and Kavamo'ungabne sent out
by the Tu'i Tonga to the outer islands, including Ha'apai, as governors. The fourth title Tuia,
now defunct, was stationed at the island of Felemea and'Uiha (Taufatofua ITevita Finau], pers.
comm.,2020).
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22Or Taufatofua, Fanualofanga, and Kavamo'ungabne, the so-called 'Otu Ha'apai as the

ancient high chiefs of Ha'apai Islands.

23Symbol for Taufa'ahau as first and foremost Tui Ha'apai and later Tui Habpai, usually

shortened as'Uluakifa; see Fo'ikukuvalu.

'aOr Tonga'eiki or Tongalahi, i.e., Tonga abundant in chiefliness and taboo, both as godly

attributes, originated in the godly-earthly origins of the first Tu i Tonga, whose Langi S19/

Samoan father was god Tangaloa'Eitumdtupuh and Maarna Earth/Tongan mother was'Ila-

heva (also known as Va'epopua) a woman of noble birth.

25A toa casuarina/ironwood tree named Tu'uakitau as a symbol for Ha'apai, which was asso-

ciated with the war waged by Tdufa'ahau against the last and thirty-ninth Tu'i Tonga Laufil-

itonga.

26A symbolic name for the notable chief and warrior Ma'afu, son of the eighteenth Tu'i

Kanokupolu Aleamotu'a (Faletuipapai), meaning To'a ko Ma'afu Warrior called Ma'afu, who

was eligible as Tiufa'dhau, son ofTupouto'a, seventeenth Tu i Kanokupolu, for the Tu i Kanok-

upolu.

27A symbolic name for Tiufa?hau, with both Fo ifntapu and Fo'ikukuvalu as sweet-scented

fruits and flowers of fa and kukuvalu as species of pandanus plants,

2sThe'Otu Lau Islands are in Fiji,where the Tongan daring warrior-chief Ma'afu (also known

as Ma'afu Fisi Ma'afu of Fiji) was Tu'i Lau and was close to being Tu i Fisi had it not been for

the cession of Fiji to Queen Victoria.

2eBoth Ualulu and Hikuvalu were the famous war clubs of Taufa'ahau, with the latter Hiku-

valu Eight-tailed club named after the sika javelin of his father Tupouto'a, seventeenth Tu'i

Kanokupolu, named Sikahikuvalu eight-tailed javelin (S. L.'Ilaiu, Pers. comm.' 2020). Cf.

Mokohikuvalu eight-tailed lizard associated with Ha'a Fakafanua in Mabfanga and Nga'akau

short for Fufulu'anga'akauhmakaui adjacent to Tefisi, Vava'u,

30A place name related to the famous battle at Velata.

I'A place name, see endnote 27 .

32Name of the Tu'i Tonga fortress.

3rA place name, see endnotes27 and28.

3aThe hihifo west where the sun sets is associated with the hema left, both as symbols for

fefine women and, on the ontological level, vi space and uho content.

35A symbolic name for Fua'amotu, i.e., Tu'alikutonga the cliffed southern windward side, best

known for its sweet-smelling sialetafa gardenias; see Hoositea.

364 symbolic name for Fuabmotu, referring to the white waves of the cliffed windward side,

breaking like white horses.

37A symbolic name for the village of 'Utulau next to the village of Houma, whose liku cliffed

windward side is named Tu'alikuhouma'utulau adjacent to the Tu'alikutonga, also known as

Tu'alikutapu. Cf. Tualikuohihifo, where'Ahau, Kanokupolu, and Habtafu are situated in Vahe

Hihifo Western District.

38A place name.
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3eName of the village at the western tip of Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi next to the
village of Kanokupolu.

a0As maka punga coral at the reefs in Hahtafu named after Teuhie and Kaloafu.
arName of fanga beaches at Ha'atafu and Kanokupolu villages.

a2Name of a reef at Kanokupolu village, considered chiefly for its kingly association.

a3Name of village adjacent to the village of Kanokupolu closely linked to the Tu'i Kanok-
upolu, where such material artists as tufunga langafale house-builders and tufunga fo'uvaka
boat-builders from the Asau in Savai'i, Sdmoa, for the Tu'i Kanokupolu.

alFaleha'akili "House-of-Kilf' as a ha'a title originated in Kili, one of the chiefly relatives of
Limap6/Tohu'ia, who were responsible for the installation of Tu'i Kanokupolu.

asName of village in Hihifo, Pangai, Hahpai, the hereditary estate of Noble Tuita.
{6An 'Ovava tree associated with the battle at Velata as a symbol for the victory of Taufa'ahau

over Tu'i Tonga Laufilitonga at his fortress Velata.

aTNames of the maka rocks/stones linked to the kasivaki pedormance art of undersea rugby,
which involved the performance art of kakau swimming, associated with raufa'ahau; also a
symbol for his war efforts.

asThe Maka'umea was a rock at Tongoleleka, where'umea red clay was prepared as a hair-
wash of the chief Tokemoana, a title appointed by the Tu'i Tonga. The last Tokemoana was
killed in the war between Tdufa'dhau and Laufilitonga atVelata; also a symbol for Tongaoeleka.

{eA place name and a symbol for the war efforts at Velata.

s0Also known as Tonga'eiki and Tongalahi.

srToakoma'afu is thought and felt to be a reference to the to'a ko Ma'afu chief-warrior Ma'afu,
son of the eighteenth Tu'i Kanokupolu Aleamotu'a, a possible contender of Taufa'ahau, now
Tu'i Tupou I, son of Tupouto'a, seventeenth Tu'i Kanokupolu (Havelulahi [Ma'asi Taukei'aho],
pers. comm.,2020).

52Both the words aufua and akefua mean swelling waves used in faiva fanifo, the perfor-
mance art of surfing.

srln fact, he was already widely popularly known as Ma'afu Fisi Ma'afu of Fiji.
saSee such variations as ali'i, aliki, ari'i, ariki, and'eueiki.

s5Or ironwood toa tree, a metaphor for both royalty and aristocracy.

s6or' like before, the incline and rise of the Tu'i Manu'a empire, causing the decline and fall
of the Tu'i Pulotu empire.

57The Tongan political and economic systems are named tauhivd keeping socio-spatial rela-
tions and fai-fatongia performing socio-economic functions, where the former as spatial enti-
ties are temporally rnarked the latter as temporal identities are spatially constituted in both
the productive and reproductive spheres. Depending on the symmetry or asymmetry of their
mediation, it can either be vi-lelei good socio-spatial relation or vd-kovi bad socio-spatial
relations, respectively resulting in either melino stability, tu umalie prosperity, and tau atiina
autonomy or moveuveu instability, tu'utdmaki poverty, and p6pula tyranny. The Tongan
word for democracy, defined as the government of the people by the people for the people, is
tau'ataina, which literally means'ttruggle for a bigger spacel'as opposed to p6pula, literally
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meaning'taught in a smaller spacei'Whereas democracy is self-centric, tau'ataina is non-

self-centric. Cf. Samoan parallel, viz., teulevi decorating socio-spatial relations and tautua

enacting socio-economic services (see Haubfa 2005; Ka'ili 2008,2017a,2017b).

s8Velata was the fortress of Tu i Tonga Laufilitonga at Lifuka in Ha'apai.

5eThat is, Tuku-Fonua-ki-Langi Cession-of-People-and-Land-to-the-Slry, i.e., God, or Tuku-

Fonua-'i-Pouono Cession-of-Land-and-People-at-Pouono, which was followed by the plant-

ing of the toa and bvava trees, named Toa-ko-Tuku-ki-Langi Casuarina-Tree-of-Cession-to-

the-Sky and'Ovava-ko-Tauhi-Kiai'Ovava-Tree-of-Keeping-Cession-to-the-Sky.

60That is, Kolosi be'Akaufakalava, the Cross of Christ.

6tAs in the name Kolotau Nukualofa Fortress of Nuku'alofa, which was situated on the sia

mound Sia-b-Veiongo (i.e., Sia-b-Vaiongo) on the opposite side of Hala Vaha'akolo that

is now Kolomotua, following the naming of the new village of Tau Tahi Sea Warriors as

Kolofobu.

u2The word ha'a is used here in the Samoan, Muifonua, Tu'i Kanokupolu political sense,

which is associated with titles, i.e., Persons, e.g., Ha'a Tu'i Tonga, Ha'a Tu i Kanokupolu, and

Ha'a Tu i Tupou-as opposed to its use in the Tongan, Kauhala'uta, Tu'i Tonga economic

sense, related to functions, i.s., fatongia, e.g., ha'a faiva punake professional class of perfor-

mance poets, ha'a faiva faifolau professional class of performance voyagers' ha'a tufunga

nimatapu professional class of material underlakers, and ha'a nimameah lalanga professional

class of mat-weavers,

63He was nicknamed Tu itatui "King-hit-kneed' for his tyrannical rule by putting his sub-

jects on their knees. His royal tombs wefe Langi Mo'ungalafa and Langi Heket6, respectively

named after him and his royal residence. The name Heketa "Crawl-and-hit" is linked to the

name Tu itatui "King-hit-kneesl'both as nicknames for his tyranny.

nOrol hiotory ooyo that it rvas a piece of rvood from a tou tree made hy a great make-believe

king (see Mdhin a 1986, 1992).

u5The word Fekai "Wild and Ferocious" is a nickname for the brutality and viciousness of

Kau'ulufonua in his pursuit of the assassins of his father Takalaua, twenty-third Tu'i Tonga.

66Who also met CookAD 1777.

uTWho also met Captain CookAD 1777.

68Who was killed at the Battle of Te'ekiu.

6eThe name George is often used and referred to in Tongan as Siaosi, following the name

George as a British royal name.

70The royal Tongan name Tupou is derived from the aristocratic Fijian name Tubou.

7'The name S61ote is Tongan for the name Charlotte, a royal British name.
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

Afo
Afua
Akaufakalava
Akefua
Ako
Alii
Ali'ipa'ia
Aliki
Aonga
Ari'i
Ariki
Atamai
Ava
'Eiki
Faiva
Faiva faifolau
Faiva fakamamahi
Faiva fanifo
Faiva sika'ulutoa
Faiva ta'anga
Faiva tauhifonua

harmony, simultaneous pitch
wave swell; see akefua wave swell
cross; see kolosi cross
wave swell; see'afua wave swell
education; see school; learning
chiefly; see'eiki
Samoan for high chief
chiefly; see'eiki
utility/functionality; see ngaue utility/functionality
chiefly; see'eiki
chiefly; see'eiki
mind
hole
chief, chiefly; see kingly, godly; tapu/taboo
performance art
performance art of voyaging
performance art of tragedy
performance art of surfing
performance art of javelin-throwing
performance art of poetry
performance art of keeping people and land, i.e.,
human-environment
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Faiva toutaiika
Faiva toutaivaka
Fakafelavai
Fakahoko
Fakakaukau
Fakamdvae

Fakabfobfa
Fanua

Fasi

Fatongia
Fefine
Felekeu

Fendpasi

Fenua
Fepaki
Fonua

Fuo
Fuo-uho
Ha'a

Ha'a faiva toutaivaka
Ha'a tufunga
Haka-'a-fafine
Haka-'a-tangata
Haka-fakafafine
Haka-fakatangata
Hala

Hau
Hawaiki

Hema
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performance art of fishing
performance art of voyaging
intersection
connection
thinking
separation
beauty/quality; see malie beauty/quality
see fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua, whenua

tone, tune, air, melody, sequential pitch, leading
voice

socio-economic obligations
woman
chaosi see fepaki chaos

order; see maau order
see fanua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua, whenua

chaos

see fanua, fenua, hanua, honua, vanua, whenua'
people and land; see also fetus and mother's pla-

centa; dead and burial places

form
form-content
professional economic class or economic functions,

e.g., ha'a tufunga langafale house-building; profes-

sional political class or political titles/persons, e'g',

ha'a Ngata
professional class of performance art of voyaging

professional class of material artists
-r- l-_-,-w()IIlerIs uatlLc

men's dance

style of women's haka bodily movements

style of men's haka bodily movements

medium/vessel/vehicle; see vaka/tala medium/
vessel/vehicle
victor, king
symbolic name for Cook Islands; ancestral

homeland and afterworld of eastern Moana
people
left; see hihifo west, with both as syrnbols for
tragedy
see Samoan soa; inseparable pair/binary; pairs/

binaries
Hoa



Hoakehekehe

Hoamalie

Hoatamaki

Hoatatau

'Ilo
'Inasi
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pairs/binaries of opposite/different/dissimilar
identities/identities/tendencies
pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar identities/
identities/tendencies
pairs/binaries of opposite/different/dissimilar
identities/identities/tendencies
pairs/binaries of equal/same/similar identities/
identities/tendencies
knowledge (find; finding)
tributary practice of presentation of the best yields
ofthe land (and people) to Tu'i Tonga; see polo-
polo as its smaller version
time; see tiltarag time; Hawaiian cognate for t6
double-hulled canoe
time-space; see tl-vd time-space
line; see tohi line/writing; see laini line
cross; see'akaufakalava cross
search

great; greatness

type of poetry, music, and dance
sky; symbolic name for Sdmoa; royal tombs of Tu'i
Tonga
blue (i.e., blue ocean); see lanulangi blue (i.e., blue
tkY)
inside/desire/heart
honorific word for work
earth; symbolic name for Tonga
order; see fendpasi order
constitutive power; cf. potential energy
warmth
beauty/quality; see fakabfobfa beauty/quality
agency for active power; also see pule authority/
kinetic energy
eye

eye-hole
stability
Ocean; name of people of the Moana/Oceania
fine art
fine art of bark-cloth-making
utility/functionality; see'aonga utility/functionality
sound/feeling/hearing

l(a
Kalia
Kd-wd
Kohi
Kolosi
Kumi
Lahi
Lakalaka
Langi

Lanulangi

Loto
Maa'imoa
Maama
Maau
Mafai
M6fana
Malie
Mana

Mata
Mata-ava
Melino
Moana
Nimamea'a
Nirnamea'a koka'anga
Ngdue
Ongo
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Ouau
'Ovava

Pdpula
Poto
Pule

Pulotu

Pulotu fasi/hiva
Pulotu fatu/fa'u
Pulotu haka/sino
Punake kakato
Punake kapo
I 
Ta'efuo
Ta'eta

Tala

Tapu

Tau'ataina
Tauelangi
Tauhivd

Tautahi
i a-va
Tdvdism
Tdviist
Toa

Toa
T\r'a

Tirfunga
Tufunga fonua
Tufunga fo'uvaka

Tufunga langafale

Tufunga t6rnaka
T\rfunga tetatau
Tu'i
Tu'umdlie
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protocol, ritual
name of tree

tyranny/oppression/domination
skill; skillful; clever

rule; ruler; active power (see mana); cf. kinetic
energy; mafai for power and pule for authority
symbolic name for Fiji; ancestral homeland and

afterworld of western Moana people; see Hawaiki

for eastern Moana
composer of music
composer of poetry
composer of dance

master, knowledgeable, and skillful poet

amateur, less knowledgeable, skillful, poet

time; also see rhythm; beat; pace; rate; strike; hit
formless; see ta'et6 timeless

timeless; see ta'efuo formless

medium/vessel/vehicle; see hala/vaka medium/ves-

sel/vehicle; to tell; story
taboo; see kingly, godly, state of harmony and

beauty; also see'eiki
autonomy/freedom/independence
climatic elation; divine feeling
keeping socio-spatial relations; performance art of
keeping socio-spatial relations; see Samoan teulevd

decorating socio-spatial relations
Sea warriors
a:* ^ ^^^ ^^tulrt-Dy4l!

brand of philosophy; ta-vi philosophy of reality
upholder of tavaism

name of tree; ironwood or casuarina tree

warrior; courage

commoner; see ngofua free of tapu/taboo
material art
material art of social architecture/engineering
material art of boat-building
material art of house-building
material art of stone-cutting
material art of tattooing
king; lord and emperor
wealthy/plenty
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poverty
contenu see va space
red clay
space; see uho content
division, divide
vessel/medium/vehicle; see hala/tala medium/
vessel/vehicle
bad socio-spatial relations
good socio-spatial relations
see fanua, fenua, hanua, honua, whenua
fieriness (emotion)
space; see vdlwan space
space; see v6lwd space
see fanua, fenua, fonua, hanua, honua, vanua,
whenua
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Tu'utdmaki
Uho
'Umea

VA

Vahe

Vaka

Vdkovi
Vdlelei
Vanua
Vela
WA

Wan
Whenua
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As authors, we critique the performance art of faiva lova'a'alo rowing, which lies

in proximity to the performance arts of faiva lovavaka boat-racing, faiva kakau

^,.,:-*:-^ €^i,,^ ,,L,, ;i'ihd anrl foivq f;nifn crrrffns. snecificnllv- and faiva faifolauowrrrrrrrrrlbrr4rv4 ---""o'-r

voyaging, faiva toutaivaka navigation, and faiva toutaiika deep-sea fishing and

shallow-sea fishing, generally. The latter two, viz., deep-sea fishing and shallow-

sea fishing, are known as faiva toutailoloto and faiva toutaimamaha, respectivd
All the faiva faifolau, faiva toutaiika, faiva toutailoloto, and faiva toutaimamaha

belong in the ha'a toutai professional class of long-distance navigators and

both deep-sea and shallow-sea fishermen. The performance art of rowing,

like the performance arts of boat-racing, swimming, diving' surfing, voyaging,

navigation, and fishing, is concerned with the elements, notably, the waves and

winjs mediated by mJans of body, boat, and surfboard through connection and

separation, i.e., intersection.
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Tirkupa Dedication

This essay is dedicated to the lasting memories of the ancient master rowers
whose souls are in the deep past yet in front of us in the present. May they linger
on, forever into the distant future, behind us in the present.

Thlakamata Introduction

Koe lea Tonga heliaki Tongan Proverbiall Sayings

Koe liliulea'Ingilisi the kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors

Pata'i la kuo tu'u2 Rejoicing in a Full-Blown Sail

The lea heliaki proverbial saying is derived from the performance arts of nav-
igation and voyaging, and boat-racing (and canoe-rowing), when the sails are
fully blown by favorable winds.

Tata tuli vaka Beat the Drum, Race the Boat

The lea heliaki proverbial saying is derived from the performance arts of
canoe-rowing and boat-racing, when the drummers beat the drum, encourag-
ing the rowers or racers to give it their all.

TA e fi, tupa a tapa Beaters to Beat, Shouters to Shout

The lea heliaki proverbial saying is derived from the execution of major social
undertakings, such as the performance arts of war, and boat-racing and canoe-row-
ing, especially the beaters of the drums and shouters abetting the warriors, boat-rac-
ers, and canoe-rowers, giving their selves, minds, and hearts energy and power.

Alo MaiRow onHerd

Koe ta'anga hiva lova'a'alo,A sung poetry of rowinga
Fakafatu/fakafa'u mo fakaafo/fakafasi the punake ta'e'iloa, Poetry and

music composed by an anonymous poet.
Liliulea'Ingilsi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors

Kupu veesi I
1.Alo mai,'alo mai
Ke tau tuli ki muivais

Verse I
1. Row on here, row on here
Let's hurry to the water's end
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He kuo tonga'ae matangi
He ko hono tahi,'io he ko hono tahi
Kupu veesi 2

l.Ae hoputu moe ngatala

Fangamea pea moe'anga
Nofo b sio mei lalo maka
Ha'ub kai kei mafana

Pacifi c Studies,Yol. 44, Nos. I I 2-O ct. 2021

The wind has been southerly
The sea is right, yes it is right
Verse 2

l You hoputu and ngatala6

As your fangamea and'anga7

Who watch from the rock crevicesS

Come ye and feed while it's warme

SocIprv IS FoRMALLY, suBsTANTIALL! AND FUNCTIoNALT-y on'cnNtznp into

different forms of human activity,linking nature, mind, and people' These forms

of human functions constantly change at different rates over time and space,

where they are historically altered and culturally ordered in the social process.

Such forms of social activity are associated with different forms of knowledge

and types of skills, which are historically constituted or composed in culture and

dialectically communicated or transmitted through language, with culture and

language functioning merely as human devices. In Tonga, most, if not all, forms

of social activities are considered as forms of art, where subject matters under

the creative process are made to be both beautiful and useful. While the needs

for them are led by utility/functionality, when it comes to their actual making in

the creative process, beauty/quality is made to take the lead, in that logical order

of precedence, i.e., the more beautiful, the more useful and, conversely, the more

useful, the more beautiful. Included in these forms of social activity and forms

of art are'aalo rowing and faiva'a'alo performance art of rowing. As respective

types of human practice and artform,'a alo and faiva'a alo will be critically exam-

ined in the wider context of Tongan art, informed by the Indigenous Tongan

Td-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Art (see Lear 2018;'O. Mihina 2004b:86-93),

a derivative of the Indigenous Tongan Td-Vd Time-Space Philosophy of Reality
(A r. r A 1/n 4A^ 

^nlr^- 
tnt ,a\

(cL Ancerson zvu / ; w. lvlan[la zv tvi Loo- zv z t zv r'/ d; tv r- r L l.

Filosofi T6-Vd'ae'Aati: Time-Space Philosophy of Art

Given both its formality and generality, the Indigenous Tongan T6-Vd Time-

Space Philosophy of Reality enters all disciplinary practices and forms of social

activities,with art as no exception (see Ka'ili 2019; Kalavite 2019;4.N. M. Mdhina

2004;Moa 20ll). The Indigenous Tongan T6-Vn Time-Space Philosophy of
Reality has a number of general and specific ontological and epistemological

tenets (see Ka'ili, Mdhina, and Addo 2017: l-17; also see Williams 2009); that t6

time and va space, as ontological entities, are the common medium in which all

things exist, in a single level of reality; that ti time and va space as epistemolog-

ical entities are organized differently in different societies; that ti time is verb

(or action-led) and definer ofvd space which is, in turn, noun (or object-based)
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and composer of te time (see Ka'ili 2017b;'O. Mahina 2017b:133-53); that ta
time and vd space are inseparable in reality; that all things in reality, i.e., nature,
mind, and society, stand in eternal relations of exchange, giving rise to conflict
or order; and that conflict and order are ofthe same logical status, in that order
is itself a form of conflict, when two or more equal and opposite energies, forces,
or tendencies meet at a common point, defined by a state of noa 0 or zero-point
(see Ka'ili 2017b;'O. ti,tahina 2005: 168-83; Potauaine 2010). Therein, art can
be defined as a spatio-temporal, substantial-formal (and functional) transfor-
mation of the subject matters under the productive process from a condition of
felekeu chaos to a state of maau order through sustained tatau symmetry and
potupotutatau harmony to produce mdlie/fakabfabfa beauty/quality (see'O.
Mdhina 2008; Mdhina and Potauaine 2010: I4-23;Mahina-Tuai 2010:26-29).

Faiva, Tufunga moe Nimameah: Performance, Material and Fine Arts

Tongan art is generically divided into faiva performance, tufunga material, and
nimameah fine arts (see Mahina, Dudding, and Mdhina-Tuai 2010). Herein,
different forms of social acvitities are variously classified as forms of art, as in
the case of fdnifo surfing, haka dancing, fo'uvaka boat-building, tatatau tattoo-
ing, koka'anga bark-cloth-making, and ldlanga mat-weaving. As forms of art,
in formal, substantial, and functional correspondence to forms of social acviti-
ties, informed by tatau symmetry and potupotutatau harmony in the rhythmic
production of malieifakabfobfa beauty/qualitp they are respectively known as

faiva fanifo performance art of surfing, faiva haka performance art of dancing,
tufunga fo'uvaka material art of boat-building, tufunga tatatau material art of
tattooing, nimamea'a koka'anga fine art of bark-cloth-making, and nimamea'a
lalanga fine art of mat-weaving. By means of gender affiliations, both faiva per-
formance and tufunga material arts are predominantly tefito-he-tangata male-
led, and nimamea'a fine arts are largely tefito-he-fefine female-based.

In Tonga, ako education and'aati art are synonymous, in that both are aligned
alongside each other as special ways oflife, both based in the ha'a professional
classes, as in the ha'a punake performance art of poetry, hah tufunga langafale
material art of house-building, and ha'a nimameah koka'anga fine art of bark-
cloth-making (see Ka'ili 2017a;'O. Mdhina 2008:67-96; Mdhina, Dudding, and
Mdhina-Tuai 2010; Potauaine 2010). The formet ako education, involves a t6-v6
temporal-spatial and fuo-uho formal-substantial (as well as ngdue-'aonga,prac-
tical-functional) transformation of the human'atamai mind and loto heart from
vale ignorance through'ilo knowledge to poto skill,in that logical order of prece-
dence. The latter, i.e.,'aati art, engages in the production of tatau symmetry,potu-
potutatau harmony, and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/qualiry in the subject matters
under the creative process as fakafelavai intersecting or faiahoko connecting, and
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fakamavae separating entities, transforming them from a condition of felekeu/

fepaki chaos to a situation of maau/fenipasi order. Both instances constitute the

so-called "process" of both ako education and'aati art, followed by their use as

the'butcome" (see A. N. M. Mdhina2004;'C.' Mihina 2005: 168-83). While the

hati arts as a form of ako education are primarily intended for their'aonga/ngdue

utility/functionaliry i.e., their'butcomei'when it comes to their actual produc-

tion, fakabfobfa beauty/quality primarily takes the lead over the former in the

creative"process" (see'O. Mdhina 2008t67-96).The whole rationale in this sub-

tle shift in the axis of application and production is, the more beautiful, the more

useful and, by the same token, the more useful, the more beautiful.

Tefito -he-loto - sino mo e tefito -he -tu'a- sino : Bo dy - centric and non-b o dy -

centric Arts

We will focus on faiva lovah'alo performance art of rowing as a text in the

broader context of the three artistic genres, that is, faiva performance, tufunga

material, and nimameah fine arts divided into body-centred and non-body-

centred ways (see Potauaine 2010;'o. Mahina 200s). while faiva performance

arts are tefito-he-loto-sino, that is, body-centred, both tufunga material and

nimamea'a fine arts are tefito-he-tu'a-sino, that is, non-body-centred. In faiva

performance arts, they are both created and, by extension, performed by the

body. For example, faiva fanifo performance art of surfing and faiva haka per-

formance art of dancing are, contemporaneously, created then ridden (i.e., the

surfboard is ridden) and danced by the body. On the other hand, both tufunga

material and nimamea'a fine arts are created by the body outside of the body'

In that respect, tufunga fo'uvaka material art of boat-building, tufunga tatatau

material art of tattooing, nimameah koka'anga fine art of bark-cloth-making,
(- r=r,,- -- ct,^ ^ ^-.L ^c ^^+ -,-^^-:-- f^- :*^+^-^^ ^.- ^.-^+-l krr +lra

an(l nlmamea a raralrS,a l[lc ar L ul lllal-ws4vulu,r rur urDr4rrvr' 4re uLarvs v, larv

body outside ofthe body. Such a non-body-centric distinction therefore hinges

on the element of performance (see essays 1, 3,6,and7)'

Fakabfobfa moe Aonga be Aati: Quality and Utiltyl0 of Art

The coexistence of both the fakabfobfa/malie quality/beauty, and'aonga utility/

functionality of art in Tongan art (and literature), where they are regarded as

distinct yet related temporal-formal, spatial-substantial, and functional attri-

butes, renders the distinction between art and craft in the existing literature

highly problematic (see'O. Mahina 2008:67-96). Such a problematic assump-

tion suggests that the beautiful and the useful are formally, substantially, and

functionally unconnected entities. The subject matters under the creative pro-

cess are made to be useful and also to be beautiful. That is, the more beautiful
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they are, the more useful they become, where the beautiful tends to withstand
the test of ta time and vi space. Beauty is a function of both tatau symmetry and
potupotutatau harmony, all of which are internal/intrinsic to art, thereby defin-
ing its quality, in contrast to its utility, dictated by its external/extrinsic use (see
'O. Mahina 2005: 168-83; MdLhina-Ti.rai 2010: 26-29; also see Ka'ili 20i9; Lear
2018). Also, arts are, in the existing literature, spatio-temporally divided into
customary and contemporary arts, problematized by a sense of evolutionism.
Tongan arts are holistically and historically classified into the three genres of
arts, viz., faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts.

The internal/intrinsic and external/extrinsic qualities of art are related to
its mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and honga/ngaue utility/functionality. Its
internal or intrinsic qualities include tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony,
and malie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. These qualities are concerned with "what
art isi'which is defined by the artwork. The external/extrinsic qualities of art
basically consist of its use, i.e., the function it serves in the society at large. Such
external/extrinsic qualities are connected with both "what art is by means ofl' i.e.,
art history, and "what art is forl'i.e., art use, respectively informed by the social
conditions in which art is produced and the human function it serves in society.
By"what art is by means of" and "what art is for]'reference is respectively made
to the history of art and utility/functionality or social use of art (see essays l, 3,
6,and7). Furthermore, the impact of art on both performers and viewers alike,
as in the case of the combined performance of faiva ta'anga performance art of
poetry, faiva hiva performance art of music, and faiva haka performance art of
dance, relates to the energy-type, fieryJike psychological-emotional feelings of
mdfana warmth, vela fieriness, and tauelangi climatic elation, i.e., utility/func-
tionality (see A. N. M. Mahina 2004; also see 'O. Mahin a 2005: l63-33).

Tatau, Potupotutatau moe Fakabfobfa: Symmetry, Harmony and Beauty

Tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/qual-
ity are intrinsic to Tongan art. Conflicts in the subject matters are mediated
in the creative process, and they are symmetrically transformed from chaos to
order through sustained harmony to create beauty. A number of artistic devices
are used for the spatio-temporal, substantial-formal production of tatau sym-
metry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality, notably,
mata eye or its mirror image, ava hole. Such a device is variously used across the
three genres as mata'ipapa eye of the board or ava'ipapa hole of the board in
faiva fa'nifo performance art of surfing, mata'ihui eye of the needle, or ava'ihui
hole of the needle in tufunga tatatau material art of tattooing and mata'ikapa
eye of the metal or ava'ikapa hole of the metal in nimamea'a lalanga fine art
of mat-weaving. Potupotutatau harmony is a summation of tatau symmetry,
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connected with the rhythmic production of fakabfobfa/malie beauty/quality.

Both the words fakabfobfa and malie mean beauty, with the former applied to

both tufunga material and nimamea'a fine arts, and the latter to faiva perfor-

mance arts (see'O. Mdhina 2005: 168-83; Mdhina and Potauaine 2010r 14-23).

Mathematically, a mata eye, or its symmetry/mirror-image, ava hole, i.e.,

point, is produced by the intersection of two or more kohi lines; a kohi line is

a collection of mata eye or ava hole; and va space is a summation of kohi lines,

all as spatial entities, identities, or tendencies temporally-formally marked. All
these distinct yet closely fakafelavai intersecting or fakahoko connecting and

fakamivae separating entities of mata eye or ava hole, kohi line, vi space are

spatio-temporal. The mata eye or ava hole is the space where ivi energy (or

opposing fetekeaki-fefusiaki forces) as me'a matter is most dense and intense.

symbolically, ivi energy as me'a matter is arranged into kula red and'uli black,

as in the mataafi eye of the fire or avaafi hole of the fire and matdmatangi eye of
the winds or avimatangi hole of the winds, considered as matakula red eye or

avakula red hole and mata'uli black eye or ava'uli black hole, respectively. Kula

Red and'uli black, or, for that matter, matakula red eye or avakula red hole and

mata'uli black eye or ava'uli black hole, are dependent on the movement of ivi
energy as me'a matter (or opposing fetekeaki-fefusiaki forces), where the for-

mer results in a loto-ki-tua inside-outside/inside-out motion and a tu'a-ki-loto

outside-inside/outside-in movement of ivi energy as me'a matter.

Faiva Lova'a'alo: Performance Art of Rowing

The word'a'alo is derived from the root word'alo, both of which mean rowing.

Likewise, both the words'alo alo and'alofi are derivatives of the term 'alo, which

also means rowing.As a form of social actMry'a'alo rowing belongs in the genre

of t-aiva performance arts, popuiariy i<nown as faiva 'a aio periormance ari of
rowing. A alo rowing and faiva h'alo performance art of rowing are generally

featured in the specific contexts of faiva'alop6pao canoe-rowing and faiva'alo-

vaka boat-rowing. Similarly, the performance arts of faiva fakatet€vaka and faiva

lovavaka, both connected with the performance art of boat-racing, imply the use

of the sails and winds by the sailor for sailing as opposed to the use of oars and

manpower by the rower for rowing. There are also the individual faiva siuh'alo

performance art of fishing and rowing, and faiva alo'atu performance art of row-

ing and bonito-fishing, which are commonly associated with rowing and fishing.

Faiva Tau'a'alo: Performance Art of Rivalled Rowing

In addition to the aforementioned rowing-related forms of social activity and

artforms, there also exists tau'a'alo rivalled rowing as a form of human practice
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and form of art. Originally, tau'a'alo rivalled rowing as a form of social activity
and an artform was connected with the sea. It has evolved over ta time and v6
space, to poetry and dance as new performance arts. In its original form, the
combined theme of both the song and dance was confined to such sea-based
activities as fishing, diving, and sailing. Likewise, faiva tau'a'alo performance art
of rivalled rowing has acquired new forms, notably, faiva ta'anga tau'a'alo per-
formance art of rivalled-rowing poetry, faiva hiva tau'a'alo performance art of
rivalled-rowing music, and faiva haka tau'a'alo performance art of rivalled-row-
ing dance. The common poetic, musical, and dance sea-related theme is now
extended to include land-based activities such as title installations involving the
coronations of Tongan kings, exclusively performed by the village of Holonga,rr
in Vava'u.

Generally, under the faiva lova'a'alo performance art of rowing are the spe-
cific faiva lova alopdpao performance art of canoe-rowing, faiva 'alovaka per-
formance art of boat-rowing, and faiva tau'a'alo performance art of rivalled
rowing. On the other hand, faiva fakat€t€vaka and faiva lovavaka are commonly
connected with the performance art of boat-racing. Both terms fakatetdvaka
and lovavaka point to boat-racing. In addition, there is also the faiva faifolau
performance art of voyaging. Although both rowing-related and racing-related
performance arts are body-centred, they are merely differentiated by way of the
former utilizing both the paddles/oars and manpower and the latter incorpo-
rating both the sails and winds. Similarly, the same applies to faiva haka, perfor-
mance art of dance as a general category, which specifically includes, inter alia,
faiva lakalaka performance art of lakalaka dance, faiva ml'uluulu performance
art of mi'ulu'ulu dance, faiva taublunga performance art of taublunga dance,
and faiva mettu'upaki performance art of me'etu upaki dance.

One of the surviving ancient sung and danced poetry is me'etu'upaki, lit-
erally meaning'dancing-with-the-paddle-while-standingi'which uses paki (or
pate, fohe), miniature paddles as an extension of the body, has a bearing on the
performance arts of faiva toutaivaka navigation and faiva faifolau voyaging. The
whole composition is 25 verses long, with two kupu veesi verses as follows (see

Helu 1999):

LuIu mo Latu Lulu and LAtnl2

Koe ta'anga hiva haka faifolau,A sung and danced poetry ofvoyaging
Fakafatu/fakafa'u, fakahivaifakafasi moe fakahaka/fakasino'ehe punake

ta'e'iloa, Poetry, music, and dance composed by an anonymous poet

Kupu/veesi l'3
l. Ko Lulu €!

Verse lra
1. Oh, there's divine Lulu!
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(Ko Lulu €! x 2)

Sua mai mate
Fakap6 sua mai
(Sua mai x 2)
IUUI

Kupu/veesi 2

l. Ko LatO €!

(Ko Lato c! x 2)

Pe'i tonga mu'a
Kae tokelau'id
('I ia x 2)

Tur]!

(Oh, there's divine Lulu! x 2)

Let there be calm
Alas let the sea be
(Let it be x 2)

Tto!
Verse 2

1. Oh, there's divine Ldtrl!
(Oh, theret divine Ldtu! x 2)

Blow ye from the south
Then from the north
(Yea, yea, x 2)
IUU!

Lulu and L6t[ were the ancient Tongan'Otua Gods of navigation and voyaging,

specifically of the tahi sea (or ngalu/peau waves) and matangi/avangi winds.

These two kupu verses were the beginning of a lotu prayer of the toutaivaka

navigators-voyagers and warriors, considered as kaivai,'5 "eaters of the waterl'

i.e., of the great moana ocean levu, lahi, tele, and nui to Lulu and Latu seeking

divine guidance and protection. It also talks about celestial navigational objects

in the langi sky above and terrestrial landmarks in the tahi sea below (see Irwin
1981). It too talks about voyaging and paddling techniques, as well as ports of
call, all the way from the tokelau-hihifo, northwest Moana Oceania where it
all originated through Kiribati,'Uvea and Futuna, Tuvalu, Samoa, and Fiji to
Tonga in the tonga-hahake, southeast. On arrival in Tonga, a kava beverage

was prepared and drunk, in the midst of great feasting, singing, and dancing of
fakamalO thanksgiving to the Gods of navigation and voyaging, Lulu and Latu

for their divine guidance and protection in both merriment and celebration
/- - - rr-I-- r nAA\
\see ncru 1777,t.

It is said that when they arrived in Tonga, the new arrivals took shelter in
'ana caves and ava'i'akau tree trunks, when it was out of necessity that they

turned their vaka boat upside down as a fale house with four posts holding it
above, under which they had kava. As a social and ceremonial institution, the

kava was thus created at the fakafelavai intersection, or fakahoko connection

and fakamavae separation, ofvaka boat and fale house, where the oval arrange-

ment of the kava, vaka boat, and fale house are structural reflections of each

other (see Fifita2016; Holakeituai 2019; Moa 2011; Potauaine 2010; also see

Van der Ryn 2012). It can be said that the vaka boat is a fale fakafobhake upside

down house and, by extension, the fale house is a vaka fakafobhifo downside

up boat, with the kava at the interface of vaka boat and fale house (see Alatini
and Mahina 2009; Mdhina and Alatini 2009a),'6 all collectively involving their

fakatatau mediation as fakafelavai intersecting or fakahoko connecting and
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fakamdvae hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, and sociodynamic entities, identities,
or tendencies (see essays 4 and 5).

The legend of the origin of kava and to sugarcane plants revolved around
the sacrifice of Kava, the only daughter of Fevanga and Fefafa, which was
authored by Lo'au, renowned for being the first material artist of social archi-
tecture and engineering (see Mahina and Alatini 2009a; also see'O. Mehina
1992).It is a work of art and literature in faiva fakamamahi tragedy, which is
concerned with the mediation of anga'i-manu animality and anga'i-tangata
sociality, the outcome of which is fakama shame, realized as the commission
of an error in both thinking and feeling. This tragic story was associated with
Momo, tenth Tu'i Tonga around AD 1200, who married Nua, daughter of
Lo'au, Tu'i Ha'amea. Their son was Lafa, eleventh Tlr'i Tonga, nicknamed Tu'i
Tdtui for his extreme tyrannical rule. This story of faiva fakamamahi tragedy
centred on the kona bitterness and melie sweetness of the kava and tO plants,
respectively. Metaphorically, it points to the social fact that, as far as deeds
of lasting value are concerned, one has to first go through difficulties before
reaping the benefits and secondarily, where the latter follows the former, in that
logical order. The fale house is, in Tongan thinking and feeling, derived from
the kelekele earth/soil, where fat mother and fa'ele birth are derivatives. All the
kelekele earth, fa? mother, fd'ele birth, and fale house are as markers associated
with anga'ifefine or fakafefine, femininity. Given that, in this context, the fale
house is a vaka fakafobhifo, downside-up boat, it can be said that all three,
viz., vaka boat, kava, and fale house are associated with the fefine woman (see
Potauaine 2010).

Mata, Ava moe Faiva Lova'a'alo: Eye, HoIe, and Performance Art of Rowing

Like all arts, whether they be faiva performance, tufunga material, or nimamea'a
fine arts, faiva lova'a'alo performance art of rowing uses the artistic device of
mata eye or ava hole in the form of mata'ifohe eye of the oar or ava'ifohe hole
of the oar and mata'ivaka eye of the boat and ava'ivaka hole of the boat (see

Potauaine 2010; Potauaine and Mdhina 2010: 194-216). The exercise of such
artistic devices involves the. mediation of the fohe-tahi oar-sea and vaka-tahi
boat-sea and fakafelavai intersections by means of fakahoko connecting and
fakamavae separating kohi lines and vi spaces, on the abstract level, and faka-
hoko connecting and fakamavae separating fuo forms and uho contents, on the
concrete level. The place where kohi lines commonly fakafelavai intersect is the
mata eye or ava hole, which is the point where ivi energy as me'a matter is most
powerful, concretely expressed by means of intersecting oars, boat, and sea (see

Ka'ili 2017a: 62-71; 'O. Mahina 20I7b:133-53). Given that faiva performance
arts are tefito-he-loto-sino body-centric, there is a requirement for a two-way,
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continuous and smooth flow of ivi energy as me'a matter between the rower,

oar, and boat, i,e,, rower, rowing, and rowed.

While the mata eye or ava hole as an artistic device cuts across the three

genres, namely, faiva performance, tufunga material, and nimamea'a fine arts

for the production of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau harmony, and mdlie/

fakabfobfa beauty/quality, it variously exists by other names, especially in

the case of performance arts. In faiva ta'anga performance art of poetry, faiva

hiva performance art of music, and faiva haka performance art of dance, for

instance, the general artistic device of mata eye or ava hole for the mediation

of the intersecting meanings, intersecting tones/notes, and intersecting bodily

movements are, as specific artistic devices, called heliaki, tu'akaut6, and hola,

kaiha'asi or haka-funga-haka, respectively. As specific artistic devices, heliaki,

tuhkauta, and hola further subdivide the existing intersections in human mean-

ings, musical tones/notes, and bodily movements, symmetrically transformed

and communicated through sustained harmony and beauty, with the effect of
some psychoanalytic, hypnotic, or therapeutic nature.

Matakula- Av akulq, Mata'uli- Av a'uli mo e F aiv a Lova'a'alo : Redeye-Redhole,

Blackeye-Blackhole and Performance Art of Rowing

In ethnographical terms, the movement of ivi energy as me'a matter is symbol-

ized by kula red and'uli black. when ivi energy as me'a matter moves from kula

red to'uli black, it forms a mata'uli black eye or ava'uli black hole and from'uli
black to kula red results in a matakula red eye or avakula red hole (see Potauaine

and Mdhina 2010:194-216; Schmiedtova and Mertins 2002; usuktila 2008). A

matakula red eye or avakula black eye engages in a loto-ki-tu'a inside-outside

movement of ivi energy as meh matter and a mata'uli black eye or ava'uli black
r L- f -,--^ I^a^ ^..a^:.l^ :-^:l^ *^+i^- ^f i'; .n-rc.' oo *ota ffiatfaf
I)OrC UIIUCIB,UCS a lUil-IULU UulDrUs-lllDrug llrvrtvrr vr rv! Ltrlr6l

In faiva lova'a'alo performance art of rowing, as in faiva'alopdpao performance

art of canoe-rowing, the motion of ivi energy as me'a matter from kula red to

'uli black results in mata'uli black eye or ava'uli black hole, negotiated at the

interface of the oars, boat, and sea. In a similar manner, the movement of ivi

energy as me'a matter from kula red to'uli black in faiva lovavaka performance

of boat-racing, for example, is mediated within and across the crossings of the

la sails, vaka boats, matangi/avangi winds, and ngalu/peau waves'

The performance arts of faiva lova'a'alo rowing as a text, like those of faiva

toutaivaka navigation, faiva faifolau voyaging, faiva toutaiika fishing, faiva lova-

vaka boat-racing, faiva fanifo surfing, faiva kakau swimming, and faiva uku div-

ing, is conducted in the broader context of mata eyes or ava holes. This is done

byway of the fakatatau mediation of the fakafelavai intersection or fakahoko

connection and separation of the matangi/avangi winds and ngalu/peau waves.
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Their fakatatau mediation is done by the p6pao canoe, as well as the fohe pad-
dles, at the mata eyes or ava holes of the matangi/avangi winds and ngalu/peau
waves as fakafelavai intersecting or fakahoko connecting and separating aero-
dynamic and hydrodynamic entities, identities, or tendencies. The same applies
to the vaka boats, as well as la sails, fohe paddles/oars, and fohe'uli rudders, in
the case of navigation, voyaging, and fishing, as well as papa board and sino
body by way of surfing and sino body by means of kakau swimming and uku
diving. These are used as artistic devices for the fakatatau mediation of the mata
eyes and ava holes, which are kupesi-design/motif-like, helix-like, vortex-led,
and spiral-driven, as in plural and circular in their complexity of formation.

Hahake, Hihifq Tokelau moe Tonga: East, West, North, and South

The subject matter explored here has a direct bearing on the four Tongan main
divisions of the earth by virtue of orientation and direction, viz., hahake east,
hihifo west, tokelau north, and tonga south. The multi-directional and multi-di-
mensional movements of a plurality of matangi/avangi winds and ngalu/peau
waves, associated with the multiple flows of the 'au currents, are fakatatau
mediated in alignment by means of orientation and direction to these rela-
tive fixed points, i.e., hahake east, hihifo west, tokelau north, and tonga south.
These include their variations, such as tokelau-hahake northeast, tonga-hahake
southeast, tokelau-hihifo northwest, tonga-hihifo southwest, and tokelau-tonga
north-south. These correspond to a multiplicity of matangi/avangi winds as
matangi/avangi tonga, tokelau, hihifo, and hahake or southerly, northerly, west-
erly, and easterly winds in both orientation and direction, as well as matangi/
avangi t6, taka, and taulua as both situational and behavioral. Also, these are in
correspondence to such an infinity of waves as peau-tdr7 and peau-tupukoso,rs
which are varieties of breaking waves, and peau-kulare "red waves" as a species
of peau-ta'ane2o and peau-tangata,2r i.e., male waves (see leffery 2}L};potauaine
and Mahina 2010:194-216). The peau kula red waves are not kula red as such
but rather a symbolic reference to the movement of ivi energy as me'a mat-
ter from the'uli blackness (fakapo'uli darkness) of the interior of the volcano
through the 'uli blackness (or fakapo'uli darkness) of the depth of the moana22
ocean to the kula redness (or mama lightness) of the surface (lighted up by the
kula red fiery, burning lah sun).23

In Tongan philosophical thinking, feeling, and practice, the la'd sun, mdhina
moon, and fetu'u stars revolve around the maama earth in varying rates (see

Velt 1990). The la? sun, for example, hopo rises in the hahake east to the toke-
lau north blunga up above, then tO sets in the hihifo west, moving to the tonga
south lalo down beloq respectively defining the cycle of both 'aho day and po
night. The tokelau north and tonga south are also known as blunga up above
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and lalo down below, both meaning tokelau north and tonga south, respectively,

as in a voyage that is to-blunga € folau or t6-lalo e folau, a symbolic reference

to one that is off-course, more northerly or southerly than being on-course.

On the other hand, the mdhina moon rotates around the maama earth once a

mlhina month for thirteen mlhina months, making up the Tongan calendar'

This goes to show that the respective cyclical movements of the la'a sun and

mahina moon are daily-nightly and monthly. All these celestial objects vari-

ously hold immense navigational, voyaging, fishing, boat-racing' surfing, swim-

ming, and diving value, the plural cycles of which were enormously important

to both the cultivation of crops and the domestication of animals.

Hema, hihifu, Mata'u moe Hahake: Left and West, Right and East

By virtue of Tongan t6vdist philosophical thinking and feeling, the historical is

transcended to the metaphorical, where ontology is socially organized in terms of

epistemology, as in ta time and va space and fuo form and uho content' as onto-

logical entities. By way of transcendence and organization, these ontological enti-

ties are humanly made in correspondence to such epistemological identities as

kula red and'uli black,lah sun and mdhina moon,'aho day and pd night,maama

lightness and fakapo'uli darkness, and mo'ui life and mate death, which are, in

turn, taken to be symbolically associated with tangata men and fefine women,

respectively. The same is extended to both the directional and orientational

dMsions of the mama earth, where the Tokelau-hahake northeast and tonga-hi-

hifo southwest, and by extension, blunga-mata'u up-above-right and lalo-hema

down-under-left are symbolically taken as a feffne-tangata women-men and tan-

gata-fefine men-women relationship, respectively. These apply to the motion of

ihe celestial objects as much as the movement of the winds and waves' as in the
r^11^-.-:-- -^^- ^^+:-.^ ^---^-^+^ f-^'. +'^'^..'^.Lo ^f Thncan orrnc anrl AqnrcA nnpfrv'rouuw[r5 rgsycLuvc s^lsrylJ ltvrtr t vvv

Hiva Afa'aVAea Hurricane Song of Vaea2a

Koe ta'anga hiva haka fakamamahi, A sung and danced poetry of
tragedy

Fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Kuini S6lote, Poetry composed by Queen Sdlote

Fakahiva/fakafasi mo fakahaka/fakasino 'e Lavaka Kefu, Music and

dance composed by Lavaka Kefu

Fai'ehe Kau Hiva-Tlmda Fuiva-b-Fangatapu, Performed by Fuiva-b-

Fangatapu Choral-Instrumental Musical

Kupu veesi I Verse 125

l Ne sik6'ahema fakahihifo 1. Veering to the left and westerly
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Louloua'a d matangi td
Kolongatata ne fakauO

4.'O falala'i Fakabsikato
'Ise'isa €! Kao mo Tofua
Vilingia hoto kie tdua
Kuo hola'ae Fangailifuka
8. Tounoa e Makakoloupua

Kupu veesi 1

1. Hema e matangi fakahihifo
'O ne ue'ia e ngalu fanifo
3. Hange ha sisi ne tui kako
Ke kahoa pea nob loto
'O suei he peau tupukoso
6. Tokebne he vao fatai melo33

The fury and fire of striking winds
While Kolon gatata26 was in jubilation
4. Leaning on Fakabsikato2T in haste
Alas! My beloved Kao and Tofua28

My doubly-woven kie has blown away
Both dear Fangailifuka2e has fled
8. And Makakoloupua3o deserted

Verse 132

1. Veering left was the westerly wind
Causing the breaking surfing-waves
3. Like a waist-band finely hand-woven
To proudly wear as my inner fragrance
When I sway from unpredictable waves
6. Reaching the yellowish bush fatai leaves

Hema E Matangi Left-VeeringWinffl

Koe ta'anga hiva bfa moe fakamamahi, A sung poetry of love and
tragedy

Fakafatu/fakafa'u'e Prince Tu'ipelehake (Fatafehi), Po etry composed by
Prince Tir'ipelehake (Fatafehi)

Fakahiva/fakafasi'e Pilinisesi Melenaite Tu'ipelehake, Music composed
by Princess Melenaite Tir'ipelehake

Fai'ehe Hiva-Tdme'a Ika-Koula-'a-Tdone mo Lavaka Kefu, performed
by lka-Koula-'a-Taone Vocal-Instrumental Musical and Lavaka Kefu

Both of the two sung and danced poems above are a faiva fakamamahi trag-
edy, infused with elements of its opposite hoa pair/binary, faiva fakaoli comedy,
which are respectively concerned with the mediation of anga'i-manu animal-
rty and anga'i-tangata sociality, and ngalivale absurdity and ngalipoto social-
ity. whereas the first poem retells the powerful hurricane that struck Ha'apai
(kupu/veesi verse 1, kohi/laini lines I -2) and caught the inhabitants of Ha'afeva
off guard (kupu/veesi verse 1, kohi/laini line 3), and continued the devastation
of the whole group (kupu/veesi verse 1, kohi/laini lines 4-8) (see Wood-Ellem
2004), the second poem deals with both bfa love and fakamamahi tragedy,
focusing on the formation of powerful fasi breaking waves fitting for masterful
fanifo surfing (kupu/veesi verse l, lines i-2), taken with huge pride and joy by
a skillful surfer and ridden with both elegance and excellence (kupu/veesi verse
1, kohi/laini lines i-6). Herein, bfa love is made to equal mate death which
is, in turn, made to equal faiva fakamamahi tragedy. Both poems make good
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use of hema left and hihifo west, e.g., Ne sikd'ahema fakahihifo, veering to the

left and westerly (kupu/veesi verse 1, kohi/laini line 1), and Hema e matangi

fakahihifo, veering left was the westerly wind (kupu/veesi verse l, kohi/laini

Iine l), as opposed to their respective opposite hoa pairs/binaries, mata'u right

and hahake east. As far as the hema left and hihifo west go, both cases are com-

monly concerned with tragic elements of faingatdrnaki3a danger, immediately'

and, more so, with mate death and mamahi sadness, ultimately-in contrast

to the variables of faingamalie3s opportunity, resulting in mo'ui life and fiefia

happiness, as the chief concerns of faiva fakaoli comedy.

Mot.ou.t, the hema-mata'u left-right distinction and relation is clearly

seen in especially the taumafa kava royal kava ceremony, where Lauaki (or

Maliep6) and Motu'apuaka (or Molofaha) as principal orators are respectively

seated on the hema left and mata'u right of the tu'i king, who presides over

the whole event. Both Lauaki and Motu'apuaka belong in the hah matdpule

professional class of oratory/orators, respectively divided into the Kau Ma'u

as in Ma'ukakala and Ma'umatdpule and Kau Mafi as in Mafifatongiatau and

Mafimalanga, among many others.While the faha'i hema left side is associated

with mate death, mamahi sadness, and tengihia mourning, the fa'ahi mata'u

right side is linked to mo ui life, fiefia happiness, and katoanga celebration. In

teims of these distinctions, either Lauaki (and his Kau Ma'u) or Motuapuka

(and his Kau Mafi) take over as the chief conductor(s) of the ceremony'

Lomipeau the Legendary Double-Hulled Canoe: A Story of Comedy

The legend of the double-hulled canoe Lomipeau as a story of comedy was

associated with'Uluakimata l, also known as Tele'a, twenty-ninth Tu'i Tonga,

around AD 1600, with Lo'au also the playwright, who was well known as the
? t t f .- -- t- ,-' ' ^ ,^^^t^-t^1 ^-+:^+ ^f^^-:^1 ^+-"^+"-o ^-l o-ninaarinc /cpp pccqrr
IIrSI tUrUIIS,a lollua lIl4LErral al lr)L vt Dvlr4r olr qvrur! aru lrr6urvlrur6 \evv vvu*/

7; also seeio. Mahina 1992; also see wood-Ellem 2004). As a great work of art

and literature in comedy, it is basically concerned with the mediation of nga-

li-poto normality and ngali-vale absurdiry resulting in kata laughter, involving

a ielebration of the awareness of the mind and heart of the commission of an

error in both'ilo thinking and ongo feeling. This comic story mainly revolves

around the lahi greatness of the Tu'i Tonga, especially the exertion of his mafai

power and pule authority over his neighboring dominions, which included Fiji,

Sdmoa, Futuna, 'Uvea, and far and beyond, The Tu i Tonga used human ser-

vices through his extensive pule'anga hau empire to extract materials from the

neighboring dominions in the periphery for the building of the imperial center

by means of his imperial fleet, led by the famous kalia double-hulled canoes

Akiheuho, Tongafuesia, and Takaipomana, including the legendary Lomipeau

(see'O. Mahina 1992).
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The Lomipeau was built in 'Uvea by 'Uveans for the transportation
of stones from'Uvea for the building of the imperial langi royal tomb of
'Uluakimata I or Tele'a, with the deployment of labor of 'Uvean tufunga
fo'uvaka boat-builders and tufunga tlmaka stone-cutters. This langi royal
tomb, built with fine craftsmanship, was named after Tele'a, popularly known
as Langi Paepae-o-Tele'a. The celebrated lahi greatness ofthe Tu'i Tonga and
his powerful rulership through his expansive imperial activities is borne in
the name of the oversized double-hulled canoe Lomipeau, which literally
means "Suppressor-of-waves." It is said that, upon the completion of building
Lomipeau, due to its sheer size, the combined people of Tonga,'Uvea, and
Futuna could not launch the canoe to sea. So, an btua-mo-tangata, demigod
from Fiji named Nailasikau36 was assigned the onerous task, when he stood
on the telekanga gunwale and mimi urinated down, which slowly moved
the huge Lomipeau to sea. On her maiden voyage to Tonga with a canoe
full of stones, manned by'Uvean toutaivaka navigators, upon their arrival
at Lapaha, in Mu'a, the imperial center, when the talafu fireplace was emp-
tied, the efuefu ashes formed the offshore island of Mounu. On her way to
Tonga'eiki, Tongatapu, or Tongalahi in Tonga en route to Ha'apai, it is said
that the two high volcanic islands of Kao and Tofua could both easily fit
under the huge fungavaka deck and between the two gigantic katea hulls (see

Mahina and Alatini 2009b).

Talangata Conclusion

The dMsion of Tongan art into faiva performance, tufunga material, and nima-
meah fine arts is suggestive of their td-vd tempo-spatial, fuo-uho substantial-
formal (and'aonga/ngdue practical-functional) variations on both the abstract
and concrete levels across the three genres. However, the three artistic genres are
collectively concerned with the production of tatau symmetry, potupotutatau
harmony, and mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. All arts are therefore concerned
with the mediation of ta-va time-space, fuo-uho form-content, and 'aonga/
ngiue practical-functional conflicts in the subject matters under the creative
process, where they are transformed from a condition of felekeui fepaki chaos to
a state of maau/fendpasi order through sustained tatau symmetry and potupo-
tutatau harmony to create mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality. The concerns with
their functionality are a matter of secondary importance. Included here is faiva
lova'a alo performance art of rowing. As such, faiva tau'a'alo performance art
of rowing involves the mediation of tensions at the points of intersection of
the fohe oars, vaka boat, and tahi sea, resulting in the uninterrupted flow ofivi
energy as me'a matter in tatau symmetrical, potupotutatau harmonious, and
fakabfobfa, mllie beautiful ways.
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NOTES

rA form of special language within a language, which is temporally intensified and spatially

reconstituted, it can be said that a proverb is a one-line poem and poetry is a collection of

proverbs.

2Or ld-makona, i.e., la-tu u, fully blown sail as opposed to la-ngalemu partially blown sail.

rOriginally, it was,like the fakatangi in faiva fananga, performance art of legend-telling' sung

in the ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe, "sound, tone or tune of the other side, order or beingi'

i.e., sound of death and ofthe dead.

aAs a performance art of faiva'alopopao/faiva b'alop6pao canoe-rowing.

5As opposed to mu'avai as the watert origin, i.e., mu'a water's front; cf. muivai as the "water's

backl'lhe word vai is often used to specifically mean the water springs that flow into the sea,

and to generally mean the tahi/tai sea. This is seen in the term kaivai literally meaning "eaters

ofthe water" as'a heiiairi symboiic reference to the navigators-voyagers an<i fishermen as ilieir
common field of expertise.

#I1pes of ika fish.

TTypes of ika fish.

sThat is, hakau reefs.

'That is, by feeding on the mounu bait while itt fresh (as in toutaiika fishing).

r0Or mdlie/fakabfobfa beauty/quality and ngdue/'aonga utility/functionality of art.

'rTau'a'alo is also used as a hauling sung poetry, as in the execution of such major works as

toho-vaka hauling vaka boat or toho maka stone-works, e.g., in the building of the,btu langi

royal tombs. As a faiva performance art, tau'a'alo hauling is unique to Holonga, where each

ofihe kupu/veesi verses is the forte of respective kainga blood-related social units, sung with
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a plurality of parts. This is related to the healing or therapeutic, hypnotic or psychoanalytic
effects of especially hiva music.

''originally, this twenty-five-kupu veesi verse piece was, like the fakatangi in faiva fananga
and tau'a'alo in major physical works, sung in the ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahikehe,"sound, tone
or tune ofthe other side, order or beingi'i.e., sound of death and of the dead, though it is now,
mostly, if not entirely, sung in the ongo, afo, or fasi fakafa'ahitatau, "sound, tone or tune of the
same side, order or beingi i.e., sound of life and of the living.

'3The language is largely unintelligible to living Tongans, thought to be proto-Moanan Oce-
anian.

'aLiliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors.

'srhe word "kail' literally meaning to "eat,' as in kaivai "eater of the waterl' is a heliaki meta-
phor for what one knows best and is good at, such as the toutai navigator, fisherman, consid-
ered to be warriors "waging war against the tai, tahi, seai'i,e., the elements, notably, Matangi/
avangi winds and ngalu/peau waves.

r6Besides the actual vaka boats, the sea mammals, the fonu turtles, and tofua'a whales, as well
as manupuna birds like kanivatu, are heliaki symbolically featured as vaka vessels in mythol-
ogy,poetry, and oratory (see A. N. M. Mahina 2004).

tTOr ngalu-t6; see ngalu-ta'ane ngalu-tangata male,wave; also ngalu-kula red wave as male-
wave-all as killer waves.

'8Or ngalu-tupukoso.

'eOr ngalu-kula. These powerful waves peau kula "red waves" are scientifically known as
tidal, seismic sea waves and tsunami as "harbor waves" in Japanese. Given their sheer and
raw power, they are also called ngalu-tamate or peau-tamate, "killer wavesi' The moana
ocean is classified into moana loloto deep ocean, moana ta'e'iloa incomprehensible ocean,
moana vavale immeasurable ocean, and moana'uli'uli black ocean. The moana ocean is also
described as vahanoa vast expanse of space, variouslytemporally-formally defined and medi-
ated by depth, incomprehensibiliry immeasurability, and blackness or darkness.

2oOr peau-ta'ane.

2rOr peau-tangata.

22The moana is also named moana'uli'uli black ocean by virtue of its depth.

23The la? sun is associated with kula red, as in kula'i moana red (or sun-burnt) in the ocean
from fishing and kula vao red (or sun-burnt) in the bush from gardening.

2{Noble Vaea was governor of Ha'apai when she was stricken by this powerful hurricane in
1961. The eight-kohi/laini line three-kupu/veesi verses and eight-kohi/laini line tau chorus
piece is heavily influenced by both the Tongan ongo, afo or fasi fakafa'ahitatau ('tound, tone
or tune ofthe same side, order or being'] i.e., sound of life and ofthe living) and the European
major key. It features repetitions oftwo, twoJine phrases corresponding to the verse and cho-
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rus sections. This element of repetition is masked by slight melodic changes between both

sections, and subtle rhythmic changes throughout'

':5liliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors.

,6Heliaki, symbolic name for the island of Ha'afeva, which is inclusive'Otu Lulunga Western

Islands, in Ha'apai.

'?7A chiefly place in Ha'afeva, used as a heliaki symbolic name.

2sHigh volcanic islands closely associated with Kotu and Habfeva islands, used as heliaki

symbolic names for Ha'apai. Kotu is associated with such notable navigators-fishermen and

warriors as Taumoepeau and Ha'afeva with Tu'uhetoka.

,eFangailifuka is also known as Fanga'ihesi and Fangafalikipako, all used as heliaki symbolic

names for Pangai, Ha'apai.

30A place in Tongoleleka at Pangai in Ha'apai, used as a heliaki symbolic name for Ha'apai.

3tThe six-kohi/laini line three-kupu/veesi verses make clever use of the melodic half tone

or minor second interval (see Lear 2018 and Potauaine 2017 for discussion of the European

half tone from the perspective of tu'akautd as a Tongan music device)' This is accompanied

by an overall rising in pitch and harmonic dissonance, which are altogether resolved in the

four-kohi/laini line tau chorus, as a shift from dissonance to consonance, tension to release,

or conflict to resolution as forms of intersection and mediation, for the production ofmdfana,

vela, and tauelangi, by way of tatau, Potupotutatau, and mdlio.

3'Liliulea'Ingilisi'ehe kau tufungatohi, English translation by the authors'

arThe leaves of the coastal shrubs of fatai, which are considered as kakala, and they become

most beautiful as they age, when they slowly turn into melo/kena brownish and enga yellow-

ish, variously called fatai melo, fatai kena, and fatai enga.

14Or fakatu'utdmaki.

r5Or fakatu'umdlie.

r6This story of faiva fakaoli comedy was retold by Queen Sdlote in a sung and danced poetry

lakalaka named after the Fijian protagonist "Nailasikau" as a celebration of this major collec-

tive feat (see Wood-Ellem 2004:266-67)'
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KOLOSALIO GLOSSARY

A'alo
A'alo, faiva
Aati
Afa
Afo
Ako
Alohtu
Alop6pao
Alopdpao, faiva
Ana
Anga

rowlng
rowing, performance art of
art
hurricane
harmony, simultaneous pitch
education
form of bonito-fishing
canoe-rowing; see'a alopdpao
canoe-rowing, performance art of
cave

shark
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Anga'i-manu
Anga'i-tangata
Aonga
Ava
Ava'i'akau

Ava'ihui
Ava'ikapa
Ava'ipapa
Ava kula
Avdmatangi

Avangi
Ava'uli
Fa'ahi hema

Fa'ahikehe, fakafa'ahikehe

Fa'ahi mata'u

Fa'ahitatau, fakafa'ahitatau

Faifolau, faiva

Faiva
Fakafasi

Pacific Studies,Yol.44, Nos. l l 2-Oct. 202l

animality
sociality
utility; see use, function; ngdue

hole; see mata eye

tree trunk
hole-of-the-needle
hole- of-the -metal-blade

hole- of-the-surf-board
red hole

hole-of-the-wind; see matdmatangi

eye-of-the-wind
wind; see matangi
black hole

left side; left-sided
side-of-a-different-order, i.e., of death and the

dead

right side; right-sided
side-of-the-same-order, i.e., of life and the

living
voyaging, performance art of; see toutaivaka,

faiva
performance artlartist
composer of music, instrumental music or

vocal music with instrumental accompaniment

composer of poetry
composer of poetry
intprccrfinn

composer of music, vocal music

connection
shame

thank
tragedy, performance art of
separation

new word for beauty

comedy, performance art of
mediation
opportune
danger; accident

type of fish
surfing, performance art of

fakafatu

fakafa'u
D^1.^f^I^,,^ir G4LTOV sr

Fakahiva

Fakahoko
Fakami
Fakamdlo

Fakamamahi, faiva
Fakamdvae

Fakabfobfa
Fakaoli, faiva

Fakatatau

Fakatu'um6lie
Fakatu'utdmaki
Fangamea

Fdnifo, faiva



Fasi

Fasi, faiva
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tone; tune, air, melody, sequential pitch; leading
voice
music, instrumental music or vocal music, per-
formance art of; see faiva
pull
chaos; disorder
order
conflict
push
push-pull as equal and opposite forces
star
philosophy
form
form-content
professional class; social unit
professional class of performance arts/artists
professional class of fine arts/artists
professional class of poets
professional class of navigators and fishermen
professional class of material arts/artists
professional class of house-builders
east; see tangata man; mata'u right; tokelau
north
dance
dance, performance art of; dancer
dance device; see hola and kaiha'asi
artistic (and literary) device
left; see fefine woman; hihifo west; tonga south
west; see fefine woman; hema left
tone; song, sing
music, vocal music, performance art of; see

faiva, fasi
pair; binary; soa in Sdmoa

dance device; see kaiha'asi and hakafungahaka
type of fish
knowledge
energy
eati also knowledge, skill
dance device; see hola and hakafungahaka
"eater-of-water" knowledgeable and skillful
navigator or fisherman

Fefusiaki
Felekeu

Fendpasi
Fepaki
Fetekeaki
Fetekeaki-fefusiaki
Fetu'u
Filosofi
Fuo
Fuo-uho
Ha'a
Ha'a faiva
Ha'a nimamea'a
Ha'a punake
Ha'a toutai
Ha'a tufunga
Ha'a tufunga langafale
Hahake

Haka
Haka, faiva
Hakafungahaka
Heliaki
Hema
Hihifo
Hiva
Hiva, faiva

Hoa
Hola

'Ilo
Ivi
Kai

Hoputu

Kaiha'asi
Kaivai
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Kaokao
Kata
Kohi
Koka'anga, nimameah
Kolosalio
Kupu
LA

LAA

Laini
Lakalaka
Lakupoto
Lakuvale
Ldlanga
Lalo

Ld-mdkona
Ll-ngalemu
Ld-tuu
Loto
Loto-ki-tu'a
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gunwale; see telekanga
laughter
line; see laini
bark-cloth-making, fine art of
glossary
verse; see veesi

sail
sun
line; see kohi
type of poetry, music and dance

skillfully oriented; right-handed
ignorantly, foolishly oriented; left-handed
mat-weaving, fine art of
down-under; south; see hihifo west; tonga

south; hema left
full-blown sail; see la-tu u
part-blown sail

full-blown sail; see la-makona
desire; heart; inside
inside-out as in movement of ivi energy as me'a

matter
worship; religiou pr ay i pr ay et

racing-rowing
order
moon; month
rock; stone

old word for beauty
eye; see ava hoie
eye-hole
eye-of-the-needle
eye-of-the -metal-blade
eye -of-the- surf-board
red eye

eye-of-the-wind
wind; see avangi
right; see tangata man; hahake east

black eye

reference
matter
type of poetry, music and dance

urinate

Lotu
Lovah'alo
Maau
Mahina
Maka
Malie
Mata
Mata-ava
Mata'ihui
Mata'ikapa
Mata'ipapa
Mata kula
Mat6matangi
Matangi
Mata'u
Mata'uli
Ma'ungatala
Me'a
Me'etuupaki
Mimi



Mu'avai
Muivai
Ngalipoto
Ngalivale
Ngalu
Ngalu kula
Ngalu td
Ngatala
Ngaue
Nima hema,tobhema
Nima mata'u, tobmata'u
Noa
nota
'Ofa
'Olunga
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water's origin, i.e., water's front; see muivai
water's end, i.e., watert back; see mu'avai
normality
absurdity
wave; see peau
red wave; see peau kula red wave
breaking wave
type of fish
functionality; use, function; see honga
left hand; left-handed
right hand; right-handed
0, zero-point
Tonganization of "note" in music
love
up-above; see tokelau north; hahake east;

mata'u right
sound; see hearing, feeling
god; deity
rejoice
wave; see ngalu
red wave; see tidal wave; tsunami; peau tangata,
peau ta'ane male wave; peau tamate killer wave
male wave; see peau tangata male wave; peau
tdmate killer wave; tsunami
male wave; see peau ta'ane; peau tlmate killer
wave
skill
harmony
empire
type of wind direction, i.e., javelin-throw-
ing-like westerlywind
rowing-fishing, performance art of; form of
fishing
time
sea; short of tahi sea as in tautai, toutai, i.e., tau-
tahi, toutahi
fireplace
introduction
conclusion
stone-cutting, material art of; stonemason
shout; exclaim

Ongo
'Otua
Pata

Peau

Peau kula

Peau ta'ane

Peau tangata

Poto
Potupotutatau
Pule'anga hau
Sika'ahema

Siuh'alo, faiva

Thlafu
Talakamata
Talangata
Tdmaka, tufunga
Tapa

la
Thi
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Tata
Tdtatau, tufunga
Tatau
Tau'a'alo, faiva

Taublunga
Td-v6
Tefito-he-fefine
Tefito-he-tangata
Tefito-'i-loto-he- sino

Tefito-'i-tu'a-he- sino

Telekanga
Telinga hema, tobhema
Telinga mata'u, tobmata'u
Tokelau
Tonga
Toutaiika
Toutaiika, faiva
Toutaivaka, faiva

Tu'akauta
Tu'a-ki-loto

Tufunga
Ttrftrngatohi
Tukupn
Tuli
VA

Vaka
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drum-beating repeatedly

tattooing, material artlartist/tattooist of
symmetry
rivalled rowing, performance art of
type of poetry, music and dance

time-space
female-based/led
male-based/led
body-centred
non-bodpcentred
gunwale; see kaokao
left ear; left-eared
right ear; right-eared
north; see blunga up-above north
south; see lalo down-below south
fishing
fishing, performance art of
navigation, performance art of; see faifolau,
faiva
music device
outside-in as in movement of ivi energy as me'a

matter
material artlartist
author
dedication
racing; chasing
space

boat
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